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ABSTRACT
For more than one century we know that hyper inflation and full blown
deflation are once a while kind of incidents like the times of the 1930s, hyper inflation
in Germany and around same time frame in the USA was dealing with deflation and
inflation in the USA in the 1970s. Even these incidents are country specific,
sometimes one country or area is under inflation and other country or area is under
deflation. Most of the times there is inflationary and deflationary pressures which
central banks try to control and minimize its impact on the economy. Portfolio theory
basically studies that how efficiently unsystematic risk can be minimized in the stock
market by diversification, because even with simple diversification systematic risk
cannot be avoided. Other theories which have been worked for the valuation of asset
prices like stock market are Rational Expectation Theory, Arbitrage Pricing Theory
(APT) and also the Efficient Market Hypothesis (EMH). When we call all these
concepts into one theory then that can be considered as Joint Hypothesis theory.
Based on EMH prices capture all relevant information at that time and based on newer
version based on the “No Arbitrage” assumption only information affects the prices
and the information which is already available does not matter. Major economies of
USA, China, Japan and England were selected based on the portion of these
economies as GDP and market cap is concerned. All these economies share more than
50% of GDP and market cap. Main time frames selected for this study based on two
incidents one September 2001 and other Financial Crises. Based on this these time
periods were split as 2002 to 2008 and 2008 to 2016. All this means if we take
relevant technical, micro and macro variables then we should be able to establish a
model which can show significance of these variables for the performance of stock
markets. Basically after selecting the variables and in the light of wealth effect of
stock market on economy and Efficient Market hypothesis by using Arbitrage Pricing
Theory (APT) Approach we worked on the Econometric Model. APT was selected
because this approach has been used for factor and variable analysis and also this can
be used to calculate returns. To develop these Econometric Models we used
Autoregressive Distributed Lag (ARDL) technique with Error Correction Models both
for short and long run aspects of the results. We found out which variables are
statistically significant and which markets are weak and which are not efficient. Based
on the current literature and results of the proposed models in this study Japan
economy is still under deflationary pressure and susceptible to deflation she saw for
couple of decades. Models for other countries are selected such that we can see
statistical significance of Japan performance for other countries. Based on this we can
see impact of Japan economy on other selected countries. This relationship does not
bode well for the USA markets based on this study. The findings from this study how
market performance in inflationary and deflationary periods behave give us some idea
from these models and this way we can reduce our risk by analyzing these behaviors
of the markets. It seems like that even though Federal Reserve has started increasing
rates all major Central Banks need to be keeping loose monetary policies in place for
longer than expected time frame in the future.
Keywords: Technical, Micro and Macro variables, ZIRP, SPY, ARDL, Error
Correction Model, Wealth Effect, APT and EMH
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1

1.1 Introduction
During previous century in USA economy has seen both deflation (1930s) and
inflation in 1970s. Germany saw hyper inflation in early part of century (1920s).
More recently there have been incidents in developing countries like inflation in
Argentina and Venezuela. Even these incidents are country specific, sometimes one
country or area is under inflation and other country or area is under deflation. Most of
the times there is inflationary and deflationary pressures which central banks try to
control and minimize its impact on the economy. Inflation or deflation are economical
variables and these fundamental economic variables have impacted the equity market
returns but most of the times equity markets returns are controlled by some
combination of technical factors and micro and macro fundamental factors and that
combination keeps changing with the time. The technical factors which have been
picked for this study are basically indicators which show the investor sentiment like
volatility, liquidity, illiquidity and money flow in the markets.
As an example, when business conditions are fine and stock market returns are
strong and higher liquidity is present then investor behavior can show in relatively
low volatility and money flow in the stock market can be positive. By including these
variables even though they are technical but they show investor behavior in some
sense due to that indirectly we can assume that investor behavior is also included in
the model development.
Theoretically during this time frame different theories have been developed
for asset pricing valuations like the Modern Portfolio Theory (MPT) and later on their
models like CAPM (Capital Asset Pricing Model), Black CAPM, Zero-Beta CAPM
and multifactor CAPM were developed based on the Portfolio Theory. Portfolio
theory basically studies that how efficiently unsystematic risk can be minimized in the
stock market by diversification, because even with simple diversification systematic
risk cannot be avoided. Because there are some fundamental variables like treasury
and exchange rates which are translated into the systematic risk towards the economy
and asset prices like stock market. These variables basically have an impact on the
market as a whole but not on a single or group of stocks in this case markets either
perform good or bad as a whole. Most of the times stock market performance of one
major economy has an impact on other country’s stock market performance.
Especially, this is true for at least top stock markets because after liberalizations of the
markets they are linked with each other.
There have been joint hypothesis problem because it is very difficult to test
Efficient Market Hypothesis. There needs to use asset pricing models to compare
expected and real returns to test the EMH. In this study we are using Arbitrage Pricing
Theory (APT) approach to develop the models to find efficacy of the stock markets.
Based on EMH prices capture all relevant information at that time and based on newer
version based on the “No Arbitrage” assumption only information affects the prices
and the information which is already available does not matter. Basically an efficient
market is the market which is efficient based on the information. And if there is some
new information then markets or the individual stock should adjust to that information
quickly.

2

In inflationary periods central banks try to control inflation and in deflationary
periods it is required from central banks to stay away from full deflation. Since 2008
all major economies USA, Europe, England have also seen deflationary pressures like
Japan has seen for last twenty five years. Especially during this period central had to
use non traditional approaches like quantitative easing (QE) in addition to traditional
tool of interest rate. Countries selected in this study are four major world economies,
and one is in deflationary period for some time. Two of the countries like USA and
England have seen both inflationary and deflationary pressures during the time frames
we have selected and China could be the country which has not seen any major
deflationary pressures like other three countries yet. Basically these countries cover
all aspects of inflation, deflation and deflationary pressures.
In this study we have selected combination of these technical and fundamental
variables to see how stock market and indirectly economies perform in inflationary
and deflationary periods. With these models we are able to see which variables are
statistical significant and how different markets are moving in relation to each other?
Ultimately with this information we are able to manage our risk by analyzing these
behaviors of the markets with different variables. We also found out that even though
USA, England and Japan have co movement of their markets but statistical significant
result for Japan market performance towards USA market is critical when Japan
economy is not out of woods yet. In this study we have applied wealth effect and
EMH concepts with APT and ARDL to find out the related information from these
models.

1.2 Motivation and Contribution
1.2.1Significance of the study
During later part of twentieth century portfolio theory and efficient market
hypothesis is couple of theories which have changed and updated the understanding of
the stock market activity. Specifically portfolio theory by Harry Markowitz (1952) in
later fifties and later reinforced by Tobin (1958) did revolutionize the financial
industry and research. Basically this theory is related to the rate of expected returns to
minimize the risk which could be systematic or unsystematic. Based on portfolio
theory later on single factor and multifactor models were developed which were
named as Capital Asset Pricing Model (CAPM) and Arbitrage Pricing theory (APT),
respectively.
There have been several empirical studies regarding the validity and efficiency
of CAPM and even APT. In the 1970s Friend and Blume (1970) then Fama and
MacBeth and in 2004 Durack et al.,, raised some questions about the validity of
CAPM. Due to these questions APT theory was investigated based on the USA,
British and Australian stock markets. Ross (1976) started this investigation, later on in
the 1980s Chen individually and with other investigators, Roll and Ross, Sinclair, and
then in 1990s Clare and Thomas, Cheng, and then Groenwold and Fraser have
investigated APT theory. But later on Qi and Maddala (1999) have studied APT and
based on their results it is very difficult to predict the market and multifactor
Arbitrage Pricing Theory (APT) model is not efficient. Nawalka (2007) has also
found that many researchers are very skeptical about APT. But studies of Roll and
Ross (1980), and Chen (1983) successfully used APT with factor loading. More
3

recently Humpe and Macmillan (2009), Barnhoff-Nielsen et al.,, (2013) and Engle et
al.,, (2013) have studied APT with different macro economic variables successfully.
We are using combination of different variables that is why we have picked APT
approach for this study.
Due to market liberalization in recent history there have been studies about the
emerging and frontier markets. Examples of these studies are Latin America (Chen et
al.,, 2002), Africa (Wang et al.,, 2003), Central Europe (Gilmore and McManus,
(2002)), Asia (Click and Plummer, (2005)), Asian Emerging markets Li, Giles (2015),
BRICS RD Gay (2016) and Africa Mensah, Alagidede (2017).
Some of these studies have studied fundamental variables some of them have
studies technical variables like liquidity. Similarly some of the studies are related with
the co-movements of different stock markets. There have not been any studies which
have included all these variables and also especially keeping focus on the time frames
where there have been some having inflationary and some have been deflationary
characteristics. One more reason is to find the statistical significance of one of the
markets towards other stock markets under study for these inflationary and
deflationary time frames. Most of the time market behaviors are based on the
combination of all different variables like technical, microeconomic and
macroeconomic. Depending on the time frame there have been combination of
different technical, micro and even macro variables become dominant in the
performance of stock market returns. That is why combination of these entire set of
variables is being used in the study. In this study we have picked four major markets
like US, British, China and Japan. We know Japan has shown deflation and
deflationary pressures for last three decades.
1.2.2 Gaps Addressed
In this study because we have to split time horizons into inflationary and
deflationary periods definition of these terms is necessary. When we are considering
inflationary period we are not considering hyper inflationary period, but it is a time
frame in which central banks are trying to control the inflation by the tools available
like interest rates and liquidity just to minimize the damage to the base economy. As
an example since 1995 for US we can split these periods into two time frames like
1995 to 2002 and second time frame from 2002 to 2008.
Normally Central Banks are there to minimize the damage due to inflation or
deflation to the economy. To contain inflation mostly combination of interest rate
increase with exchange rates has been used. Contrary to that to contain deflation
interest rates are reduced to stimulate consumption. If goals are achieved with these
tools then central bank is said to be successful. Sometimes, like during last decade in
the USA when central bank needs to use nontraditional tools in addition to interest
rates to avoid full fledge deflation. Japan has also tried these tools during last three
decades, but goal has not been achieved consistently. We have seen similar situation
in the USA that Federal Reserve have used Interest Rate and Quantitative Easing
(QE) for three different times. This way like Japan, USA has avoided full deflation
scenario but target of 2% inflation has not been achieved consistently. When this is
the situation then this can called as deflationary pressures in the economy.
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As mentioned, example for this are for Japan since beginning of 1990s they are
still in similar situation and in case of US, Britain and even for Europe time period
since 2008 seems like deflationary time frame. Based on this information we have
split the time frame for markets and do the modeling and analysis and see if there
would be any linkages and dependencies for these markets on each other and
especially with Japan. We selected US, UK, Japan and China because on one hand
these major economies having more than 50% of GDP and market capitalization of
the world and also these countries can also cover both inflationary and deflationary
periods during last fifteen years.
That is the reason in this study we have split time periods before and after 2008
financial crises. For Japan even before 2008 period should be similar as is after 2008
but for other countries situation is different because before 2008 conditions were
inflationary. Basically variable selected have shown us if markets are EMH efficient
and which variables are statistical significant for both inflationary and deflationary
periods and if Japan market or economy has developed any statistical significance for
other markets and economies based on the wealth effect. There have been numerous
studies regarding the impact of macro variables on stock markets. Studies have also
linked stock market to wealth effect. There have been also studies which link
volatility and liquidity to the performance of stock markets. Authors have also studied
co-movements of different stock markets. But there have not been any study
comprehensive study to study all these aspects in one study to answer EMH and comovement (linkages) of markets and also show dependence on fundamental variables.
That is why we have selected this combination of technical and fundamental variables
with co-movement aspect of these markets.
There have been numerous studies which show impact of macroeconomic
variables on the performance of stock market returns (Tripathi and Kumar, 2015).
Studies have also shown the impact of stock market performance on the GDP through
wealth effect (Duca, 2007). In this study Duca has studied five major stock markets
and found out that for most of the countries stock market performance (stock market
returns) has causality towards GDP of the country. There are some of the technical
variables which play momentum play like liquidity (Boachie et al.,, 2016) which can
be linked to the performance of stock market. During previous thirty years due to
openness of the economies there have also been co-movements of different stock
markets and there have been studies based on that (Didier et al.,, 2012), Baker et al.,,
2014) and Hameed et al.,, (2015).
Based on this there are couples of theoretical gaps which we decided to go
forward and investigate in this study.
 One gap we studied is to combine all these aspects of technical,
fundamental variables with application of Efficint Market Hypothesis
(EMH), wealth effect and monitoring the co-movement of these markets at
same time.
 Second gap which we have covered is to see the impact of all selected
variables in inflationary and deflationary time frames at same time.
There could be different econometric approaches which can be used like ARCH,
GARCH or ARDL. For ARCH and GARCH we need all variables to be stationary at
level. In our selection of the variables all of them are not stationary at level. To use
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these approaches we need to make these variables stationary but doing that we can
lose some properties of these variables. On the other hand ARDL approach can be
used for mixture of variables which are stationary at level I (0) or level I (1). ARDL
also gives us both short and long run relationships. Due to this reason we have
selected ARDL approach for this study.

1.3 Objectives of the Study
In this study we have selected up to four variables each of technical,
microeconomic (country specific) and macroeconomic (global) to develop models for
four major economies of the USA, China, Japan and England. We were able to see the
effect of these technical and fundamental variables on the stock market returns or
indirectly on the relevant economy based on the wealth effect. We are also able to see
the efficiency of the markets based on the EMH hypothesis and co movement of
different markets. In chapter 2 linkages between stock market and the local economy
(wealth effect) is discussed. Based on the concept of wealth effect and efficient
market hypothesis with suitable econometric technique objectives for this study are
going to be analyzed.
As mentioned above there is a need for comprehensive study to achieve these
objectives’. Main objectives for this research are going to be:
 Selection of econometric variables and technique and develop econometric
models
 To examine the effects of market structures and macroeconomic factors on the
stock returns of US, UK, China and Japan during inflationary and deflationary
periods.
 To compare the factors that would have more influence on the stock returns
for US, UK, China and Japan during inflationary and deflationary periods.
 Test for inefficiencies in the markets based on efficient market hypothesis for
individual countries and also for different time frames.
 Test for intra-country stock market linkages any test for any difference before
and after 2008. Finally for deflationary situations try to conclude if there is
some significance change with Japan situation for other major countries.
Research Question
Main question for this research is how equity markets behave differently in
extended inflationary and deflationary pressures.

1.4 Structure of the Thesis
The remaining portion of this chapter organization of this thesis has been
discussed and later on this chapter will be concluded.
In Chapter 2 we have discussed based on which principles we have selected
specific countries for analysis. And based on which principles different variables for
the modeling and analysis have been selected. Finally how and why we have split
these time frames for different countries. After this discussion, we have gone through
the literature review for all the topics like EMH and stock markets different Asset
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Pricing Models and stock markets and different variables and stock markets, different
stock markets. Different econometric techniques have also been reviewed based on
the literature review. Based on that then we decided which technique we used for our
study. This is decided based on the literature review and the data we have on hand.
During this review concentration would be on different variables studied in different
studied and which countries have been used for those studies. Ultimate focus would
be if there are some studies in inflation and/or on deflation and specifically are there
linkages in those time horizons.
In Chapter 3 we would go through how and why we have collected the
required data and also different methodologies and the methodology we would be
using and why we would be using this methodology. In this chapter we would go
through the empirical results for all countries and we will have sub sections for
different countries we would be analyzing. In this analysis we would be using
monthly data for all countries just to avoid the short term volatility and very long term
stability. Monthly selection of the data can also guide us which variables can be used
for the modeling. As discussed earlier we would be using the US, Japan, England and
China markets.
In Chapter 4 we would be discussing and analyzing the returns of these
markets and dependencies of these results on the independent variables. We will also
see which major variables have major change in the significance during these time
frames. We would be using up to 4 each for technical, microeconomic and
macroeconomic variables for this analysis.
In Chapter 5 we would discuss the results which we got after analysis in
chapter 4. Then in Chapter 6 we would discuss the conclusions and future prospects
based on this research. We would have major conclusions of this study and then we
would also discuss what are the implications/recommendations based on this study
and what are the limitations of this study which can be helpful for future research.

1.5 Conclusions
This chapter basically introduces the reader the need, questions and goals of
this study. It also explains what in detail will be studied and analyzed in this study in
the following chapters. This chapter has highlighted the needs of the combination of
these countries, variables and techniques and which and how these selections will be
used in the later chapters.
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CHAPTER 2

REVIEW OF LITERTAURE
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2.1 Stock Market and Economy (Background)
For more than one century we know that hyper inflation and full blown
deflation are once a while kind of incidents like the times of 1930s, hyper inflation in
Germany and 1970s inflation in US. Even these incidents are country specific,
sometimes one country or area is under inflation and other country or area is under
deflation. Most of the times there is inflationary and deflationary pressures which
central banks try to control and minimize its impact on the economy. Inflation or
deflation are economical factors and fundamental economic factors have impacted the
equity market returns but most of the times equity markets returns are controlled by
some combination of technical factors and micro & macro fundamental factors and
that combination keeps changing with the time.
Theoretically during this time frame different theories have been developed
for asset pricing valuations like the Modern Portfolio Theory (MPT) and later on
other models like CAPM (Capital Asset Pricing Model), Black CAPM, Zero-Beta
CAPM and multifactor CAPM were developed based on the Portfolio Theory.
Portfolio theory basically studies that how efficiently unsystematic risk can be
minimized in the stock market by diversification, because even with simple
diversification systematic risk cannot be avoided. Because there are some
fundamental variables which are translated into the systematic risk towards the
economy and asset prices like stock market. These variables basically have impact on
the market as a whole but not on a single or group of stocks in this case markets either
perform good or bad as a whole. Most of the times stock market performance of one
major economy has impact on other country’s market performance.
Other theories which have been worked for the valuation of asset prices like
stock market are Rational Expectation Theory, Arbitrage Pricing Theory (APT) and
also the Efficient Market Hypothesis (EMH). When we call all these concepts into
one theory then that can be considered as Joint Hypothesis theory. Based on EMH
prices capture all relevant information at that time and based on newer version based
on the “No Arbitrage” assumption only information affects the prices and the
information which is already available does not matter. Basically an efficient market
is the market which is efficient based on the new information. And if there is some
new information then markets or the individual stock should adjust to that information
quickly. The concept behind Professor Eugene Fama’s (Founder of EMH) definition
of market efficiency is that when markets are efficient basically there is stiff
competition among intelligent participants of the market due to this situation at any
time and situation individual securities reflect all the existing information what so
ever present in the markets, this is basically the intrinsic value of the security at that
time and moment. Based on this if there is any new event or information then market
will adjust accordingly.
Based on the technical, microeconomic and macroeconomic versions of
variables there are week, semi-strong and strong versions of Efficient Market
Hypothesis. That shows that these variables translate impact of economy towards the
stock market. Basically stock market translates into the consumption (Proterba, 2000).
Historical it has been shown that activity and pricing performance of the stock
market represent one of the main factors to see how vibrant that country’s economy
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is. All this stock market activity depends not only on the macro and micro variables of
the country and the business world but also the confidence of the investors towards
that specific country or the business environment. Basically investors based on these
variables and history, develop their confidence and invest with the aim of at least
positive returns but to take benefit to maximize these returns. Even when economy is
good but if confidence has been shaken then it takes some time to build that same
level of confidence again. This is true whether we have developed or developing
country for this reason level of impact could be different but result will be in same
direction.
In this analysis intent is to analyze as mentioned earlier four different
country’s stock market performance through different econometric techniques with
having inflationary and deflationary pressures in mind. Basically we will split the data
in at least two different regimes for the same country if possible and also with other
countries and analyze and compare the differences in this regard.
If we take stock markets for biggest three economies like United States,
England, China and Japan, we will be able to find both inflationary and deflationary
periods for both US and England for China and Japan probably it will be only one
inflationary of deflationary period. In Chine probably it will be inflationary and for
Japan we already know that they are under deflationary pressures for last at least
twenty five years. Probably Japan will have sporadic one quarter or two quarter
periods which showed some inflation but overall mostly it is deflationary period.
There are lots of variables which can be considered for this analysis like GDP, CPI,
unemployment rate, interest rates, long term treasury rates, commodity prices,
exchange rates, money supply, liquidity or illiquidity, volatility and money flow from
the markets. Because we are planning to do this analysis based on monthly
performance, we will pick our variables accordingly. But instead of using all of these
variables we will pick some which should be more relevant as we know that GDP,
CPI, commodity price information and even interest rate could ultimately be
translated into the exchange rate and bond yields. Also for US and Japan for some
time interest rates are fixed at zero that is why it is even better to use bond yield
instead of interest rates. In addition to these variables we will also one country’s
market as dependent, and rest of three country’s stock market will be used as
independent variables. This way we will also be able to see impact of each other on
the stock market and its returns.
Also we know that sometimes technical variables are dominant in the market
performance and sometimes we can see that fundamental variables which could be at
Micro or Macro level which can have impact on the market performance. We are
monthly data because it can give information about the markets and economy not too
much on the short time frame (daily or weekly) and not on the long time frame
(quarterly and yearly). This also gives us challenge to get the data on monthly basis,
but gives us information on the medium time frame this way we should avoid short
term volatility and long term stability.
2.1.1 Stock Market’s Effect on economy
There are two aspects of impact of stock market towards economy one is
towards consumer and other is towards businesses. For consumer basically it is wealth
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effect which changes the psychology of the consumer. An increase in stock prices
causes an increase in wealth and consequently it translates in consumer spending.
This is done based on the higher multiplier effect. Consumption falls as stock prices
decrease showing the direct effect of stock price impact on the consumption, there is a
possibility of some delay but relationship is strong. This flow diagram shows the
wealth effect and vice-versa, and finally this has impact on economy.
Figure 2.1: Wealth Effect impact on Economy

Basically stock market translates into the consumption (Proterba, 2000), 1 to 9
cents impact on consumption out of $1 (Carroll, Otsuka and Slacalek, 2011). This
consumption translates into GDP. Based on this we can say that stock market is one of
the factor for country’s economy. There is also bidirectional causality between stock
market development and economic growth (Shahbaz, Ahmed and Ali, 2008). Housing
and financial wealth has statistical significance on housing consumption (Case,
Quigley and Shiller, 2005) and large and statistically significant wealth effect on
household consumption (Case, Quigley and Shiller, 2011). Stock market crash can be
considered as cause of great recession (Farmer, 2015). Based on Italian data (Pailla
and Pistaferri, 2017) found out that wealth effect is about 3 cents out of unexpected
Euro increase in wealth.
Similarly for businesses investment by the businesses is also affected by
higher stock prices. Basically with higher stock prices a firm can raise more money
based on Tobin Q Effect for the new and old investment projects. When stock prices
fall it reduces the value of the company thus impacting the investment negatively.
Both consumer and business relationship towards stock market is not one way but it is
two way relationship diagram below shows how the economy can have impact on the
stock market.
Figure 2.2: Impact of Economy on the stock market
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Basically we can say that with wealth effect (consumer spending) and business
investment resultant economical activity will be positive impact on stock market but if
stock market al.,so impacts both consumer spending and also the business investment.
Duca (2007), in his Bank of Valletta review studied major stock markets and
economies for the stock market and economic growth causality on each other. First of
all he selected the markets based on the size of the stock markets which is also given
in this table.
Table 2.1: List of Top Stock Exchnages in the World

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Biggest Stock Markets in the World
No
Market
NYSE United States
NASDAQ United States
London Stock Exchange England
Tokyo Stock Exchange Japan
Shanghai Stock Exchange China
Euronext EU
Hong Kong Stock Exchange China
Shenzhen Stock Exchange China
Toronto Stock Exchange Canada
Bombay Stock Exchange India
Source: DOLLAR AND SENSE, 2017

Basically there are three different mechanisms through which stock prices can
have influence on the economic situation of the country. First mechanism was
mentioned by Tobin (1969) in the form of Tobin’s Q coefficient which basically deals
with the impact of share prices on the cost of capital. Tobin’s Q is defined as value of
current market capital to the cost of the capital which needs to be replaced. When
price of the company share is high then the existing value of the firm is higher
compared to the replacement cost of its stock of capital so Tobin’s Q is also high.
Based on this the firms find it easier to finance investment expenditures. This happens
because of lower share offerings due to higher share prices. The second mechanism
was mentioned by Modigliani (1971) how stock market can influence GDP.
According to Modigliani how wealth created by stock market can have on the
consumption. A permanent increase in security prices results in an increase in the
individual’s wealth holdings, and therefore in higher permanent income. Through the
permanent income hypothesis, Modigliani postulated that intertemporally, consumers
smoothen consumption in order to maximize their utility. An increase in permanent
income will therefore enable consumers to re-adjust upwards their consumption levels
in each period.
The third possible mechanism through which stock prices impact output is
referred to as the financial accelerator (Bernanke and Gertler, (1989); Kiyotaki and
Moore, (1997)). This channel focuses on the impact that stock prices have on firms’
balance sheets. Due to the presence of asymmetric information in credit markets, the
ability of firms to borrow depends substantially on the collateral they can pledge. The
collateral value firms can offer increases in scenarios where their stock price value
increases. As the collateral they can offer increases, higher credit can be raised, which
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in turn can be used for investment purposes and thereby triggers an expansion in
economic activity.
Table below shows the results of the Granger causality tests for different
countries between the stock market and GDP and vice versa, using first differences
Duca (2007), Bank of Valletta. In the case of the US, the results show only
unidirectional causality from the Dow-Jones stock index to GDP which shows that in
case of the US, stock price movements Granger cause movements in GDP but not in
other direction from GDP to stock market. Similar results are shown in case of UK’s
FTSE100 and GDP.
Table 2.2: Stock Index and GDP Causality
US
UK
Japan
France
Germany

Causality: Stock Index to GDP
GDP = f(Dow Jones)
F=2.903*
GDP = f(FTSE100)
F=2.357*
GDP = f(Japan IFS Stock Index)
F=3.649*
GDP = f(France IFS Stock Index)
F=2.429*
GDP = f(German IFS Stock Index)
F=0.405

Causality: GDP to Stock Index
Dow Jones = f(GDP)
F=1.068
FTSE100 = f(GDP)
F=0.393
Japan IFS Stock Index = f (GDP)
F=0.065
France IFS Stock Index = f(GDP)
F=0.170
German IFS Stock Index = f(GDP)
F=1.225

Source: Duca (2007), Bank of Valletta, *Significance at the 0.05 level
Similar to US and UK, Japan and France also show similar results, but
Germany is different from rest of the major countries because there is not Granger
causality present either market to GDP or the GDP to market. Even within US, UK,
Japan and France the level of robustness is also different. In case of Germany stock
prices and GDP are found to be independent of one another.
May be the size of the market is one of the factors Germany being the smaller
market compared to others which shows no causality behavior. Probably with smaller
stock market which could translate into smaller aggregate household wealth compared
to the countries with higher market capitalization compared to GDP. These results are
consistent with earlier studies of Schwert (1990) and Aslanidis et al.,, (2002) but with
different methodology. But these results are contrary to the results found by Campbell
(1998).

2.2 Asset Pricing Methods
Even before efficient market hypothesis was even considered in 1950s Harry
Markowitz, developed the portfolio theory and later on Tobin (1958) extended this
which was considered revolutionary in financial economics. Basically this studies the
minimization of risk by diversification of the portfolio. But later on it was studied that
portfolio consists of two types of risks one systematic and other unsystematic. It has
also been found out that systematic risk cannot be minimized by diversification and
only unsystematic risk can be minimized just by diversification. When EMH was
being discussed during same time subsequent developments in financial theories was
also discussed like Capital Asset Pricing Model (CAPM) and Arbitrage Pricing
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Theory (APT). In comparison CAPM could be considered as one factor model
compared to APT which is multifactor model. Basically both of these theories
incorporate the studies of risk and return of the portfolio theory with different factors
which can also study the systematic risk of the portfolio.
Even though CAPM has been used by financial analysts but there have been
critics of this study. In 1970s both Friend and Blume in couple of studies and then
Fama and MacBeth (1973) and very recently Durack et al., (2004) had critical
investigation of the CAPM theory. Because CAPM is single factor model and APT by
Ross (1976) proposes that the return of only one security or even the portfolio of
different securities is dependent on one factor which could be the expected return plus
combination of some other factors. These factors could be some internal factors which
could be technical or fundamental and also some external fundamental factors like
macroeconomic factors. Similar to APT there are several multifactor studies which
have been done like in 1980s Sinclair (1984), then in 1990s first by Clare and Thomas
(1994), then both by Cheng (1995), and Cheng (1998). There are two critical studies
of APT like Sinclair (1984) and Groenewold and Fraser (1997). Similarly other
critical studies of APT are Qi and Madala (1999) and Nawalkha (2007). On one side
according to Sinclair APT should be tentative because it has serious unresolved
methodological issues. Then Qi and Maddala said that APT is inefficient in predicting
the stock market.

2.3 Market Efficiency
Basics of Efficient Market Hypothesis (EMH) imply that when information is
readily available than theoretically no investor should have upper hand in making
money in the financial markets. Professor Eugene Fama who coined the word
“efficient markets” s, the concept behind Professor Eugene Fama’s (Founder of EMH)
definition of market efficiency is that when markets are efficient basically there is
stiff competition among intelligent participants of the market due to this situation at
any time and situation individual securities reflect all the existing information what so
ever present in the markets, this is basically the intrinsic value of the security at that
time and moment. Based on this if there is any new event or information then market
will adjust accordingly Fama (1995). Because any new information is random means
that change in securities prices is also random and future prices cannot be predicted
Malkiel (1973).
Basic concept of efficient market is explained in these diagrams for both
unanticipated and anticipated events when they happen in the markets how efficient
market and inefficient market tend to adjust.
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Unanticipated Event

Anticipated Event

These are simple pictorial diagrams to show how efficiently markets can
behave in both in anticipated and unanticipated information or incident. There have
been some studies which have studied the timing for the markets how quick this
information adjust for the markets example for these studies like Dann, Mayers and
Raab (1977), Patell and Wolfson (1984) and Jennings and Stark (1985) found out that
equity market prices adjust within fifteen minutes of receiving the information.
Similarly Brooks, Patel and Su (2003) found out that for unanticipated negative news
markets adjust within 20 minute and reverse for couple of hrs to the adjusted value.
There is also one more study by Brooks, Patel and Tie Su that “How the Equity
Market Responds to Unanticipated Events (2003).
Basically we have models for Asset pricing and based on the information from
EMH we can develop models because most of the researchers generally believe that
equity markets are reasonably efficient and they basically mimic the shape of the
economy based on the existing and expected information already present in the
market. Basically markets are behaving based on the technical parameters with
combination of fundamental variables which is again combination of micro-economic
and macro-economic variables. It is only that the combination of all these categories,
change with time sometimes technical’s, sometimes micro and sometimes macro
variables become more dominant.
Based on this reasoning, we are going to have some variables which are going
to be technical variables which will be deducted based on the market variation like
liquidity, illiquidity, volatility and money flow index. Then there will be some micro
variables and then some macro variables. In this thesis we are modeling based on
combination of all these variables but our focus is to find any relationship with time
frames of different nature like inflationary period time frames and deflationary period
time frames.
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2.4 Methodology
In this study we are investigating different time frames of inflationary and
deflationary pressure for four major economies of the world and study the impact of
selected variables (technical and fundamental) and also the impact of stock market
return of other three markets returns. This will show the impact of other country’s
economy on the dependent variable returns. To start with the study we took up to 4
variables each for technical, micro and macro variables and then based on unit root,
serial correlation, heteroscedasticity, normality and functional form requirements we
adjusted the number of variables. Even though we had in contention at least couple of
econometric techniques like mGRCH and ARDL to use but based on these variables
characteristics because some of them are either I(0) or I(1) so based on this we have
used ARDL Modeling Approach and ADF test and Phillips Perron test for unit root
similarly tests like Durbin-Watson, ARCH LM, BGODFREY, Ramsey Reset,
Cameron Trivedi’s IM (Skewness, kurtosis and heteroscedasticity) tests were used
and no potential econometric issues have been observed. Also to test the structure of
the model finally CUSUM and CUSUMSQ with 5% bound were used to test the
structural stability of different models.

2.5 Literature Review
Based on the planning to do multivariate modeling and significance of
different variables for the asset pricing and how efficient are the markets. Basically
for adjusting to the real situation and real pricing both asset pricing and efficiency of
the markets are important. Because of this importance in this chapter, literature review
for concepts of Valuations, Asset Pricing Models and Efficient Market Hypothesis is
being discussed. In addition to these concepts literature will also be reviewed for other
different aspects of the stock markets. Later on in this chapter literature review of
different variables and why selected variables are chosen for this study will also be
analyzed. In the literature Asset Pricing Models and EMH hypothesis has been
studied in detailed for almost all major markets but especially for United States, UK,
Japan and China markets it has been studied in deep detail. In this study focus is
towards world major markets of USA, UK, Japan and China but this focus is more
within the time frames of inflationary and deflationary pressures because the data will
be split based on the inflationary and deflationary time frames.
In countries like US, UK and Japan which are developed markets comparing
with China which is still considered as emerging, models will be developed for
different time frames and confirmation will be drawn how these markets behave based
on these concepts for these time frames. Based on the variables selection and their
status of level of stationarity method of analysis will be selected. So literature on
market efficiency and diversification of portfolio will also be reviewed. Because
developed countries (US, UK and Japan) should have high correlation and co
movement compared to their correlation with China, this correlation status would be
able to draw the results we want to analyze from this modeling and analysis.
Recent focus of the analysis of security markets have been shifted towards
either Autoregressive Conditional Heteroscedasticity (ARCH) or Generalized ARCH
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(GARCH) or Autoregressive Distributed Lag (ARDL). Based on the variable criteria
ARDL approach is selected for this study for both long run and short run analysis of
all these models and their correlation with different variables and returns of different
markets with each other. The long run and short run results with Error Correction
Model will tell us the significance of different variables and for the returns of these
markets and how these results provide information for inflationary and deflationary
periods especially for US, UK and China when compared to Japan because we know
Japan is already facing deflationary issues for more than twenty five years. Literature
review for different variables, market evaluation techniques, theoretical framework
and econometric techniques is discussed in this chapter.
Even though the valuation of the markets should be based on the fundamentals
of the markets but due to the momentum of the market and the human behavior the
behavior of market is not ideally based on the fundamental variables and market can
stretch its valuations either way because most of the time even based on P/E ratios
these numbers are not ideal based on the history. Also as mentioned in different
studies in chapter 3 there have been proof that liquidity, volatility and even the money
flow to and from the market can also have some impact on the performance of the
markets. Four variables liquidity, illiquidity, volatility and money flow index are
shown to have some aspect of momentum, investor sentiment, and herding and human
behavior aspects of the investors in the market. All these variables do not show a
typical behavior of positive or negative impact on the markets because that depends
on the market situation. In case of bullish market behavior same variable of volatility
can have different behavior compared to when market is behaving bearishly. In the
case of liquidity if markets have excess liquidity then probably it performs well and
when there is a problem of illiquid markets then this can have negative impact. These
are the expected trends for these technical variables but these can change with other
aspects of market behavior. Especially the historical behaviors of the markets
compared to economic growth can be different when compared to previous eight
years when markets have abundance of liquidity in the market but GDP growth is not
that high.
Country level fundamental variables which have been selected for this study
are exchange rates, 10 year treasury rates, M2 Money supply, and unemployment.
Exchange rates can have different impact on the economy of the country depending
on if that country is net importer or exporter. We have seen this since 2008 we have
seen all countries or regions like Europe are systematically trying to have their
currency cheaper to get the benefit or exporting more to other countries. Only
exception for last few tears is the US which has appreciating currency compared to
other major and even emerging economies. But if US is net importer then this can
help the US consumer to get cheaper goods but government can have bigger deficit on
their hand. 10 year treasury rate was picked because in most developed countries the
rates after the 2008 crises are close to zero and are fixed for almost seven years till the
Federal Reserve increased it by 0.25 points at the end of 2015. In case of Japan
Interest rates are zero for most of last twenty five years and in last few years they
have gone in negative direction. Similarly for Europe after 2008 the rates were close
to zero and now these rates are negative. Due to these circumstances 10 year for all
these countries make sense.
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Theoretically expected lower rates should be better for economic growth but
in recent years lower rates have been the symbol of issues in the economic growth.
Still whatever the situation, 10 year treasury can show better relationship compared to
Federal bank interest rates. Unemployment was picked because this is better variable
to find information for different countries based on monthly bases. Still for China
unemployment number are not available. This variable was selected to have labor
costs in the form of some proxy variable for this model. Even though for developed
markets of US, England and Japan there is not a pressure for labor costs even with
historically low unemployment numbers. For China markets even though we don’t
have unemployment numbers but still due to deflationary pressures for last few years
labor cost impact is not significant. Money supply is a major fundamental variable
which theoretically should have positive impact on the market returns in all cases and
we have seen in literature review and even practically based on the performance of all
major markets in the world.
Based on global perspective four variables picked are crude prices (WTI) and
returns of other three markets when one market return as the dependent variable. So in
case of US market return (SPY), independent variables based on global perspective
would be crude prices, British market (FTSE100) returns, Japan market (Nikkei 225)
returns and China market (Shanghai Index) returns. Crude prices on one side shows
demand of crude or energy in the world it also can be used as inflation proxy because
when we have higher crude prices it translates to the consumer as expense and
consumer price index. Other stock market returns as independent variables can show
any shock originating from other parts of the world and also if there is co-movement
and significant linkages for different times horizons and also if there is any change
with these time horizons.
After the model development we will see how these variables have impacted
the markets and if there is change in the behaviors with different time horizons of
inflationary and deflationary pressures. We will also find out if these variables have
different impact for different countries.

2.6 Variables
2.6.1 Introduction
In the literature it has been shown that any new information regarding
economy or specific to the any stock have impact on the volatility and Liquidity for
that asset pricing and ultimately it have impact on the asset price. If we see broadly
that there is some change in employment which is different from the expected values
then that number is immediately translated in the interest rates and exchange rates and
based on these changes we also see the impact on the asset prices. In finance when it
is talked about EMH it always refers to the information efficiency and by no mean
Pareto or operational efficiency is included. When new information comes to the
market according to Dann, et al., (1977), Patell and Wolfson (1984), Jennings and
Stark (1985) prices adjust within 1 to 15 minutes upon receiving the information. In
later study Brook, et al., (2003) found out that price reaction to any negative
unanticipated events takes over 20 minutes and then it tended to reverse over the
following two hrs. This adjustment could also be attributed to the herding behavior.
According to Chordia et al., (2011), that there has been increase in from 5% to 26% in
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number of shares traded from 1993 to 2003 and number of daily transactions
increased ninety fold from 1993 to 2008. Probably, couple of reasons could be
internet and high frequency trading and more involvement of individual investors
through online trading. Due to these reasons there could be a rise of liquidity and
volatility issues when market conditions are not suitable. In this study I would be
calculating liquidity and volatility from the market numbers and try to study impact
and relationships to valuation risk and other variables. It has been seen that equity
market returns increase as we see less liquidity or we can say in more illiquid markets
this has been seen in Amihud and Mendelson (1986) study. On the other hand when
volatility increases, higher equity market returns could be expected.
Similar to volatility and liquidity momentum also has its own impact on the
risk and valuation of the equity pricing and similarly it can have prominent impact
during times of uncertainty in the markets. Normally when equity has momentum in
its favor it can give better results compared to the equity which does not have
momentum in its favor everything else keeping same. This was found by Jagdesh and
Titman (1993) that previous winners in the US market keep outperforming previous
losers by as much as 1.49% a month. Momentum could be considered one of the
anomalies but it is not in US markets it has been found in European equity markets,
country stock indexes, emerging stock markets and similarly in other portfolios.
Similarly currency markets, commodity markets and other asset classes also have
momentum impact even we can see this in different parts of the world with real estate
markets even though this is not a that kind of liquid market. It has also been seen that
with momentum indicators like relative strength even though they have good record
of tracking the markets or equities but in the history there have been winner minus
losers (WML) experienced a -91.59% return in 1932 and -73.42% in 2009. Due to
these large crashes in momentum it is not easy for risk-averse investor to compensate
these big crashes. In this study I will combine one of the Relative Strength indicators
to see the relationship with other variables like liquidity and volatility and other we
are going to discuss further down.
Even though Inflation is one of the most important indicators or variables to
consider but during last decade other than couple of years we have seen subdued
inflation rates in the developed world especially since 2009 great recession. Due to
this reason we will check other variables like treasury rates, workforce or employment
creation level numbers. With this study we will also study exchange rates like dollar
index #s because with inflation we can have changes in the currency markets and
dollar index could have impact on the equity markets. Similarly one more macro
variable which we will be studying is 10 year treasury rates because this also has
impact on the inflation and exchange rates. Even though earnings of the equity or
index with the price to earnings ratio is a good variable but expected earnings and
earnings ratios are more prominent, but this information is not available based on
monthly returns.
With all these variables like treasury rates, exchange rates, employment
numbers with volatility, liquidity and momentum and earnings most of these variables
will be used in some shape or form for modeling, risk analysis and valuation of the
equity markets. Because some technical variables and some of the fundamental
variables will be selected which means both weak-form and semi-strong form of
efficiency of Efficient Market Hypothesis will be analyzed. Even in Semi-Strong case
there would two categories of variable which will be covered which are
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microeconomic and macroeconomic variables. Even with the presence of some
anomalies most researchers believe that markets are reasonably efficient. Some of the
anomalies are like contrarian or value and momentum strategies. Also efficiency
changes with time to time according to adaptive market hypothesis. In case of this
study because we will be selecting US, Britain, Japan and China markets, even though
according to most studies first three markets are weak form efficient but if we go
according to adaptive approach this efficiency can change with time to time and in
case of China markets we know most of the studies show that these markets are not
efficient yet. After considering all this we will be selecting some technical and some
micro and macro variables to develop this model. By doing this on one side we will
cover most of the aspects of the markets if the markets are efficient or not we will
have some variable significant enough for the right model. Over here some of the
variables will be discussed and finally we will select final list of the variables for this
model.
Baker and Wurgler in their working paper in NBER (National Bureau of
Economic and Research) have tried to study how they can measure Investor
Sentiment because in the market it is always confidence and sentiment which plays
their role. Basically sentiment is a human behavior when there is some financial or
related political news based on that news and human behavior these sentiment
indicators change accordingly and then this impact is translated into the equity prices.
This investor sentiment can be linked to liquidity, momentum and Volatility of the
market. In this study that is the reason these variables have been picked to see their
impact which will be basically investor sentiment impact on the market. Some of the
indicators for investor sentiments could be fund flows, trading volumes and others
could be volatility but it is better to have implied volatility and in this study we will
try to see volatility and implied volatility impact on the market. Otoo (1999) in her
study found out that sentiment and stock prices both share a strong contemporaneous
relationship means that increase in equity values boosts the sentiment because people
view movement in equity markets as leading indicator for future economic activity.
There could also be some qualitative aspects of sentiment which due to
unavailability of data will not be included in this study. In this section literature is
reviewed for different sentimental or investor sentiment variables like Liquidity,
Illiquidity, Volatility and Money Flow. These variables are categorized as investor
sentiment variables because they change with the sentiment of the behavior. Micro
and macro variables like money supply, exchange rates, 10 year treasury rates,
unemployment, and crude prices will also be discussed. All these variables also
represent the effects of inflation and expenses to the companies or markets based on
the treasury rates, unemployment and crude prices. 10 year treasury rate was selected
because in most developed economies the central bank rates are almost zero for some
time and compared to that treasury rates represent better variable than the central bank
rates. Later on co-movement of the markets with each other will be discussed because
in the global economy at least economic situations in major countries have impact on
the economic situations of other countries which also impact markets. Finally some
literature about inflation and deflation situation will also be discussed.
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2.6.2 Liquidity and Illiquidity
Liquidity is considered as breathing for animals. When we have liquid markets
then markets show better results but if liquidity become an issue then it can cause lot
of problems, till 1986 empirically nobody had idea that liquidity caused stock market
to change. Amihud and Medelson (1986) found out that the bid ask spread which is
the liquidity for that stock has non linear relationship with expected stock return.
From 1961 to 1980 data they found out that spread has a highly significant positive
effect on the stock returns. Harris and Gurel (1986) basically studied how inclusion of
some stock to S&P 500 has impact on the abnormal return. According to them
immediately after the inclusion in S&P 500 that stock price increases more than three
percent but they also noticed that after two weeks this increase is reversed. Because
we know fund managers need to buy the stocks which are in S&P 500 based on their
obligation and due to availability of liquidity for that particular stock its return
become abnormal for that time period and as that liquidity effect is absorbed in the
market it loses that effect. Harris and Gurel in this study supported the Scholes’
(1972) price pressure hypothesis. Similarly this impact is studied by Kadlec and
McConnell (1994) for NYSE stocks and found out that in that case when stock is
listed on NYSE the change is price is about 5% this is based on the data around
1980s. But later found out by Beneish and Gardner (1995) found out that the inclusion
in Dow Jones Industrial group even though there is still upward movement in stock
but not as compared to S&P 500 and NYSE inclusion.
According to Amihud and Medelson (1988, 1991) liquidity have impact on the
institutional organization of market and both of these aspects effects efficiency of the
market transactions? Basically liquidity is a very important factor for both stock and
bond investments. When there is low liquidity and ultimately higher cost, then
expected returns for that security should be higher. Based on this principle investment
managers according to their client time horizon invest in more liquid and less liquid
investment. Diamond and Verrechia (1991) theoretically studied the impact of
liquidity on the market. They found out that companies put their information in public
to reduce the information asymmetry and this way, basically try to increase the
liquidity for the stock. They also noticed that large firms have more on stake that is
why they can gain more by reducing the information asymmetry and by increase in
liquidity. They also found out that if information asymmetry is reduced then it can
reduce the liquidity which translated into lower stock value.
According to Baker (1996) these are three different properties depth, Breadth
and resiliency based on these characteristics we can say whether market is liquid or
illiquid. When market has orders both above and below the trading price then market
is considered having depth. Market is considered broad (having breadth) when there
are large volumes of buying and selling orders. Market is considered resilient when
there are lot of orders in response to price changes and when this does not happen
then market is considered having of lack of resiliency. Datar et al., (1998) studied
liquidity and stock returns in which they provided alternative way to test Amihud and
Mendelson model by using the turnover rate as a fraction of the number of the number
of shares outstanding as the proxy for the liquidity of the stock market. Based on their
parameter they also found out that liquidity plays a significant role in explaining the
cross sectional variation in stock returns. Their results also support the Amihud and
Mendelson’s notion of liquidity premium.
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Sarr et al., (2002) studied in their working paper for International Monetary
Fund measuring liquidity in financial markets. In this paper they studied overall
indicators which are used to illustrate the liquidity like turnover ratio and price impact
measures. Basically these indicators show different aspects of liquidity in the form of
tightness, breadth, depth, immediacy and resiliency. They studied different financial
markets based on these parameters like foreign exchange, money and capital markets.
According to them illiquid markets are symptoms rather than a cause of inadequacy
for the market to function.
Based on Gabrielsen, Marzo and Zagaglia (2011) survey there are different
ways liquidity can be measured like The Index of Martin (1975). In this Martin
Proposes stationary distribution of price changes and through the transaction it
calculates Index of Martin a s:
(
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)
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Where Pit is the closing price at day t, Pit-1 is closing price previous day and Vit
is traded volume for time t. MLIt is considered as a suitable index for the market but
liquidity ratio is best suited for a single asset. The higher value for MLIt shows less
liquidity due to the influence of price dispersion. This can also be explained as is ratio
is higher the dispersion compared to the volume which implies lower liquidity and
vice-versa. There is also Amivest liquidity ratio, it is also calculated by taking the
dollar volume of a security for the given time period and divide it by the percentage of
change to the stock’s price in the same time frame. Basically liquid investment is
where an investor can get in and out easily and quickly. This liquidity ratio we can
calculate the dollar volume needed for each 1% change in stock price.
Second way to measure Illiquidity measure which was mentioned by Amihud (2002)
and calculated as index of illiquidity:
=
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Where DT is the number of days, RIt,T is the return on day t of T year and VIt,T
is the daily volume. The illiquidity measure is the average of the daily impacts over a
given sample period. This illiquidity ratio is very close to liquidity ratio. In this study
liquidity index will be used for liquidity measure. Klubmann (2012) in his thesis
studied the impact of news on intra-day stock market liquidity and volatility. It seems
like there have been studies how liquidity changes with news, and how this can be
calculated there is not much effort if this can be related to the stock market
performance. In this research we will try to do that. Cao et al., (2013) studied timing
ability of fund managers for the liquidity by adjusting their portfolios. They found out
that there is strong evidence in this regard because they saw that top liquidity timers
outperform around 5% better than low performers. This basically shows the
importance of liquidity for decision making the returns in the market.
Holden et al., (2014) found out that corporations influence their own liquidity
by their own activities and decisions like governance, equity issuance, secondary
offerings, repurchases extra. It has been found that liquidity cost and risks are priced
in the asset pricing models and also liquidity increases the market efficiency. Bali et
al., (2014) found out that the stock markets under-react to the liquidity shocks.
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According to him liquidity shocks are not only positively related to the
cotemporaneous returns but up to six months might predict the stock market returns.
Under-reaction to the liquidity concern is basically due to the inattention of the
investor and the illiquidity. They also found out that long-short portfolios which
should be robust across alternative stock measures and when risk parameters are
controlled generate significant robust returns of 0.70% to 1.2% per month.
Zhang (2014) did research in his PhD thesis on the liquidity and stock
markets. Over the sample period of 1999 to 2013 he studied China markets for cash
and dividends for the stock market based on the liquidity availability. Zhang found
out that “catering incentives matter in explaining the unexpected percentage of
dividend payers if we do not control for liquidity/risk. But when liquidity/risk is
controlled, the catering incentives contribute little toward explaining the changes in
propensity to pay cash/stock dividends. His results imply that Chinese firms’
cash/stock dividend policy is influenced by the board, rather than managers or
investors.” He also studied US markets for the duration of 1992 to 2010 for variance
risk premium as risk aversion to liquidity. According to Zhang “The results for US
show that variance risk premium, reflecting investors’ risk aversion to volatility risk,
causes variations in stock returns, and in turn causes market illiquidity, rather than
vice versa. Furthermore, we find that variance risk premium has substantial
forecasting power over future market returns, while liquidity measure does not.
Additionally, our results indicate that variance risk premium impacts equity returns by
acting on the risk factors, i.e. market risk premium, value factor and momentum
factor.“
Chordia et al., (2014) have studied how increased liquidity during last few
years has curtailed the abnormal returns due to some anomalous strategies. Based on
their results they say that due to availability of easy liquidity which ameliorate the
trading costs which in result increase market efficiency. Based on their study they
suggested that there should be such mechanisms in place which reduce trading
frictions and improve liquidity in the markets. By doing this cross-sectional return
predictability will also diminish. Fang et al., (2014) studied if availability of easy
liquidity has impact on the innovation capabilities of the company. Based on their
analysis they found out that availability of easy liquidity does hinder the innovation of
the company which of course is needed for future growth and competitiveness of the
company. According to them due to availability of liquidity in the markets hostile
takeover and higher presence of institutional investors could be the two reasons for
not innovating. Erdogan et al., (2014) studied liquidity factor to forecast recessions.
There used to be old approach to study the yield curve and see if yield curve is
upward sloping or inverted and based on that recessions are forecasted. In this study
authors found out that combining the yield curve parameter with the stock market
liquidity deviation significantly improves the forecasting power for recessions.
According to them in addition to yield curve forecasters should also focus on the
liquidity and the depth of the markets and also deviations.
Florackis et al., (2014) studied performance of stock market based on the stock
market liquidity and macro liquidity. Based on the UK market study for the period of
1999 to 2012 they found out significant link between the stock market performance
and the macro liquidity, especially when portfolio is constructed based on the micro
liquidity measure. They also found out that even though there is an increase trading
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activity during the Monetary Policy Committee meeting days but still there is small
increase in the trading cost. Also unlike earlier days when rates are cut that impact has
been reversed because that has been considered as deteriorating economic prospects.
Nyborg and Ostberg (2014) studied and discussed that the interbank liquidity market
al.,so impact the broader financial markets. When there is interbank liquidity shortage
then there is always liquidity pull back because banks and even other investors need
money and they sell liquid assets to get that money. Due to that reason whenever there
is less liquidity trading activity increases which results in higher volumes but selling
pressure and portfolio balancing. Koch et al., (2016) found out that stocks with higher
mutual fund ownership have twice as large liquidity co movement than those stocks
which have low mutual fund ownership. That shows that investors demand is the
reason for the commonality of the stock liquidity. Boachie et al., (2016) based on
Ghana stock market monthly data studied the impact on interest rates and the liquidity
on the stock market. They employed robust linear regression and found out that
Ghana stock market if influenced by the growth in liquidity, inflation and exchange
rate. Interest rate has positive but insignificant impact on the markets. We have
noticed that liquidity plays major role for the performance of stock market that is the
reason to cover on both sides we will include both liquidity and illiquidity of the
markets as two of the variables for the development of this model. It has been known
but these studies make it more prominent that liquidity or illiquidity is a major
variable for the returns in the market.
2.6.3 Volatility
Next major technical analysis variable could be the volatility because this also
has impact on the momentum of the markets. In case of volatility one market
volatility can also have impact on other markets also. Empirical study of Volatility
and Momentum is studied on stock Markets in a recent study by Lo, Lin and Chen
(2014). This study was done based on the Taiwan market. Jegdeesh and Titman
(1993) have studied NYSE and American Stock Exchange and again Chan et al.,
(1996) have found that price momentum strategies of buying winners and selling the
losers have earned the excess returns compared to normal long term portfolios.
Liang and Wei (2014) studied the volatility and stock returns around the world
and they found out that in Spain, UK and US local volatility risk is a systematic risk
factor for individual stocks. This is also true for global markets. The second finding in
their study was that global volatility factor reduces the investment opportunities in the
context or Merton’s (1973) ICAPM model. They also found out that total volatility of
market portfolios as a country specific characteristic risk poses the biggest risk to the
future returns of the locally diversified market portfolios. It was also found that local
market volatility risk in a specific country gives that country’s aggregated stock
market returns in the global settings.
Based on the volatility play it has become popular for investor to diversify
globally potentially for higher returns. This is shown by Santis and Gerrard (1997).
For US markets Adrian and Rosenberg (2008) along with Ang et al., (2006) show that
the market volatility factor is systematic pricing factor in addition to other variables
like value, size and momentum. Ang et al., (2006) for US stocks and in 2009 for G7
countries stock found out that higher idiosyncratic volatility is associated with lower
future returns on individual stocks. These results were inconsistent with Merton’s
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(1987) ICAPM results. In contrast Bali and Cakici (2010) were consistent with
Merton’s (1973) results. This could be due to market exposure of market portfolio in
the global volatility risk.
French, Schwert and Stambaugh (1987) in their publication of expected stock
returns and volatility found evidence of the positive relationship between expected
risk premium on common stocks and predictable volatility. Before this study there are
lot of studies in these studies equities’ risk is considered as covariance between stock
returns and one or more variables. Some of these studies are “The return on a market
portfolio by Black, Jensen and Scholes (1972), Fama and MacBeth (1973), “Factors
extracted from a multivariate time series of returns by Roll and Ross (1980),
“Macroeconomic variables, such as industrial production and changes in interest rates
by Chen et al., (1986), and finally “Aggregate consumption by Breeden et al., (1986).
In some of the recent studies it has been shown that Islamic financial markets
are very weakly linked or even decoupled from conventional markets. If that was the
case then this gives opportunity of diversification when compared to conventional
markets. But in recent study by Ahdi et al., (2014) “How Strong are the Causal
relationships between Islamic Stock Markets and Conventional Financial Systems?
“Evidence from Linear and nonlinear tests”. In their study contrary to earlier studies
they found out that on nonlinear causality analysis it shows rich interactions between
variables and show that the Islamic equity market is not isolated from external shocks
of different types, regions and sources. This even showed that there is a causal
relationship coming from Islamic markets to European and even other Asian markets
but it did not show causal relation to US market from Islamic market. But still overall
we can say that Islamic markets also behave same way as the other markets in the
world based on the volatility in other markets is concerned.
During last twenty years it has been seen that if we compare emerging markets
with developed countries then emerging markets have different characteristics than
the equity markets from developed capital markets. In emerging markets higher
sample average returns, low correlations with developed market returns, more
predictable returns and higher volatility have been seen. Bekart and Harvey (1997)
found in their study that the volatility is different across emerging markets particularly
with respect to the timing of capital market reforms, they also found that capital
market liberalization often increase the correlation between local market returns and
the world market but do not drive up local market volatility.
There is also some spillover effect especially in developed markets. Hamao et
al., (1990) found out in their study the extent to which security prices change in one
market influence the opening prices in the next market to trade. This is especially true
for Tokyo, London and New York markets. They also found that volatility in one
market is also positively related to the prices changes in the next market to trade but
again this is true for developed country markets.
Schwert (1989) found in his study that stock volatility increased by two to
three times during the great depression 1929-1939. Volatility is more volatile during
the recession; volatility can help to predict bend and stock return volatility. Financial
asset volatility helps to predict future macroeconomic volatility. Financial leverage
affects volatility, when stock prices fall relative to bond prices or when a firm issues
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new debt securities in large proportion than to new equity then capital structure
changes and hence stock volatility increases. But this volatility change is considered
small portion of the changes in stock volatility over time. Finally he found out that
there is relationship between trading activity and stock volatility and also trading
volume growth is positively related to stock volatility.
Klubmann (2012) in his thesis studied the impact of news on intra-day stock
market liquidity and volatility. Based on SEMIFAR Models, Beran (2012) analysis
found out strong evidence of long memory in the stock market volatility in both
stochastic and deterministic trends. They also found even stronger and systematic
long memory than even suggested by the stationary models. Wachter (2013) studied
why there exists an equity premium for the markets during the volatile markets.
According to her aggregate consumption follows a normal distribution with low
volatility most of the time but with realization of some probability consumption on
the left tail of the distribution, that poor distribution substantially increases the
premium of the equity which drives higher volatility of the stock markets.
Mensi et al., (2013) based on VAR-GARCH model investigation studied the
spillover of volatility between S&P 500 and commodity indexes. They found that
there are highest conditional correlations between S&P 500 and Gold Index and
S&P500 and WTI Index. Similarly Li Y et al., studied the spillover of US stock
markets towards Japan and Asian developing countries like China, India, Indonesia,
Malaysia, Philippines and Thailand. They found out by ARCH model that there is
significant unidirectional shock and volatility spillovers from US market to both
Japan and other Asian emerging markets, it was stronger during the Asian financial
crises. But since 2008 these linkages have become more important between Japan and
other Asian emerging markets.
Engle et al., (2013) studied stock market volatility and macroeconomic
fundamentals. They were able to understand and forecast volatility for short term
horizon of from one day to few weeks. They were also able to minimize the gap for
discrete and continuous time models like ARCH models and Stochastic Volatility
models. With these applications they felt more comfortable measuring and applying
risk neutral probability. Wachter (2103) studied why we see volatility in the stock
markets. According to him it is all consumption based its expectations and time
varying probability of consumption disaster. He finds out that probability variation
with time results in higher stock market volatility. Li and Giles (2015) studied US and
Japan markets with six emerging markets to find out if there is any spillover of
volatility from developed markets to emerging markets. They tested this with
asymmetric multivariate GARCH model for the data from 1993 to 2012. Results were
as expected that there is unidirectional volatility spillover from US markets to all
considered emerging markets in addition of Japanese market. During the Asian crises
time period this spillover was bidirectional both for US and all Asian markets
including Japan’s.
Adam et al., (2016) found out that consumption based asset pricing models
could generate realistic amount of stock market volatility if one allows a small
deviation from the rational expectations. Ahmad and Ramzan (2016) studied market
volatility in relation to macroeconomic variables with both GARCH and vector
autoregressive models for Karachi Stock Exchange. They found out that the variations
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in the macroeconomic variables cause stock markets to fluctuate because of the
uncertainty of future returns. Ewing and Malik (2016) based on daily data found out
that when structural breaks are ignored then there is no volatility spillover between oil
prices and US stock prices but when they accounted for the structural breaks then
there was strong volatility spillover between these markets.
If we compare volatility research with liquidity research then we see more
research on volatility compared to liquidity of the market. From all this volatility
literature it has been found that volatility is common for all markets it is relatively
same within the developed markets but it can be different and country specific for
emerging and frontier markets. People have studied causal relationship of volatility
towards the stock market not much towards a specific stock. In addition to liquidity
and illiquidity we will also include volatility to do the risk analysis and evaluation of
the market.
2.6.4 Momentum/Money Flow Index
Ince and Trafalis (2007) have studied and modeled the stock price based on
the technical indicators like exponential moving average (EMA), Relative Strength
Indicator (RSI), Bolinger Band (BB), Moving average convergence divergence
(MACD) and the Chaikin Money Flow Ocsilator (CMF). In this study they compared
two models and one is better than other. Baker and Wurgler (2007) studied investor
sentiment for the prediction of stock market returns. They found out that aggregate
sentiment which mostly effects low capitalization, small and unprofitable and more
volatile companies because they are more sensitive to the investor sentiment. Mutual
fund money flow can also have impact on the stock market returns. Frazzini and
Lamont (2008) studied mutual fund flows as the individual investor sentiment for the
stock markets. According to them this is dumb money effect is strongly related to the
value effect. Even though it is dumb flow but this flow of money into and out of the
stock markets shows the investor sentiment. That is why in this study money flow in
and out of the stock markets will be calculated and used as one of the variables.
Kannan, Sekar, Sathik and Arumugam (2010) in their research found out that moving
average produces profitable signal 60% of the time, Bolinger Band gives profit of
84.24%, Chaikin Money Flow Indicator 51.45% and Relative strength Indicator gives
56.04% profitability. But the stochastic Momentum Index gives them perfect 100%
reading. From this study we can see that stochastic momentum index has very good
record to predict the right signal.
Barroso and Santa-Clara (2014) have also studied the Momentum has
Moments and found out that the risk of momentum is highly predictable and
managing the risk eliminates exposure to crashes. Similarly other authors have studied
regarding momentum like Asness (2011) have studied Momentum in Japan, Asness,
Markowwitz and Pederson studied value and momentum everywhere. Similarly Kim
(2003) used Support Vector Machines (SVM) model with different momentum
indicators to predict the stock prices. Carrion (2013) studied the impact of high
frequency trading (HFT) on the liquidity it provides to the capital markets. When HFT
provides liquidity to the market at that time spreads become wider and vice versa.
When HFT trading is high during the day markets are efficient during that time.
Akbas et al., (2015) studied different form of money flows. They noticed that dumb
money exacerbates stock market anomalies and contrary to that the smart money
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attenuates these anomalies. Mutual fund flow represents dumb money and hedge fund
flows represent smart money for the stock markets.
Seems like there have been studies which show that with momentum
knowledge we can have better returns in the market. People have studied different
momentum indicators. In this study one or two momentum indicators will be used in
addition to previous variable like liquidity and volatility to try to study their impact on
the markets. These momentum indicators will be calculated based on the closing
prices of the stock markets. In this research we will probably pick at least couple of
momentum indicators one stochastic momentum indicator and other money flow
index.
Because we will also be using liquidity and volatility for this research which
up to some aspect represent momentum in this category we would use Money Flow
Index because this will also show momentum and money flow in to and out of
markets. All these variables have become very important recently due to high
frequency trading and overall momentum which will be resultant of all liquidity,
volatility and money Flow is more important.
Up to this point investor sentiment indicators were covered in the literature
review, in rest of the section Macro-economic indicators will be reviewed in this
literature review. Beber and Brandt (2015) studied very recently, in this study they
applied techniques to extract real time measures of inflation, output, employment and
macro-economic sentiment. Their results demonstrate simple and unstructured
method which still delivers a very sensible and timely measurement of the state of the
economy which can be used to study this relation to financial markets. In this
literature review exchange rate, interest rate, and employment impact on financial
markets will be reviewed.
2.6.5 Exchange Rates
Theoretically that should be more prominent in the open economies because
they import and export and economical impact in more compared to isolated countries
like Cuba or North Korea. Earlier studies like Aggarwal (1981), Soenen and Hennigar
(1988), Ajayi and Mougue (1996), Hatemi-J and Irandoust (2002), Kim (2003),
Ibrahim and Aziz (2003), Sevuktekin and Nargelecekenler (2007), Oguzhan and
Demirhan (2009) found that stock prices and exchange rates are positively related to
each other. In this study they used 1974 to 1978 US data.
There is an empirical fact about exchange rate that it is failure of the
uncovered interest rate parity (UIP). This is shown by Hansen and Hendrick (1980),
Fama (1984) and Backus, Foresi, and Telmer (2001). More recently it has been
shown by Lustig and Verdelhan (2007), Lustig, Roussanov and Verdelhan (2011) and
Menkhoff et al., (2013) that UIP failure is due to compensation of risk. The failure of
uncovered interest rate parity gives rise to currency carry trades basically borrowing
in low interest rate environment and investing in higher interest rate country.
Zhang and Yue (2002) studied interactions between the exchange rates and the
stock market by using ARDL approach. They found out RMB swap rates and A share
indices of Hag Seng Hong Kong stock market cointegrate with each other. But they
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did not find this cointegration for B shares, which is little strange because B shares are
mostly are denominated in USD or Hong Kong Dollar. Pan et al., (2007) used
Granger causality, variance decomposition and an impulse response analysis to study
six different Asian economies. They found out that there is significant causal
relationship from exchange rates to stock prices for Hong Kong, Japan, Malaysia and
Thailand before the Asian crises. During the crises time there was not any causal
relationship was found from stock market to exchange rates for any country but there
was causality from exchange rates to stock markets other than Malaysia.
Tian and Ma (2010) studied foreign exchange rate in relation to stock market
by using ARDL. In addition they also tried to find out the impact of liberalization for
the China markets. They found out that after 2005 there was cointegration relationship
for A-shares in Shanghai Index with exchange rate of renminbi (Yuan) with both
USD and Hong Kong Dollar. They found positive relationship of stock prices with
both exchange rate and money supply. Based on the expectation of Yuan’s further
appreciation stock market saw hot money inflows from other countries appreciating
the markets further. Tsai (2012) in his research studied six different Asian countries to
see the impact of exchange rate on the stock markets and found out that ordinary least
square results were not favorable but quintile regression model shows negative
relation between stock market and foreign exchange markets and it becomes more
obvious when exchange rates are on extremes very high or very low.
Basher et al., (2012) have studied impact of oil prices and exchange rates on
the emerging prices. They found out the positive shocks to the oil prices tends to
depress the emerging stock markets and they also found out the evidence that increase
in the emerging stock markets also have positive impact on the oil prices. Lin (2012)
studied exchange rate impact on the emerging stock market with ARDL approach. He
found out that co-movement becomes more prominent during the crises periods which
should be consistent with the contagion and spillover impacts during the crises
periods. According to him the co-movement between exchange rates and stock prices
in the Asian emerging markets is generally driven by capital account rather than the
trade itself.
Lin (2012) found out in his study of co-movement of exchange rates and stock
prices in Asian markets that there is always spillover effect of stock market
performance to the exchange rate markets. This co-movement becomes stronger
during the crises times it was also found out that this spillover is mostly attributed to
the channel running from stock price shocks to exchange rates which shows that
during slowdown stock market prompting international investors to withdraw the
capital which puts downward pressure on exchange rates. Faith and Staff (2013)
studied causality relationship between USD/SEK and OMXS30 market. In the short
run, they found out that OMXS30 granger cause USD/SEK but not in other direction.
For the long run USD/SEK has statistical evidence of positive effect on the OMXS30.
Kumar (2013) studied India, Braze and South Africa markets for the volatility
spillover between exchange rate and stock markets. Based on vector autoregressive
and generalized autoregressive conditional heteroscedasticity techniques they found
out that there is a bi-directional contribution for both returns and volatility spillovers
in both exchange rate and stock markets for all these countries.
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Bekhet and Mata (2013) studied Jordan markets for the macroeconomic
variables and their long and short run relationship. They used macro-economic
variables like discount rates, exchange rates, M2 money supply and industrial
production with data from 1978 to 2010. After applying the ARDL approach for
bound testing and test for structural breaks, they found out that all these variables
have long run relationship with the Jordan market price index. Carporale et al., (2014)
studied linkages between stock market prices and the exchange rates. With GARCH
model analysis, they found out the evidence of unidirectional Granger Causality from
stock returns towards the exchange rates for in US and UK but in opposite direction
for the Canadian market. For European area and Switzerland compared to US, UK
and Canada it was bidirectional Granger Causality. For Causality in variance, for US
it is in one direction but for Euro area and Japan it is in other direction but for Canada
and Switzerland the feedback is bidirectional.
Chkili and Nguyen (2014) studied exchange rate movement and stock market
returns when regime is being changed. This study found out that stock markets have
more influence on exchange rates during both calm and turbulent periods. It also
shows for BRICS countries show that exchange rate changes do not affect stock
market returns but the impact of stock market returns to exchange rates is significant
for all countries except South Africa. Moore and Wang (2014), studied dynamic link
between real exchange rates and stock prices and found out that Dynamic Conditional
Correlation (DCC) may be the appropriate approximation for analyzing this
relationship. They found out that US stock market influences other economies by
bringing together the foreign exchange and the local stock markets. They also found
that negative relationship between stock market and foreign exchange markets which
supports theoretical model predication in which it is assumed that there is some
portion which is temporary and other portion is stock return is permanent and their
differentials have relation with exchange rates. Current account balance also has some
impact on the stock market prices.
Tripathi and Kumar (2015) studied macroeconomic factors relationship with
BRICS countries. GDP, inflation, interest rates, exchange rates, money supply and oil
price is used as macroeconomic variables for these markets for the stock market
returns based on quarterly data. According to their results which is contrary to the
general belief GDP and inflation is not significant for the stock market returns
because stock market returns lead the GDP and inflation numbers. Money supply has
positive impact and other variables like interest rates, exchange rates and oil prices
have negative impact on the stock market returns. Mishra (2015) studied Indian stock
market for long run and short run relationship with crude price, exchange rates and
volatility by using ARDL-unrestricted error correction model (UECM) approach.
Author found out long run relationship among the variables. When crude oil prices are
taken as dependent variable stock market has positive impact and exchange rate has
negative impact, which is contrary to the general perception. He did not find any
causal relationship between stock market and exchange rate.
Joshi and Giri (2015) studied Indian stock markets for dynamic relationship
with macroeconomic variables. They used ARDL bounds testing approach to do this
investigation based on 2004 to 2014 market data. They found out long run
relationship with each of the macroeconomic variables. Macroeconomic variables like
industrial production, inflation and exchange rates have positive influence on the
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stock market but gold price has negative impact. They were not able to see any short
term relationship from VECM results. Sui et al., (2016) studied spillover effect of the
exchange rates and stock markets for BRICS countries. In the short run, they found
significant spillover effects from exchange rates to the stock returns but there is no
spillover in other direction. They also found out that S&P500 shock is significant for
Brazil China and South Africa. During the more volatile period of 2007 to 2009
spillover effect between exchange rate and stock market was much stronger.
Lawal et al., (2016) studied Nigeria markets and their volatilities with respect
to volatility in exchange rates and volatility in oil prices. Because in case of Nigeria as
oil exporting country, according to authors because there is stock market volatility
induced by both volatilities in oil and exchange range markets. Due to this reason on
one side authorities need to try to stabilize oil exports and exchange rates on other
hand investors need to have these variables in mind when establishing their own
portfolios. Theoretically as we know that the relationship between exchange rates and
the equity markets can be positive or negative depending on the economic situation of
the country, Cenedese et al., (2016) using data from different countries studied this
relationship. Based on the equity and foreign exchange returns and their differentials
across different countries when invested in higher expected return country and
shorting lower expected return countries gave excess returns of 7% and 12% per
annum. These returns were all driven by differential in the local equity markets across
countries with exchange rates.
From these results it has been seen that there some relationship of exchange
rates towards the stock market. It has been shown in literature that this causality could
be in one direction or the other or in both sides depending on the country and
economy. In this study it will be studied in combination with other variables. Due to
the importance of exchange rates for the pricing of asset prices and especially stock
prices, exchange rates will be use as one of the variables for modeling in this study.
2.6.6 Interest Rates
For sure there is a link between interest rates and stock markets, it has been
seen that interest rates could also impact liquidity and volatility. Lucas (1990) has
studied liquidity and interest rates. It is shown in this study that liquidity effect of
government bond issuance effects can induce a serially correlated stochastic
component to equilibrium interest rate. These stochastic liquidity shocks have the
capacity to induce sudden large drops in the prices of securities and bonds. This just
happens and air is popped and soon these prices are adjusted based on the
fundamentals. According to Lucas liquidity effect works through a single cash
constraint but it affects all centrally traded securities. The theory has no ability to
account for changes in term structure of interest rates or in relative prices of bonds
and equities.
Grossman and Weise (1983), and Rotenberg (1984) have found out that
money in the economy is distributed over distinct locations or markets and it takes
time to move this money from one location to other. That means based on the cash
distributions in different areas have some unanticipated change in excess demand for
cash compared to other market and similarly different effects on prices and interest
rates.
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Blanchard (1981) studied relationship among output, the stock market and
interest rate and found out that basically it is the change in current or anticipated fiscal
policy which translates discrete change in the stock market due to anticipated
sequence of profits and real interest rates. According to his findings the stock market
is not the cause of the increased input similarly increase in output is not is not the
cause of the initial stock market change. Basically policy change has impact on both
stock market and output. It all depends on the anticipation not the timing of the policy
change. In anticipation both stock market and resulting change in output will lead the
real policy change based on anticipated profits and discount rates. It can also be
assumed that announcement of an expansionary fiscal policy may have perverse effect
decreasing the output even before the actual implementation of the policy. Blanchard
also found that more flexible prices are to decrease the overall effect of changes in
nominal money. It is shown that the smaller overall effect leads to a smaller change in
the stock market but if there is higher inflation may lead to lower real interest rates
which results in larger initial change in the stock markets.
Stock and Watson (1989) have shown that interest rate spread can add value to
their multivariate index of leading economic indicators. There has been a lot of
research on the impact of yield curve or term structure of interest rates. Estrella and
Hardouvelis (1991) and Estrella and Muskin (1996) have shown the ability of yield
curve slope to predict the economical activity in the US. Similarly Estrella and
Mishkin (1998), and Plosser and Rouwenhorst (1994) found same results for several
industrialized countries. Moneta (2005) found out that slope of the yield curve is the
predictor for recessions in the Euro area and discussed potential usefulness of this for
Monetary Policy purpose. Fama and French (1989) have shown that the excess returns
on the US stocks and corporate bonds are positively linked to slope of the of US
Treasury securities.
Fernandez-Perez, Fernandez-Rodriguez and Sovilla-Rivero (2013) used IBEX
35 index to test for bear market one month ahead by using Probit model propose by
Estrella and Mishkin (1998) and Resnick and Shoesmith (2002). They found that use
of yield curve slope could improve the prediction power for bear markets. Bekhet and
Mata (2013) studied Jordan markets for the macroeconomic variables and their long
and short run relationship. They used macro-economic variables like discount rates,
exchange rates, M2 money supply and industrial production with data from 1978 to
2010. After applying the ARDL approach for bound testing and test for structural
breaks, they found out that all these variables have long run relationship with the
Jordan market price index.
Heyerdahl-Larson (2014) studied impact of real interest rates on asset prices
this model produces cross sectional evidence on country risk premiums when it is
sorted on the interest rates, interest rate volatility, global exchange rate volatility and
the value of assets. Swanson and William (2014) in their NBER (National Bureau of
Economic Research) publication have found that FOMC with their forward guidance
of monetary policy have substantial room to affect medium and long term interest
rates until at least late 2011 despite the federal fund rate being at the zero lower
bound. Tripathi and Kumar (2015) studied macroeconomic factors relationship with
BRICS countries. GDP, inflation, interest rates, exchange rates, money supply and oil
price is used as macroeconomic variables for these markets for the stock market
returns based on quarterly data. According to their results which is contrary to the
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general belief GDP and inflation is not significant for the stock market returns
because stock market returns lead the GDP and inflation numbers. Money supply has
positive impact and other variables like interest rates, exchange rates and oil prices
have negative impact on the stock market returns.
Gali and Gambetti (2015) in their NBER paper found the evidence which
points to protracted episodes in which stock prices increase persistently in response to
the tightening of the monetary policy which is at the odds compared to conventional
thinking. Breeden et al., (2015) studied the impact of treasury yields on the interest
rates in detail for spreads, caps and floors and their distribution based on the data after
2010. Boachie et al., (2016) based on Ghana stock market monthly data studied the
impact on interest rates and the liquidity on the stock market. They employed robust
linear regression and found out that Ghana stock market if influenced by the growth in
liquidity, inflation and exchange rate. Interest rate has positive but insignificant
impact on the markets.
Mensi et al., (2016) investigated impact of macroeconomic variables on the
GCC stock markets. They found short term asymmetry between first lag of GCC
stock returns and the performance of the stock market based on the dynamic panel
threshold model. Financial risk rating has significant positive impact on the
performance of these markets. Increase in oil price has positive impact but the gold
price; three month treasury rates and US treasury both rates have negative impact on
the performance of GCC markets. Magara (2016) studied Nairobi stock market in
relation to the interest rates. Author found out in this research that there is a positive
relationship between stock market yield and interest rates and also there is significant
effect of the interest rate announcement on the stock market returns. Bissoon et al.,
(2016) studied five countries to see the impact of monetary policy on the stock
markets. They used random effect model for panel regression with VECM for short
term and long term relationship. They found out that there is negative relationship of
interest rate but positive for money supply for stock market returns. They were also
able to confirm that this relationship is for both short and long term.
Ho (2017) investigated macroeconomic variables impact on the South African
markets. Author used ARDL bounds testing approach for the data from 1975 to 2015.
Macroeconomic factor used in this study were banking sector development, economic
growth, inflation rate, real interest rate and trade openness. Results show positive long
run relationship for banking sector development and the economic growth have
positive impact on the stock market and interest rates and trade openness have
negative impact for the stock market development. As far as short run relationship is
concerned economic growth shows positive but inflation, real interest rates and trade
openness has negative relationship for the stock market development.
Of course Interest Rates and inflation are very critical factors for growth of an
economy and evidently the stock market. Again interest rate in the shape of Treasury
Yield will be our variable. Treasury yield is picked because for almost twenty five
years Japan interest rates are zero and at this stage even negative and also last few
years Federal Funds rate is locked in at about zero and normally 10 year treasury is
rates are considered as long term rates.
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2.6.7 Earnings and Unemployment
Earnings and cash flow news from any company can have impact on the stock
price depending on whether this news was expected or unexpected. Better earnings
have positive impact on the stock price, but this is not the only variable which can
have effect on stock price. Cambell and Shiller (1998) have found that conventional
valuation ratios the dividend to price ratio and smoothed price to earnings ratio have a
special significance when compared with statistics that might be used to forecast the
stock prices. In earlier studies by Ball and Brown (1968), Joy et al., (1977), Watts
(1978), Rendelman et al., (1982) and Foster et al., (1984), it has been demonstrated
that abnormal returns are predictable based on the previously announce earnings.
Bernard and Thomas (1990) summarize in their study that stock prices partially reflect
a naïve earnings expectations, that future earnings will be equal to comparable quarter
of last year
Lundholm and Myers (2002) found that informativeness of current returns with
respect to future earnings news is influenced by the quality and the quantity of
management disclosure. In other studies it was found that management forecasts, and
the extent of analyst coverage play similar role.
Drake et al., (2014) found in their study that short sellers play an important
role in improving market efficiency based on the extent to which current stock prices
reflect information about future earnings. They also found that short sellers play a key
role in stock price discovery based on the current price and future earnings estimates.
Mao and Wei (2014) have studied price and earnings momentum and their impact on
the stock return. Basically they found that comparing price momentum with earnings
momentum relative load on past cash flow news as compared to past discount rate
news affects long-run portfolio performance. This is one of the fundamental variables
either for single equity or cumulative market. In this research we will pick either PE
ratio or the unemployment to see indirect of the earnings on the stock or stock market.
Unemployment or number of job created during the fixed period gives some
hint into the economic activity. For overall economy or the stock market
unemployment rate or the jobs creation would be much better representation of the
financial activity that is why the stock markets do adjustments if these numbers are
not according to expectations. Staiger, Stock and Watson (1997) in their research tried
to find out if unemployment is the leading indicator for inflation values going
forward, but they did not find that link. They also tried to compare unemployment
with nano-accelerating Inflation Rate of Employment (NAIRU). They also saw that
NAIRU has shifted with time and if we need to see impact on inflation we need to
make sure which NAIRU we pick to evaluate it from. At that time they found out that
unemployment helps to predict inflation next year but not beyond that. Flannery and
Protopapadakis (2002) studied different macroeconomic variables to see which ones
have impact on the stock market returns. They used GARCH approach to detect these
factors from the conditional variance. In this study they tried to identify risk factors
which either effect the market returns or the market conditional volatility. According
their findings they found out that CPI and PPI only the portfolio returns. Balance of
trade, employment and housing news affects the returns conditional volatility. And
Money supply (M1) affects both the returns and the conditional volatility. They also
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noticed that the importance of balance of trade, employment and housing starts is new
based on the previous literature in the market.
Choudhary, Marelli and Signorelli (2012), found out in their study that
financial crises have an impact on the youth employment rate and that goes beyond
the changes in GDP. They also noticed that after the crises youth employment can be
impacted for up to five years. Boyd, Hu and Jagannathan (2005) found out in their
research that on average rising employment news becomes good news during
economic expansion times but bad news during economic contraction times. Basically
this is due to the impact on the monetary policy interest rate changes after these
announcements. REA Farmer (2012) even forecasted unemployment using the stock
market data. That even shows that there is correlation between the unemployment and
the stock market. Farmers work provides alternative reconciliation of Keynesian
economics with that of macroeconomic theory. According to him his explanation on
one side supports the Keynesian approach of deficit spending for full employment but
he concludes that fiscal expansion is the right way to solve the problem.
Gerardi et al., (2013) in their paper studied the impact of unemployment on
the defaults and they found out that unemployment individual unemployment is the
strongest predictor of defaults and it increases the default by 5 to 13 % points. Kuehn
et al., (2013) makes the case the volatility resulting from amplification of the labor
productivity shock causes financial volatility. In this paper they have provided some
ideas like adding fix cost, assigning the worker a small bargaining weight, assigning
high value to the inactivity while unemployed to gain high amplification in the labor
market from productivity shocks. Hall (2014) studied discount rates with
unemployment, according to him in recessions (when markets also go down) all types
of investment fall even the investment of employer in the employment because when
the incentive for job creation falls due to that labor market slackens and
unemployment rises. In his view whatever forces account for wide variation in the
discount rates it is seen that same problems are being faced for the employers when
they are recruiting which implies that the relationship in unemployment and the stock
market. Based on US, Great Britain, German and France during the great depression,
Temin (2016) studied that GNP and manufacturing base contracted for these countries
because due to unemployment there was need to curtail credit available to the
countries which reduces the activity and ultimately the stock markets are impacted.
But it has been noticed during last few years that EPS and unemployment
number are vague due to buying back of the shares by the respective companies and
also non participation of the public in employment data. Due to these factors these
two variables probably are of less important in current conditions. There could be two
factors like unemployment rate or the jobs created like non form payrolls during that
period see the health of the economy. Unemployment could still be better variable to
pick to see the improving economy compared to earnings and also earnings could be
managed by the individual companies based on the shares outstanding due to that
reason unemployment rate is going to be picked for different countries. But problem
is to find data for countries other than USA. So we needed to stick with at least
unemployment numbers to be consistent for different countries for unemployment at
least we will be able find this data for more countries compared to earnings and
payroll numbers.
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2.6.8 Money Supply
Liquidity and money flow are the parameters for the stock markets, in
comparison the money supply is the money or liquidity for the overall economy.
Rogalski and Vinso (1977) found out that their results were consistent of the view that
in the shape of money supply actual rate of money supply is incorporated in the stock
market prices. For policy purpose this is very critical that with the increase in money
supply Federal Reserve or other State bank can use this tool to enhance overall
prosperity. Bailey (1990) found out that there is an impact of US money supply
announcement on even Pacific Rim country’s equity markets. This impact is
dependent only on the fact that how much that market is integrated with the
international capital markets.
Flannery and Protopapadakis (2002) studied different macroeconomic
variables to see which ones have impact on the stock market returns. They used
GARCH approach to detect these factors from the conditional variance. In this study
they tried to identify risk factors which either effect the market returns or the market
conditional volatility. According their findings they found out that CPI and PPI only
the portfolio returns. Balance of trade, employment and housing news affects the
returns conditional volatility. And Money supply (M1) affects both the returns and the
conditional volatility. They also noticed that the importance of balance of trade,
employment and housing starts is new based on the previous literature in the market.
Tian and Ma (2010) studied relationship between foreign exchange rate and the stock
market by using ARDL. In addition they also tried to find out the impact of
liberalization for the China markets. They found out that after 2005 there was
cointegration relationship for A-shares in Shanghai Index with exchange rate of
renminbi (Yuan) with both USD and Hong Kong Dollar. They found positive
relationship of stock prices with both exchange rate and money supply. Based on the
expectation of Yuan’s further appreciation stock market saw hot money inflows from
other countries appreciating the markets further.
Bekhet and Mata (2013) studied Jordan markets for the macroeconomic
variables and their long and short run relationship. They used macro-economic
variables like discount rates, exchange rates, M2 money supply and industrial
production with data from 1978 to 2010. After applying the ARDL approach for
bound testing and test for structural breaks, they found out that all these variables
have long run relationship with the Jordan market price index. Tripathi and Kumar
(2015) studied macroeconomic factors relationship with BRICS countries. GDP,
inflation, interest rates, exchange rates, money supply and oil price is used as
macroeconomic variables for these markets for the stock market returns based on
quarterly data. According to their results which is contrary to the general belief GDP
and inflation is not significant for the stock market returns because stock market
returns lead the GDP and inflation numbers. Money supply has positive impact and
other variables like interest rates, exchange rates and oil prices have negative impact
on the stock market returns. Bissoon et al., (2016) studied five countries to see the
impact of monetary policy on the stock markets. They used random effect model for
panel regression with VECM for short term and long term relationship. They found
out that there is negative relationship of interest rate but positive for money supply for
stock market returns. They were also able to confirm that this relationship is for both
short and long term. As far as liquidity is concerned when money supply is included
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in the model that also covers liquidity for the overall economy due to that reason
money supply (M2) will also be used as one of the variables.
2.6.9 Crude Prices
Oil price is one major factor for inflation and deflation of the economies and
also one major macroeconomic variable due to that it has very prominent impact on
the performance of the stock markets. Jones et al., (1996) used ARDL approach to
study oil price relationship with the stock markets of US, England, Japan and Canada.
They found out in this study that United States and Canadian stock market prices to
the oil shock can be fully accounted for the shocks in the real cash flows. Contrary to
that in case of UK and Japan changes in oil prices appear to cause larger changes in
the stock markets which cannot be justified from the cash flows like US and Canada.
Sadorski et al., (1999) found out that oil prices and oil price volatility both have very
real role in stock returns. They did this study with Vector Auto regressive approach.
They also found out that any oil price volatility shock have asymmetric effect on the
economy.
Maghyereh (2007) found out in empirical analysis that oil prices have non linear
impact on stock prices in Gulf Countries.
Park et al., (2008) based on the data from 1986 to 2005 for United States and
thirteen European countries, they found out that for Norway positive relation of oil
price and stock market returns. They also found out that oil prices when compared to
interest rates have significant impact on the stock market returns. Other than US,
many European countries volatility increase in oil prices results depressed stock
returns. Compared to United States and Norway there is little evidence that for rest of
the European countries whether it is positive or negative. Miller and Ratti (2009) even
though were able to find some breaks in the models for some duration. They tried to
study the relationship of oil prices with the international stock markets for the period
of 1971 to 2008 by using cointegrated vector error correction model. For six OECD
countries they found out that there is negative impact on stock markets with the
increase in oil prices. This negative long term relationship has been disintegrated after
1999; probably this is due to the bubbles in oil and stock markets since 1999. Killan
and Park (2009) studied that the stock markets even though depend on the crude
prices but the direction depends on the nature of the shock if this shock is from supply
or demand side in the crude oil market. They found out that if oil price increase due to
only demand in crude oil that impacts stock prices negatively because this can be a
concern future oil supply shortfall. Contrary to that if demand is overall for the
industrial commodities that results in higher oil prices and even the stock prices along
with it. They also found out that supply shocks have no significant impact on the
stock market returns but both supply and demand shocks have about 22% of long run
impact on the stock market returns.
Basher et al., (2012) found out that in short run positive oil price shock
depress both the emerging stock market returns and US dollar exchange rates.
Similarly the increase in oil production decreases the oil prices which indirectly
increase the real economic activity which also increases stock prices and ultimately
oil demand increases which starts increase in oil prices. Chittedi (2012) investigated
long run relationship between oil and stock market prices with ARDL approach.
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Author used data from 2000 to 2011. He found out that even though stock prices have
impact on the oil prices but not other way around.
Jouini (2013) with VAR_GARCH approach found out that there is an
evidence of stock market return and volatility between stock market returns and oil
prices. He also noticed that the spillover is unidirectional from oil to some sectors of
the stock market return but for volatility it is bidirectional. Antonakakis (2013) for
five different countries with time varying approach studied oil prices and stock
markets correlation. Out of these five countries two countries were oil exporting and
three countries were oil importing. According to his findings he found out that the
impact of oil prices on the stock prices are not constant both for oil importing and
exporting countries. Basically it depends on the status of the economy of the country.
He also found out that demand shock in oil or even a precautionary shock in oil prices
can have negative effect on the stock market but supply side oil price shock does not
show any effect.
Naifar and Al Dohaiman (2013) studied Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC)
countries for nonlinear analysis among crude oil prices, stock markets with
macroeconomic variables. They found out that oil prices and interest rates are
asymmetric. The stock market returns with oil prices is regime dependent. Zhu et al.,
(2014) by using autoregressive and GARCH techniques studied the impact of crude
oil prices on the Asian Pacific stock markets. According to their results they found
that before the financial crises this impact was weak except in Hong Kong but after
the crises it increased significantly. Tripathi and Kumar (2015) studied
macroeconomic factors relationship with BRICS countries. GDP, inflation, interest
rates, exchange rates, money supply and oil price is used as macroeconomic variables
for these markets for the stock market returns based on quarterly data. According to
their results which is contrary to the general belief GDP and inflation is not significant
for the stock market returns because stock market returns lead the GDP and inflation
numbers. Money supply has positive impact and other variables like interest rates,
exchange rates and oil prices have negative impact on the stock market returns.
Mishra (2015) studied Indian stock market for long run and short run relationship
with crude price, exchange rates and volatility by using ARDL-unrestricted error
correction model (UECM) approach. Author found out long run relationship among
the variables. When crude oil prices are taken as dependent variable stock market has
positive impact and exchange rate has negative impact, which is contrary to the
general perception. He did not find any causal relationship between stock market and
exchange rate.
Lawal et al., (2016) studied Nigeria markets and their volatilities with respect
to volatility in exchange rates and volatility in oil prices. Because in case of Nigeria as
oil exporting country, according to authors because there is stock market volatility
induced by both volatilities in oil and exchange range markets. Due to this reason on
one side authorities need to try to stabilize oil exports and exchange rates on other
hand investors need to have these variables in mind when establishing their own
portfolios. Diaz et al., (2016) studied oil prices volatility fir the stock markets impact
of G7 countries. With the help of vector autoregressive model with variables of oil
price volatility, interest rates, economic activity and stock market returns they found
out that all G7 country’s stock markets respond negatively when there is an increase
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in oil price volatility. They also found out that global prices have more impact on the
stock markets compared to the national oil prices.
Ewing and Malik (2016) based on daily data found out that when structural
breaks are ignored then there is no volatility spillover between oil prices and US stock
prices but when they accounted for the structural breaks then there was strong
volatility spillover between these markets. Mensi et al., (2016) investigated impact of
macroeconomic variables on the GCC stock markets. They found short term
asymmetry between first lag of GCC stock returns and the performance of the stock
market based on the dynamic panel threshold model. Financial risk rating has
significant positive impact on the performance of these markets. Increase in oil price
has positive impact but the gold price, three month treasury rates and US treasury
both rates have negative impact on the performance of GCC markets. Ghosh and
Kanijilal (2016) did not find any long term equilibrium relationship for the entire span
of 2003 to 2011 by using threshold cointegration tests. But when applied to sub
phases they found out cointegration relationship only for the most volatile phase from
2007 to 2008. Based Toda-Yamamoto Granger causality oil prices have impact on
stock prices in phase II and III with no feedback effect. Mensi et al., (2017) studied
impact of oil prices and stock markets. They used variational mode decomposition
(VMD) method along with static and time varying symmetric and asymmetric copula
functions to study this relationship. According to their spillover of oil market and
stock market analysis they found out in short run there is an average dependence
between oil market and S&P500, stoxx600, DJPI and TSX indices. For long run there
is tail dependence of oil markets with stoxx600, DJPI and TSX indices but average
dependence for S&P500. There is also up and down risk asymmetric spillovers from
oil to stock market and vice versa for both long and short term.
Basically oil or crude price can have representation of inflation and also tells
about the economic activity of the economic situation in the world. Compared to
inflation or deflation in different countries this macroeconomic variable (Crude price)
can have different impact on different countries based on the status of their economic
situations, especially oil importing and exporting countries. That is the reason this
variable is very critical for both oil importing and exporting countries. WTI crude oil
price will be used for this study.
2.6.10 Co-movement
It has been noticed that stock market movement whether in developed or
developing countries after liberalization of economies there is some spill over or comovement and even sometimes statistical significance from one country to another.
Becker et al., (1990) tried to study the impact of US and Japanese markets on each
other based on previous day performances. For the period of October, 1985 to
December 1988, results show that S&P 500 previous day returns show up to 25% (7
to 25%) of fluctuations in the Nikkei index. Japanese market has smaller impact on
US performance when compared and shows it around 11 to 18%. Even though these
results are significant but may be not enough to exploit them for abnormal results
because of higher costs in Japanese markets. Becker et al., (1992) again studied S&P
500 and Nikkei 225 for intraday correlations between these two markets. They found
out that based on semi strong form of efficiency focal markets adjusts quickly to the
return information of other market based on the intraday data.
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Kasa (1992) after studying markets of US, Japan, England, Germany and
Canada based on monthly and quarterly data he found out that based Johansen tests of
common trends presence of single common trend driving stock markets of these
countries. Richards (1995) found out in sixteen country stock markets evidence for
the predictability of relative returns. According to him every stock market includes
one world and one country specific component. Karolyi et al., (1996) they found out
that United States macroeconomic announcements, shock to currency exchange rate
for Japan and US and treasury bill returns have no major influence on the correlation
for US and Japan market returns. But when there is a major shock it has positive
impact both in magnitude and persistence in the return correlations.
Based on heteroscedastic bias tests Forbes et al., (2000) found out that under
certain assumptions when biases are adjusted, they did not find any contagion 1987
US market crash, 1994 Mexican devaluation and 1997 Asian crises. Even though
previous works have shown that contagion exists when one economy is hit with
shock. Contrary to this finding Morck et al., (2002) in their study found out that that
poor economies stock market move together, according to them this is due to higher
fundamental correlation in low income economies. In developed economies due to
strong property rights which translated to stronger public investor property right
which results in informed arbitrage. Brooks et al., (2004) studied that even though it
used to be much more effective in diversifying among different countries than in
different industries. Since liberalizations of economies and co-movements of stock
markets even though it has become less affective but still it is better off to reduce
portfolio risk by diversifying in different countries.
Rua and Nunes (2009) by using wavelength analysis studied co movement
among Germany, Japan, UK and US markets. This study shows how the returns in
these markets relate with each other with time and frequency. They found out that the
strength in co movement varies across countries and even in sectors. Like the
Japanese market is weakly related to other developed countries but its technology and
consumer sector shows strong co movement. Based on 2007-2008 crises study Didier
et al., (2012) found out that due to financial linkages there has been co-movement in
US and eighty three other country stock markets. As US was the epic-center for this
crises but the countries with vulnerable banking system had higher co-movement with
the US markets. Nikkinen et al., (2012) studied and found out that for Baltic countries
before the 2008 crises these markets used to be segmented but during the crises they
found them highly integrated. These results basically imply that there is less benefit of
diversification.
Graham et al., (2013) studied Middle Eastern and North African stock markets
for the period of 2002 to 2010 compared to US S&P 500 for both short term long term
co-movements. They found out that with time towards the end of sample period there
is an increasing trend towards the international capital market co-movement. Abu
Bakar et al., (2014) studied dynamic linkages of Islamic Index with other major stock
indexes like US, UK, Europe, Japan, China and Malaysia. They studied cross
volatility, co-movement and Granger Causality for these markets and found out strong
linkages between Islamic Index and the Western markets compared to Asian’s.
Volatility and co-movement shows higher linkages during the crises. There results
also show existence of inefficient markets and spillover effect during the time period
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of financial crises. Kiviaho et al., (2014) studied European frontier markets compared
to US and developed European markets and found out that co-movement varies
considerably across different countries. It is weaker for the frontier markets of central
and Southeastern Europe than in the Baltic region. They also found several
macroeconomic factors related to co-movement variation for different countries at
different time frames. Hameed et al., (2015) based on long-memory of US and
European stock Indexes found out that cointegration for full sample does not hold but
there is fractional cointegration over the sub sample of 1996 to 2009.
Overall it is clear when there used to be less cointegration and co-movement
there was a chance of diversification by investing in different countries. After 1990s
time frame there is more and more financial liberalization and that translates into
better co-movement of stock markets of different countries with time and less benefit
of country wide diversification. But in case of developed economies and their
dependence on each other there is some co movement, to cover this co movement and
its significance in this research if one country returns is dependent variables then
other country’s returns will be considered as independent variable.
Until here we saw literature review of individual variables or may be couple at
a time to see their impacts on the economy or stock market. We can also see if people
have also done some modeling of combined variables. For modeling for expected
returns there could be many approaches like in the early days evaluation techniques
were used as mentioned by Graham et al., (1934) to use P/E ratio as the criterion.
They suggested that no equity should be bought if P/E exceeds 1.5 times the multiple
of market. Price to earnings criteria was also mentioned by Williams (1938), which
influenced Markowitz for portfolio construction. Later low P/E criterion was
researched by people like Graham et al., (1977) and later in financial anomalies
literature by Fama and French (2008) and Levy (1999) included low PE as one of the
anomalies.
Later other ratios like PE were discussed in the literature like Earnings to price
(EP), Book to price (BP), cash to price (CP), Sales to Price (SP) by different people
like Bloch et al., (1993), Chan et al., (1991), Guerard, Rachev, and Shao (2013),
Haugen and Baker (2010) and Lakonishok et al., (1994). Guerard (2013) mentioned in
his research that normally for any regression analysis using historic data to develop a
model and based on that model with expert opinion to do the forecast. According to
him regression analysis is a statistical technique to analyze quantitative data to
estimate model parameters and based on that do the forecasting. Hasan and Nasir
(2008) did empirical investigation of the Pakistan capital markets with respect to
macroeconomic variables by using ARDL technique. They used the data from June
1998 to June 2008 for this investigation. They used equity returns, industrial
production index, narrow money, consumer price index, Oil Prices, Foreign Exchange
rates, T bill rates and foreign portfolio investment as macroeconomic variables.
Because compared to other Vector Autoregressive models with ARDL greater number
of variables can be used that is why they used ARDL approach with bounds testing
proposed by Pesaran and Shin in 2001. For the long-run they found out that IR, ER
and money supply are significant for determining the stock prices and industrial
production, oil prices and inflation are statistically insignificant and same results are
shown for short-run based on error correction model. As far as foreign investment is
concerned it has short term effect but no long term effect on the markets. As required
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ECM (-1) is negative and significant. Both CUSUM and CUSUMSQ show the model
structurally stable as it is within 5% criteria.
Recently Guerard et al., (2014) did empirical analysis and their results show
that dividend payment, stock and debt repurchases can increase the stock prices and
returns. Similarly other researchers used Earning Price ratio (EP), Book price ratio
(BP), Cash flow price ration (CP), Sales Price ratio (SP), current EP to five year
average EP (REP), RCP, RSP, price momentum (PM), and consensus earnings per
share I/B/E/S forecast, revision and breadth (CTEF) to develop a total return model
for different stocks. They found out that momentum variables are a good investment
strategy in the long run. Normally for investment purpose stock selection models
often use momentum, and analyst expectations which supports the Arbitrage Price
Theory (APT) multifactor models for portfolio construction. Tripathi and Kumar
(2015) studied macroeconomic factors relationship with BRICS countries. GDP,
inflation, interest rates, exchange rates, money supply and oil price is used as
macroeconomic variables for these markets for the stock market returns based on
quarterly data. According to their results which is contrary to the general belief GDP
and inflation is not significant for the stock market returns because stock market
returns lead the GDP and inflation numbers. Money supply has positive impact and
other variables like interest rates, exchange rates and oil prices have negative impact
on the stock market returns. Ho (2017) investigated macroeconomic variables impact
on the South African markets. Author used ARDL bounds testing approach for the
data from 1975 to 2015. Macroeconomic factor used in this study were banking
sector development, economic growth, inflation rate, real interest rate and trade
openness. Results show positive long run relationship for banking sector development
and the economic growth have positive impact on the stock market and interest rates
and trade openness have negative impact for the stock market development. As far as
short run relationship is concerned economic growth shows positive but inflation, real
interest rates and trade openness has negative relationship for the stock market
development.
2.6.11 Inflation or Deflation Test
Even though inflation or deflation is not considered as active variable in this
study, the data for the countries in focus will be tried and split into inflationary and
deflationary time periods. For Japan as mentioned earlier since the start of 1990s there
has been constant deflation or deflationary pressures other than few small times
frames but overall due to deflation or deflationary pressures this time period is
considered as lost time for Japan. Even in recent couple of years for Abe’s
government whenever there is any effort to create some inflation there becomes some
impact for may be one quarter then again economy goes into same deflationary
pressure.
As mentioned in the introduction section for this study because we have to
split time horizons into inflationary and deflationary periods definition of these terms
is necessary. When we are considering inflationary period we are not considering
hyper inflationary period, but it is a time frame in which central banks are trying to
control the inflation by the tools available just to minimize the damage to the base
economy. As example since 1995 for US we can split these periods into two time
frames like 1995 to 911 and second time frame from 911 to 2008.
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On the other hand for deflationary period we are not talking about full fledge
deflation but this is the period in which central banks by their traditional and
nontraditional tools are trying to create inflation up to some level and similarly to
create growth up to some level but even by using these tools they are still
undershooting those targets. Example for this are for Japan since beginning of 1990s
they are still in similar situation and in case of US, Britain and even for Europe time
period since 2008 seems like deflationary time frame. Based on this information we
will split the markets do the modeling and analysis and see if there would be any
linkages and dependencies for these markets.
There have been detailed studies as far as impact of inflation on the stock
markets bur deflation has not been studied, may be because in western economies
there has not been much of deflationary pressures after 1929s period and may be since
2008. Gultekin (1983) studied inflation and stock market returns for twenty six
different countries and found out that results do not support Fisher hypothesis which
states that real rates of return of stocks and inflation have independent but the nominal
returns have the impact of expected inflation. He also saw lack of positive relationship
between stock returns and inflation consistently for these countries. Studies have
shown the impact of inflation on the stock markets but contrary to these findings
Pindyck (1983) in his study found out that substantial increase in the riskiness of the
capital investments have played a part for the decline of stock market returns. Kaul
(1987) in his PhD thesis studied United States, Canada, United Kingdom and
Germany, he found out that negative stock return and Inflation relations are caused by
money demand and counter cyclical money supply effects. Basically these relations
are explained by the equilibrium process in the monetary sector. These relations vary
over time systematically based on the factors for the money supply and demand.
Spyrou (2001) for developing economies like Greece studied the impact of Inflation
on the stock market returns and he found out significant and negative relationship
between inflation and till 1995 but since then the relationship is not significant. Engle
et al., (2013) studied different macroeconomic variables for the volatility of stock
markets and they found out that macroeconomic fundamentals like inflation play a
significant role for short term horizon. Ibrahim et al., (2014) by using VECM and
Granger Causality approach for Gana markets found out that shocks to inflation,
money supply and exchange rates do not only explain significant portion of stock
market returns but also show persistent long term impact.
For deflation relation with stock market returns there has not been much
studied compared to inflation Ueda (2012) in his overview of Japan’s deflation issues
studied and found out that the strategies of zero Interest rates and even the
quantitative Easing have affected the interest rates but the there is no evidence of pre
form of strategy but seems like QE1 was effective and the impact of QE2 is not clear.
Fleckenstein et al., (2013) statistically studies risk of deflation, they found out that
even though markets are expecting inflation rate of 2.5% but markets are putting
much higher probability on the deflation. Deflation risk is priced in as other tail risks
are like catastrophic insurance losses or corporate bond defaults. They also found
significant relation between deflation risk and measures capturing stress in the
financial system and the credit risk in the economy. Tripathi and Kumar (2015)
studied macroeconomic factors relationship with BRICS countries. GDP, inflation,
interest rates, exchange rates, money supply and oil price is used as macroeconomic
variables for these markets for the stock market returns based on quarterly data.
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According to their results which is contrary to the general belief GDP and inflation is
not significant for the stock market returns because stock market returns lead the GDP
and inflation numbers. Money supply has positive impact and other variables like
interest rates, exchange rates and oil prices have negative impact on the stock market
returns.
Clemens (2016) found out in his study that the deflation of 1930s was an
outlier and does not represent the deflationary period, relationship that deflation
causes recessions seems like is not true but recessions are the cause for the deflations.
He also found out that stock returns are low in inflationary period and stocks give
higher returns until deflation sets in. According to his study during the time of low
inflation and mild deflation Price to Earnings does not change that much. Shahbaz et
al., (2016) studied how the stock market is hedge for inflation in case of Pakistan
stock market. They used ARDL bound testing approach for the data from 1971 to
2008 for this study. Their results show that in case of Pakistan stock markets stock
market is a good hedge for inflation both for long and short run purposes. This finding
can help policy makers to formulate policies in favor of stock market investments to
promote economic growth. Ho (2017) investigated macroeconomic variables impact
on the South African markets. Author used ARDL bounds testing approach for the
data from 1975 to 2015. Macroeconomic factor used in this study were banking
sector development, economic growth, inflation rate, real interest rate and trade
openness. Results show positive long run relationship for banking sector development
and the economic growth have positive impact on the stock market and interest rates
and trade openness have negative impact for the stock market development. As far as
short run relationship is concerned economic growth shows positive but inflation, real
interest rates and trade openness has negative relationship for the stock market
development.
Clemens findings are clear from the Japan’s stock market returns, which
historically shows that just before the setting of deflations the stock market was
historically very high and since the inception of deflation and deflationary pressures
that stock market has lost almost 50% of its value and it has been more than twenty
years. Problem with the deflationary spell is that until it is clear it does not feel that
deflation is already there. In this study even though inflation or deflation is not being
considered as variable but data will be divided based on that.
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2.7 Stock Valuation
As we know that any asset is the present value of all the future cash flows. In
case of stocks present value of all future earnings plus the discounted value of all the
future cash dividends which is available and paid to common stockholders. This
valuation also includes the risk and return of an asset. As we discussed in Asset
Pricing especially CAPM that β shows the risk for certain asset or equity. Similarly
market efficiency also plays a role for the valuation of the individual stocks and stock
markets. Based on this the equation to find the return of the investment can be written
as:
=

=
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Where DIV is the dividend, P0 is the price at time zero and P1 is the price at time1.
This equation can be expanded to calculate the stock price as:
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First portion of this equation represents the portion which deals with dividends
for that time period and second portion deals with the stock price variation. This is the
representation of stock price from year 1 to year H.
When H goes to infinity then the present value of the terminal price goes to
zero and we can forget the portion for the stock price and the present value of
perpetual stream of cash dividends and is written as follows:
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Basically this is the same formula as the formula for the calculation of other
assets. For the valuation of dividend zero growth model, assumes constant dividend,
which converts this equation as follows P0 = (DIV/r). For one year when the growth
rate g is less than the discount rate r then the present value can be written as:

=

2.7
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Or
r=

+

2.8

also based on discounted cash flows awe can also have
P0 = (EPS1/r) + Present Value of Growth Opportunities

2.9

P0 = (EPS1/r) + PVGO

2.10

Where, EPS1/r is the capitalization value of the earnings per share under no
growth policy. Valuing a business is simple theoretically but practically in practice it
is not that straight forward. These models can be converted to variable growth models
up to H years, assuming that the initial growth rate is g1 and g2 is the growth rate at
the end of H years then the present value of the stock can be shown by this formula:
P0 = Σ [{D0 x (1 +g1)}/(1 + r)H] + [{1/(1+r)H} x{DH+1/(r –g2)}]

2.11

These zero growth and variable growth valuation models provide useful frame
work for estimating the value of stocks. But future growth and discount rates should
be estimated very carefully to have proper stock valuations.
2.7.1 Different Approaches to Common Stock Valuation
There are other approaches with which we can be used for the valuation of the
stocks. These are book value, liquidation value and price to earnings multiple. In book
value, this is valuation technique in which the value is calculated based on the amount
per share of common stock which can be received if all of the firm assets are sold for
their book value. This is simple, it can give us some idea of the stock valuation this
method lacks the sophistication for the reliance for the balance sheet purpose.
Contrary to book value the liquidation value is the value of the amount per share of
common stock when all firm’s assets are sold and liabilities are paid and remaining
money is paid to common stock holders. This is better approach than the book value
but again it does not provide earnings power of the company assets. If we ignore
liquidation expenses then this becomes the minimum value of the company. Price to
earnings (P/E) method of valuation provides the method in which investors are willing
to pay for each unit of earnings. In one industry average P/E ratio is used as reference
for the guidance of firm’s value. Value of the future stock can be calculated based on
the expected earnings per share (EPS) that gives the share price of the firm. This can
also be used even for the company which is not even public. This approach is
considered better than both book value and liquidation value. But the analysts try to
use different techniques for proper valuation of stocks for investment purposes.
Compared to common stocks, preferred stock valuation is done differently
because investors with preferred stocks get fixed annual dividend. P0 = DIV/r is the
formula which can be used if we use the required rate of return with dividend and
price of the stock can be calculated this way. There are even studies based on that
researchers have put different valuation formulas for the valuation of preferred stocks.
There have been also variables which can be used for the valuation of the company
stock pricing or even the overall markets some of these factors are like the earnings,
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inflation then the macroeconomic factors and news which can affect the stock pricing.
Other factors could be liquidity and the taxation for individual investor.
2.7.1.1 Stock Prices and Earnings
Most of the empirical research which is done for the valuation of stock prices
that is based on the earnings of the firms. Because this the primary variable which can
guide investor and analyst to see what could be the expected earning of the company
and based on that earning and the average industry P/E stock price can be calculated.
In one of the earliest publications Ball and Brown (1968) studied the corporate
earnings empirically to test the usefulness of accounting income by examining this
information with the timing. They found out that this information is significant for
both economical and statistical purposes. They also noticed that unexpected good
news in earnings could result in the increase in stock price dramatically and on the
other hand if there is negative shock then this shock could cause the prices to fall.
They also noticed that annual earnings report does not rate that high because most of
the information up to 90% information is already incorporated in the stock price
because last three quarters have already given that information through the media. On
one side this study is not that important for the valuation of the stock price but this
gives good information about the efficiency of the markets. But this study was base to
do more investigation regarding the impact of earnings. This study also provided
mechanism to provide an empirical approach to the controversial choices in external
reporting.
Beaver et al., (1970) found out in their results that their results are consistent
with the joint hypothesis because risk measure of the stock market like beta and the
risk measures of the accounting like leverage, profitability and different ratios are
highly correlated with each other. Later on Bildersee (1975) found out same results
about the earnings. Study by Joy et al., (1977) studied how efficiently market reacts to
the earnings announcement. They found out that quarterly earnings report is not fully
incorporated in the stock price even after few months of the announcement. Some of
the later on studies have also found this result. There have been issues how companies
calculate cash flow and other aspects of the earnings report and Linke and Zumwalt
(1984) found out these biases for the calculation of cash flow calculation biases in the
company’s earnings report. Hickman and Petry (1990) studied different model for the
valuations of the stock markets and found out that comparative approach of public
and private companies in same group of industry give better estimates. Lee et al.,
(1993) studied a sample of New York Stock Exchange firms and found out that wide
spreads in the market are accompanies by the low depths and also spreads widen and
depths fall when we have higher volumes. They also noticed that spreads also widen
following the earnings announcements but slowly this spread dissipates slowly.
Bernard et al., (1993) found out in their research that even though there is
impact of the earnings report on the prices of stock prices but this impact is not too
small or too large. This was also surprise because most expected this to be a major
announcement for the stock price adjustments. But now we know that if the earnings
are in the range of expected earnings then the reaction is little muted but if there is a
surprise then that announcement can also have surprise for stock price and it adjusts
accordingly. Datta and Dhillon (1993) similarly found out that unexpected earning
news even if it is good or bad it can have impact on both stock and bond markets.
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Fama and French (1995) found out in their research that market size and book values
impact the stock prices. High BE/ME signals poor earnings and vice versa. According
to the market and size factors from the earnings can guide to explain the earnings but
they did not find any link of BE/ME factor in earnings and returns. Chan et al., (1995)
Tried to find if sample selection bias can explain the difference in returns between
value stock having high book to market ration and the glamour stocks with low book
to market ratio. In their study they found out that this selection is just based on the
database selection bias but this relationship persists for even actively traded stocks for
the sample which is free of selection bias.
As we noticed that when earnings are as expected then there is not that much
movement in the stock price but if the earnings are not expected and there is positive
or negative shock then a major move is seen in the stock prices after these kinds of
announcements. Earnings expectations are made based on the analysts estimates,
normally there is group of analysts for each industry and they announce their
expectations about the earnings of the group as industry and also the individual
companies in that group. Based on these individual analyst estimates overall expected
estimate is compiled for companies and industries. It depends how good is these
individual analyst estimates because based on those estimates final results are
compared. There have been studies about the analyst reports and their impact on the
stock prices. Givoly and Lakonishok (1984) found out that investors use analyst
forecasts because they have turned into reasonable proxy for the unexpected aspects
about the expected earnings. They also found out that the dispersion in the analyst’s
expected earnings is more important because shows how much risk which can be
incorporated in formulation of beta and finally the variability in the returns of the
company. Later on Vander Weide and Carleton (1988) also found out similar results
based on their research.
Allen et al., (2013) studied accounting accrual of earnings, because these
earnings are there to get benefit in future that is why they tend to reverse if the
benefits are not realized later on. Sometimes even inventory accruals can later on
result into inventory write downs. Based on all these accruals future earnings can lead
investors to estimate the future stock returns based on the anticipations and
expectations. Patatoukas (2014) studied how much aggregate accounting earnings can
have impact on the stock market. He found out that these earnings show future values
of cash flows and the discount rates for that company and based on that stock price
can be evaluated. But because both these factors cash flows and the discount rates
provide offsetting impact on the stock market price due to that stock price is
insensitive to this accounting earnings news. Francis et al., (2016) studied
abnormalities in the firms managed earnings and risk to future crashes in their study.
They found out that company’s real earnings management compared to the real norms
of the industry is positively associated with the crashes. Statistically they were able to
find the relationship between real earnings management to the crash risk for next year
to this firm.
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2.7.1.2 Inflation
Inflation is a variable which has impact asset prices. Fama and French (1977)
tried to find asset which are able to find hedge for inflation during the time when
inflation was very high compared to time period we are lining now. In their study they
found out perplexing findings that common stock returns and expected inflation were
negatively correlated. Real State being a real asset was also considered as hedge for
inflation. Because stocks were considered real assets like real state and thought that
they were the hedge for inflation. Due to this their finding was perplexing for
investors. Later on Fama (1981) found out that this impact of inflation on stocks was
not directly because of inflation because as we know due to inflation the business
activity like capital spending is reduced which translates in to negative relation to
stock prices. Geske and Roll (1983) based on their empirical analysis found out to the
contrary understanding by that time that stock returns are related to inflation.
According to their analysis they found no causality in this regard. Basically their
results pointer this action towards the monetary policy because with higher inflation
federal government is expected to spend less due to lower revenue stream. Due to this
reason Federal Government also has to borrow more and which also results in
increased monetization by the Federal Reserve, which results in higher real interest
rates which reduces the stock market return. These studies were few earlier studies in
this regard, but during late 80s and earlier 90s due to some more studies the
relationship between stock market returns and inflation became little clear. Titman
and Warga (1989) in contrast to earlier beliefs they found statistically significant
positive relation between stock returns and future inflation rate changes and also with
future interest rate changes. They basically implied that stock returns can predict
future price changes or we can say that stock returns basically dictate inflation and
interest rates.
Boudoukh and Richardson (1993) studies stock returns relationship with
inflation for the long horizon. When they studies stock market returns when compared
to long term inflation they found contemporaneous relation between stock returns and
inflation. Later on Boudoukh et al., (1994) studied these trends based on the
industrial production and basically depending on the demands industrial production
has cyclical trends and that trend shows up in the expected inflation and ultimately
stock returns are also get impacted. They tested this for both short and long horizons
and the spirit of Fisher model is also preserved. Ibrahim and Musah (2014) based on
their research about the Ghana Market for the time period of 2000 to 2010 studied
how stock market and inflation are related to each other. They employed multivariate
Vector Error Correction approach to study this. They found out that stocks are better
hedge against inflation in the country; due to that reason stock markets are
compensating investors for the inflationary pressures. Even though this is little
different but this can be understood based on the economy we are considering and the
status of their stock market.
In this study even though inflation is not taken as one of the variables but
based on the inflationary and deflationary pressures data is divided into inflationary
and deflationary time frames where it is possible because for Japan it is all
deflationary period.
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2.7.1.3 Macroeconomic News
Stock returns are also impacted by the macroeconomic news like if the
economy is going to improve or not. Because when higher economic growth is
expected then more activity in the economy is positive for the stock market returns
because more earnings, higher corporate profits will be the result of this. But based on
this corporate activity there will be capital demand and due to this capital demand
interest rates are going to go up and compared to stock values discount rates are going
to be higher also. So based on this capital demand and its impact on the interest rates
stock returns can rise or fall because it will depend on the expense incurred to fulfill
that industrial demand. Pearce and Roley (1984), in their National Bureau of
Economic Research paper which was later on also published in Journal of Business
studied different macroeconomic variables and their impact when there is expected
and also unexpected announcement. Basically they were testing this for the purpose of
Efficient Market Hypothesis. They found out that only the unexpected portion of the
news has impact on the stock price movement. In their results they found that
monetary policy surprise significantly affect stock prices contrary to that inflation
surprise impact is limited and they found no evidence from the real activity surprise.
Again they found out that after the announcement day there is very weak evidence of
any significance.
Shinnar et al., (1989) found out in their research that during time frame of
1960 to mid 1980s US industrial firms lost their profitability, probably during this
time inflation was high and the decrease in profitability was due to that. Based on
Japanese markets French and Poterba (1991) tried to explain the rise and fall of Japan
stock market around the time frame of beyond 1985. They were not able to find
rational explanation for both incidents. McQueen and Roley (1993) split their research
based on the different stages of the business cycle and when they did that they found a
stronger relation between the stock activity and macroeconomic news. They found out
that when economy is doing fine basically strong enough that any good news can be
considered as negative due to that stock market responds negatively when there is
news about the higher economic activity. This is because market expectation about
the increase of discount rates relative to expected cash flows at that time. Bartov and
Bodnar (1994) on similar note based on the exchange rate changes there could be
mispricing effect on the based on the news. They studied impact of exchange rate
change son the stock market returns. They considered the US markets because they
have exposure to the international markets and hence depending exchange rate
changes their demand can go up and down. Theoretically when dollar weakens then
for the company which are mostly exporting they should get double benefit one
because their products get cheaper compared other competitors and then their
earnings in dollar term will be higher and hence better stock prices. But in their study
authors were not able to find contemporaneous between stock returns and the
exchange rates changes. But they were able to find relationship between abnormal
stock returns with the lagged dollar exchange rates.
Nikkinen et al., (2006) studied different stock markets in response to the
scheduled US macroeconomic news. They split these different markets in six regions
like G7 countries, European countries other than G7, developed Asian Countries,
Emerging markets, Latin America and Transition economies. They found out that G7,
European, Developed Asian and Emerging markets are very closely integrated with
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the US macroeconomic news while Latin America and the transition economies are
not affected from this US macroeconomic news. Gurgul and Wojtowicz (2014)
studied polish stock market against US macroeconomic news. They found out that
large firms react to this information within the first minute of news, meaning that
Warsaw Stock exchange (WSE) is highly efficient. The response for companies which
are not large the response is slow. We will be micro and macro economic variables
because based on the country level money supply, treasury rates and unemployment
become kind of micro economic variables and macro economic variables would be
like oil or crude price and the returns of other markets which shows basically
economic situation in other major countries.
2.7.1.4 Taxes
Even personal taxes can have impact on the investments and ultimately the
stock market activity and pricing. As investors are tax sensitive die to that effective
rate of capital gain and tax on the capital gain and how these taxes have impact on the
markets is studies by different researchers. Due to that reason Constantinides (1984)
studied how investors can reduce tax liabilities and also found out balancing out
winners and losers can reduce the liability and this is the reason later on it was noticed
that this results into the anomaly of January effect. Even in 1988 Auerbach said that
we still do not how tax can have impact on the pricing of securities. Similarly Seyhun
and Skinner (1994) found little correlation of taxes and the security prices. During the
time period of 1980 to 1987 Swedish government implemented the transaction tax on
the stock market and Umlauf (1993) studied that found out that Sweden lost the
activity even 2% tax on the transaction which was also presented by empirical results
by Levin (1991). Meyer et al., (2015) based on French markets studies the transition
tax and the market. They found out that transaction tax has a strong impact on the
trading intensity and the liquidity supplier behavior.
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2.8 Market Microstructure
This is the process how information is translated to the security market and
pricing. There have been researches on this topic and different models have been
presented. There could be six different type of models to explains how the
information transmits into trading and finally into pricing. These models are like Price
Formation Models, Price Volume Models, Bid-Ask Spread Models, Market Structure
Models, and Application of Non Stock Market Microstructure Models.
2.8.1 Price Formation Models
This model is regarding how relevant non public information can be
incorporated into the pricing of the securities and how traders put their effort to price
the securities to protect them from losses. We know that markets are mostly efficient
for the markets to be efficient they need to react to any information promptly and
efficiently. Grossman (1976) studied how informed or uninformed traders and hoe
cost of the information is translated into the pricing. Uninformed traders do not invest
any resource in collecting information also it is not feasible for only one investor to
spend to get new information because he will not be able to recover that cost from the
investment. When all informed traders do this on one side they can recover the cost of
information and ultimately prices are affected. These types of models are known to be
as noisy rational expectation models or price information models. Kyle (1985) based
on different types of traders who transact randomly and insider can try to exploit the
information he has for better returns. Kyle’s model provides equilibrium in the form
of both quantities and prices. Li et al., (2014) by applying double Markov model with
price changes studied the price formation. They studied Nikkei 225 future at Osaka
Stock Exchange for the bid ask tick by tick data for this price formation. Authors find
out that this model accurately predicts the returns for the Osaka Stock exchange.
2.8.2 Price Volume Models
Normally in the market beginning and close to close time volume in the
markets is normally high and this volume increase there is an increase in the volatility
and different models have researched and developed based on this phenomena. Wood,
McInish and Ord (1985) studies volume and volatility of the markets and found out
that there is an increase in volume and volatility both at the beginning and close of the
market timing. They also found return distributions during more volatile timing of the
market compared to normal time period. Admati and Pfleiderer (1988) studied
different trading patterns in the financial markets and found out that discretionary
liquidity trading is typically concentrated they did that with information process and
the amount of nondiscretionary liquidity trading are completely stationary over time.
Informed trades normally trade during the time of trading when liquidity trading is
concentrated and if they trade during different period they still prefer to trade when
they see liquidity concentration because they want to their demand to be fulfilled.
Authors also found out that trading costs are low for high volume and high liquidity
time period.
Foster and Vishwanathan (1993) studied patterns in trading volume, trading
costs and return volatility. Based on the intraday testing results indicate that return
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volatility, volume and adverse selection costs are higher in first half hour for actively
traded firms. This is basically opposite what Admati and Pfleiderer found but they
still support their theoretical model. Gerety and Mulherin (1994) based Dow Jones 65
Composite data found out that transitory volatility steadily declines with the passage
of time during the day and based on the Dow 30 data same results. These results
support the idea that trading aids the price formation. Chang, Jain and Locke (1995)
studied the effects of closing of NYSE on volatility and price changes in the S&P
futures market. After the market close when futures market is still trading they found
U-shaped pattern of volatility. This result shows that price discovery is still being
happening even after the underlying asset is close. Basci et al., (1996) stochastically
studied the continuum economy with neutral agents having heterogeneous
expectations. Based on the Turkish market analysis they found out that the price
levels are cointegrated with the trading volume of the market. Even the Error
Correction models were highly significant in most cases. Saatcioglu and Stark (1998)
studied Latin American markets for the price volume relationship. Based on the
Vector Autoregressive (VAR) approach to find the causality for these markets they
were not able to find strong evidence price leading to volumes. This is contrary as we
compare it with the developed economies. They found out that this mismatch with
developed economies is probably due to the different institutions and different
information flows. Wei (2013)
2.8.3 Bid-Ask Spread Models
Bid to ask spread provides the liquidity for the market makers. Using this
information, different models have been developed to see how this spread is related
with the different cost associated with the transactions and order processing. This
means this spread is normally the economic compensation for the market maker.
Because market spread can be seen in the transaction due to that reason this area is of
immense interest for both qualitative and quantitative researchers. Ho and Stoll (1981)
showed that the spread is given by the risk neutral spread that maximizes expected
profits for the given stochastic demand. They also found that market maker can use
this spread to adjust his own inventories by adjusting the breadth of the spread. There
have been studies which also show that informed trading concentration due to aspects
of demand can increase the quoted spread. It has also been noticed that adverse
selection cost component of the spread can be used to compensate the risk for the
market maker. Stoll (1989) studied the importance of the quoted spread like adverse
information costs, order processing costs and inventory holding costs and calculated
by using the model that how much portion is for all these portions of the costs. Harris
(1994) found out that minimum price variation creates discrete bid ask spread. When
bid ask spread is large then it can result in higher volume of shares at both bid and ask
prices and vice versa. Author found 38% decrease in spread size for stocks less than
$10.
Brogaard et al., (2014) discovered for high frequency trading, public
information has impact on the direction of the trading. Frino et al., (2015) used time
series approach to determine the bid ask spread. They found out that in comparison to
high value stocks for smaller size stock that bid ask spread for them is more sensitive
to the trading activity changes and are less sensitive to price volatility.
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2.8.4 Market Structure Models
There can be different structures for different markets as is in United States.
For NYSE for a company single person is assigned to deal and match different orders.
But On NASDAQ different dealers play as market maker even for a single company.
Based on this researchers can see which structure is better for the execution and
pricing of the market. There are different parameters through which efficiency of the
market can be determined. Market depth is defined as the ability of the market to trade
large quantities of the securities with little impact on the security price. Market
tightness is the ability of the market to trade the transactions quickly with little impact
on the price. Informational Efficiency of pricing is how quickly market structure can
handle new information and then the operational efficiency how quickly transactions
are being done with minimum cost to the investor. And finally market maker should
be the trader of last resort. Based on all these points studies have been done to see
which structure is better. Ho and Stoll (1983) studied both aspects of market maker
whether to be specialist or multiple market maker. They found out that with multiple
market makers compared to the specialist case spreads are normally higher. But based
on other studies like Grossman and Miller even though spread is wider but this
structure which is being used by NASDAQ provides better market depth. Hedge and
Miller (1994) found out that with specialist kind of structure provides lower order
processing costs but in case of multiple market makers can provide lower adverse
selection costs. Even though from these studies we can see that there is no winner in
all aspects of the efficiency of the market one could be beneficial based on one aspect
and the other could be beneficial in other. Moolman and Toit (2015) found out that
by structural econometric model that they can find long term equilibrium level for the
intrinsic value and there is short term fluctuation around this long term intrinsic level.
2.8.5 Application of Non Stock Market Microstructure Models
There can be different models developed for other markets than stock market
and sometimes those models can be applied to develop a model for stock market. Like
some studies can be done based on the option and may be in futures market and others
can be done for the foreign exchange and commodity markets. Vijh (1990) and
Figlewski and Webb (1993) have studied the liquidity in the options market trading.
Studies like Bollerslev and Domowitz (1993) have studied the spread for the foreign
exchange market. Levich and Thomas (1993) also studies foreign exchange market
and found out that profitability of the technical rules is highly significant in
comparison to the empirical distribution of the bootstrap simulations and this trend of
profitability suggests serial dependency but the nature of this dependency was not
clear to the authors. They also found out that even these results are shrinking and
within last five years profits have declined. Broadstock and Filis (2014) studied the
relationship of stock market with oil prices for China and US markets. They found out
that the relationship is time varying, shocks in oil prices have substantial impact on
the stock market returns and compared to US; China has better resilience to these
shocks.
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2.9 Asset Pricing Models
Efficient Market Hypothesis (EMH) and as discussed in previous section the
rational expectation theory are used with asset pricing models are used for modeling
and analysis of financial and stock markets. Joint hypothesis testing is used to do
these kinds of studies. Asset pricing models like Net Present Value (NPV), the
portfolio theory, the Capital Asset Pricing Model (CAPM) and the Arbitrage Pricing
theory (APT) basically all of them incorporate EMH and rational expectation
hypothesis with required variables for modes of the return or valuation of the stock
prices. In this chapter we will go through some of the major asset pricing models.
During later part of twentieth century portfolio theory and efficient market
hypothesis is couple of theories which have changed and updated the understanding of
the stock market activity. Specifically portfolio theory by Harry Markowitz in later
fifties and later reinforced by Tobin (1958) did revolutionize the financial industry
and research. CAPM was built on the earlier work of Harry Markowitz which was on
modern portfolio theory (MPT) and diversification. CAPM was independently studied
by Jack Trevner (1961, 1962), William F. Sharp (1964), John Lintner (1955) and Jan
Mossin (1966). Basically this theory is related to the rate of expected returns to
minimize the risk which could be systematic or unsystematic. Based on portfolio
theory later on single factor and multifactor models were developed which were
named as Capital Asset Pricing Model (CAPM) and Arbitrage Pricing theory (APT)
respectively.
Original and basic work in the field of Asset Pricing Models was studied
originally by Markowitz (1952) in the discussion of portfolio selection in which he
discussed about the capital and risk. In one case he mentioned that investors could
prioritize based on the future capital return and second choice they can decide based
on the risk. In his study first of all for portfolio selection he studied basically the
belief for future performance of the portfolio. For that he considered that investor
should maximize discounted expected returns and rejected this consideration and
focused on that investor should prefer to consider expected return as desirable aspect
and variance in the expected return as undesirable. Basically the belief for the future
performance of the markets comes from the observation and analysis. Tobin (1958)
also contributed to this study regarding behavior of liquidity preference towards risk.
According to author what needs to explain is not the demand of cash when the yield is
less than the alternatives but it is the relationship between the aggregate demand for
the cash and size of difference in these yields. It all depends on the stickiness of the
investor for the interest rates, stickier the investor’s expectations then more sensitive
his demand for the cash will be to the changes in the interest rates.
After this study Treynor (1961) studied about the market value based on the
time and risk. Within one year author consolidated his work on single period model
into Treynor (1962) towards a theory of market value of risky assets. When there are
risky cash flows for the project then this project does not have same worth compared
to when cash flows are certain. The cost of capital is independent of the investment in
the company but function of cash flows which are associated with the project.
Basically company borrows at risk free interest rate as market value of the project
remains same because interest payments are offset by the cash flows of the project.
The risk to the company or project can be assessed from the present value function.
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Contribution of future cash flows is greater than the contribution from current cash
flows. Basically author studied in detail about risk with time in this article. Sharpe
(1964) basically mentioned that in equilibrium capital asset prices adjust according to
rational diversification along the capital market line (CML). CML basically is drawn
between interest rate and risk and expected return per unit of risk is calculated by the
slop of the line. An investor can achieve higher returns if he wants to only thing is he
should be open to more risk. Basically market presents two options for return one
option is the return based on the price of time which will be pure interest rate and the
other option will be price of risk, this is the additional expected return per unit of risk
and should be calculated by the reciprocal of the slope of the capital market line.
Lintner (1965) later on studied the valuation of risky assets and risky
investments in stock portfolios and capital budgets. Author found out that the market
price of risk which is involved in determining the market values of the risky securities
in a portfolio which includes these securities is not equal to ratio of the expected
returns of the optimal portfolio of the risky assets to the standard deviation of the
portfolio return. This is basically called the price of the risk. His results basically
show behavior of risk averse investors which are trying to maximize the utility. Then
Mossin (1966) studied the risky assets on the basis of a simple model of equilibrium
based on maximizing the expected yield and the variance of yield in the stock
portfolio. These were the base line studies for the development of CAPM model later
on, due to this work Sharp, Markowitz and Merton Miller received Nobel Memorial
Prize in Economics in 1990 for CAPM contribution to the field of financial
economics. Based on these studies and studies later on diagram below shows how
CAPM and Arbitrage Pricing Theory were developed.
Figure 2.3: Asset Pricing Models Flow Diagram

Modern Portfolio Theory

Capital
Market
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Arbitrage
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Main objectives of the Modern Portfolio theory (MPT) are to maximize the
profits alongside reducing the diversifiable risk; this is done by selecting the efficient
portfolio that is also called optimal portfolio. Optimum portfolio is the portfolio that
provides best satisfaction by achieving best return based on the investor’s tolerance of
risk. Then capital market theory (CMT) was developed, in MPT hypothesis is “how
investors should behave in selecting optimal portfolio of securities” but in CMT it is
hypothesized “how the investors do behave”.
Later on for the development of CMT/CAPM there are some basic assumptions
which are used for the model those assumptions are as follows:
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•

All investors have same one-period time horizon

•

No transaction costs

•

No personal income taxes---investors are indifferent between capital gains and
dividends

•

No inflation

•

Large number of Investors---and Investors are price takers ( Prices are
unaffected by their own trades)

Then for Capital market theory in addition to these assumptions others are used for
risk free asset:
– Which has no Risk of Default
– One with a certainty of expected return
•

(Amount of money to be received at the end of holding period
is known with certainty at the beginning of period)

– And Expected Return = Nominal Return
– Variance of a return
– Covariance between Risk-free asset and Risky asset i = Zero
As an example treasury securities could be the example for risk free asset.
Based on this capital market line was developed and based on that CAPM was
developed with the help of defining the intercept on the CML and β of the securities.
Along this way systematic and unsystematic risk were also defined.

2.9.1 Capital Asset Pricing Model (CAPM)
Portfolio Risk, Return and CAPM
Even though we are not using this theory directly in our study, we are just
giving it over here for background. Based on this theory the return on the portfolio is
calculated as a weighted average of the returns on the individual assets which are
included in the portfolio. For two asset portfolio the return on the portfolio should be:
E(Rp) = wi E(Ri) + wj E(Rj)

2.12

Where E(Rp) is the expected return on the portfolio, wi and wj is the total portion of
asset i and j in the portfolio in the form of total dollars. Similarly E(Ri) and E(Rj) are
expected returns of individual assets i and j.
Based on this formula the variance of the portfolio is calculated as follows:
Var (Rp) = E[Rp – E (Rp)]2

2.13

After expansion of this formula variance of portfolio return becomes equal to:
Var(Rp) = wi2 Var(Ri) + wj2 Var(Rj) + 2 wi wj Cov(Ri,Rj)
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2.14

Where Var(Ri) is the variance for return on i asset, Var(Rj) is the variance on return of
j asset and Cov(Ri,Rj) is the covariate of i with j asset. This covariance can also be
defined in terms of correlation coefficient (ρij) or vice versa.
Var(Rp) = wi2 Var(Ri) + wj2 Var(Rj) + 2 wi wj ρij σi σj

2.15

This equation becomes important when it is generalized for more than two assets.
When an asset is added to a well diversified portfolio when variance and covariance
of this asset with other assets in the portfolio is measured it contributes very little to
the overall portfolio variance. It is the assets covariance of the asset with others assets
has measureable impact on the variance of the portfolio return. Therefore a distinction
can be drawn from this that assets diversifiable risk which is defined as the asset’s
total variance which is not related to the returns of all other assets. On the other hand
the non-diversifiable risk is the fraction of an asset’s return variance which could be
attributed to the market forces that affects the overall market. So we can say that:
Total Risk = diversifiable risk + non-diversifiable risk

2.16

Figure 2.4: Systematic and unsystematic Risk
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This diagram shows non-diversifiable (Systematic) risk and diversifiable
(Unsystematic) risk of the portfolio and it changes with the diversification of the
portfolio meaning more securities can reduce the unsystematic risk and contrary to
that the systematic risk is going to be always there. Now going forward if we have
different portfolios we should expect that all investors will have preference to invest
in the portfolios at specific risk which is standard deviation of the portfolios, which
give the best return or we can say that investors on one side invest in portfolios which
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give higher return on specific risk or for a specific return investors should have less
risk and frontier for these portfolios should be defined as the efficient frontier.

Figure 2.5: Standard Deviation and Expected Returns

If we split these portfolios in different coordinates on the graph than we can
differentiate this like that.
Figure 2.6: Risk and Return

Now when we also have the option of investing in risk free assets in addition
to risky assets in the portfolio then the line drawn from the point of risk free on the yaxis to the tangent of the efficient frontier is called the Capital Market Line (CML),
which is shown this diagram.
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Figure 2.7: Capital Market Line

Figure 2.8:Asset’s Risk and Expected Return

In the capital market line we can see if the investment is done in the portfolio
which is market portfolio then the portfolio is risky and all investments are in risky
assets, beyond market portfolio and between M and R these investments are some
risky and some in levered assets and as we approach R then all the investments are in
levered assets. On the other hand if we go towards rf then between M and rf like L
there are some investments in the risk free and some in risky assets and we approach
on Y axis then all the investments are in risk free assets.
Even though Markowitz (1952) but later on Sharpe (1964), Lintner (1965),
and Mossin (1966) all three at about same time developed the Capital Asset Pricing
model (CAPM) which is basically explained by the capital market line and efficient
frontier portfolio line as shown in the above diagram. Since then it has become the
powerful tool to calculate the pricing of assets. Asset’s risk is always dependent on
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the variability of the return, as investors are willing to accept lower return when they
are offered lower systematic risk. Risk of the portfolio is defined by β of the asset i.
βi = (

( ,

)⁄

(

)

2.17

As we incorporate the risk free asset in the risky portfolio then we can have the
CAPM equation as follows:
E(Ri) = Rf + βi [E(Rm) – Rf]

2.18

E(Ri) - Rf = βi [E(Rm) – Rf]

2.19

Or it can also be written as:

Which results into the security market line being beta on the X axis and expected
return is plotted on Y axis as shown in this diagram.
Figure 2.9: Security Market Line

Basic assumptions for the CAPM could be risk aversion, utility maximization
investors, frictionless markets, one price horizon, homogeneous expectations,
divisible assets and competitive markets which means when we are talking about risk
aversion then we are assuming that investors for higher degree of risk ask for higher
returns and vice versa. Investors choose the portfolio based on their risk appetite in
the environment, basically based on the risk and return profile investors maximize
their utility. For all these transactions there should not be any taxes and transaction
costs to be these markets to be frictionless. All investors have single time frame
horizon and their expectations are homogeneous and markets are competitive.
Other assumptions are as follows:
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One major assumption is that the investors are price takers, which means that their
action does not change the pricing.
There are no restrictions on human capital or borrowing
Investors use Markowitz portfolio selection model and
Information is costless and easily available to all investors, basically platform is
uniform for all the investors.
Even though to use CAPM it seems simple from the expression but for
expected returns investors need to use some rational expected returns these returns
unbiased from any perception. CAPM is also empirically used for the time period this
period could be from days to years so one issue become prominent because β should
be constant for the specific period and if that period is long that could be little
different in reality for shorter periods it should be ok because of less chance of
variation of macroeconomic variations. Market portfolio in most cases is also not
observable. Even with these difficulties CAPM is very useful tool.
Empirically if we define E(R’i) the expected excess return for asset i, and
similarly for market expected excess return as E(R’m) as follows:
E(R’i) = E(Ri) – Rf

2.20

E(R’m) = E(Rm) - Rf

2.21

E(R’i) = E(R’m) βi

2.22

Then we can say that

Now empirically if γ0 and γ1 are regression coefficients and ϵi is a residual
which should be independent and normally distributed the resulting equation for mean
excess return becomes like this.
R’i = γ0 + γ1 βi + ϵi

2.23

Early empirical studies have supported the CAPM model because there was
trade of between risk and realized returns. On the other hand residual variance and β2
were not consistently related to the returns. Black et al (1972) in their study found out
that returns are positively related to the β but for high beta or risky securities γ0 is
negative and for lower risk (beta) γ0 is higher or greater than zero. According to them
this shows that risk is priced too low. Based on this findings Black (1972) in new
study assumed that investors can lend but cannot borrow risk free. Based on this study
he found out that for zero beta CAPM model in both risky and non risky assets
compared to earlier study for γ0 is in both cases shows same pattern. Later on Fama
and MacBeth (1973) found out that this zero beta CAPM models shows better returns
when compared to original CAPM. Black and Scholes (1974) also found out that
dividend yield is not significant when compared to real term CAPM.
2.9.2 CAPM Extensions
Just like Zero Beta CAPM other researchers did some studies to extend the
standard CAPM in different areas and also for more than one variable and betas.
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Examples of these studies are Mertons’s (1973) Intertemporal CAPM (ICAPM), multi
beta CAPM, Breedin’s (1979) consumption CAPM and Adler and Dumas (1983)
worked on International asset pricing model (IAPM).
2.9.3 Inter-temporal and Multifactor Models
Based on some criticism of regular CAPM there have been some studies
which considered inter-temporal and multifactor approach to the new CAPM
development these studies are from Merton’s (1973) based on portfolio selection
behavior deducted that only one period model cannot be the only variable because
when we have competing investment opportunities in future then these opportunities
and their returns also have impact on the portfolio selection. He develops an Intertemporal Capital Asset Pricing Model (ICAPM) which used utility maximization
concept and calculated expected security returns by using multifactor model. Cox et
al., (1985) studied term structure of interest rate by using the inter-temporal
equilibrium asset pricing model. Under exchange economy Lucas (1978) studied
equilibrium asset prices with similar consumer behaviors. Fama (1996) after Merton’s
inter-temporal multifactor model developed multifactor model, he used basic concept
of mean-variance efficient portfolios for investors by Sharpe and Lintner. Basically he
assumed that the market portfolio mean variance efficient portfolio.
Fama and French (1996) in their study of multifactor expectations of asset
pricing anomalies found out that except for the continuation of short term returns the
anomalies largely disappear in three factor model which was consistent with inter
temporal CAPM and APT asset pricing model. Pastor et al., (2003), Ibbortson et al.,
(2003) and Fama and French (2004) also contributed to this. Campbell et al., (2012)
found out that investors which content to hold the aggregate equity market for long
term horizon can hedge against two types of problems which can be short term like
declining expected stock returns and increasing volatility. Fama and French (2013)
developed three factor model based on the Istanbul stock market. They were able to
develop a model which can explain variation on the excess portfolio returns but still
they see that it is not strong enough which can explain the excess return throughout
the test period of Istanbul stock market. Fama and French (2013) found out that for
five factor model, Gibson, Ross and Shanken (GRS) test for maximum likelihood
estimator for covariance matrix rejects the model but it explains the average return on
portfolios formed based on the size, B/M, OP and investment
2.9.4 Critique
CAPM was critiqued by Roll (1977) as he mentioned that CAPM is not
testable, basically he said that truly diversified market portfolio which is the main
aspect of the CAPM cannot be truly observed. There have been some empirical
studies regarding the effectiveness and efficiency of CAPM. Regarding CAPM Blume
and Friend (1973), Friend and Blume (1970), in their first study in 1970 they
criticized the findings of Sharp, Treynor and Jensen based on the portfolio risk
associated with their one parameter analysis. They found out that risks for different
portfolio is different compared to the market as a whole. In their second study they
created serious doubt about the market line and they even concluded the rejection of
CAPM based on returns of the financial assets.
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Fama and MacBeth (1973) were not able to reject the average returns
hypothesis which is based on the efficient portfolio for common stocks. Glen and
Jorion (1993) mentioned in their study that for international investments the
risk/reward can be improved with forward contracts. Based on Australian data
Durack et al., (2004) found the results in favor of Capital Asset Pricing Model. Also
Ang and Chen (2005) were able to explain the premium of US markets based on the
CAPM. Fama and French (2006) analyzed different sized companies and found out
that based on their extended data small companies have higher beta compared to large
companies and similarly value companies have higher beta compared to growth
companies. Kassimatis (2008) later on found out in their study that only market
factors should not be considered to analyze the markets, this study was based on the
Australian data. Barberis et al., (2015) studied asset pricing model which was based
on the consumption and extrapolating expected past price changes for future based on
the rational beliefs and they found out that their model captures many features of
actual prices and returns.
Basically CAPM is still being used and studied for different applications but
with different forms compared to the original one. But there are some other theories
like Arbitrage Pricing Theory are being used in combination with CAPM.
2.9.5 Arbitrage Pricing Theory
As far as APT theory is concerned originally Markowitz (1952) and Tobin
(1958) studied the two parameter portfolio. Fama and MacBeth (1973) tested the
relationship for average return comparing with risk based on the common stocks of
New York Stock Exchange. Elton et al., (1996) studied mutual fund predictability
and their measure of performance based risk adjusted returns. In this study they found
out that average fund shows overall performance is negatively related with benchmark
indexes, which is basically not consistent with Markowitz concept of efficient
portfolio and efficient frontier. Recently, Low (2007) based on Malaysian markets
found similar results. APT is the primary alternative to the CAPM which was
developed by Ross (1976), due to some issues with CAPM, initially APT was
enthusiastically greeted by the finance community. According to Ross in the new
model the conditions which support their work in this publication have intuitive
appeal. If the homogeneous expectation assumptions is weakened still there need to
be some identical expectations and also coefficients of the factors to get some realistic
results from this model.
Basic assumptions for the development of Arbitrage pricing theory are market
is considered as competitive and frictionless, investors should have homogeneous
expectations about the expected returns of the individual securities and these expected
returns are produced based on the linear relationship of different factors. These factors
capture all the systematic risks involved in the market. APT also considers that
investors can use shorting process to create an arbitrage portfolio. Based on all these
assumptions the model can be written as follows.
Ri = E(Ri) + bi1 δ1 + ….+ b1n δn + ϵi
i = 1, …., n and j = 1, …,n
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2.24

where Ri is the random return on asset i, E(Ri) is the expected return, δj is the
jth factor which should be common to all assets in consideration and bij is the
sensitivity of asset i return to the movement of the jth factor. ϵi is the error term which
is uncorrelated cross-sectionally with each other and also with time.
If all systematic risk is eliminated then the bij should be equal to zero for all
factors. A riskless arbitrage is formulated this way that will force assets to offer the
correct return. Based on this if all assumptions of APT are considered then the returns
from the APT model can be translated ex ante expected returns
As we know that compared to CAPM, APT provides a model which can be
tested based this Roll and Ross (1980) used individual securities with APT based on
four price factors to calculate the returns for these securities. They found out that the
empirical data support the APT compared to other models when compared. Change in
one major assumption, the intuition which can be little different for different investors
could result in a different expected returns. Chen (1983) compared the empirical
results for the period of 1968 to 1978 for market indices for both APT and CAPM.
His results were in favor of APT compared to CAPM, based on his results APT
further supports the estimated factor loading for estimated expected returns for these
indices. He also noticed that compared to loading factors variance and firm size has
less explanatory power. Sinclair (1984), examined factor structure implicit in
securities based on their monthly return data and found that implicit one factor
structure is consistent with one factor APT of which the mean-variance CAPM is a
special case. Because asset prices are believed to be influenced by the sensitivity of
the economic news, Chen et.al.(1986), studied that there are some unanticipated
events which can affect the daily asset prices. They found that news and factor affect
the asset prices but whatever a particular asset is influence by systematic economic
news but there should not be any extra reward other than the required diversification
risk minimization.
Clare and Thomas (1994) studied UK stock market for the time period of 1983
and 1990 with two different ordering techniques. They concluded that there are
number of factors which are priced in the UK market. These factors are oil prices,
corporate default measures like market risk, the retail price index, banking lending in
private sector, the current account balance and the yield on the corporate debt and
loans. Cheng (1995), analyzed APT for UK security returns to identify the economic
indicators and economic factors which correspond to stock market factors obtained
from the factor analysis. At that time APT was mostly analyzed for US markets but
not for the UK securities. Based on his results they found out that a specific factor
may be significant for multivariate analysis but when their combination is changed
then that particular variables, basically it all depends on the selection of the variables.
Due to some shortcomings of CAPM, APT was developed, Groenwold (1997),
studied the empirical viability of the APT as an alternative asset pricing framework
especially by using the macroeconomic variables. This study was done for Australian
markets and he found out that there is considerable overlap for these different
variables when compared to other countries. Inflation rate was most prevalent even
when compared to interest rates. He found out that empirically there is less support
for the variables like employment, output, exchange rates and even balance of
payments. When he compared the APT with macro and even with artificial factors, he
found out that APT results were better than CAPM. Cheng (1998) in his research
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studied the transmission mechanism in his case between UK and US markets. Based
on the factor analysis results show that US and UK economies are closely related and
because US economy is more influential due to that US leads UK in case of economic
activity.
But later on Qi and Maddala (1999) have studied APT and based on their
results it is very difficult to predict the market and multifactor model (APT) is not
efficient. According to them when neural networks were used for different strategies
they gave better results. Basically both neural networks with the linear forecasts can
improve the timing in the market and due to that short term switching outperforms the
long term hold strategy under all transaction scenarios. Nawalka (2007) has found
that many researchers are very skeptical about APT. Based on the well diversified
variables, he proposed free of residual risk model, because he also considered on one
side deviation in pricing when he studied correlation for the reference variables with
factor and also compared reference variable with residual risk. This way he derived
multi beat model which can reduce the importance of both APT and APT at
equilibrium. Geambasu (2014), based on Bucharest stock market found out and
confirmed that macroeconomic factors differ between different economies and even
their influence also varies with time. D Gronb and Dimitri (2016) in their recent paper
that Arbitrage and its limits; they mentioned that there is limit to arbitrage because of
realities of life like liquidity issues and constraints on the arbitrageurs.
Even though in this situation it becomes very difficult to improve any model
still research needs to be done to add to already existent knowledge base. APT has
some advantages and some weaknesses; this model has also limitations like that it has
not satisfactorily explains the cross-sectional variation in security returns. There are
some strength and also some weaknesses for this theory. Two major benefits
compared to CAPM are that this theory and model can be used to use multiple factors
to influence security returns and also APT can also be expressed in a multi period
settings. One serious issue with APT is that it does not involve systematic
(macroeconomic) risk factors so it becomes almost impossible to use this model in a
very competitive financial market. We can say that CAPM can be viewed as special
case of APT because APT is much generalized model and CAPM uses single factor
model compared to APT which can considered as multifactor model. Even in
literature Sinclair (1984) said that all multifactor models can considered as special
theoretical case of APT.
2.9.6 Factor Loading Model
Factor loading model have been also worked by Ross (1976) and Roll and
Ross (1980), they used factor analysis technique to test the Arbitrage Pricing theory.
First empirical test were done and reported by Ross and by using individual equities
Ross and Roll found at least three to four price loading factors in their research in
generating the return of those equities. According to their results they found out that
expected (estimated) returns depend on factor loadings which are also estimated in
their case. Then Chen (1983), confirmed the results found by Ross’s Arbitrage Pricing
theory (APT) and he compared both APT and CAPM, he found that APT performs
well. His work also supported that estimated expected returns depend on estimated
loading factors. According to him this study was a moderate step in solving the
problem of what determines the expected return of assets. He mentioned that there are
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two similar approaches to solve the problem one is based on some assumptions and
theory decide which variables can be added to the model or we can see the results and
back track to find out what are different variables which are impacting these returns.
Dhrymes et al., (1984) also found similar results based statistical significant factors
for UK stock market data. In their study they found out that there are limitations to
APT because as we increase the number of securities the variables also increase and
this way it becomes very difficult to find which variables is the risk factor through
factor analytical procedure.
Later on, Merville et al., (2001) by suing factor analysis explained the stock
market variations. Basically they combined two approaches like one principle
component analysis approach and economic factor approach. They examined the
factor structure for the portfolio return and found out, three factors which can impact
market return, market capitalization and investment opportunities. Barndorff-Nielsen
et al., (2013) developed and used the multivariate stochastic volatility model for
financial data which was successfully able to model long range dependence effects.
They were also able to test their models under linear transformation. Engel et al.,
(2015) by using panel of bilateral exchange rates of seventeen OECD countries when
compared to US dollar based on Tayler rule they studied that even with no serial
correlation based on univariate exchange rate in their model forecasts become
effective. Stock and Watson (2016) studied oil shock with different econometric
techniques like dynamic factor models (DFMs), factor-augmented vector
autoregressions (FAVARs) and structural vector autoregression (SVARs), they show
how similar these techniques work.
2.9.7 Macro Variable Model and International APT
Then there have been studies based on Macro Variables which is called Macro
Variable Model. Initially, Chen et al., (1986), found out in their study that macro
variables like the spread between long and short term interest rates, expected and
unexpected inflation rate, industrial production and spread between high and low
grade bonds systematically affect stock market returns. Authors used various
macroeconomic variables like industrial production, unexpected inflation, yield curve
structure whether it is inverted or twisted and the changes in the risk premium for
bonds. In their effort they tried to find the variables which can have impact on the
systematic risk. Later on this theory was also studied based on the data from different
sectors of Australian stock market by Groenewold and Fraser (1997). Faff and Chan
(1998) for the Asian crises found out that based on empirical test that these events did
not significantly affected the stability of the system. Later on Merville et al., (2001)
worked on it and Shanken and Weinstein (2006) reexamined Marville’s work and
found out that return spread is an important factor as far as corporate government
bond is concerned.
Chen, Roll and Ross found out that macroeconomic variables had insignificant
negative impact for the period they selected based on the cross sectional regression
results. On all these studies different combinations of macro-economical variables
like industrial production, unanticipated inflation, yields, interest rates, crude prices
and money supply is analyzed with the stock market. Humpe and Macmillan (2009)
studied monthly data from both US and Japan’s markets and with then examined
different macroeconomic variables. As far as US is concerned, industrial production
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has positive influence on the US stock prices but negatively by inflation and long term
interest rates which should be expected. But authors found out two conintegrating
vectors for Japan, in one vector stock prices had positive correlation with industrial
production but negative with money supply. In second one industrial production was
negatively impacted by CPI and long term interest rates. Probably this difference in
US and Japan lies in Japan’s slump after 1990. Engle et al., (2013), studied stock
market volatility under the macroeconomic fundamentals. In their study they used
models which distinguish short run and long run movements, they found out that long
run models are driven by inflation and industrial production growth. This way,
according to them when economic fundamentals are input in the volatility they pay
off in terms of long term forecasting.
In a recent study Ryu et al., (2016) found out that even with market
fluctuations during global crises based on Korean market data with five variable
model it had little effect on the market. Authors used structural vector autoregression
(SVAR) approach to study the long run effect of major economic shocks.
Similarly there have been studies as far as international APT is concerned like
the article which supports the global diversification is the article from Grubel (1968),
which shows that both international market linkages are effective for studying
diversification. The author from this study found out that international market
linkages are not function of interest rates only. The policy implications are also
involved at least for the growing world. But since that study there have been
liberalizations of the world economies and stock markets which probably have
adjusted this international diversification effect in the world of finance but still it is
worth to do diversify.
After CAPM, APT has been the best approach for the evaluation of economic
model; however different empirical studies have shown that even APT is not enough
to develop a good model based on macroeconomic models. In this study due to that
reason we will use similar techniques but we would be using technical variable along
with macroeconomic variables and also the co movement of the different stock
markets only thing is the technical variables used in this study would suggest some
kind of investor sentiment or behavior.
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2.10 Efficient Market Hypothesis (EMH)
Historically prior to 1950’s it was believed that if technical and fundamental
variables for the markets are used then with this approach anybody can beat the
market, basically higher returns can be achieved with this approach. After 1950’s and
during the 1960’s time frame focus shifted toward how stock prices behave with and
without new information. Basics of EMH imply that when information is readily
available than theoretically no investor should have upper hand in making money in
the financial markets. Professor Eugen Fama (1965) who coined the word “efficient
markets” defined market efficiency. The concept behind Professor Eugene Fama’s
(Founder of EMH) definition of market efficiency is that when markets are efficient
basically there is stiff competition among intelligent participants of the market due to
this situation at any time and situation individual securities reflect all the existing
information what so ever present in the markets, this is basically the intrinsic value of
the security at that time and moment. Based on this if there is any new event or
information then market will adjust accordingly.
According to Jonathan Clement (1997), in Wall Street Journal on June 17,
1997, said that “Investors, as a group, can do no better than the market, because
collectively they are the market. Most investors trail the market because they are
burdened by commissions and fund expenses.” Basically this is true because if we see
overall market then if some people are making money other investors are losing
money. Market is always two faces of the coin, there is always buy trade then on other
side there is also a sell trade. Basically investors who have better information win and
other investors who have less or wrong or not up to date information they have
tendency to lose. That is why there is active and passive financial management which
is based on information technical now how of the conditions of the markets. But the
fees paid for active management are sometimes little too much. Michael Kostoff
(1999), as executive director of Washington based research firm in Investment News,
said that “Fees paid for active management are not a good deal for investors, and they
are beginning to realize it.” Especially when you layer these fees based on turnover
over top of each other than to make this differential and pull out on profit side
sometimes becomes little difficult. Historically it has been known that all the funds do
not beet the market consistently and also similarly analysts also cannot beet the
markets consistently. Based on this chart from Wall Street Journal April 11, 2005 we
can see that when analysts issue sell recommendations those stock most of the time
outperform compared to those which had buy or hold ratings.
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Figure 2.10: Analyst recommendations and stock performance
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Based on this we can say that even five star funds have risk of non
performance because categorization is based on previous performance not for future
expectations. Even a study by Blake and Morey (2000) found out that the
performance of three, four and even five star funds is not that much different.
Efficient markets basically mean that markets are efficient in processing information,
this is called informationally efficient. Due to this efficient markets are always
correctly priced based on the information available at that time. According to
Malkiel B. (1973) because any new information is random means that change in
securities prices is also random and future prices cannot be predicted, which means all
future price changes are independent from the previous price changes and future
prices cannot be predicted. Basically this randomness is in the change of prices not
the prices itself, this is the view of Malkiel and history also shows that money
managers cannot beat simple indexes like S&P 500 consistently overtime.
According to Maurice Kendall (1953), Kendall hypothesized the null of
randomness in the market and based on his results he found out that one term to the
next are so large as to swamp any systematic effect if it is present. According to him
data behaves like a wandering series. Results show that stock exchange movement
reveal little correlation within series and little lag correlation between series, but the
individual stocks behave differently, basically it is almost impossible to predict
movements on the exchange for the week ahead without extraneous information.
Mandelbrot (1963) found out that large price changes are much more frequent
than they are predicted by the Gaussian curve which is basically in use since the
beginning of the twentieth century. Large practically instantaneous price changes
occur often, they are causal rather stochastic. He saw some randomness in the
markets. Samuelson (1965) showed that markets behave in random fashion. Based on
these studies later on the Efficient market Theory can be traced to the Fama’s (1965)
work, in Financial Analyst Journal, critical elements in his work are that stocks are
correctly priced and Random Walk theory which basically says that future stock
prices cannot be predicted. According to Random Walk theory there should be some
probability distribution for stock price changes and successive stock price changes
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should be independent. Based on this there should not be any correlation between
current and historical stock prices.
The information that nobody can predict the stock prices or the concept of
Randomness of the stock prices basically gives rise to the Efficient Market
Hypothesis and this was proposed by Fama (1965). Basically Fama (1970) based on
Efficient Market premise suggested that on an existing time all available and expected
information is already priced in the market. And if there would be any new
information for the market then market should adjust to that information efficiently
and quickly. If markets are predictable then they cannot be considered efficient
markets. The efficiency of the market means the pricing or the informational
efficiency but not the operational nor the allocative kind of efficiency.
According to Copeland and Weston (1988) there are few perfect capital
markets attributes which could be like markets should be perfectly competitive,
frictionless, and informationally efficient and investors should be rational and utility
maximizers. Perfectly competitive means for all investors whether buyers and sellers,
there should not be any barriers to go into any transactions with minimum cost
associated to these transaction. All investors are price takers, meaning basically there
should not be any impact on the pricing of the asset with the transaction. When we
have assets which can be divisible perfectly and marketable and also there are no
constraining regulations then these markets are called frictionless markets. When
author says informational efficient that means that there is no cost associated with any
relevant information and timing wise it is available immediately to all. When markets
have all these properties, then securities markets are said to be productively,
operationally and allocativelly efficient. It is not necessary that efficient markets are
always perfect. Fama (1995) defined the market efficient as the market in which there
are a large number of rational investors who are profit maximizers. In this modern age
when almost everybody has internet access one component of the availability of
information has become almost a reality even though still there are question which
needs to be answered like cost free availability of all the information. Still reality is
that no investor or fund can still outperform the market consistently.
According to Samuels et al., (1995) operational efficiency mean that orders
are executed efficiently (minimizing time taken and cost). Bodie et al., (1996) showed
that the active investment can outperform the market. Allocative efficiency means that
funds are shifted or allocated efficiently among different securities and markets based
on productivity, Pike and Neale (2006). When we have competitive markets means
for buyers and sells for same product there are no barriers to enter or exit, supply is
available with minimum average cost with maximizing the profit. When we have
assets which can be divisible perfectly and marketable and also there are no
constraining regulations then these markets are called frictionless markets. When
author says informational efficient that means that there is no cost associated with any
relevant information and timing wise it is available immediately to all.
Based on Fama (1970) informational efficiency can be categorized in three
categories number one is week form efficiency, number two semi strong form
efficiency and finally number three is strong form efficiency. In week form, current
prices reflects all historical price and volume information, basically all fundamental
information is contained in the current price of a security. Semi strong form reflects in
addition to what week form has and all publically available information, this way
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semi strong form covers week form also. Similarly strong form includes all the
historical price and volume like week form and all public information which is also
included in semi string case and in addition it also includes all the private information
if there is some available. This way strong form covers both week and semi strong
forms. This diagram shows aspects of these different forms.
Figure 2.11: Different aspects of Market efficiency
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In the weak form of EMH, spot futures prices are determined by the history of
past prices, volumes and other market statistics should provide no information but all
this information should not be helpful to predict the future prices, which means stock
prices are random and past prices cannot be used to forecast future prices. Most of the
research supports that markets are weak form efficient. Semi strong form of EMH
says that prices should reflect all public available and expected information which
shows that prices should adjust quickly to new information and old information
cannot be used for higher than market returns. Ball and Brown (1968) and Fama
(1970) have shown that public information like quarterly or annual reports, dividend
and profit announcements and even stock splits and any other economic news all
affect stock prices. Most of the studies show that markets are reasonably efficient as
far as semi strong form is concerned. According to strong form prices fully reflect all
past, existing, and anticipated public and private information.
Basically even knowledge of specific material and private basically non public
information cannot be used to earn better than market results. Because in this study,
developed markets (US, UK and Japan) and emerging market like China are being
analyzed some combination of EMH is going to be considered. Basically researchers
believe that week form is supported which means that technical analysis cannot
consistently outperform the market. Semi-strong form is also supported so
fundamental analysis cannot consistently outperform the market. Still strong form is
generally not supported because if somebody had some insider information then that
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investor can beat the market based on this information. But overall it is believed that
markets are very efficient may be not perfectly. Even Fama (1991) has proposed
different tests for different efficient markets which will be discussed in separate
portion.
Before we go into empirical tests proposed by Fama we will cover market
efficiency tests like weak form, semi-strong form, and strong form.
2.10.1 Weak Form Tests
As has been mentioned that in week form efficient markets it reflects that
current prices reflect all past price and volume information, which means that current
price of a security fully reflects all fundamental information which was already part of
the past sequence of prices. Based on this if prices are random because information is
random then prices should change quickly based on this new information. If this is
true then it repudiates the technical analysis. Basically this form is mostly supported
and according to that technical analysis should not be able to consistently outperform
the market. But as mentioned by Fama (1995) when technical analyst picks some
security and he sees better return compared to the returns simply from random walk
then it is natural to question the random walk theory. The other theory which can be
introduced according to Fama is the theory of technical analysis. Theory of technical
analysis contrary to random walk theory which believes that successive price changes
are independent says that there is dependence on the successive price changes. Which
means based on previous activity in the prices, volumes and other technical
information future price prediction is possible. As we can see there are two view
points, both views are going to be discussed here.
2.10.1.1 Random Walk Discussion
As we know original literature which can be used in favor of Random Walk is
from Fama (1970). Based on this with any new information markets adjust quickly
according to that. As mentioned earlier that and even Fama also mentioned in 1995
that both technical and fundamental analysts question about this. Even there are some
studies which question Random walk theory. Shiller and Perron (1985) presented the
way in which focus for the testing of random walk should not be on number of
observations because when we have too many information then the power of these
tests should be high. They proposed to use the span of the data in years and held it
fixed and used number of observations by changing the frequency of the observations.
Lo and MacKinlay (1988) based on the weekly returns and using the simple variance
based specification test rejected the random walk hypothesis. Even this rejection
cannot be explained by the variation of volatilities with time. When they rejected the
random walk hypothesis, does not mean that markets are not efficient. They rejected
the random walk hypothesis for entire sample period for all sub periods for variety of
aggregate returns. Fama (1995) discusses different aspects about the informational
efficiency which is different from Lo and MacKinlay. Main result from Fama is that
past history cannot be used to predict future prices. By using techniques from DickeyFuller and Phillips-Peron unit tests Kleinman et al., (2002) performed random walk
tests for commercial real estate markets. They used real estate company indexes from
the stock market and they found out that all these markets follow random walk
behavior.
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Pant and Bishnoi (2001) studied the Indian Stock market for random walk
hypothesis. They used Q-statistics and Dickey-Fuller tests for normality,
autocorrelation and from test for homoscedasticity and hetroscedasticity they
analyzed the variance ration for the Indian stock markets daily and weekly returns.
Based on these tests they were able to confirm that just like other emerging markets
Indian market indices do not follow random walk. Lee et al., (2001) by using time
series approach and GARCH and EGARCH techniques were able to see with the help
from stock returns and volatility with variance ratio tests that China markets do not
follow random walk. They were also able to confirm with GARCH-M that there is no
relation between expected return and expected risk.
Abraham et al., (2002) worked on the inactivity or thin trading in the case of
Gulf markets. For thinly traded indexes if test is done then according to them there is
probable chance of the efficient market hypothesis. For these Gulf markets they used
traditional way and also they used variance ratio and then they ran tests for both
efficient market and random walk hypothesis. They noticed that just like other
emerging markets when they used normal tests and found that both weak form
efficiency and random walk hypothesis were rejected. When they used variance ratios
inferences were reversed then they found out that current prices were independent of
previous prices showing validity of weak form hypothesis for Saudi, Bahraini and
Kuwaiti markets. They also found out that Saudi and Bahraini market follow the
random walk hypothesis but not the Kuwaiti market. Poshakwale (2002) studied
Indian stock market for random walk hypothesis. He used individual stocks from the
Indian stock market for the statistical tests. By using equally weighted portfolio and
daily returns he was able to reject the random walk hypothesis. This was the first
study for random walk testing by using a large disaggregated daily returns. From
results of GARCH-M model testing even though daily return volatility is time varying
and persistent in nature but it does not explain expected returns.
Araujo and Tabak (2004) found out by using variance ratio tests, robust
heteroscedasticity and bootstrapping technique they found out that Class A shares
from China market and Hong Market follow random walk. On the other hand Class B
shares from China market and Singapore market does not follow random walk
hypothesis. Worthington and Higgs (2005) studied ten emerging and five developed
markets all of them from Asia and Australian continents. They tested these markets
with different unit root tests like Augmented Dickey-Fuller, Phillips-Perron and
Kwiatowski, Phillips, Schmidt and Shin. When less stringent tests of serial
autocorrelation and runs tests are performed then all markets show weak form
efficiency. When more stringent test like the variance ration tests were used, they
found out that all emerging markets like China, India, Indonesia, Korea, Malaysia,
Pakistan, the Philippines, Sri Lanka, Taiwan, and Thailand and even Australia and
Singapore from developed markets do not follow random walk. Only developed
countries which followed random walk with these criteria were Hong Kong, New
Zealand and Japan.
Bouchaud et al., (2006) studied French markets for the random walk testing.
Even though they showed that French market showed random walk behavior based on
their data but according to authors this information leads to anomalous behavior
because of long term positive and negative signs of trades. Aga and Kocaman (2008)
studied Istanbul market based on the 20 stocks index and monthly return performance
and found that this market shows weak form efficiency. Fraz and Hassan (2016)
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studied Karachi Stock Exchange which is one of the best performing markets in the
world for last few years for the weak form efficiency and random walk hypothesis.
They employed parametric and non parametric tests for daily, weekly and monthly
data of ten years for random walks. Based on Augmented Dickey-Fuller, PhillipsPerron and multiple variance ratio tests for all this data whether it is daily, weekly or
monthly returns all of them do not follow random walk hypothesis.
2.10.1.2 Technical Analysis Theory
As we have seen other than the developed countries most of the markets do
not follow random walk and even in developed countries technical analyst’s belief is
that they can beat the market based on their analysis of the previous history of the
stock market. Based on there have been different individual and then combination of
techniques that investors can use to exploit the market conditions in their favor. We
can say that there is anomaly with random walk that abnormal positive returns can be
achieved with both technical and fundamental analysis. Technical analysis basically is
a weak form phenomenon that is why only this will be addressed in this section. Even
though we can say that this is contrary to Efficient Market hypothesis by even in
EMH weak form efficiency says that technical analysis cannot beat the market
consistently which means there is chance that with technical analysis sometimes
markets can be beaten.
Even Fama (1995) mentioned that technical analysts based on their experience
from previous price, volume, averages and bounds can use these trends for the
betterment of their results. The people who only use the technical analysis those
people are called chartists and not the analysts. Because analysts by definition analyze
mostly fundamentals of the market, and that is related to semi-strong form of
efficiency. I believe analysts work on both technical and fundamental analysis to form
their final judgment. Brock et al., (1992) discussed simple technical trading rules and
their properties of stock returns. Based on the Dow Jones Data from 1897 to 1987,
which covers 90 years of Dow Jones history, they used moving averages and trading
range breaks and they also extended this analysis by bootstrapping. Based on this
analysis they found strong support for the technical analysis.
These results were not consistent with different other strategies like random
walk, the AR(1), the Multi-variable Generalized Auto Regressive Conditional
Heterocsedastiocity (M-GARCH, which can also be written as GARCH-M)) and also
the Exponential Generalized Auto Regressive Conditional Heterocsedastiocity
(EGARCH). They also found out that when but signals are compared with sell
signals, then buy signals consistently outperform basically generate higher returns
compared to sell signals. Because in their case sell signals create negative returns
which they were not able to explained with techniques used at that time. When they
applied other strategies mentioned both M-GARCH and EGARCH were not able to
generate similar returns which they were able to get by using simple technical
techniques. Only thing is EGARCH behaved little better than GARCH-M even with
similar issues of matching conditional means in the data. Finally they mentioned even
they were able to get good results with technical techniques but still they think that
return generating process of stocks is probably more complicated than this process. It
seems like technical rules probably pick up some hidden patterns from previous
history.
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Later on Hudson et al., (1996) studied United Kingdom markets for technical
trading rules. Authors basically tried to see if they can replicate the Brock et al.,
results for the UK markets. After their analysis they were able to confirm the Brock et
al., results for England markets. They found out that these technical trading rules has
predictability for stock market returns especially when sufficiently long series of the
stock market is taken under consideration. When they considered the costs of
technical trading they found out that even though returns can be predictable but when
costs are added then to achieve abnormal returns with these technical techniques are
not significant. Basically even with the technical trading rules if costs can be
controlled markets can be beaten but still they are weak form efficient.
Ratner and Leal (1999) studied technical trading strategies for the emerging
markets from Latin America and Asia. They studied ten different markets for this
purpose and after taking ten different average trading models with the application of
bootstrapping. They also considered costs for these trading techniques and after
adjusting for costs they compared results from buy and sell signals for all countries.
They found out that in Taiwan, Mexico and Thailand these trading strategies can be
profitable. For other seven countries like Argentina, Brazil, Chile, India, Korea,
Malaysia and Philippines they did not find strong evidence. Sullivan et al., (1999)
comprehensively studied different technical trading strategies and compared their
results by using White’s bootstrap methodology. Brock, Lackonishok and LeBaron
(1992) BLL was used as springboard for analysis. They found out that results of BLL
appear to be robust to data snooping, and there could be even better trading rule that
even can perform better than BLL results. Because there data also covered 1987 crash
due to that they noticed that out of sample results may not be the representative. But
based on the 3291 days of sample even with out of sample trading period they were
able to precisely predict the post-sample period. Some of the trading rules can even
perform better with the large sudden changes in the markets like the crash of 1987.
They also found out that historically best trading rule performed superior results but
with the passage of time markets have become more efficient.
One of the major application out of all trading rules is the momentum trading.
In this techniques based on previous momentum trends future trends are analyzed
with the help of momentum analysis. Badrinath and Wahal (2002) found out that for
institutional investment firms they use different momentum techniques to achieve
abnormal returns against the EMH hypothesis. Sometimes they invest based on the
simple momentum and even other times they become contrarian investors. But in this
study authors were not able to pin point if momentum trading is profitable. Hameed
and Kusnadi (2002) studied momentum strategies for different Asian stock markets.
They studied three different momentum strategies for the performance of the stock
markets. In first strategy they used the unrestricted momentum investment strategy
and based on this strategy and probably due to high volatility in the returns for these
markets they did not find any significant momentum returns. When they investments
based on the country neutrality and they invested in all countries for the period of
1981 to 1994 then they were able to get based on six month holding period and when
transaction costs are not considered 0.37% per month of excess returns. And when
they used less diversified portfolio focusing on small market capitalization with high
volumes they were even able to extend these abnormal gains to 1% per month. Which
shows that if proper focus is given to the company specific factors even that can
return into higher returns.
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Chordia and Shivakumar (2002) found out that momentum has defied the
rational explanation and market efficiency but lagged macroeconomic variables can
explain this abnormal behavior of momentum. They also adjusted these returns based
on macroeconomic variables these abnormal returns can disappear. Bird and
Casavecchia (2007) studied momentum for different European countries at their
regional level. In their previous study they found out that momentum and sentiment
when incorporated with both with price momentum and acceleration can differentiate
both value and growth stocks. Based on their findings they were able to finalize a
long/short strategy when they were able to buy value stocks with which they can
enjoy price momentum and acceleration and same time short growth stock which has
low price momentum and high acceleration. Other than Italy in all other countries in
their study were able to enjoy very high realized returns. Tauseef and Nishat (2016)
based on Pakistan Stock Exchange previously known as Karachi Stock exchange
studied momentum returns for overall and two different time horizons and also two
different samples of financial and non financial firms. For the overall period of 2001
to 2015 they found out the momentum return to be positive but not significant which
is similar to the earlier study of Jagdeesh and Titman. Even with sub samples of
financial and non financial firms they found same results. When they analyzed two
different periods for the period which was growth period from 2001 to 2007
momentum strategy resulted significant positive returns but for the later on period of
2009 to 2015 they found momentum results to be negative for most portfolios. This
probably was due to other macroeconomic factor like low economic growth, high
inflation and poor governance. Authors were also were not able to see any relation of
momentum with beta and size factors.
Filter rule is one more rule which is being used for technical analysis people
for trading in the stock markets. These are the rules when security moves up or down
from certain level to a specified level probably a percentage level then it is sold or
bought to exploit this trend for higher returns. There are some tests for weak form
markets some of them are serial correlation, runs test, filter rules and relative strength
tests which can be used for this form of efficiency even though there are some
anomalies which will be discussed later on. When we talk about serial correlation that
means if there is some relationship of future market prices with lagged prices, but
based on the information I found on net it shows there should not be any relation. If
we plot S&P 500 values from 1950 to 2001 based on the current month return with
previous or lagged month return then R2 for this is almost zero which means that
lagged values are not good predictor of future returns. Also trend line is flat and
correlation coefficient is also 0.82%.
Figure 2.12: R2 based on Monthly Lagged Values of S&P 500
Unlagged vs One-month Lagged S&P 500
Returns
y = 0.008207x + 0.007451
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Fama and Blume (1966) studied filter rule originally to see if with filter rules
if serial correlation can show some relevance, because as seen above serial correlation
does not much dependence. They found out when with filter rules even serial
correlation become a powerful tool. Ten years later Praetz (1976) studied different
filter rules earlier studied by Alexander, Fama and Blume and Dyden to test different
market theories. Based on his analysis of the expression of expected returns they
found out that this is not fair test because by filter rules results were much higher than
the buy and hold strategy. Based on this he mentioned that adjusted performance
measure should be for future studies which can remove different biases present in
these techniques. In his next study Praetz (1979) developed theoretical test for both
with and without filter effect. He chose portfolios of securities by different filter sizes,
based on this strategy he found out that with filters he was able to get less returns
compared to buy and hold strategy. This finding is later on also confirmed by Fama
(1995) that buy and hold strategies can perform better than filters of different sizes.
Sweeney (1988) studied different constant risk premia meaning that risk
premia on average is same for days in the market for the total period. With costs
abnormal returns are not significant this basically explains why traders on the floor
can make better results because their cost is very low. Based on these results he
proposed because of the inefficiencies in the markets other portfolios which are not
equally weighted portfolio because these portfolios cannot be optimal due to these
inefficiencies and other portfolios can outperform the equally weighted average
portfolios. Hung and Zhaojun (2013) studied moving average rule to study its impact
on the Vietnamese stock market. Based on the data from 2000 to 2011 Vietnamese
market data when they implemented the moving average rule they saw that this rule
has greater forecasting rule because with this they were able to get returns of more
than 39% for Vietnamese, 37% for Thailand and 29% for other Asian Emerging
markets. They were basically able to prove that technical trading rules can create
access returns.
Narayan et al., (2014) by implying both technical trading and momentum
strategies they find out that Indian Stock market is profitable. But they also find out
that this varies from sector to sector in the market. That is the reason technical
variables like liquidity, volatility and money flow are used because also change with
the investor sentiment and momentum in the markets.
2.10.1.3 Seasonality Impact on Stock Prices
We will not cover this anomalies section but there is evidence from different
seasonalities and even from different days of weeks that abnormal returns can be seen
from these events and weak form efficiency is tested for Efficiency Market
Hypothesis. Even though this is in contrary of the EMH but different studies have
proved these phenomenon. More specifically the January effect for the tax season in
the US markets shows this.
Keim (1983) for both NYSE and AMEX common stocks, he studied January
effect based on the daily returns. Based on empirical results he was able to confirm
abnormal large return distributions for January compared to other months. He was
able to confirm that fifty percent of all January abnormal returns is during the first
week of the month. De Bondt and Thaler (1987) studied both overreaction and
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seasonality in the stock markets. For the January time period they found out that for
losers excess returns are negatively related for both long and short term and for
winner these excess returns are probably related to the excess returns from December
due to lock in period. Ball and Brown (1988) studied daily seasonal returns based on
the Australian Stock markets. Their intension for this study probably was to start the
discussion around the seasonality of the stock markets. When they saw negative
returns for Monday they explained it due to the inactivity period over the weekend.
Aggarwal and Rivoli (1989) studied some of the emerging markets for the January
and Weekend effect which was seen for US equity markets. For Hong Kong,
Singapore and Malaysia they were able to confirm January effect because for these
markets January returns are higher. Only Philippine did not shoe January effect. As
far as low Monday effect they were able to find out robust results for that. Zarowin
(1990) was able to confirm that potential violation of the efficient market hypothesis
is due to for the losers to be in smaller size firms compared to winners. When he was
able to adjust based on equal size then this discrepancy from EMH disappeared.
Brooks and Persad (2001) studied seasonality in Southeast Asian markets.
Their focus was on the day of the week effect for Korea, Malaysia, Philippines,
Taiwan and Thailand. They were able to confirm seasonality effect in three of the five
markets. Korea and Philippines did not show day of the week anomaly. According to
them they were not able to explain this based on the risk but may be if other risk
factors like anticipate inflation, unanticipated fluctuations in exchange rates, the term
structure and also default risks are considered. Fountas and Segredakis (2002) based
on the Tax loss hypothesis studied different emerging markets for the seasonality
effect. They were able to see seasonal effect in eighteen emerging markets but they
found little evidence for January effect or the tax loss selling hypothesis. Hiller and
Marshall (2002) were able to study UK markets for the January effect. They say that
this effect is significant but not persistent for London Stock Exchange. They were
able to reject the hypothesis that insider traders are the cause of January effect
because that is thought to be the reason for US markets. Seif et al., (2015) studied
most of the seasonal effects like month of the year, day of the week, January and
week 44 effect for advanced emerging markets. They studied both returns and
volatilities both denominated in US$ and local currency. In these markets they strong
higher returns for the month of December. Out of nine economies studied here eight
of them found higher stock returns for 44th week of the month. Six of these markets
also show day of the week effect, like higher returns on Friday and low on Mondays.
They also noticed in seven markets the weekend effect. Mishra (2016) provides
overall view of all the seasonal anomalies theoretically in the context of Indian stock
markets.
Basically all these studies show that there are some evidence that these
technical trading strategies and even some of the anomalies can become the reason
behind the abnormal returns and still we can use some of these strategies and exploit
them. Again we can say that we should not depend on these strategies alone for
consistent abnormal positive returns.
2.10.2 Semi-Strong Form Tests
As semi-strong form says that prices fully reflect all the public available
information and the information expected in the future is priced in the markets. That
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means that prices adjust very rapidly to the new information and old information
cannot used to earn superior returns. Based on this fundamental analysis can be
repudiated. Semi strong form is mostly supported and based on this along with
technical analysis even fundamental analysis should not be able to consistently
outperform the market. Based on this there could be different tests which can be done
for the semi-strong form like events of stock splits, earnings announcements, speed of
adjustment of stock prices to new information and analyst recommendations and on
cross sectional basis the firm size, book value to market value ration and price to
earnings ratio.
All these tests are done by different studies but Fama et al., (1969) presented
the frame work for all these tests later on. Fama (1970) also presented some tests for
semi-strong form like the event tests of Stock splits and other public announcements.
Hogan et al., (1982) based on Australian markets they found strong relationship
between medium term government security yields and the equity returns which
basically contradicts the EMH. Summers (1986) discussed how markets could be
rational about pricing the rational expected information. Basically according to him as
mentioned in most of the literature it is very difficult to make abnormal returns from
the publically available information and any of the expected information. He is favor
of the view that more catholic approach should be taken to handle the speculative
market behaviors. Groenewold and Kang (1993) based on the data from 1980s for the
Australian stock market they studied the semi-strong form of efficiency and tests.
Based on their results they were able to finalize that Australian markets are consistent
with Efficient Market Hypothesis but research needs to be done to resolve all the
issues. There have been some other studies which found contradictions from the EMH
point of view. In this section we will go through the couple of aspects of semi-strong
form of efficiency.
2.10.2.1 Fundamental Analysis
As mentioned earlier fundamental analysis and earning abnormal returns by
using this but this is contradictory to the EMH. According to fundamental analysis
equities should be valued at their intrinsic value which is basically their future cash
flows from the business. Probably equities are not perfectly priced based on the
fundamentals but may be at equilibrium based all the information in the market.
Based on this equilibrium values according to the existing and expected information
analysts can analyze if the company is optimally priced or not.
Sloan (1996) studied earnings, accrual earnings and future cash flows to see if
the equities are rightly priced based on all this information. He found out that
investors are mostly interested in the earnings and accrual earnings and cash flows
impact is noticed when these items impact the future earnings. Abarbanell and Bushee
(1998) used contemporaneous changes in inventories, accounts receivables, gross
margins, selling expenses, capital expenditures, effective tax rates to form the
portfolio which gave abnormal returns of about 13%. They were able to find signals
from fundamental parameters which can provide information for future returns.
Earnings prospects of the company can be influenced by not only the local at
company level fundamental factors like structure, management but also the industry
level factors such as industry outlook. It also is impacted by the economic and
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political situation of the country and even at international level it can depend on the
economic environment and growth at international level.
2.10.2.2 Events like Earnings and Dividend
According to Efficient Market Hypothesis events like earnings and dividends
should not have impact on the pricing of the stock market because this information
should be expected and priced in to the stock price. But when there are some
unexpected announcements then price should be adjusting very quickly to avoid any
abnormal returns in the long run. Just like earnings dividends are also very critical for
investors because like current earnings dividend information also tells investors what
company is thinking about future earnings.
Modigiliani and Miller in different studied have developed basic theorem
based on which market value of the company can be calculated by the way how
management decides to finance and or give dividends. In their first research
Modigliani and Miller (1958) proposed that value of the firm should be found by the
way this company is investing not how this is being financed. In 1961 they extended
their first finding that even the dividend policy should not matter when financial
markets are perfect. They called this as irrelevance proposition of Modigliani and
Miller. Finally in 1966 they presented the M&M theorem for dividend and capital
structure for corporate world. For corporate world there three options whenever they
need to finance any project or new product. These three options can be issue new
shares in the market, borrow or they can keep profit to themselves instead of passing
on to investors as dividends. Still value of the company can be calculated based
M&M theorem.
Gordon (1959) tried with four different industries for two years of data to find
out the relationship of stock prices to the earnings and dividends. He incorporated also
growth this was probably the first attempt to find some empirical formula for the
pricing of the stock price. Brown (1970) studied Earnings per Share (EPS), Earnings
announcement date and the stock prices and found out that EPS of the company has a
major impact on the price of the stock. This was one of the first attempts from
somebody to find out the stock price based on fundamental parameters. Black and
Scholes (1973) argued that best way to test the effect of dividend policy on the stock
price is to check it for the impact of dividend on the stock return. Later on Brown et
al., (1977) studied Australian companies for their earnings and dividend
announcements because in Australia companies announce both earnings and dividend
at the same time. They studied if there is any dividend change with the earnings
announcement. They used monthly data of ten years they found out that when
earnings and dividends give conflicting results then prices normally go down and if
this confliction is bigger the price goes down by bigger margin. But according to them
this phenomenon basically confirms EMH behavior. Shiller (1980) in his study tried
to see if movement in the stock prices is based on the dividend. Historically stock
prices are more volatile compare to the changes in the dividend. This is why that all
the movement in the stock market is due to dividend change but due to the change in
the expected interest rates in the future. Cambell and Shiller (1988) found out that
long moving average of the real earning can help to forecast the future dividends.
When returns are measures for long term basically in years the ration of share price to
the current earnings is also the predictor of future returns.
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Butler and Han (1994) developed the model based on the dividend yield,
Tobin’s ratio and beta as proxies and analyzed the return based on P/E ratio and
earnings surprise, marginal productivity and the cost of capital. They found out that
surprise in earnings is direct predictor of the returns based on this model. Ali et al.,
(2015) based on Karachi Stock exchange studied different fundamental parameters
and their impact on the stock prices. According to their findings dividend payouts
have a significant positive relationship with the share price. Basically companies
follow Bird in hand theory that it is better to give dividend than to give capital gain to
the government.
2.10.2.3 Other Events
Companies have used other techniques like secondary offerings, stock splits,
bonus shares and also right issues. With all these offerings, when shares are issue in
any shape of form then the price of the share adjusts accordingly to keep total
capitalization of the company at same level, because theoretically there must not be
any change in capitalization. Similarly when things are not good for the company and
price of the share keeps going down then some times to keep confidence of the
investors companies sometimes do reverse split, still in this case to capitalization
constant share price adjusts in other direction.
When there is stock split companies do that to make their stock price to be in
affordable range for the investors. Secondary offering and right shares are used to
broaden the capital base of the company and this act may be as a reward to their
existing share holders. In case of bonus shares company uses its own reserves to issue
new shares for the benefit of existing shares. In these cases one of the intents is to
give benefit to the existing share holders. Fama et al., (1969) when studied adjustment
of stock prices to the new information, they studies about the announcements of splits,
dividends and similarly other new information. They specifically tried to study the
return behavior based on the split effect. Their conclusion was that companies do
these splits when things are good for their business and stock has performed very well
due to that. Basically stock performance is so good that when compared to other
comparatives and competitors it is unusually high. They also found that after the split
71.5% companies also increased the dividend one year after the split. Based on that
when split happens then in expectation of higher dividends investors again buy this
stock and price starts increasing. Based on Fama et al., study, Ball et al., (1977)
studied the price behavior after the split announcements. This was basically the
extension of Fama et al., study because they did not study the behavior of the stock.
They also studied other issues like bonus shares and right issues in this study. Based
on the Australian stock market data they found out that when there is only split that
does not have that much of an impact on the stock market returns. On the other hand
when there is effective dividend is accompanied with the split then that converts into
abnormal positive return for that company stock. Because again this based on new
information, basically market reacts to this reality that means that market behavior is
efficient in this regard. Baker and Ghallagher (1980) when analyzed the reasons of
managers behind the split, they found that one major reason the managers gave was to
make price of the stock attractive to small investors and also this way increase the
ownership base.
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Lamoureux and Poon (1987) showed that with split due to increase in number
of shares traded in the market the noisiness increases for the return process based on
the Constantinides’s tax option model. When number of shares increase then volatility
is also increased which is desirable for the high tax bracket investors, because it
creates tax opportunities by owning the stock. They also found that even the reverse
of stock also behaves according to this theory. Ikenberry et al., (1996) studied
performance of the stock after the splits announcement. They found out that excess
returns are not due to momentum, because firms with high returns before split show
below average performance for the following year. They also found the evidence that
small companies perform slightly better also the companies with poor pre split
performance also show week post split also. Desai and Jain (1997) studied the long
term returns after the splits of the stocks. They found out the stock market does not
incorporate the full effect of the stock split during first month of announcement, but
full effect of abnormal return is felt within three years of the split. Similar to earlier
study, they also found that abnormal returns are substantially higher for the split
announcement is also accompanied by the dividend. Byun and Rozeff (2003) based
on their results they did not find that evidence of the split of stocks does not show any
pervasive or compelling evidence against EMH. Thirunellai and Kunte (2014)
covered all different reasons which could be behind the split in his post doctoral
project. They found out that based on liquidity and trading range hypothesis testing
firms enjoy positive price effects compared to pre split period but these excess returns
are statistically insignificant. They also noticed that there is a gap as far as market
efficiency is concerned.
Based on all these studies we can say that markets are efficient but sometimes
there is an exploitive opportunity to make good returns but that is not consistent.
2.10.3 Strong Form Tests
Basically strong form says that prices fully reflect all the information whether
that information is already public, expected or even private. Most of the studies
regarding this find out markets are not efficient in this regard. Strong form is
generally not supported, because if somebody has information like private or insider
information then that person can use it to exploit this and get excess returns. Some of
the tests for strong form are corporate insiders, specialists, and mutual funds.
2.10.3.1 Corporate Insiders
Even though there are rules against insider trading. Insider trading is basically
trading with having any specific private information which can have impact on the
securities prices when becomes public. Some people illegally try to exploit this
information for their own benefit. There have been different studies in which research
has been done to see the impact of trading by corporate insiders and its impact on the
stock prices.
Studies specifically discussing about the private information are by Jaffe
(1974) and Seyhun (1986). Jaffe in his one study discussed about the corporate
officers, directors and large stockholders who can have access to the private
information and how this can reject the efficient market hypothesis. Main points for
his research were that based on the inside information the insiders trading is
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widespread and insiders are violating the Security and Exchange Commission
regulations. Same year he also presented one more study discussing how regulations
can have impact on this insider trading. Seyhun (1986) in his study investigated
60,000 sale transactions from 1975 to 1981 and discussed the implications of these
kinds of transactions for the market efficiency and abnormal returns. Bhattacharya
and Daouk (2002) have found out that even there are insider trading laws in eighty
seven of the world countries but only thirty eight of these countries are forcing these
laws. When other variables are controlled then in the beginning cost to the equity does
not change much until exists the first prosecution based on these laws and then after
that cost of equity decreases considerably. Denis and Xu (2013) found out in their
study that there have been higher equity incentives in the countries where there are
restrictions on insider trading. These incentives translate into higher executive pay.
But there are ways like the cross country investments which can be explained because
of insider trading laws in the home countries. Krishnan and Rangan (2015) analyzed
Indian market for the insider trading they found out that earnings announcement and
inside trade window yields positive returns. Collin-Dufresne and Fos (2016) studied
insider traders behavior empirically and their results find out that standard measures
of adverse selection and stock liquidity fail to show the presence of informed traders.
2.10.3.2 Mutual Funds
Retail investors due to lack of time most of the time invest through the mutual
funds, by doing so they also pay fees for those funds. This is done based on the
connotation that fund managers probably have some inside information or some tool
to extract information which can result in better performance than the market. There
have been studies to see the performance of different mutual funds.
One of the earliest studies in this regard is from Jensen in 1968. Jensen (1968)
studied performance of 115 mutual fund managers during the time period of 1945 to
1964. He tried to see if these managers have capability to get higher returns when
compared to the market. Evidence from his research shows that on average these
mangers were not able to predict security prices which can result abnormal returns
compared to buy and hold strategy. Author also found out that even there was no
individual fund was able to significantly beat what has been considered as the random
returns. When he did this study he assumed that the information they used was free
and trading has no expense for trading. If these expenses are also deducted from the
returns then on average no fund was able to even recoup their expenses, which
basically supports the EMH.
Similar to this study Fama (1995) also observed similar results. According to
Fama even though mutual fund companies claim that due to availability of large
amount of funds in their position they are in better position to diversify compare to
individual investor and also because large funds companies want them to invest in
their stocks and they create better relationship with the companies and get better idea
which company is in better positioned for their investments. That means they are in
better position to invest and they have large investments. Basically they can take
advantage of any opportunity and get abnormal returns compared to any random
return. But similar to Jensen, Fama in his study found out that if costs are deducted
from the mutual fund returns then the random investment policies outperform the
fund.
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Halahan (1999) based on the Australian market funds he studied their
performance. He studied four different categories of these investment funds like fixed
interest fund, multi sector yield fund, multi sector balance funds and finally multi
sector growth funds. He studied these funds by using three different methodologies.
One of the strategies was regression analysis and other two were non-parametric
contingency tables and top and bottom quartile rankings for all these funds to see the
evidence of any support for consistently better performance. When author used Jensen
Alpha, based on that when fixed interest funds are analyzed with regression analysis
then the results show that there is no evidence of persistent better performance. For
multi sector funds evidence is even ambiguous. Based on the contingency table
analysis, two different outcomes can be achieved depending if the returns used are
raw or they are risk adjusted. With Raw returns results show that performance is
reversed but when risk adjusted returns are used the results show that there is a
consistence in performance. Finally when third technique of ranking top and bottom
quartiles is used then the results are even more convincing in the favor of consistent
better performance.
Malkiel and Saha (2005) showed that based on two different biases hedge
funds performance number can give wrong results. Due to perceived performance
hedge funds have attracted $1 trillion investment capital. Authors found out that due
to voluntary disclosures and backfilling based on the favorable numbers results into
upward biased results. There is also a survivorship bias because there is lot more
attrition in hedge fund industry and only the survivors are reported for the results.
When authors removed both of these biases then the hedge fund results are less than
the commonly supposed results. Malkiel (2005) used Ellis (1998) words to describe
the performance of the mutual funds as loser’s game. Author’s point of view is that
switching from security to security accomplishes nothing but the transaction costs
which diminishes the overall performance. In his paper legendary Benjamen Graham
said in the interview as:
“I am no longer an advocate of elaborate techniques of
security analysis in order to find superior value opportunities. This was a rewarding
activity, say, 40 years ago, when Graham and Dodd was first published; but the
situation has changed ... . [Today] I doubt whether such extensive efforts will generate
sufficiently superior selections to justify their cost ... . I’m on the side of the ‘efficient
market’ school of thought.” Similarly at other point Warren Buffet said “Most
investors, both institutional and individual, will find that the best way to own common
stocks (shares’) is through an index fund that charges minimal fees. Those following
this path are sure to beat the net results (after fees and expenses) of the great majority
of investment professionals.”
There is evidence that mutual funds and even the hedge funds cannot beat the
market which supports the EMH hypothesis. But when we also include insider
corporate trading it is difficult to say that markets are strong form efficient.
2.10.3.3 Efficient Market Hypothesis and Information
Efficient market hypothesis is purely based on information. When all the
information is already public then this information should be priced in and if there is
new information then the prices should adjust to this information quickly that nobody
can make money by using this information. Based on this the information content and
what it shows can be focus of research, because if information is not complete or it
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can be misleading then the results can be different. There have some research which
has taken place on the information content only. Milgram and Stokey (1982) have
proposed a no trade theorem in this paper. Basically rational investor is going to be
rational all the way through his trade and even information arrives he still behaves
rationally to this. On the other hand all investors are not rational and when irrational
investor is at Pareto optimal and if he receives information and that investor uses that
information for the speculative purpose. The rational investor which does not have
information receives this information in the form of a price changes, basically this
theorem says that the price which reveals the information, it is not that informed
investor has acted on the information. Then according to the authors new questions
are that why investors want to get information when they even cannot use get profit
and also if informed investor do not trade then how this information will be reflected
in the market price.
These questions are raised by Beja (1977), Grossman and Stiglitz (1980) and
also Tirole (1980). If prices are at equilibrium based on the EMH after all the
information is already priced in and based on Milgram and Stokey if rational or
irrational investors are not going to trade then question is that these markets will be at
non-equilibrium after new information efficient anymore as long as it does not adjust
to new equilibrium. That is the reason that Grossman and Stiglitz (1980) mentioned
that markets do not fully adjust to the information. But according to EMH it is the
speculator which keeps reverting market to equilibrium after any new information
which can cause some adjustment. Based on the hint Grossman and Stiglitz
mentioned in their paper that markets do not adjust to information completely, later on
based on same premises Bloomfield (2002) presented new hypothesis of incomplete
revelation hypothesis (IRH). Based on the events of expensive stock options and the
overreactions to the change in earnings have started a new discussion which led
Bloomberg to IRH, because there is overreaction or under-reaction to some earnings
adjustment that shows the markets are inefficient. These under or over adjustments
can be explained by the IRH. Still markets are considered efficient it is just the
information which economists from other side question can be answered. Later on
when along with EMH traditional view asset pricing models like CAPM and APT
were also being discussed and developed, Fama (1991) also went through all the
available literature at that time regarding EMH, CAPM and APT and he classified
empirical tests into three categories one tests for the return predictability, second tests
for rapid price adjustment and third tests for private information. A forth category can
also be added in these three categories which is test for rational fundamental
valuations.
Now we will cover remaining aspects of Efficient market Hypothesis in next
section.
2.10.4 Tests for Return Predictability
Most of the research since Fama’s introduction of different tests has been
related to weak form efficiency which means that markets and asset prices reflect all
the historical information. Because the tests for the weak form are based on the
historical information, to test these we future behavior of the market can be predicted
based on the existing information, Fama refers these tests as return predictability tests.
These tests can be further divided into three categories like first tests of simple trading
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rules, these are related to daily, weekly or monthly returns secondly tests for short
horizon which is related to the weekly or monthly returns predictability and finally
tests for the long horizon predictability specifically for two to three year horizon.
2.10.4.1 Simple Trading Rule Tests
Since the start of twentieth century and till early 1950s, there was a belief that
investors can identify the patterns in the markets and based on these patterns and the
movements in the stocks with the help of different trading strategies can beat the
performance of overall market. First of all Kendall (1953) mentioned in his results
that in a series of prices which are observed in close intervals then random changes
are so large that any systematic effect can be neglected. Then Roberts (1965)
discussed about this issue and suggested there is a need that analysis should be done
see if technical analysis can play some role in the predictability of the stock market
returns. Fama (1965) talked about random walks in the stock markets and how this
presents challenges for the chartists and for analysts or are proponent of the
fundamental analysis. Basically all three researchers pointed out that stock prices are
not related to the previous prices but they follow the random walk. Fama and Blume
(1966) discussed in their study different filter rules which can be used and tested them
and saw these rules does not really do significantly better. One of the rules they tried
was to but some security when it starts increasing in price and they put some
percentage where they want to buy and then sell it when it starts to go down after
some percentage and doing this strategy they did not see significant profit. Based on
these studies it has been generally accepted that simple strategies like this cannot
return significantly positive results and hence are not worth pursuing.
Jensen (1978) based on the previous studies on different anomalies of the
market mentioned that in future probably researchers will find some more and also
start sorting out these anomalous issues. Even Ritter and Chopra (1989) and Fama
(1991) showed that even the January effect could be specific to some index and not to
overall market. Even it has been shown since this has been noticed the January effect
has already been faded away. Levich and Thomas (1993) studies foreign exchange
market and found out that profitability of the technical rules is highly significant in
comparison to the empirical distribution of the bootstrap simulations and this trend of
profitability suggests serial dependency but the nature of this dependency was not
clear to the authors. They also found out that even these results are shrinking and
within last five years profits have declined.
Based on empirical analysis Yu et al., (2013) found out that the trading rules
have stronger predictive power in emerging markets of Malaysia, Thailand, Indonesia
and Philippines than even little developed markets like Singapore which is consistent
with earlier studies. They also found out that the transaction costs can eliminate these
trading profits which can result this to be weak form market efficiency. Gradojevic
and Gençay (2013) based on simple technical trading strategies studies how these
strategies can have impact on the results. According to their results even when
technical trading is not helpful but if these technical traders involve information with
these technical trades it can be useful. When information is not clear than these fuzzy
technical traders can become sentimental for the trades. During this process they
become informed trader and with technical knowledge they can benefit from this
strategy. When sentiment is involved without information then prices move away
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from the fundamentals and fundamental traders play their role at that time. For the
sentimental technical traders whether informed or not if they do not close their
position at proper time they can lose to the fundamental traders. Phan, Sharma and
Narayan (2015) studied oil both stocks for oil producers and consumers based on the
oil price changes. Authors found out that for oil producers their stock price returns are
positively affected even if the price of oil goes up or down. For stock return of the oil
consumer companies first of all there is not much impact on the stock market returns
and if there is any impact that impact is heterogeneous. Based on the simple strategy
authors were able to find out investors in the both producer and consumer companies
can make significant profit but this is more prominent in producer companies than the
consumer companies.
As we will discuss further there have been some anomalies which can be used
to exploit the results by using these strategies, these anomalies could be like the day
of the week, small firm effect or even monthly effect like the January effect. There
have been issues with these strategies even for small firm because you buy lot of
stocks you lose benefit by paying lot more in the form of transaction costs and if they
are thinly traded company then spread can be little larger compared to actively traded
companies. As far as other anomalies like, January affect that can also be due to
inefficient capital market during that period.
2.10.4.2 Tests for Short-Horizon Return Predictability
Recently there have some research on the topic of short-horizon predictability
and their returns. In these studies some are done whether stock prices follow the
random walk the reasons behind that and other studies are basically against the
concept of efficient market hypothesis. These studies basically talk about the concept
of mean reversion, which means that if with news some securities price goes up then
it adjusts with the passage of time. Lo and MacKinlay (1988) both were able to
develop a method to check the serial correlation and based on this authors were able
to reject the random walk hypothesis for weekly stock market returns. They simply
used volatility based specification test to do that. Basically with this study they were
able to reject the earlier works of Shiller and Perron (1985), Summers (1986), Poterba
and Summers (1987) and finally Fama and French (1987) because their weekly
returns were not explained by the random walk. Basically they were able to find
weekly first order correlation, which can be defined as the correlation with the
previous week. Later on in their 1990 study they also discussed about the contrarian
investment strategies which mean buying recent losers and shorting recent winners.
Similarly in series of papers by Conrad and Kaul (1988, 1989) and later on Conrad
and Kaul with Nimalendran (1991) also tested positive autocorrelation in the stock
market for weekly and monthly returns. In these studies they were able to variance of
24 and 26% in the security returns which can be explained by the autocorrelation.
2.10.4.3 Overreaction Tests
For short term horizon all the studies we saw in this sectioned were able to get
some autocorrelation for the markets which means there are some arbitrage
possibilities to exploit these opportunities for positive returns. Some researchers also
saw better results with overreaction. DeBondt and Thaler (1985) based on Bayers rule
that most people overreact to unexpected and dramatic new events, consistent with
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overreaction hypothesis they found out that even thirty six months later than the
portfolio formation the losing stock made 25% more profit than winners. Their
research was based on the experimental psychology. They even saw that these returns
are even more pronounced in the month of January.
Fama and French (1988) found out that slow mean reverting stock prices result
in a negative autocorrelation in the returns. This autocorrelation is weak for daily and
weekly holding periods but it is stronger for long horizon returns. Just like Fama and
French, Poterba and Summers (1988) found out that short-horizon returns are
positively auto-correlated and long term horizon returns are negatively autocorrelated. Only difference is Fama and French think their results are due to slow
decay of stationarity and Poterba and Summers say that it is due to transitory effect in
the markets. Jaddeesh (1990) in his study presented empirical evidence of the
predictability of the individual stock returns. He saw significantly negative first order
auto-correlation for monthly stock returns but if more than two month is taken then he
saw positive and higher order auto-correlation. Kaul and Nimalendran (1990) studied
NASDAQ market to check the bid ask spread and overreaction. They found out that
reason behind the price reversal is the bid ask spread not the overreaction. When they
excluded the measurement error in the pricing the security they found out that returns
of these securities are positively correlated. Based on these results it can be said that
the returns for the contrarian strategies could be due to the asymmetric information
and the lead-lag relationship. Based on the overreaction hypothesis it is expected that
the losers which have shown abnormally low returns should subsequently result in
high returns and vice versa but Pttengill and Jordan (1990) found out that this pattern
is mostly seen in around January which is basically the end of January and can be
explained by tax loss selling. For Monday and Friday authors were able to notice
opposite reaction in these days.
In later study by Jagdeesh and Titman (1993) based on the strategy that buy
stock which has performed well and sell those which are losers significantly positive
returns can be achieved. Most of these studies show that stock market do not follow
random walk. But Richardson and Smith (1994) showed statistically that most of
these serial correlations are also correlated under the null hypothesis that stock
markets follow the random walk. That is why they show that much of the evidence
across these statistics is consistent with sampling error; even they gave the example of
Fama and French original article of 1988. Later on it has also been researched that the
mean reversion found in the DeBondt and Thaller (1985) was due to World War II
period and this period is excluded or data is taken after the war then this mean
reversion issue disappears.
Even with Jagdeesh and Jagdeesh and Titman strategies are also not
considered reliable due to their very high returns with simple strategies. Roll (1994)
was mutual fund manager and based on his experienced he mentioned that practically
trading strategies based on the anomalies cannot yield excess returns. Clarke and
Thomas (1995) based on their study for UK market during the time period of 1955 to
1990 found out that based on overreaction hypothesis testing it shows that previous
losers have tended to outperform previous winners. Even though this performance
difference is economical insignificant but still they found probably that is due to the
size affect. Jagdeesh and Titman (1995) found out that there is contribution to the
contrarian profit based on the firm specific systematic overreaction. Based on their
single factor analysis they found out due to delayed stock price reaction which results
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into lead-lag structure can cause less than 5% of the contrarian profits and most of this
is contributed at the time of reversal of the stock price. Michaely,
Thaler and Womack (1995) studied initiation or omission of the dividend
policy with the intent to find out the over or under reaction of the price behavior.
Their results were similar to the already existent literature that magnitude of reaction
in the short run is more for omission of dividends than the inclusion of dividends. In
addition to sort term results they also noticed that same behavior is also present in the
form of drift in the long run. Hong and Stein (1999) developed a unified theory based
on overreaction and under reaction behavior in the markets and tested the existing
information parsimoniously and unified way. That found out that both short run
continuation and long run reversals for the companies which are covered by analyst
ratings. They also found autocorrelation between momentum traders and return
pattern. Levy and Leiberman (213) checked US Exchange Traded Funds (ETFs) for
over and under reaction. They found out that specific parts of the day have effects on
the ETF prices based on the information regarding Net Asset Values (NAVs),
currency rates, premium and discounts and also the S&P 500 index. They also found
out the during synchronized timings ETFs prices are impacted by Net Asset Value
returns and during non synchronized timings S&P 500 index has more impact
compared to the Net Asset Values. They also saw overreaction to these behaviors
when foreign markets are close.
Parikh and Buruah (2013) studied Indian markets for Overreaction hypothesis.
Zakamulin (2016) studied VIX index for the sign of over and under reaction.
Understanding about VIX index is that it can be considered as the investor sentiment.
They found robust evidence of abnormal stock market returns when there is a peak in
the VIX index. They were able to notice that these abnormal returns are basically
based on the investor overreaction because of some bad news and then after some
time this behavior is corrected with time. They also found consistent results based on
overreaction hypothesis and it also shows that VIX index shows the investor
sentiment. Very recently Bakos and Petrakos (2017) state owned companies for the
behavior of overreaction and under reaction. Based 184 state owned enterprises from
three continents for the duration of about ten years they were not able to find
existence of overreaction for all test periods. They found out probably due to reversal
patterns in behaviors of both winners and losers which was neutralizing the possibility
of existence of overreaction.
As mentioned in overreaction tests section McQueen (1992) and Jones (1993)
show that mean reversion found in Debondt and Thaler (1985) is due to World War II.
MacQueen based on the results was not able to reject the random walk hypotheses for
monthly stock returns. Because of some critique due to different anomalous returns in
the market Fama (1998) in his study mentioned that it does not mean that we should
be abandoning the efficient market hypothesis because even market efficiency
hypothesis believe that these anomalous returns are by chance and based on
information overreaction and even under-reaction can be understood.
2.10.4.4 Long Horizon Return Predictability
There have been studies which show that there has been negative autocorrelation for returns for the period range of two to five years. Because of these
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predictabilities investors try to exploit some strategies to get better positive returns.
William Sharpe in those days charged $100,000 per year to exploit these
predictabilities. Reichestein and Rich (1994) studied if common investor can also
exploit these predictabilities and they found out yes he can. They found out that all or
nothing timing portfolio basically beats buy and hold strategy of S&P benchmark.
According to them if investors use risk premium they can also get better returns in the
case of small stocks. For this they proposed that investor should implement risk
premium strategies at least after every three months to be successful. Fama and
French (1988) in their study found out that around two year time period negative autocorrelation in returns starts appearing and coefficients are minimized between three to
five year time horizons. But Ball and Kothari (1989) casted doubt about the negative
serial correlation for anomalies for long horizon returns. It is the relative risk which
shows up entirely in the form of negative auto-correlation. According to them for
riskier stocks returns increase when they have already seen negative stock returns and
vice-versa. When some stock increases due to increased profitability then due to sharp
increase in share price increase and leverage the value, that lowers the value of the
company and hence return is also decreased. As mentioned in the previous section
that McQueen (1992) and Jones (1993) in their studies have also casted doubt that
mean reversion observed by DeBondt an Thaller (1985) was probably due to World
War II and this disappears when post war era is taken.
There has been research to model conditional expected returns of both stock
and bond market based on currently observable macroeconomic and financial
variables. Because in this research dependent variables used are from outside the firm
that is why this is called derived predictability. One of the first studies in this regard is
from Keim and Stambaugh (1986). They calculated ex post risk premium for both
stock and bonds based on three ex ante variables. They used one variable which was
derived from bond market and two other variables were derived from the stock
market. All these variables represented some form of default or risk proxy. Like
spread between bond yields for low grade corporate bonds and one month Treasury
bill represented proxies for both the default risk and yield curve. Variables used from
stock market were first the on average pricing level of S&P index when compared
historically and second one was the average price of bottom quintile of NYSE firms,
this also shows historical prices of the small firms. Similarly Fama and French (1988)
showed that expected stock returns for individual stock can be derived from the
historical dividend yield curve of that stock. There have been other studies which
have shown that high yielding dividend stocks perform better than lower yielding
dividend stocks. Regarding dividend yield and the stock return Goetzmann and Jorion
(1993) find it troubling that this simple trading rule can give you unexpected
abnormal profits. In some cases dividends are fixed so it becomes even more
troubling that investors can extrapolate returns based on fixed dividend yields.
According to them this shows mean reverting returns are the possibility in these cases.
Later on even Fama and French (1992) showed that the dividends cannot be
used to predict the stock prices when size and the book to market value of the equity
are included in the model for the expected returns. Fama and French (1989) observed
that the expected returns of both bond and stock markets are basically function of
business conditions or environment. Based on they worked on three variable model
and their variables are basically showed how the conditions in the market are. These
variables were default risk spread, dividend yield on the value weighted portfolio and
the yield spread between short term and long term bonds. Similarly there haves been
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some researches which were based on the production level of the economy. When
there will be higher production then their higher employment, better prosperity and
hence better stock market performance and this could also be true even for individual
company. Based on the study of exchange rates and fundamentals Mark (1995) found
out that the deviation of the exchange rates from the fundamental value shows that
this information based on log normal basis contains economically significant
predictable component. They noticed that as far as for short horizon noise could be
predominant factor. Based on their finding long understanding that the long term
exchange rates are not predictable can be nullified. Barberis (2000) studied how the
predictability evidence of the returns in the asset prices affects the choices of the
portfolio for the long horizons. They found out that because of weak statistical
significance evidence it becomes important for risk factors to be incorporated into the
investigation. According to their analysis based on these predictable returns for short
and long horizons it should be different sensible portfolios. These results that time
variation in the asset returns can be rational for practitioners. Parameter uncertainty is
major concern for allocation of these portfolios. Ang and Bekaert (2007) studied
dividend yield for the stock return predictability. Based on their findings dividend for
short term horizon excess returns dividend and short term rates can predict these
returns but for long term horizon that do not have that predictive power. Short term
rates are negatively related for the short horizon excess returns. Authors found that
based on international data that these findings are robust. They also found out that the
future cash flows can be predicted by the earnings yields. Over all in their case they
found that the predictability is mainly for the short horizon because it is not for long
horizon. The strongest predictability comes from the short rate rather than from the
dividend yield. Based on their original findings later on other researchers have also
confirmed these results based on their analysis.
Boudoukh et al., (2008) studied different horizons and tried to see if prevailing
view at that time that long horizon stock return predictability is significantly stronger
than the short horizon predictability. According to their first finding they saw that the
estimators are perfectly correlated across the horizons. Based on their calculated βs
and R2s for long horizon returns they found out that the betas and R2s are basically
persistent for short horizon returns also. Based on these results they found out small
level predictability for short horizon but higher levels for the long horizon returns.
Bollerslev et al., (2014) they tried to confirm the earlier results that variance risk
premium predicts aggregate stock market returns but based on their finding that due to
finite sample biases this predictability cannot be explained. Then based on panel
analysis for countries like US, France, Germany, Japan, Switzerland, Netherlands,
Belgium and the United Kingdom they saw similar pattern. Due to this reason they
defined the global variance risk premium because of identical cross country patterns.
Bollerslev et al., (2015) by imposing both the time varying volatility and volatility
uncertainty they studied both stock returns and cash flow within present value
framework. They found that short horizon returns and dividend growth rates can
explain both expected return variation and variance risk premium. They were also
able to confirm that dividend yield forecasts long horizon returns but not the dividend
growth rates. As mentioned in overreaction tests section McQueen (1992) and Jones
(1993) show that mean reversion found in Debondt and Thaler (1985) is due to World
War II. MacQueen based on the results was not able to reject the random walk
hypotheses for monthly stock returns.
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2.10.5 Tests for Rapid Price Adjustment
According to Fama (1991) the tests for semi strong form of EMH can be
considered as the tests for rapid price adjustment with new information. These tests
can be categorized as one as event studies and second as how rational information is
processed when all the information is available. Basically all the information like
rumors, any announcement which is unexpected and any information for stock splits
or additions and deletions of the shares is handled in rational information processing.
2.10.5.1 Event Studies
This is one of the most important aspects of empirical finance research. This is
basically the impact of any event on the return of stock market example could be the
initiation of dividend for a security. One of the first studies about this was done by
Asquith and Mullins (1983). In one study they studied the event of dividend
announcement and other study they studied In this study they empirically studied the
abnormal returns for the initiation of a specific variable for that company. Specifically
in their study they studied the announcement about the mergers of companies and
found out that their results fail to support the capitalization hypothesis that bidders’
gains are captured at the beginning of merger programs. Bidders abnormal returns are
positively related to the relative size of the merger partners and these returns are
larger when the mergers become successful. Abnormal returns are defined as the
difference between the annual return and the predicted return and when these returns
are combined for some period than this is called cumulative abnormal returns. Event
studies can be very beneficial because analyst can average out the random noise in the
observations by doing this analyst can get the unbiased assessment. He can also find
out with this analysis these results are driven by small numbers of large abnormal
returns or large numbers of small abnormal returns. This can also be helpful to test for
joint hypothesis problem. This also becomes the direct approach to test event studies
empirically. Fama et al., (1969) were the first to do the event study, in this study they
examined the stock market response to stock splits. Even though their intension for
this study was to promote new center for research in security prices (CRSP) but they
used all the techniques which are being used even these days. Jensen and Ruback
(1983) surveyed and literature articles regarding the markets on corporate control and
found out those corporate takeovers generate positive gains and the target company
gets the major benefit.
Similarly there have some other studies like Jensen and Warner (1988) and
Smith (1986) regarding surveys about event studies. Brown and Warner (1985)
studied daily stock returns for the affects of event studies. Authors researched for
different problems like non normality of returns and excess returns, biases in the OLs
estimates and the estimation of variance used for hypothesis testing. For Non
normality for daily returns and excess returns, they found out that even though non
normal but in the case of daily returns they did not find obvious impact on even study
methodologies. On the other hand the excess returns they found evidence that they
converge to normality as the number of securities are increased. Based on their results
they found out that for variance increases can cause hypothesis testing but they
thought that further research is needed to fully understand different procedures.
MacKinlay (1997) Tried to develop different methodologies for the event studies.
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Finally he was able to finalize his analysis by saying that rationally it is expected that
at some event of any information market is expected to respond to that. This finding is
basically same what is said in Efficient Market Hypothesis. Kotheri and Warner
(2004) based on the previous knowledge that for short horizon event study results are
quite reliable but for the long horizon there is a need for improvement. Basically for
different event studies methods can vary with timing and even the sample size and
other characteristics like the volatility.
Mink and Haan (2013) based on 48 European Banks studied the impact of
Greek bailout on the stock prices of these banks. They found out that other than Greek
banks this news about the bailout did not give abnormal returns even there was
significant impact on the stock prices of these banks. Oberndorfer et al., (2013) based
on three factor model proposed by Fama in 1993 authors studied the effect of
inclusion of German Corporation in different world indices stock market. Empirically
they basically used Generalized Autoregressive Conditional Heteroscedasticity
(GARCH) approach with three factor model. They found out that inclusion in a more
visible Index has larger negative impact because they saw progressively increased
negative impact by inclusion in Dow Jones Sustainability Index (DJSI STOXX) and
Dow Jones Sustainability World Index (DJSI World). Whenever there is an
operational accounting loss there is always some mistrust of confidence damage for
investors which turns into reputational damage based on this Sturm (2013) studied
136 operational losses for the German public sector banks. He found significant
negative stock price reaction when there is first release about the loss announcement.
He also showed that even after the first announcement cumulative abnormal returns
are also negative following the initial announcement. Then based on his regression
analysis the reputational damage is basically from the character of the company rather
its operational loss. Kontonikas et al., (2013) in very important study about the
reaction of Stock markets to the Federal Funds rate surprises; they studied these
events for the duration of twenty years covering the time period of financial crises of
2008. According to their findings prior to this crises stock markets used to go higher
with the unexpected cut in Federal Funds rate which also indicate the State
dependency. They found out this impact even higher during the times of recessions,
bear markets and tighter credit market conditions. During the financial crises they
found out that there was a structural shift which changed the response of the markets
towards the federal funds rate decisions both in direction and severity. That showed
that during and after this financial crises the severity of the crises due to which
conventional monetary policy and even Zero Interest rate environment have shown
the ineffectiveness.
Main point of all these studies is that the event studies basically support the
Efficient Market Hypothesis because prices react to any announcement
instantaneously.
2.10.6 Tests of Rational Information Processing

As mentioned earlier that this is regarding how the rational information like
rumors, any announcement which is unexpected and any information for stock splits
or additions and deletions of the shares is processed. All the studies provide evidence
for the support semi strong form of the efficiency. French and Roll (1986) found out
that variance variation during the market open hours is due to the private information
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during that time. Later on Kaul and Lipson (1994) results show that this public
information does not have much impact on the stock price changes. Brown et al.,
(1988) in their study tested and developed the uncertain information hypothesis as a
means of explaining the response of rational, risk averse investors to the arrival of
unanticipated information. They found out that these financial events have impact on
both risk and expected returns of the affected company and bad information has
stronger impact than the good news. They also concluded that the market reacts to
uncertain information is an efficient way. This also supports the semi strong form of
the market efficiency and uncertain information hypothesis.
Pound and Zeckhauser (1990) investigated about the takeover rumors on the
stock prices, their results were publisher in Wall Street Journal by the heading of
“Heard on the Street” column. They found out that markets react efficiently to these
rumors even though they also found out that these rumors are mostly incorrect.
Dhillon and Johnson (1991) studied how information of including some security to
S&P 500 and how this is supporting the EMH. Whenever there is an announcement
then it is always expected that the fund managers are going to be forced based on their
allocation in S&P 500 to buy this security, this is the reason behind this move. They
also found out that this move does not dissipate in the months going forward. These
finding are also compatible with Shleifer’s (1986) imperfect substitutes’ hypothesis.
Dhillon and Johnson also noticed that markets have become more informational
efficient since the adoption of future and option in 1983. Later on scheduled
macroeconomics announcements were studied by Ederinghton and Lee (1993), they
found out even the bulk of price adjustment occurs within first minute volatility
remains substantially higher for next fifteen minutes and even little for few hrs.
LeBaron et al., (1999) with Artificial Intelligence (AI) tried to mimic the market
conditions even to set expectations and later on test the results for those expectations
by also algorithms taking the role of traders. They were successfully able to replicate
different phenomenon including the fundamental and technical predictability,
volatility persistence and leptokurtosis. Even though this AI research was good
starting point but according to authors these kind of model are becoming more and
more complex and time will come when investors will be able to select representative
agent based on these studies.
Liang (2003) studied post earnings announcement and the information
processing biasness. There could be different biases like overconfidence in private,
and less reliable information and under confidence in more reliable information.
Author found out which were consistent with other studies that drift occurs when
there is overreaction by the investors based on private information and Daniel et al.,
(1998) and Fischer (2001) found similar results. Similarly for more reliable
information drift can show up due to under action of the investors which is same what
Griffin and Tversky (1992) based on Psychology and Bloomfield et al., (1998) found
based on accounting studies. Finally author also mentioned that due to imperfect
investor’s behavior of information processing can lead to this drift of post earnings
announcement. Batchuluum et al., (2014) based on their consumption portfolio
decision and agents limited information processing capacity they studied the portfolio
selection. They found out that when information processing capacity of the investors
fall then investors choose not to invest in more risky assets on average but still they
have some investments in the risky assets. Basically their finding is that with lower
information processing capacity investors become more risk averse.
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Historically there have been incidents like market crash with much
information why this happens, Parker (2016) based on information theory try to find
out what could be the reason for these incidents. Author finds out that when aspects of
probability, with information theory and dynamic diffusion are incorporated together
some of the causes of these kinds of events can be explained. Author also noticed that
even the circuit breakers on one hand halt delay the reaction because trader does not
have ability to act but it increases the variability of processing the information.
With all these studies we find out that even though some things can anomalous
but with time and research rational explanation of those incidents can be explained.
Similar to this there are several macroeconomic announcements which can impact the
markets. All these studies suggest the presence of efficient markets.
2.10.7 Tests for Private Information
This test is basically for any information which is not public. We have seen
that if somebody has some inside information he or she can exploit or take benefit of
that information and get abnormal positive return. Even some fund managers if
possible can exploit this information. According to Sharp (1966) and Jensen (1968)
found the evidence that it is tenuous at best if some analysts can exploit the private
information. Similarly there have been studies for the insider trading which also falls
in the same category. As far as private information studies are concerned Sharpe
(1966), Jensen (1968) and Fama (1970) have shown in their studies that majority of
fund managers have received negative net returns, Jensen even proposed a empirical
model which later on was also used by different researchers.
2.10.7.1 Insider Trading
Even though there are rules against insider trading. Insider trading is basically
trading with having any specific private information which can have impact on the
securities prices when becomes public. Some people illegally try to exploit this
information for their own benefit. There have been different studies in which research
has been done to see the impact of trading by corporate insiders and its impact on the
stock prices.
Studies specifically discussing about the private information are by Jaffe
(1974) and Seyhun (1986). Jaffe in his one study discussed about the corporate
officers, directors and large stockholders who can have access to the private
information and how this can reject the efficient market hypothesis. Main points for
his research were that based on the inside information the insiders trading is
widespread and insiders are violating the Security and Exchange Commission
regulations. Same year he also presented one more study discussing how regulations
can have impact on this insider trading. Seyhun (1986) in his study investigated
60,000 sale transactions from 1975 to 1981 and discussed the implications of these
kinds of transactions for the market efficiency and abnormal returns. Bhattacharya
and Daouk (2002) have found out that even there are insider trading laws in eighty
seven of the world countries but only thirty eight of these countries are forcing these
laws. When other variables are controlled then in the beginning cost to the equity does
not change much until exists the first prosecution based on these laws and then after
that cost of equity decreases considerably. Denis and Xu (2013) found out in their
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study that there have been higher equity incentives in the countries where there are
restrictions on insider trading. These incentives translate into higher executive pay.
But there are ways like the cross country investments which can be explained because
of insider trading laws in the home countries. Krishnan and Rangan (2015) analyzed
Indian market for the insider trading they found out that earnings announcement and
inside trade window yields positive returns. Collin-Dufresne and Fos (2016) studied
insider traders behavior empirically and their results find out that standard measures
of adverse selection and stock liquidity fail to show the presence of informed traders.
2.10.7.2 The Value Line Enigma
There have been also studies for the investors who do follow some investment
service and also get access risk adjusted returns. Holloway (1981) studied the impact
of value line investing services and its impact on the Efficient Market Hypothesis.
According their findings if investors are not buying and holding and transaction costs
due to active trading does not mature in to abnormal results but if investors decrease
their transaction cost by buying and holding then they can get abnormal returns with
this strategy. The studies supports the value line investing like the studies of Black
(1973), Holloway (1981), Copeland and Mayers (1982) and Stickel (1985) contrary to
that Huberman and Kandel (1990) found out that if the systematic risk associated with
value line investing are incorporated in the empirical models and when they
accounted then value line investing earn normal returns and it does not impact
Efficient Market Hypothesis. Fama (1991) based on his publication of Efficient
Capital Markets II studied the updates in the Efficient Market Hypothesis based on
the research and light during the previous twenty years. He covered all these topics
which we are covering over here. Womack (1996) analyzed different brokerage
houses and analysts recommendation and saw their impact on the stock market or
individual stock prices. Based on the buy sell recommendations of these analysts he
found out systematic discrepancies between pre-recommendation prices and eventual
values. He found out that analysts can have market timing and picking abilities
because initial reaction is large based on the recommendations. Even though these
recommendation most of the times coincide with new information about that security.
Still author saw for buy recommendation the mean drift is about +2.4% and for sell
recommendations these drifts is severe and mean value is about -9.1% and these drifts
extend for six months.
Zhang et al., (2016) investigates pre event trading behavior for value line
weekly rank change announcements. Their results show that there are abnormal
returns associated with pre event trading. They show that pre event traders basically
generate superior performance. According to them these abnormal returns are due to
asymmetry in information which causes this effect.
2.10.7.3 Mutual Funds
Similar to value line investing other option is the investment in mutual funds.
The studies regarding the returns of mutual funds depend on the factors like
selectivity and the timing of the investment and cashing out of the investments.
Mutual fund returns are also dependent on with which bench mark they are comparing
their results, how with which methods they are calculating their risk and reward and
finally as mentioned earlier what is their time period. Bjerring, Lakonishok and
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Vermaelen (1983) based on the Canadian market found out that investors who were
following advice of some advising company were able to get abnormal positive
results. Based on Henriksson-Merton test for timing the market Cumby and Modest
(1987) tested different analysts for the foreign exchange market and due to much
weaker timing parameter found out that the returns are consistent with standard
performance. Based on the empirical technique originally presented by Treynor and
Mazuy and the refined
Lee and Rahman (1990) investigated the timing and selectivity performance
for some of the mutual fund managers and they found out that due to better modeling
of micro and macro economic conditions during some range of time periods they can
get better results. As mentioned by the study by Grossman and Stiglitz (1980) that
there is always some price for the information gathering, based on this Ippolito (1989)
studied mutual fund managers and found out that managers at least earn more than
normal to compensate their own effort to collect that information. Later on in 1993, he
again went through this information and also other information for the fund managers
but he does not reject the Efficient Market Hypothesis. But the results basically fit to
the modified Efficient Market Hypothesis which takes account of the simple
preposition that information is not free. But later on Elton, Gruber, Das and Hlvalka
(1993) found out that the results found by Ippolito did not properly account for the
performance non S&P assets. They also found out that the funds with higher turnover
can perform better than low turnover. Basically there are different researchers who
believe that the due to the funds operating expenses they do not return much different
than the expected. There are studies which find that some funds try to show that they
having timing ability but that is not true. Like the study of Jagannathan and Korajczyk
(1986) theoretically and empirically found out that even investing in options and
levered investments show spurious market timing but that is always on the expense of
selectivity.
Grinblatt and Titman (1989) found out the even though it is not surprising that
even some fund managers have superior investment talent but still they can observe
abnormal performance based on the gross return and no evidence when costs and
expenses are subtracted. Again only possibility could be that these talented fund
managers only are able to capture most of the benefits of any superior investing
ability in the form of higher fees and expenses. Hartzmark (1991) researched based on
forecast ability and market timings; he basically tested about the consistent ability of
the investors. He found out that Investors having these skills perform better because
of systematically predicting the correct direction, but he shows that there is no
consistent tendency for any superior investor to have abnormal performance after
abnormal performance consistently which means that this based on mostly luck than
the actual performance. Brown, Wei and Wermers (2013) studied the mutual fund
herding due to the analyst buy or sell recommendations. They found out that
whenever there is consensus from analysts for buy rating then it results in herd of
mutual funds to buy this stock while negative revision can do the opposite. It seems
like investors mutual funds also overreact earlier period and then they adjust. Jagric et
al., (2015) based on Sharpe and Treynor rules that funds are diversified investigated
the risk adjusted performance of mutual funds and found out that almost all funds
outperform the market.
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Based on all these studies and some more which are based on the performance
of fund managers for the pension funds, we can say that markets are efficient because
no fund or investment manager can consistently beet the market.
2.10.8 Tests for Rational Fund Evaluation
There is lot of evidence that market are predominantly efficient based on any
new information. But even with same industries when we have different companies
they all have different valuations even based on the price to earnings ratio, that also
gives us the idea that it is not the overall market condition but also the individual
aspects of the firms also impacts the prices. Even when there is news for some
industry the effect of change in rice could be different for different firms of same
industry. When we rationally evaluate a company it is not that straight forward.
Researchers have also tried to find out especially for the developed world economies
if the markets are rationally valued. As we discussed it is not straight forward to
evaluate some firm rationally this is because of variance bounds and noise trader.
These two categories are being researched by the researchers.
Shiller (1979) studied long term interest rate variation and volatility based on
the variance bound phenomena. His intention for this study was to find a simple way
of understanding whether the data was well described by term structure expectations
model, but based on the observation that actual long term rates look completely
different from ex post rational long term rates. He found out that long term interest
rates vary far more than expected based on the short term rate movement. Shiller
(1981) also studied volatility in the stock markets; he found out that prices show too
much variation to be explained in terms of the random arrival of new information.
During same time frame Grossman and Shiller (1980) studied that the variability of
the stock prices can be attributed to the information regarding the rate of real interest
rates, which are related to the future economic activity. According to them the
discount factor which can be used for futuristic dividends is the marginal rate of
substitution between consumption today and in future. All these studies received as
always criticism.
One of the critiques is from Kleidon (1986) based on the non-stationary
situation of the stock markets due to large dis-continuous bull runs and crashes he
says that bound testing is not easy to do. That is why he says that when bounded
variance is properly defined and implemented then the random walk hypothesis
cannot be rejected. But still researchers which are satisfied with bonded variance
results have counter arguments for the Kleidon’s work. Based on the survey Gilles
and LeRoy (1991) show that first variance bound tests of the present value relation
showed striking evidence of access volatility of asset prices. But they also noticed that
the statistical significance of the results is marginal or impossible to assess. By using
lo linear asset pricing framework and a vector autoregressive approach to break down
the movement of the stock and bond returns and studying them with respect to future
dividends, inflation, short term interest rates and access returns Campbell and Ammer
(1993) studied the variability. They found out that most of the variability is due to the
change in expectations. They also noticed that Stock markets in the United States
observe higher volatility because they have two to three time higher standard
deviations than the standard deviation of the futuristic growth.
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Basically it is clear from these studies that the access volatility behavior of the
market is still unproven. To be clear about this we still probably need all the aspects
of political and economical variations and their causes into consideration to reach to a
final conclusion.
Other aspect of the rational valuation approach is the trader’s noise factor. In
1986, Summers (1986) tried to statistically test by using commonly used statistical
approaches and found out that these tests have very low power and due to that market
valuations can be different compared to rational expectations of the present value of
the cash flows and that shows up in the results of returns. Shleifer and Summers
(1990) and then De Long, Shleifer, Summers and Waldmann (1990) used a model
where irrational noise traders with some of their erroneous beliefs were able to affect
asset prices and were able to get al.,so higher returns. According to them this
unpredictability of beliefs of noise traders create a risk for the prices of assets in
which rational investors deter to invest. Due to this prices can diverge from the
fundamental even when there is no fundamental risk. De Long, Shleifer, Summers
and Waldmann (1991) also discussed how noise traders can thrive in the environment
when rational traders are deterred to arbitrage in the firms where noise traders are
active. Basically they have assumption in both of these paper in which noise traders
either can survive or even thrive in these markets.
Gilson and Kraakman (2014) in his book mentioned that even after the crises
still as far as the market efficiency is concerned information still has cost and
Efficient Capital Market Hypothesis (ECMH) is discussed. Even though there are
studies which some time give doubt about Efficient Market Hypothesis and some
empirical test also in their favor but still it is believed that the Markets are fast and
accurate and efficient even not in the form it was originally thought.
There have been some studies about how efficient the markets are Dann et al.,
(1977) and Patell and Wolfson (1984) and also Jennings and Starks (1985) have found
out that prices adjust to new information within 1 to 15 minutes of the news. Brooks,
Patel and Su (2003) also found out that if there is some unanticipated bad news then
in 20 minutes prices goes in one direction and then within two hrs it reverses to adjust
for overreaction on one side. Other study is by Raymond Brooks, Ajay Patel and Tie
Su (2003) for the equity market response for an un-anticipated event. Fama (1995)
also studied and found out that security prices adjust quickly to the new information.
Even though there have been some anomalies like effects of size, January, P/E,
Seasonal, Day of the Week, S&P, Weather, Over/Under Reaction and Volatility, and
there is still discussion how efficient the markets are but when EMH advocates say
markets are efficient that means all available information is already priced in the
market.
There are some critics of EMH like recently Stiglits and even Robert Shiller
but still EMH remains influential because there is no alternative theory explaining the
inefficiency of the markets. There have been Incomplete Revelation Hypothesis (IRH)
which extends the EMH by explicitly recognizing the costs associated with extracting
the statistics from available public data, Bloomfield (2002).
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2.10.9 Anomalies of EMH
Now we have background to say that some markets like developed ones like
UK, USA, Japan, some of the European and few in rest of the Asia are efficient and
others are not. Even when markets are efficient there could be some irregularities
which can be called market anomalies which can cause disruption. Because of some
critique due to different anomalous returns in the market Fama (1998) in his study
mentioned that it does not mean that we should be abandoning the efficient market
hypothesis because even market efficiency hypothesis believe that these anomalous
returns are by chance and based on information overreaction and even under-reaction
can be understood. Even he mentioned that long term anomalies are fragile and they
disappear as different measures are taken to measure them differently.
These anomalies are:
The Size effect.
The “Incredible” January Effect.
The P/E Effect.
The Day of the Week Effect (Monday/Weekend).
Seasonal
Over/Under Reaction
S&P’s Effect
Weather
Volatility
Most of these have been discussed under different headings earlier. Remaining
like The size effect, The Incredible January Effect, The P/E Effect, The Day of the
Week Effect, S&P’s Effect, Weather effect and Volatility Effect. One by one these
anomalies will be covered in this section.
2.10.9.1 Size Effect
Since the beginning of 1980s there have been studies which found that size
makes some different in the performance stock performance. According to some of
these studies based on risk adjusted profits, the stocks of small firms typically
outperform when compared to large firms. This is also true even for companies in
S&P 500 that small stocks tend to outperform relatively large ones. Keim (1983)
studied basically the size effect on the returns based on the data of 1963 to 1979 and
found out that size makes the returns abnormal but 50% of these gains are due to the
January effect. Cook and Rozeff (1984) studies two anomalies of size and Earning to
price ratio and found out that both of these effects are related to the stock return they
also found out dependence of returns on January effect.
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Clarke and Thomas (1995) based on their study for UK market during the time
period of 1955 to 1990 found out that based on overreaction hypothesis testing it
shows that previous losers have tended to outperform previous winners. Even though
this performance difference is economical insignificant but still they found probably
that is due to the size affect. Gandhi and Lusting (2015) when studying the returns of
US bank stocks based on their size found out that when categorized on the basis of
size of the balance sheet large banks have lower risk adjusted returns compared to
small and even medium size banks. This is true even though large banks are
significantly more levered.
2.10.9.2 The Incredible January Effect
Historically Stock returns have been seen higher in January compared to other months
of the year as also been discussed by Gould (1989). Rozeff and Kinney (1976) were
the first to find evidence about the higher returns in January. According to Branch
(1977) because investors sell their losers in December to take advantage of the Tax
Law and in January that impact is reversed they buy it and increase the value. That is
the reason that on monthly basis January returns become inflated. It has also been
noted that it could also been related to size of the company because mostly small
firms outperform in January compared to large firms as has been discussed by Keim
(1983) and Cook and Rozeff (1984). Thaler (1987) questions in his study if this is
purely due to Taxes because this impact has been seen in Japan also but there is no
Tax season in Japan. Same results have been noticed in Canada even when there was
not any capital gain tax. He mentioned that January effect is kind of special in
surprising ways, because it is very difficult to answer if this due to profitable trading
strategies.
2.10.9.3 The P/E Effect
It has been found that low P/E stocks generally outperform the higher P/E
ones. This can again be correlated with the size effect because buying at low P/E can
also mean smaller company. Basu (1977) studied 150 stocks each of higher, medium
and lower P/E. He found out that portfolio with low P/E values shows absolute higher
returns on risk adjusted basis when compared to higher P/E portfolio. As mentioned
earlier that Cook and Rozeff (1984) studies two anomalies of size and Earning to
price ratio and found out that both of these effects are related to the stock return.
2.10.9.4 The Day of the Week Effect
Based on the daily returns Keim found out that Friday returns are higher when
compared to Monday. This probably is due to the impact of weekend (inactivity)
included in Monday returns? But after the crash of 1987 this weekend or day of the
week impact disappeared after this crash and Monday became the best performing
day. French (1980) studied based on the 1953 to 1977 data that there is a tendency
that returns are negative on Monday and positive on all other working days. Agrawal
and Tendon (1994) studied markets of eighteen countries and nine of them showed
significantly negative returns on Mondays. Friday showed positive returns for
seventeen out of eighteen countries. Later on in his study Steeley (2001) found out
that during 1990s the weekend effect disappeared from the UK markets.
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2.10.9.5 S&P’s Effect
It has been found that whenever there is an announcement of some firm’s
inclusion in the S&P 500 or any other index then the price of that stock goes higher.
Harris and Gurel (1986) found out that because of new inclusion or exclusion
announcement institutional investors have to adjust their portfolio accordingly, prices
of the effected security changes due to that incident. Just like Harris and Gurel,
Sheifer (1986) also found out that after the inclusion announcement stock price is
impacted positively and increase happens up to about three percent. Similarly there
have been other studies for the inclusion of the stocks in NYSE and DOW industrial
groups and studies have found out that there is an up to 5% of increase in stock prices
for NYSE company inclusion.
2.10.9.6 Volatility Effect
There have been some studies to see if there has been some impact of
volatility behavior on the stock market return. Shiller (1981) and similarly LeRoy and
Porter (1981) when studies stocks and bonds based on their fundamentals and found
out that the volatility in stock prices is more than it should be based on their
fundamentals or implied volatility during the volatile periods. Schwert (1989) also
found out that during the periods of recession volatility is higher compared to regular
periods. Basically he tried to show that in addition to rational changes in the stock
returns there is also an irrational component involved in the change in stock prices.
This can also be seen in major stock downturns but especially the crash of 1987.
During this crash in one day market plunged 22.6%. Even though there have been
several factors for this like widening federal budget deficit, legislation, inflation,
falling dollar and also trade deficit. But rationally all these factors fundamentally
cannot explain 22.6% plunge in one day, that is the reason some economists conclude
that this is due to irrational behavior of investors which lead to the behavioral finance
studies.
There have been also studies about the weather effect but probably they are
not that critical, anyhow Saunders (1993) based NYSE information studied and found
out that market falls during the cloudy days. Similarly Hirshleifer and Shumway
(2001) found out based on twenty six country and data from 1982 to 1997 similar
results that returns are correlated with sunshine in almost all countries.
Even though these anomalies have been discussed but since these studies in
detail some of the anomalies have already minimized their impact on the stock
returns. Basically we can say with the findings of these anomalies and their
adjustment accordingly markets have become more efficient. As mentioned by
Schwert (2003) it seems like that the small firm anomaly has disappeared since the
initial publications of this anomaly. Probably that is the reason that developed
economies are more efficient than developing and new markets.

2.11 Adaptive Expectations and Rational Expectations
Expectations play a critical role in the financial markets as an example when
Federal Reserve expect that inflation is going to be an issue in future, based on this
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Federal Reserve sometimes hints or expected to increase the rates then value of dollar
index starts going up when everything else is same. This expected action can also
have impact on the bond markets. Based on this expectation impact can be seen in the
term structure of interest rate and the yield curve, ultimately this also has effect on the
stock markets. Main issue is how investors form their expectations. Initially especially
before 1960s expectations were mostly adaptive expectations. In adaptive expectation
about some variable, expectation are drawn based on the past values of that variable
and with time it changes again based on the previous adjustments. But there were
couple of issue with adaptive expectations one variable under consideration can
depend on other variables which can change, which means there is a need to
understand the dependencies and get al.,l the information. Secondly the expectations
can change very quickly based on the economic environment. Adaptive expectations
hypothesis states that future expectations of any economic event or variable is based
on the previous history of that variable. Variable values are basically shown by
technical analysis or indirectly the weak form efficiency test. Even Copeland and
Weston (1988) said that mistakes can teach and similarly expectations are made based
on the past experience.
Due to these issues with the adaptive expectations concept of rational
expectation was introduced. According to this investors and market participants form
their expectations based on all available information. All new information is being
introduced and updated to get to the right rational expectation. This rational
expectation basically used to get to best or optimal forecast based on complete
information. But the thing is whatever we predict based on the rational expectation is
still a forecast and it could be wrong if information based on which this forecast is
made turn out to be incorrect. When we apply rational expectation theory to the
financial markets it produces efficient markets theory. The efficient markets theory
assumes that all the information which could be past, current or expected future
events and could have impact on the cash flows of the specific security or the security
markets are translated into the price of those securities or assets. Expectations of any
security or even a market in the form of different variables have significant effect on
the stock market. This shows if we include all the variables which can have impact on
the independent variable, these variables could be in the form of past information and
rational expectations about the future in the form of these variables. Different
researchers have investigated different aspects of the expectation theory in their
research, some of which are included in this study.
According to Elton and Gruber (1991) even the betas (βs) in the asset pricing
models like CAPM and APT are the future and expected betas of that specific
security. Based on Grossman and Stiglitz (1980) and Milgram and Stokey (1982)
there are two theories of expectations like rational and adaptive expectations. As is
clear from the name the adaptive expectation explains that the future expectation is
formed based on the past experiences (basically adaptive). Investors and markets
make mistakes but they also learn from past mistakes based on the study of Copeland
and Weston (1988). Yes it is true that expectations are very critical in the performance
of the markets but the expectations are derived from the previous history.
When we go from adaptive expectations to rational expectations, that means
basically expectation of that variable based on the probability based on the earlier
data. Compared to adaptive expectation as technical analysis, rational expectations are
basically related to the fundamental analysis. Gwartney and Stroup (1987) studied the
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probable future inflation rate based on the expectations. Tesfatson (2005) categorized
rational expectation into two categories week-form and strong-form rational
expectations. If people do not make optimal use of the information for rational
expectation then this is called week-for rational expectation. On the other hand if
information has been used for its full potential then this is considered as strong-form
of rational expectation. This basically implies as of being semi-strong form of EMH.
According to Teffatsion (2005) for optimal analysis those variables should be
selected, that unexpected change in these variables also have impact on the stock
prices. There have been some studies based on the expected variables like the study of
Elton, Gruber (2004), which studied the rational behavior of S&P 500 index funds.
They found out that cash flows impact is less prominent compared to what is expected
according to rational behavior or expectation. Basically expectation is very dependent
on the human psychology and it could be different from person to person. Fyfe,
Marney et al.,, (1999) has argued that investor does not have common objective
model for expectation. This difference in expectation translates in the trading behavior
of the investor, which Badrinath and Wahal (2002) found in their study. Because
individual investors and experts make up the large investment institutions, that is the
reason even all institution do not have same expectations.

2.12 EMH and Behavioral Finance (BF)
There have been critics of Efficient Market Hypothesis. One critical point of
view is from behavior Finance. Previous forty years view is mostly in the favor of
Efficient Market Hypothesis. But due to bubbles of 1990s and even the crash of 2008
has pushed researchers to find out if there is human behavior which is also involved in
the valuations, economic cycles. Based on all these a new field of Behavior Finance
started emerging in academic journals. Ricciardi and Simon (2000) discussed
different aspects of behavior finance like overconfidence, financial cognitive
dissonance, the theory of regret and the prospect theory. When we need to study
behavior finance basically it should include behaviors and principles from three
different fields if finance, psychology and sociology. Because one investor’s mistake
can become other investors profit, due to that investors should also be aware of his
own mistakes and also the errors or mistakes of other investors. One of the themes of
behavioral finance is overconfidence. In both psychology and behavior finance
overconfidence is very critical. Over all as human being and especially as investors
forgetting is an inherent trait and similarly human does not learn from our past
mistake which is called cognitive dissonance. This failure to learn from previous
mistakes can add to overconfidence. As far as cognitive dissonance is concerned
investors try to convince themselves based on strategy and what they believe. They
try not to address the mistake but they try to justify it. In theory of regret if investor
has bought a security and if it has gone down he does not sell it to avoid the regret,
this is due to the emotions of the investor. Investors sometimes follow the crowd just
to have better and rationalized explanation especially when stock goes down. The
prospect theory deals with the concept that people do not always behave rationally. In
prospect theory, investors use decision weights instead of probabilities. If there are
two ways to make money, one option is to make 5000 and other option is 80%
probability to make 7000 and 20% to make 0. Rational decision could be to go for
5000, because that is 100 % chance if investor in his mind feels that there is more
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chance of loss. But in reality this is not the best option because of probability second
option can give 5600.
Ritter (2003) also puts forward basic introduction of behavior finance.
According to author, there is no single strategy which can make money consistently
that does not mean that markets are informational efficient. Basically he discussed
that when Japan’s and other countries had markets with higher valuations most people
shorted these markets too early and before these markets adjusts these short investors
were already wiped out of the market. Different incident like are Japan’s and Taiwan
markets in late eighties, and US, Europe and Hong Kong markets in late nineties,
even though these short sellers were right over the long time period. Author
mentioned that arbitrage forces which work well for high frequency events can be
very poor for low frequency events. Malkiel et al., (2005) presented the comparison of
EMH with behavior finance. Malkiel’s view about the EMH is that even if there is lot
more rational investors in the market to counteract and correct them even then there
should be at least some room for the irrationalility of the investors. As different
studies have shown that EMHs view is that neither individual nor the institutional
investors reliably and consistently outperform the market therefore it is pointless to
pay active management fees. Contrary to that behavioralists view point is that markets
are at least weakly predictable. They also say that small investors and typically day
trader can lose money consistently due to the behaviors of loss aversion and
overconfidence and these types of behaviors are not part of EMH. Common ground
for both of these camps is that individual investors should invest in broad based low
cost index fund just to at least minimize their cost.
Sewell (2011) studies the history of Efficient Market Hypothesis in his
research note with information from lot of old studies. According to his literature half
of these studies support EMH and most of them criticize this hypothesis. As
mentioned earlier most of the criticism started to come in public during the late
eighties and nineties. According to Fama (1970) efficient market means that market
valuation fully reflects all the information set. But this “fully” could put into question
about efficient market hypothesis. If “full information” is in question then EMH
should be false. According to author strictly speaking EMH is false but in spirit it is
profoundly true. But when there is no substitute then criticism is of no value.
Joo and Durri (2015) discussed about standard Efficient Market Hypothesis
and the progression towards the incorporation of Behavioral Finance in this
publication. As has been the case for traditional finance where concept of EMH
considers that all the information is already been considered when an investment
portfolio has been designed and the investors are rational. When psychological
aspects of human beings are considered, psychologists believe that investors are not
rational because their decisions are influenced by cognitive and psychological errors.
Incorporation of this concept into finance gave birth to the Behavioral Finance.
According to authors, new line of behavioral finance basically fills the gap between
reality or actual behavior and what is rational or expected. Bianchi et al., (2015)
worked on comprehensive multifractional model. Real and dynamic behavior of the
financial world is consistently challenging EMH for last few decades. Because EMH
and behavioral finance are two opposite paradigms, there is a need to address
coherence of both of these. Authors in this publication tried to put together very
parsimonious and versatile way to incorporate both market efficiency and
psychological driven mechanism like overreaction and under reaction. In this
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stochastic process authors stock price dynamics was described with the help of
functional random regularity parameters. Basically by doing this they tried to point
out complex dynamics of the markets. Thaler (2016) got into more detail about the
historical perspective f the behavioral finance. Since the inception of behavior finance
theory there have been other side of economists who still believe in EMH or the
standard models. These economists have even put forth different models in which
they have proves that psychology can be ignored. In this publication Thaler
introduced new approach based on two kinds of theories like normative models which
are based on the optimal solutions to the problem and the descriptive explanation how
human behave in that situation. According to him if some special variables like
irrelevant factors like framing and temptation are included in the economical models
then based on this explanatory power of these models can increased extensively.
Basically he is in favor of not thinking BF as a revolutionary field but try to
incorporate variables which can have explanatory power of human behavior in the
optimal solution model to get real, better and dynamic solutions from these models.
Author wants to study humans instead of economics and slowly after these studies all
economics will have incorporation of behavior and will result in high R2.
According to these studies it is clear still there is no specific or right or wrong
direction in this field but as Thaler mentioned when we will start to incorporate
human behavior variables in the models then we will have better and real life models
with better fitness. This is one of the reasons the selection of the technical variable
would give us some insight into the investor behavior or sentiment.

2.13 EMH and markets
In this section studies about the specific markets of our interest will be
covered as far as efficient market hypothesis is concerned. This will be just to see
these different markets are considered to be efficient based on all different studies. As
we have gone through EMH, expectations, different form of efficiencies and even the
behavior finance. We can say that live discussion and studies are being done to
incorporate both extreme ideas into one for the betterment of market efficiency
understandings.

2.13.1 EMH and US Markets
Because ideally even the most competitive and developed markets probably
are not strictly efficient, price history can be used for short term projection of the
markets compared to randomness of the markets. It has also been found that markets
can be termed as favorable games and there is always a probabilistically small chance
that a smart investor can exploit the markets for abnormal returns. Becker et al.,
(1990) tried to study the impact of US and Japanese markets on each other based on
previous day performances. For the period of October, 1985 to December 1988,
results show that S&P 500 previous day returns show up to 25% (7 to 25%) of
fluctuations in the Nikkei index. Japanese market has smaller impact on US
performance when compared and shows it around 11 to 18%. Even though these
results are significant but may be not enough to exploit them for abnormal results
because of higher costs in Japanese markets. Becker et al., (1992) again studied S&P
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500 and Nikkei 225 for intraday correlations between these two markets. They found
out that based on semi strong form of efficiency focal markets adjusts quickly to the
return information of other market based on the intraday data. De Ceuster et al.,
(1998) studied Dow Jones 30, FTSE 100 and Nikkei 225 for market efficiency based
on Benford’s law of psychological barrier. Results show that these markets follow the
Bradford’s law of psychological barrier which shows non uniformity of all three
markets and we can say that markets are efficient in this sense. Based on this
probabilistic behavior Zhang (1999) proposed to identify this probability with the help
of conditional entropy concept. Based on the food chain concept, author divided
market participants into two groups of producers and speculators. Producers provide
the market with negative energy which speculators feed on. When there is residual
negative energy it becomes almost impossible to arbitrage away because infinite
capital could be needed to make the price a perfect random walk. Shively (2003)
studied major stock markets of the world. He studied S&P 500, FTSE 100, Nikkei
225 and other major markets and found out that all these markets with statistical
significant evidence revert to middle regime. This nonlinear mean reverting process
confirms threshold random walk which shows that these markets show deterministic
and predictable element in them. Andrew (2004) reviewed the status of EMH at that
time because in its purest form hypothesis obviates from the active portfolio
management. Authors approach reconciles both opposing approaches of EMH and
behavioral finance. He calls this as Adaptive Market Hypothesis. This represents both
economic interaction and also the cognitive behaviors in the market based on the
human psychology.
There have been good deal of study for developed markets in relation to
efficient market hypothesis, in most of these studies found that these developed
markets follow close to EMH and random walk phenomenon. Coronel-Brizio et al.,
(2007) based on 1978 to 2006 US stock market data have shown that US markets
operate close to EMH. In this study authors focus was the Mexican markets but they
were comparing Mexican market with the Dow Jones industries for the comparison of
efficiency. They used four distinct methods like autocorrelation analysis, de-trended
fluctuation analysis, volatility analysis and standard deviation trending analysis. They
found out that even the Mexican markets especially after 2000 have shown similar
behavior as of Dow Jones. Eom et al., (2008) studied 60 different markets of the
world with the help of Hurst exponent and the hit rate for market efficiency and
predictability. Based on Hurst exponent and hit rate higher values for both of these
measures show predictability and less efficient markets. All emerging markets in their
study are less efficient and predictable compared to developed markets of US, UK,
Japan and other developed ones. Alvarez et al., (2008) studied dynamic behavior of
US stock markets on the basis of temporal variations with Hurst exponent which they
estimated with de-trended fluctuation analysis (DFA). For the data from 1928 to 2007,
they found out major trend breakthrough in 1972 which was the end of Bretton
Woods’s system. After end of Bretton Woods and the crash of 1987 based on new
rules US markets became operationally more efficient.
It has been studied based on the Adaptive Market Hypothesis (AMH) the
market efficiency changes with the time. It can be argued that the predictability of the
stock markets can be rationalized within the framework of Adaptive Market
Hypothesis. Kim et al., (2011) studied stock predictability based on the century long
data (1900 to 2009) of US markets. They used both daily and weekly closing numbers
for the Dow Jones Industrial Average. They used two techniques of autocorrelation
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test with variance and portmanteau statistics and also by implementing moving sub
sample windows of different lengths. They found out that predictability is driven by
the market conditions. For the time periods of two crashes 1929 and 1987 they
observed no predictability They also noticed that during the fundamental crises like
economic and or political with little uncertainty returns are highly predictable. But
during the bubbles this predictability is much less. According to them these different
behaviors during different times support the Adaptive Market Hypothesis. Nisar and
Hanif (2012) studied developed markets of Europe and North America for the market
efficiency. The markets they studied are NYSE, S&P, TSX (Canada), FTSE 100
(UK), CAC 40 (France), DAX 30 (Germany) and IBEX 35 (Spain). By using two
different statistical techniques like runs test and variance ratio test and using fourteen
years of daily and weekly data, they found out that NYSE, S&P, TSX, DAX and
IBEX are weal form efficient but FTSE and CAC does not follow Random walk.
Avarez-Ramirez et al., (2012) have found out based on 1929 to 2102 data that
still US markets are still efficient but the relative efficiency has decreased in recent 10
years. Degree of market efficiency was defined with the help of entropy concept.
According to authors most efficient period for the US markets was from 1973 to
2003. Based on that reference they concluded that during last decade market
efficiency has declined. Konak and Seker (2014) for the period of January 2001 to
November 2009 for FTSE 100, time just before financial crises. They found out based
on unit root tests of Augmented Dickey-Fuller and Phillips Perron that markets are
non stationary for this time period which means it follows random walk. They also
used GARCH (1,1) to study this and results found out that market follow random
walk and are weak form efficient. They also studied S&P 500 and found same result
that this market is also weak form efficient. Bentes (2014) studied G7 markets for
volatility by using Fractionally Integrated Generalized Autoregressive Conditional
Heteroscedasticity (FIGARCH) technique. She used data from January 1999 to
January 2009, from this data she found out long memory in conditional variance. First
of all she found out that FIGARCH model is more suitable for this kind of study.
According to the results small markets because of less liquidity are less efficient,
which can results in to correlated fluctuations. Bigger markets like US, England and
Japan exhibit lower correlation hence lower persistence levels.
Kristoufek and Vosvrda (2014) utilized long term memory, fractal dimension
and entropy for thirty eight different market indices to test their efficiency. Based on
their results they found out that efficiency is incorporated with more developed
markets. In other words as markets develop they become more efficient, in their case
US, western Europe and Japan markets are more efficient compared to Latin
American and South Asian Markets. Charles et al., (2015) studied the data of daily
returns after 1996 for US markets. They studied the return predictability of Dow Jones
Islamic and conventional portfolios and tested them with Martingale difference
hypothesis. Both of these portfolios show time varying predictability of the returns.
Which shows that these portfolios are behaving less efficient compared to the strict
version of EMH and due to that they basically following the Adaptive market
hypothesis. Even though both portfolios show similar efficiency behavior but seems
like Islamic are more efficient than the conventional one. Kim and Shamsuddin
(2015) studied the data from 1964 for US markets. They excluded the periods of
uncertainty around the crash of 1987. By using panel variance ratio and wild
bootstrapping techniques they did this study. They figured that after 1997 stock
returns have been unpredictable. They found out that large cap portfolio are prices at
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better efficiency than the small and medium cap portfolio, similarly returns from high
tech industries are far less predictable than those of non high tech industries.
Verheyden et al., (2015) employed multiple state of the art tests to test the
efficiency of markets in US, Europe and Japan. Because still there is not any
confirmation even after decades of study of EMH and new incorporation of Behavior
Finance aspect, authors used Adaptive Market hypothesis to test the efficiency of the
markets from three different areas of the world. Their results confirm the AMH
hypothesis. They also found that due to the 2008 crises US market is most prominent
as far as weak form Efficiency is concerned and European and Japanese markets
seems to be more consistent during this time period. To be specific they studied S&P
500, Euro Stoxx 50 and Nikkei 225. Using the techniques of wild bootstrap automatic
ratio test, Automatic Portmanteau test, Power transformed joint variance ratio test,
Chow-Denning multiple variance ratio test, Belaire-French and Contereras joint sign
test and even generalized special test, overall European stoxx and Japanese Nikkei
shows better results as far as efficiency of the markets is concerned when compared to
S&P 500.
Singh et al., (2015) studied seven major developed stock markets US, England
and Japan with also some emerging stock markets likes of China, India and Russia.
There study focus was basically the efficient behavior of these markets before and
after the 2008 crises. They show in this panel study the all the markets in focus
behaved well even after the crises as far as market efficiency is concerned probably
due to the market reforms and regulation. Even though they are able to see some
inefficiency in emerging markets in the panel study but probably not enough to
exploit it for abnormal returns. Erden and Ulucak (2016) studied G7 countries for
market efficiency. They used bootstrap causality approach for all these market to their
efficiency. Based on their results they found out that all G7 country markets follow
EMH and there is also availability of diversification benefits. Most of these studies
show that US markets are efficient.
2.13.2 EMH and UK Markets
Just like US markets UK markets are also one of the developed markets and
they should be informational efficient. Here are some studies which can show how
these markets behave as far as efficiency is concerned. Al-Loughani and Chappell
(1997) tested the FTSE-30 index for market efficiency when economic policies were
stable. They found out presence of random walk in the market. Even though crash of
1987 was also in the time frame they chose but the results before and after were not
appreciably different when compared to the whole period. De Ceuster et al., (1998)
studied Dow Jones 30, FTSE 100 and Nikkei 225 for market efficiency based on
Benford’s law of psychological barrier. Results show that these markets follow the
Bradford’s law of psychological barrier which shows non uniformity of all three
markets and we can say that markets are efficient in this sense.
Buckle et al., (1999) worked on the futures contract to test the Efficient
Market Hypothesis. They chose futures contract compared to the equity index because
it represents price in future and it is tradable security where as equity index is not.
They investigated time varying expected returns for the FTSE-100 stock index futures
contract. According to authors investors should build ex ante models of tradable
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securities for future. Using GARCH (1, 1) model results show that FTSE-100 futures
contact markets is weak form inefficient can be rejected. They also found out that if
there is any return predictability that is due to a failure to consider financial market
risk. Shively (2003) studied major stock markets of the world. He studied S&P 500,
FTSE 100, Nikkei 225 and other major markets and found out that all these markets
with statistical significant evidence revert to middle regime. This nonlinear mean
reverting process confirms threshold random walk which shows that these markets
show deterministic and predictable element in them.
Eom et al., (2008) studied 60 different markets of the world with the help of
Hurst exponent and the hit rate for market efficiency and predictability. Based on
Hurst exponent and hit rate higher values for both of these measures show
predictability and less efficient markets. All emerging markets in their study are less
efficient and predictable compared to developed markets of US, UK, Japan and other
developed ones. Hung et al., (2009) studied large and small capitalization stocks from
both TOPIX Tokyo Stock Price Index and FTSE Financial Times Stock Exchange by
using parametric and non parametric ratio tests. They found out that large cap indices
are weak form Efficient but for small caps this is rejected. Later they also confirmed
these results with the rolling multiple variance ratio tests. Basically that means that for
small caps for both TOPIX and FTSE indices exploitable strategies can be used to get
abnormal returns.
Nisar and Hanif (2012) studied developed markets of Europe and North
America for the market efficiency. The markets they studied are NYSE, S&P, TSX
(Canada), FTSE 100 (UK), CAC 40 (France), DAX 30 (Germany) and IBEX 35
(Spain). By using two different statistical techniques like runs test and variance ratio
test and using fourteen years of daily and weekly data, they found out that NYSE,
S&P, TSX, DAX and IBEX are weal form efficient but FTSE and CAC does not
follow random walk. Konak and Seker (2014) for the period of January 2001 to
November 2009 for FTSE 100, time just before financial crises. They found out based
on unit root tests of Augmented Dickey-Fuller and Phillips Perron that markets are
non stationary for this time period which means it follows random walk. They also
used GARCH (1, 1) to study this and results found out that market follow random
walk and are weak form efficient. They also studied S&P 500 and found same result
that this market is also weak form efficient.
Bentes (2014) studied G7 markets for volatility by using Fractionally
Integrated Generalized Autoregressive Conditional Heteroscedasticity (FIGARCH)
technique. She used data from January 1999 to January 2009, from this data she found
out long memory in conditional variance. First of all she found out that FIGARCH
model is more suitable for this kind of study. According to the results small markets
because of less liquidity are less efficient, which can results in to correlated
fluctuations. Bigger markets like US, England and Japan exhibit lower correlation
hence lower persistence levels. Kristoufek and Vosvrda (2014) utilized long term
memory, fractal dimension and entropy for thirty eight different market indices to test
their efficiency. Based on their results they found out that efficiency is incorporated
with more developed markets. In other words as markets develop they become more
efficient, in their case US, western Europe and Japan markets are more efficient
compared to Latin American and South Asian Markets. Purmonen and Griffin (2015)
used different technique of machine learning combined with investment strategies to
study EMH for FTSE 100. Based on their analysis they found out that no machine
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learning algorithm or investment strategy was able to get abnormal returns over the
market which shows that markets are informational efficient and follow the EMH.
Dos Santos (2015) based on the study of Austria, Holland, France, Germany,
Swiss and FTSE100 markets studied Adaptive Market hypothesis and how this
concept have managed to employ concepts of EMH and Behavioral Finance and how
this has become evolutionary approach. Singh et al., (2015) studied seven major
developed stock markets US, England and Japan with also some emerging stock
markets likes of China, India and Russia. There study focus was basically the efficient
behavior of these markets before and after the 2008 crises. They show in this panel
study the all the markets in focus behaved well even after the crises as far as market
efficiency is concerned probably due to the market reforms and regulation. Even
though they are able to see some inefficiency in emerging markets in the panel study
but probably not enough to exploit it for abnormal returns. Erden and Ulucak (2016)
studied G7 countries for market efficiency. They used bootstrap causality approach
for all these market to their efficiency. Based on their results they found out that all
G7 country markets follow EMH and there is also availability of diversification
benefits. Just like US markets UK markets are also very consistent as far efficiency of
the markets are concerned.
2.13.3 EMH and Japan Markets
Becker et al., (1990) tried to study the impact of US and Japanese markets on
each other based on previous day performances. For the period of October, 1985 to
December 1988, results show that S&P 500 previous day returns show up to 25% (7
to 25%)of fluctuations in the Nikkei index. Japanese market has smaller impact on US
performance when compared and shows it around 11 to 18%. Even though these
results are significant but may be not enough to exploit them for abnormal results
because of higher costs in Japanese markets. Becker et al., (1992) again studied S&P
500 and Nikkei 225 for intraday correlations between these two markets. They found
out that based on semi strong form of efficiency focal markets adjusts quickly to the
return information of other market based on the intraday data.
Tse (1995) based on two approaches of Error Correction Model (ECM)
studied Nikkei Index. Author studied the relationship between spot and future indices
of Nikkei. He found out that based on long run lagged changes futures price index
affect the short term adjustment in the spot index. Based on their results the VAR
models performance is better than martingale model and time series performance is
least of all three techniques. Which shows that based on ECM results spot index can
be predicted based on past price information of both spot and future indices, means
Nikkei is not that informational efficient. De Ceuster et al., (1998) studied Dow Jones
30, FTSE 100 and Nikkei 225 for market efficiency based on Benford’s law of
psychological barrier. Results show that these markets follow the Bradford’s law of
psychological barrier which shows non uniformity of all three markets and we can say
that markets are efficient in this sense.
Shively (2003) studied major stock markets of the world. He studied S&P 500,
FTSE 100, Nikkei 225 and other major markets and found out that all these markets
with statistical significant evidence revert to middle regime. This nonlinear mean
reverting process confirms threshold random walk which shows that these markets
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show deterministic and predictable element in them. Eom et al., (2008) studied 60
different markets of the world with the help of Hurst exponent and the hit rate for
market efficiency and predictability. Based on Hurst exponent and hit rate higher
values for both of these measures show predictability and less efficient markets. All
emerging markets in their study are less efficient and predictable compared to
developed markets of US, UK, Japan and other developed ones. Kim and Shamsuddin
(2008) based on martingale hypothesis and multiple variance ratio tests they studied
markets of Hong Kong, Japan, Korea, Taiwan, Indonesia, Malaysia and Philipines and
found out that Hong Kong, Japan, Korea and Taiwanese markets are weak-form
efficient but Indonesia, Malaysia and Philippines are not efficient. On the other hand
Singaporean and Thai markets became efficient after Asian crises.
Hung et al., (2009) studied large and small capitalization stocks from both
TOPIX Tokyo Stock Price Index and FTSE Financial Times Stock Exchange by using
parametric and non parametric ratio tests. They found out that large cap indices are
weak form Efficient but for small caps this is rejected. Later they also confirmed these
results with the rolling multiple variance ratio tests. Basically that means that for
small caps for both TOPIX and FTSE indices exploitable strategies can be used to get
abnormal returns. Bentes (2014) studied G7 markets for volatility by using
Fractionally Integrated Generalized Autoregressive Conditional Heteroscedasticity
(FIGARCH) technique. She used data from January 1999 to January 2009, from this
data she found out long memory in conditional variance. First of all she found out that
FIGARCH model is more suitable for this kind of study. According to the results
small markets because of less liquidity are less efficient, which can results in to
correlated fluctuations. Bigger markets like US, England and Japan exhibit lower
correlation hence lower persistence levels.
Kristoufek and Vosvrda (2014) utilized long term memory, fractal dimension
and entropy for thirty eight different market indices to test their efficiency. Based on
their results they found out that efficiency is incorporated with more developed
markets. In other words as markets develop they become more efficient, in their case
US, western Europe and Japan markets are more efficient compared to Latin
American and South Asian Markets. Verheyden et al., (2015) employed multiple state
of the art tests to test the efficiency of markets in US, Europe and Japan. Because still
there is not any confirmation even after decades of study of EMH and new
incorporation of Behavior Finance aspect, authors used Adaptive Market hypothesis
to test the efficiency of the markets from three different areas of the world. Their
results confirm the AMH hypothesis. They also found that due to the 2008 crises US
market is most prominent as far as weak form Efficiency is concerned and European
and Japanese markets seems to be more consistent during this time period. To be
specific they studied S&P 500, Euro Stoxx 50 and Nikkei 225. Using the techniques
of wild bootstrap automatic ratio test, Automatic Portmanteau test, Power transformed
joint variance ratio test, Chow-Denning multiple variance ratio test, Belaire-French
and Contereras joint sign test and even generalized special test, overall European
stoxx and Japanese Nikkei shows better results as far as efficiency of the markets is
concerned when compared to S&P 500.
Fukuda (2015) studied the impact of Abenomics on the Japanese market. Even
though this paper is not directly related to market efficiency but it gives the dynamics
of the Nikkei market as far as local and foreign investments are concerned. For the
recent implementation of fiscal policy and quantitative easing there seems to be
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asymmetrical behavior for both local and foreign investors. Author found out that
most of the shocks on Abenomics were at the night time even this was revealed in the
morning time which shows that foreign investors showed more dynamic and active
response compared to local investors. Singh et al., (2015) studied seven major
developed stock markets US, England and Japan with also some emerging stock
markets likes of China, India and Russia. There study focus was basically the efficient
behavior of these markets before and after the 2008 crises. They show in this panel
study the all the markets in focus behaved well even after the crises as far as market
efficiency is concerned probably due to the market reforms and regulation. Even
though they are able to see some inefficiency in emerging markets in the panel study
but probably not enough to exploit it for abnormal returns.
Erden and Ulucak (2016) studied G7 countries for market efficiency. They
used bootstrap causality approach for all these market to their efficiency. Based on
their results they found out that all G7 country markets follow EMH and there is also
availability of diversification benefits. M’ng and Mehralizadeh (2016) studied
different Asian markets including Nikkei 225 futures by using principle component
analysis technique (PCA) and artificial neural network (ANN). When they used
different technical analysis indicators like RSI, MACD, MACD Signal, Stochastic
Fast %K, Stochastic Slow %K, Stochastic %D, and ultimate Oscillator then they
found out that annual mean returns with these technical indicators are higher than buy
and hold strategy which is against the random walk hypothesis or efficiency of the
markets. Again most of the studies show that just like US and England markets
Japanese market behaves efficiently whether it is EMH behavior of AMH behavior.
2.13.4 EMH and China Markets
As far as China market is concerned there is still discussion in process whether
these markets are efficient or not. Most of the studies lean towards inefficiency of the
Chinese markets. About fifteen years ago Mookerjee and Yu (1999) based on both
Shanghai and Shenzhen based on daily returns found out significant inefficiencies.
According to them this can be traced to unique structure and institutional problems.
They also found that there is significant positive holiday effect but no January effect.
Zhangwu (2003) empirically studied China stock market and found out that there is
negative relation between beta and stock returns. He also found out that there is also
predictive power in the firm size, book to market equity and the price earnings ratios.
These results are contrary to the efficient market hypothesis. Based on the exiting
evidence that emerging markets are influenced by different set of rules, Cao et al.,
(2005) used artificial neural networks to predict the price movement for the Shanghai
Stock Exchange. They found out that these tools show better returns compared to the
standard tools for modeling at least for China market, which shows that China market
shows behavior of non efficiency.
Mahajan et al., (2013) studied Shenzhen stock exchange for efficiency of the
market by serial autocorrelation and non parametric run tests. They found out that
unlike Indian stock market Chinese market is not weak form efficient. Chang, Luo
and Ren (2014) studied short selling and margin trading in China market price
efficiency. They checked the implication of ban on both short selling and margin
trading they found out that when ban was lifted they found there were negative and
returns, higher market efficiency lower volatility. They also found out that one reason
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for the intensification in the short selling is correlated to the higher market efficiency
but both intensification in short selling and also margin trading are correlated with
lower volatility. Finally they notices that short sellers are informed traders but these
traders and margin investors are not market de-stabilizers actually by doing so they
decrease the volatility in the returns.
Kiling and Gao (2005) found out that existence of anomalies based on
calendar and time in Chinese markets denies the Efficient Market Hypothesis. Lao
and Singh (2011), studied both Indian and China markets for herding behavior, they
found out that in China market herding behavior is more prominent when markets are
going down compared to the Indian market where herding behavior is more prominent
during the upswing. Compared to China’s it is less prominent in Indian markets.
Singh et al., (2015) studied seven major developed stock markets US, England and
Japan with also some emerging stock markets likes of China, India and Russia. There
study focus was basically the efficient behavior of these markets before and after the
2008 crises. They show in this panel study the all the markets in focus behaved well
even after the crises as far as market efficiency is concerned probably due to the
market reforms and regulation. Even though they are able to see some inefficiency in
emerging markets in the panel study but probably not enough to exploit it for
abnormal returns. Huang and Lee (2016) found out that all of the stock markets in
Chinese markets are being governed by mean reverting process which is inconsistent
with EMH. If we know that by mean reverting we can find future values of market
then this becomes inefficient. Unlike studies for US, England, Japan markets most of
the studies for Chinese markets show that markets when compared to other major
markets, Chinese markets show inefficient behavior.
Now literature on different aspects of EMH is covered, as it is discussed in
this section that based on the Efficient Market Hypothesis (EMH) stock prices reflect
all the information. When new information comes into the market then it is absorbed
in the market price very quickly. This information could be for the individual
economy or for the global economy because due to liberalization we can see effect on
the performance of stock markets even if the information is from China, Japan or at
least from different major economies. These price changes normally have all the
expectations in the price value and when there is some change in the expected value
price adjusts according to that. Before final price is adjusted due to behavior aspect in
the market it changes sentiment of the market through Volatility, Liquidity, and
Momentum. Then there is also impact on the markets of variables like Interest rates,
exchange rates, employment generation. Finally adjustment in the value of the stock
or Index takes place based on these variables.
Based on the literature review for Efficient Market Hypothesis, overall it can
be said that most of the developed country stock markets are efficient but the China
one still shows more inefficiencies. Dhankar et al., (2016) studied relevance and
evolution of Adaptive Market Hypothesis. In this review article they studied how
EMH have been evolved into adaptive market hypothesis (AMH). According to them
markets are efficient but they need little adaptive behavior towards the information.
Prakash (2016) also studied the market efficiency and found out that when we have
efficient capital markets then private sector flourishes. Overall we can say that US,
UK and Japanese markets are EMH efficient or AMH efficient but in case of Chinese
markets at least we can say that these markets are not efficient as far as efficient
market hypothesis is concerned. Based on all this information we can say that
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markets are efficient some are more or some are less and this has been seen
specifically that developed markets become efficient with the passage of time as the
markets and economies become more developed.
With the combination of capital asset pricing models and progression of
efficient market hypothesis with behavioral finance and adaptive market hypothesis
we can still develop some models which can show some predictability of the markets
going forward. Based on the literature review for all variables, theoretical back
ground and different aspects on Asset pricing models we can combine these different
technical and fundamental variables with co-movements of stock market returns for at
least for selected countries and develop proposed econometric models.

2.14 Conclusions
After going through the literature review for different aspects of stock markets
and selecting the variables different data ranges are selected based on the inflationary
and deflationary environments. For US indexes between 1995 to start of 2015; this
time frame will cover most recent markets ups and downs specifically 1999/2000 and
2008/2009 crashes with in between bull runs for the markets and inflationary and
deflationary pressures for the economy. In addition to US, England, Japan and China
which are next three major economies based on their data availability plan is to test at
least for ten to fifteen years of data. Due to data availability issues Pakistan market
will not be considered for this study. Regarding the Pakistan’s market there is also an
issue of inactivity after crash of 2008 when there was no activity during that time and
relationship between interest rate and equity market becomes spurious.
In literature these variables have been studied with different perspective and
not collectively researched at the same time. Especially research has not been focused
around impact of inflationary and deflationary time frames for all these countries
especially US, England Japan and China. Purpose in this study will be to formulate
relationships of these variables with each other and final impact on the stock market
returns based on the historical prices different models.
In overall literature review we have seen that there have been attempts to
study mostly the impact of individual variables on the economy or the stock markets.
Most of the times especially for liquidity and volatility research are basically basic
research to find out how these things could be calculated. Then there is some basic
research to see the impact of individual, or couple of variables and even some
macroeconomic variables on the economy or stock markets. There are few attempts to
see the impacts of more than couple variables on the markets or on the individual
stock processor returns but again that is either only on fundamental side or totally on
technical side. In this study we will have combination of macroeconomic variables,
which have impact on the overall economy with some human behavior, and
sentimental values which are basically technical indicators and one or two
fundamental variables like price to earnings ratio or sales to earnings to include some
fundamental aspect of the equity or the market. Hoping by setting up these time series
of stock market with all these variables to cover macro, fundamental and humane
aspects like sentiment and momentum indicators, we will be able to have complete
and comprehensive model for risk analysis and evaluation purposes. One point is to
see the impact of all these variables we have selected on the stock market return and
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also see if there is relationship of other country returns on the return of the
independent variables returns.
Having selected all this variables in this study, data for these variables will be
collected from available resources and arrange that data according to STATA
software package requirements. Then based on econometric requirements this data
would be tested for stationarity, autocorrelation, multicollinearity, heteroscedasticity
and Granger causality. I will have study of these variables through unit root tests and
Granger Causality to finalize and adjust these variables. At the end I will be
developing empirical models based on the existing data this model with be based on
the previous history and hopefully will be able to correctly forecast for future and
minimizing the risk. This model will be developed after trying different econometric
techniques and selecting which works better for our data. First based on the structure
of the data it will be decided which techniques will be appropriate and then apply that
technique for modeling.
There is a possibility that if all the data is stationary at level then we would use
only simple regression analysis otherwise there is possibility of using Johanson
approach with Vector Error Correction model (VECM). If stationarity level is not at
level or first basically it is mixed then we would be using Autoregressive Distributed
Lags (ARDL) technique with VECM for long and short term relationships. Also we
also know that due to lot of volatility in the data we could see some heterocsedasticity
in this case we would at least try to use Autoregressive Conditional Heterocsedasticity
(ARCH) and Generalized Autoregressive Conditional Heterocsedasticity (GARCH)
techniques if our data permits it.
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CHAPTER 3

PLAN OF WORK AND METHODOLOGY
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In this study mainly there are two time frames for each country of study 2002
to 2008 and 2008 to 2016. These time frames are selected because after the
disturbances of Y2K and September 11 incidents in the US market started
normalizing around 2002 and till 2008 worldwide markets did not see any issue. But
the financial crises of 2008 and 2009 changed lot of things for major markets and
economies of the world. For Japan overall analysis from 2002 to 2016 is also done
because Japan is still under deflationary pressures. For US also selected one more
time frame from 1995 to 2002 just to see the one more time frame for comparison.
We have selected variables which have some monetary and momentum attributes.
Even technical variables of liquidity, illiquidity and money flow index show some
monetary reference in their calculations. Liquidity and illiquidity provide overall
liquidity of the markets and economy but money flow index shows how much money
is moving in and out of the markets. These flows of liquidity also show momentum in
the markets similar to the volatility. Fundamental variables of exchange rates, treasury
rates, money supply and unemployment numbers represent the country level activity
of the markets and economy.
With this approach with appropriate modeling approach we are able to find
impact of different variables for different time frames for all four countries. We are
also able to see if these markets are weak, medium or strong form efficient with the
incorporation of technical variables. With this design we can also see which
fundamental variable has statistical significant for different time frames and for
different countries. Finally we are also able to see the linkages of different markets
with each other. From literature review and even with proposed models in this study
we can see that Japan is base line case for deflationary pressures because she has not
achieved goals of inflation consistently for last more than twenty five years. If Japan
market or economy develops some relationship with any other economies that may be
considered as not good even for that market or economy.
Since 2008 even USA and England have reduced their discount rates close to
zero with Quantitative Easing (QE) just like Japan to increase inflation and reduce
deflationary pressures. With our modeling approach this could show in the form of
market linkages for different countries. For these models data is selected from
different sources, which is discussed in the next section.

3.1 Data Collection
Main focus is to collect data for countries of our selection United States,
United Kingdom, Japan and China at least for the period which should at least cover
both time frames like the time frame at least from 2002 to 2008 and 2008 to 2016 and
if possible for the period before 2002. This way at least we will be able to analyze
impact of different technical, micro and macro variables and also if there are any
linkages and if these linkages have changed during these time frames. Keeping this
focus data has been collected from different resources like Federal Reserve site,
Investing and yahoo web sites. Main data is for different markets like for US data for
SPY which represents S&P 500 market and this is the major and broadest market for
United States. For UK FTSE 100, for Japan Nikkei 225 and for China Shanghai Index
market data is collected. Data collected for these markets is monthly data just to use
not too short term periods like daily or weekly to avoid short term volatility and not
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even that long term of quarterly or yearly to avoid more stability compared to short
term time periods.
After collecting this data for required time frame, other variables like liquidity,
illiquidity, volatility and money flow index is calculated from the monthly variation
of this data. Data for rest of the variables like unemployment, Exchange rates, ten
year treasury yields and crude oil prices are collected from different internet site but
mostly from Federal Reserve site. To test the linkages for these markets with each
other if one country’s return is dependent on other countries returns are added as
independent variables for all these countries for all time frames. Data for all markets
was split depending on the availability for at least two periods (2002 to 2008 and
2008 to 2016) and possible for third period (1995 to 2002) this is only for US. At least
for US and UK these periods can be periods of inflationary or deflationary periods
because before 2008 it was inflationary and for periods after 2008 it can categorized
as deflationary period. For Japan all time periods are basically periods of deflationary
pressures, as mentioned earlier that Japan is consistently under deflationary pressures
for last about twenty five years. As mentioned earlier inflationary periods are defined
as when central banks are trying to control inflation with stricter monetary policy and
deflationary periods are when central banks have loose policy in place to fight the
deflationary pressure. Based on closing prices and volumes liquidity, illiquidity,
volatility and money flow index values were calculated.
Here are the formulas to calculate these technical variables:
Liquidity was calculated based Amivest Liquidity ratio as follows
Liquidity = Sum (Volume*Close Price)/sum (abs return)

For illiquidity formula is as follows:

=

∑

,

3.1

.

Where DT is number of times, |RIt,T | Average return on time t and VIt,T volume at
time t.
Volatility is calculated based on the standard deviation of percentage return and then
calculate this as annualized volatility. And Money flow index is calculated as follows:
Typical Price = (High + Low + Close)/3

3.2

Money Flow = Typical Price * Volume

3.3

Money Ratio (MR) = PMF/ NMF

3.4

Where PMF is positive money flow and NMF is negative money flow during the
selected period. Finally Money Flow Index is calculated as follows:
MFI = 100-(100/(1+MR))= PMF*100/(PMF+NMF)

3.5

After collecting all this data for all these countries and aligning them and
splitting this data based on the time frames then all this was tested for different basic
parameters like stationarity, autocorrelation, and heteroscedasticity extra to stream
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line the data for different analysis. Based on this analysis we have to decide if we
have to run OLS or Johanson Integration technique, Auto Regressive Conditional
Heteroscedasticity
(ARCH),
Generalized
Auto
Regressive
Conditional
Heteroscedasticity (GARCH) or Autoregressive Distributed Lag (ARDL) approach
for different time series and group of time series. Most promising techniques for the
analysis of these many variables of heteroscedastic nature and variability will be multi
variable GARCH or ARDL.
After these testes we found out that all of the selected variables are not
stationary at level and some of them are stationary at level and some of them are
stationary at Ist level. Due to this property of all the variables the best selection
becomes the Auto regressive distributed lag (ARDL) approach was selected for the
econometric analysis. Before using ARDL approach after making all the variables
stationary multivariable GARCH approach was also tried but was not able to achieve
convergence of the data and sometimes post estimation tests were not successful.
Some other times error of flat log likelihood was observed. Due to these issues
because first of all we need to change the variables to make them stationary at level
and then these fitness issues we finally decided to run ARDL technique. With this
technique we can study short term and long term relationships even in the shape of
Vector Error Correction Model, which make this technique strong and analysis.
Plan is to analyze the relationship of market indexes with different momentum
or investor sentiment variables like liquidity, volatility and money flow index extra
and other fundamental variables like exchange rates, treasury rates, unemployment,
crude oil price and M2 money supply and also if one market like US is selected as
dependent variables then other three country returns are selected as independent
variables just to see global impact and also other major economies impact on the
dependent variable. We can divide these variables into three groups one technical
other two are fundamental but one group based on local market and other based on
global impact. When we consider market at country level then some of these
fundamental variables can be considered as micro in nature like unemployment,
exchange rates and ten year treasury rates and other fundamental variables like crude
oil and linkage to other market returns are macro in nature because that impact is
coming from global perspective.
As we know based on the original Fama’s EMH, there have been some
updates and adjustments which are described in previous chapter of literature review.
Most of the studies for modeling of stock market returns are done based on the
macroeconomic variables and the application of Arbitrage Pricing Theory (APT) but
in our case technical variables like liquidity, illiquidity, volatility and money flow
index has also been picked for this study. We have also found out that all of four
countries which have been selected for this study are also not weak form efficient and
also other markets even though are weak form efficient but their efficiency depends
on the time and the economic situation. There are also more questions about the
human behavior and investor sentiment in different situations of the market
performance based on the economic situation for different countries. Because
liquidity, volatility and money flow in the markets depends on the human behavior
and momentum in the market at that time due to the behavior of the investors. These
technical variables will give some aspects of the human behavior and the investor
sentiment in the market.
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As Fama (1991) has mentioned in the review of EMH that EMH alone cannot
be testing until this is modeled with the CAPM or APT asset pricing models. APT has
an advantage of using more than one variable which can also eliminate the joint
hypothesis problem. When we will have efficient or inefficient markets based on
selected variables in our model we will be able to get some relationships for the stock
market returns.
Based on the strict EMH it is impossible to consistently obtain abnormal
returns based on the existing information which can be in the form of share price
volume or any other fundamental information. As it has been discussed in detail that
weak form efficient markets historical price action already been incorporated in the
current price of the market. Based on this, technical variables will not be able to
predict the future performance of the markets. Even though this is the prominent view
about the market efficiency but there are critics and professionals based on available
resources have shown better performance than the regular investors. For semi strong
form of the efficient market hypothesis even fundamental variables (micro and macro)
are already incorporated in the price of the market. That means even by using
expected fundamental variables markets cannot be predicted or both technical and
fundamental analysis cannot be used to get abnormal results consistently. For strong
form is the most restrictive which says even technical, fundamental and even any
private information if available cannot be used to get abnormal returns. When we say
consistently that means still there is some chance that one investor or professional can
use all this information to get some abnormal returns that is the reason it EMH
progressed to Adaptive Market Hypothesis (AMH) which also incorporates the
situation of situation of the market at that time.
Because in this study we will be using the combination of technical and
fundamental variables we will also be testing both weak form efficiency and semi
strong form efficiency for different markets. If these variables either technical or
fundamental will explain the market return with statistical significance then if markets
are more weak form or semi strong form efficient can be analyzed from the proposed
model.

3.2 Market Returns and Variables
Even though the valuation of the markets should be based on the fundamentals
of the markets but due to the momentum of the market and the human behavior the
behavior of market is not ideally based on the fundamental variables and market can
stretch its valuations either way because most of the time even based on P/E ratios
these numbers are not ideal based on the history. Also as mentioned in different
studies in chapter 3 there have been proof that liquidity, volatility and even the money
flow to and from the market can also have some impact on the performance of the
markets. Four variables liquidity, illiquidity, volatility and money flow index are
shown to have some aspect of momentum, investor sentiment, and herding and human
behavior aspects of the investors in the market. All these variables do not show a
typical behavior of positive or negative impact on the markets because that depends
on the market situation. In case of bullish market behavior same variable of volatility
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can have different behavior compared to when market is behaving bearishly. In the
case of liquidity if markets have excess liquidity then probably it performs well and
when there is a problem of illiquid markets then this can have negative impact. These
are the expected trends for these technical variables but these can change with other
aspects of market behavior. Especially the historical behaviors of the markets
compared to economic growth can be different when compared to previous eight
years when markets have abundance of liquidity in the market but GDP growth is not
that high.
Country level fundamental variables which have been selected for this study
are exchange rates, 10 year treasury rates, M2 Money supply, and unemployment.
Exchange rates can have different impact on the economy of the country depending
on if that country is net importer or exporter. We have seen this since 2008 we have
seen all countries or regions like Europe are systematically trying to have their
currency cheaper to get the benefit or exporting more to other countries. Only
exception for last few tears is the US which has appreciating currency compared to
other major and even emerging economies. But id US is net importer then this can
help the US consumer to get cheaper goods but government can have bigger deficit on
their hand. 10 year treasury rate was picked because in most developed countries the
rates after the 2008 crises are close to zero and are fixed for almost seven years till the
Federal Reserve increased it by 0.25 points at the end of 2015. In case of Japan
Interest rates are zero for most of last twenty five years and in last few years they
have gone in negative direction. Similarly for Europe after 2008 the rates were close
to zero and now these rates are negative. Due to these circumstances 10 year for all
these countries make sense.
Theoretically expected lower rates should be better for economic growth but
in recent years lower rates have been the symbol of issues in the economic growth.
Still whatever the situation, 10 year treasury can show better relationship compared to
Federal bank interest rates. Unemployment was picked because this is better variable
to find information for different countries based on monthly bases. Still for China
unemployment number are not available. This variable was selected to have labor
costs in the form of some proxy variable for this model. Even though for developed
markets of US, England and Japan there is not a pressure for labor costs even with
historically low unemployment numbers. For China markets even though we don’t
have unemployment numbers but still due to deflationary pressures for last few years
labor cost impact is not significant. Money supply is a major fundamental variable
which theoretically should have positive impact on the market returns in all cases and
we have seen in literature review and even practically based on the performance of all
major markets in the world.
Based on global perspective four variables picked are crude prices (WTI) and
returns of other three markets when one market return as the dependent variable. So in
case of US market return (SPY), independent variables based on global perspective
would be crude prices, British market (FTSE100) returns, Japan market (Nikkei 225)
returns and China market (Shanghai Index) returns. Crude prices on one side shows
demand of crude or energy in the world it also can be used as inflation proxy because
when we have higher crude prices it translates to the consumer as expense and
consumer price index. Other stock market returns as independent variables can show
any shock originating from other parts of the world and also if there is co-movement
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and significant linkages for different times horizons and also if there is any change
with these time horizons.
After the model development we will see how these variables have impacted
the markets and if there is change in the behaviors with different time horizons of
inflationary and deflationary pressures. We will also find out if these variables have
different impact for different countries.

3.3 Descriptive Statistics
Before going to modeling, in this section descriptive statistics for all countries
with all variables is going to be discussed. Table 3.1 to 3.4 provide complete picture
of descriptive statistics for US, Japan, England and China.
Based on table for US we can see that mean returns have decreased
successively with passage of time. Similarly median has decreased. Other than returns
most of the US variables have seen more volatility in successive time frames based on
max-min information. Overall based on mean values Liquidity has increased but
exchange rate has decreased. From the data it is also clear that most of the time series
distributions are moderately skewed and have platikurtic distribution which means
that they have high tail distribution. On global side based on crude mean values it is
clear overall crude priced have gone up with successive time frames.
Based on table for Japan we can see that mean returns were high during the
2010 to 2016 time frame compared to 2002 to 2008 and even form overall period.
Similarly median has increased for this time frame. Other than returns most of the
Japan variables have seen less volatility in latest time frame compared to past one
based on max-min information. Overall based on mean values Liquidity has decreased
in 2008 to 2016 compared to 2002 to 2008 and exchange rate has decreased. From the
data it is also clear that most of the time series distributions are moderately skewed
and have platikurtic distribution which means that they have high tail distribution. On
global side based on crude mean values it is clear overall crude priced have gone up
with successive time frames.
Based on table for England we can see that mean returns has decreased
successively with passage of time. Similarly median has decreased. Other than returns
most of the England variables have seen more volatility in successive time frames
based on max-min information. Overall based on mean values Liquidity is about
similar with little reduction but exchange rate has decreased. From the data it is also
clear that most of the time series distributions are moderately skewed and have
platikurtic distribution which means that they have high tail distribution. On global
side based on crude mean values it is clear overall crude priced have gone up with
successive time frames.
Based on table for China we can see that mean returns were down during the
2008 to 2016 time frame compared to 2002 to 2008. Similarly median return has
decreased for this time frame. Other than returns most of the China variables have
seen little more volatility in latest time frame compared to past one based on max-min
information. Overall based on mean values Liquidity is on higher side in 2008 to 2016
compared to 2002 to 2008 and exchange rate has decreased. From the data it is also
clear that most of the time series distributions are moderately skewed and have
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platikurtic distribution which means that they have high tail distribution. On global
side based on crude mean values it is clear overall crude priced have gone up with
successive time frames.
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Table 3.1: Descriptive Statistics for US
Variables

Mean

Median

ur
l
il
v
mfi
yrtr
er
uemp
M2
crude
br
jr
cr

1.21
6.16E+08
1.03E-06
15.79
61.34
5.75
102.07
4.46
4.40E+12
22.05
0.67
-0.72
1.26

1.48
6.46E+08
6.13E-07
15.61
60.95
5.81
100.13
4.40
4.42E+12
21.18
0.76
0.75
0.95

ur
l
il
v
mfi
yrtr
er
uemp
M2
crude
br
Jr
cr

0.63
6.71E+09
5.60E-08
11.69
60.00
4.41
91.60
5.28
6.39E+12
48.48
0.43
0.76
2.13

1.13
4.57E+09
3.43E-08
8.42
59.62
4.46
88.97
5.40
6.39E+12
49.39
1.02
0.78
1.71

ur
l
il
v
mfi
yrtr
er
uemp
M2
crude
br
Jr
cr

0.61
2.34E+10
1.99E-08
14.51
49.95
2.64
83.03
7.34
9.81E+12
81.29
0.09
0.20
-0.24

1.04
2.12E+10
1.88E-08
13.66
50.99
2.55
80.52
7.50
9.72E+12
88.06
0.38
0.25
0.45

Mode

St Deviation
Variance
US data from 1995 to 2002
-2.38
5.01
25.08
NA
3.41E+08
1.57E+17
2.80E-07
1.10E-06
1.26E+17
15.56
3.24
1.03E+17
60.95
10.51
8.59E+16
5.62
0.60
7.38E+16
95.4
8.04
6.45E+16
4.30
0.42
5.73E+16
3.84E+12
4.18E+11
1.95E+24
NA
6.04
1.78E+24
6.29
4.25
1.63E+24
1.89
5.83
1.51E+24
NA
7.54
1.42E+24
US data from 2002 to 2008
1.36
3.41
11.66
NA
5.96E+09
3.56E+19
1.56E-07
6.16E-08
3.79E-15
20.19
5.30
28.04
Na
7.40
54.70
4.47
0.43
0.18
87.42
10.40
108.14
5.70
0.57
0.32
6.39E+12
5.52E+11
3.05E+23
NA
18.19
331.01
-1.31
3.58
12.81
2.73
4.50
20.25
-0.62
7.62
58.02
US data from 2008 to 2016
1.55
4.63
21.44
2.08E+10
6.51E+09
4.23E+19
2.48E-08
1.38E-08
1.90E-16
28.38
5.50
30.28
53.91
8.84
78.18
2.21
0.74
0.55
78.22
7.43
55.26
5.00
1.73
2.99
1.06E+13
1.50E+12
2.24E+24
101.58
23.54
554.14
-3.10
4.26
18.16
7.15
6.28
39.49
-2.18
8.71
75.82
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Max-Min

Skewness

Kurtosis

23.81
1.31E+09
5.74E-06
12.05
40.02
2.48
32.47
1.60
1.43E+12
22.6
18.93
24.09
45.48

-0.57
-0.022
2.66
-0.27
-0.13
-0.13
0.52
0.68
0.15
0.09
-0.45
-0.12
1.30

0.15
-0.77
8.15
-0.57
-0.80
-0.56
-0.33
-0.29
-1.12
-0.94
-0.08
-0.71
4.92

18.95
3.24E+10
2.99e-07
16.09
40.93
2.03
44.13
1.90
1.93E+12
75.05
20.61
19.06
37.52

-0.61
2.55
2.03
0.66
-0.20
-0.08
1.22
-0.09
0.10
0.26
-1.09
-0.16
0.78

1.48
7.27
4.23
-1.28
0.96
-0.33
0.84
-1.40
-1.0
-1.05
2.62
-0.48
0.87

27.43
3.16E+10
7.03E-08
21.06
56.34
2.60
28.04
5.3
5.25E+12
106.38
21.47
36.68
45.20

-0.65
1.27
0.97
0.92
-1.19
0.30
0.89
-0.04
0.22
-0.34
-0.42
-0.61
-0.49

1.19
1.30
1.29
0.34
3.56
-1.10
-0.21
-1.44
-1.24
-0.64
0.18
1.03
0.69

Table 3.2: Descriptive Statistics for Japan
Variables

Mean

Median

Jr
l
il
v
mfi
yrtr
er
M2
uemp
crude
ur
br
cr

0.06
4.93E+11
3.21E-05
18.15
51.27
1.42
110.00
7.09E+14
4.55
59.43
0.31
0.17
1.29

0.24
1.73E+09
2.73E-05
17.09
50.15
1.45
111.19
7.07E+14
4.50
58.73
1.09
0.98
1.88

jr
l
il
v
mfi
yrtr
er
M2
uemp
crude
ur
br
cr

1.05
2.03E+09
2.74E-05
18.80
52.46
0.82
94.83
8.32E+14
4.33
85.23
1.16
0.35
0.52

1.12
1.78E+09
2.52E-05
19.15
51.69
0.80
92.14
8.20E+14
4.30
91.60
1.42
0.63
0.54

jr
L
il
V
mfi
yrtr
er
M2
uemp
crude
ur
br
cr

0.48
2.78E+11
2.98E-05
18.20
51.89
1.15
103.45
7.64E+14
4.45
70.87
0.67
0.22
0.86

0.37
1.76E+09
2.55E-05
17.83
51.17
1.25
105.62
7.46E+14
4.40
70.65
1.22
0.78
0.72

Mode
St Deviation
Variance
Japan data from 2002 to 2008
-7.92
5.86
34.35
2.36E+09
1.43E+12
2.05E+24
2.46E-05
2.92E-05
8.53E-10
18.87
6.37
40.63
50.00
20.42
416.81
1.18
0.29
0.08
119.74
9.19
84.47
7.09E+14
2.65E+13
7.05E+26
4.10
0.59
0.35
NA
25.23
636.72
1.36
4.54
20.62
-1.31
4.44
19.76
-0.62
9.29
86.38
Japan data from 2008 to 2016
-0.71
5.45
29.68
NA
8.54E+08
7.29E+17
4.71E-05
2.15E-05
4.63E-10
20.15
4.48
20.08
57.94
10.93
119.55
0.80
0.32
0.10
NA
15.13
228.93
7.79E+14
4.69E+13
2.20E+27
4.20
0.57
0.32
92.19
18.21
331.63
2.36
3.78
14.28
2.69
3.63
13.19
-0.83
6.90
47.60
Japan data from 2002 to 2016
-7.92
5.62
31.61
2.36E+09
1.10E+12
1.21E+24
2.25E-05
2.60E-05
6.73E-10
18.87
5.36
28.70
50.00
16.94
286.96
1.18
0.43
0.19
119.74
14.35
205.88
7.09E+14
7.22E+13
5.22E+27
4.20
0.59
0.35
101.58
25.96
674.06
2.06
4.24
17.95
-1.31
4.11
16.86
-0.62
8.34
69.50
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Max-Min

Skewness

Kurtosis

36.68
5.46E+12
0.00
24.66
99.98
1.41
36.81
9.60E+13
2.30
114.20
26.45
21.67
52.08

-0.75
2.68
0.93
1.06
-0.08
-0.84
-0.72
0.31
0.23
0.90
-0.90
-0.84
-0.33

2.12
5.50
0.37
0.30
0.43
1.07
-0.33
-0.87
-1.05
0.76
1.77
-0.33
0.85

24.50
4.04E+09
8.18E-05
23.19
58.72
1.13
47.91
1.58E+14
2.20
72.28
18.86
15.38
34.91

-0.15
0.93
0.62
0.35
0.30
0.07
0.59
0.24
-0.05
-0.95
-0.13
-0.14
0.43

-0.22
0.59
-0.49
1.56
0.56
-1.10
-0.90
-1.16
-0.98
-0.02
0.10
0.34
0.60

36.68
5.46E+12
0.00
24.77
99.98
1.65
47.91
2.47E+14
2.60
114.20
27.43
21.67
52.08

-0.60
3.85
0.96
0.88
-0.11
-0.29
-0.42
0.53
0.17
0.01
-0.70
-0.63
-0.08

1.40
13.32
0.69
0.92
1.30
-0.92
-1.07
-0.91
-0.83
-0.89
1.55
-0.08
0.95

Table 3.3: Descriptive Statistics for England
Variables

Mean

Median

br
l
il
v
mfi
yrtr
er
uemp
M2
crude
ur
Jr
cr

0.86
1.86E+14
5.89E-11
8.75
53.48
4.70
1.85
5.07
9.06E+11
57.40
0.91
0.97
2.75

1.17
1.76E+14
5.56E-11
7.80
53.15
4.70
1.84
5.10
9.06E+11
59.76
1.28
0.91
3.26

br
L
il
v
mfi
yrtr
er
uemp
M2
crude
ur
Jr
cr

0.14
1.11E+14
1.74E-10
14.44
47.87
2.92
1.62
7.16
1.23E+12
86.16
0.69
0.52
-0.03

0.54
1.05E+14
1.65E-10
13.93
47.87
2.77
1.59
7.80
1.23E+12
91.75
1.29
0.66
0.63

Mode
St Deviation
Variance
England data from 2002 to 2008
-1.31
2.23
4.99
1.53E+14
4.00E+13
1.60E+27
7.26E-11
3.47E-11
1.20E-21
7.85
3.59
12.87
NA
5.88
34.55
4.60
0.32
0.11
NA
0.11
0.01
4.70
0.31
0.09
1.01E+12
9.42E+10
8.86E+21
NA
16.65
277.21
1.36
2.31
5.31
2.73
4.02
16.18
NA
8.33
69.40
England data from 2008 to 2016
-3.10
4.41
19.42
1.05E+14
2.66E+13
7.07E+26
1.70E-10
1.16E-10
1.35E-20
12.59
4.12
17.55
55.29
6.53
42.67
NA
0.95
0.91
1.62
0.13
0.02
7.80
1.01
1.03
1.12E+12
9.20E+10
8.47E+21
101.58
20.22
408.90
1.55
4.72
22.26
7.15
6.22
38.70
-0.83
8.51
72.37
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Max-Min

Skewness

Kurtosis

9.77
1.56E+14
1.29E-10
16.11
24.84
1.37
0.48
0.80
3.23E+11
66.87
9.22
17.86
45.64

-0.70
0.58
0.33
2.27
-0.07
0.04
-0.08
0.16
-0.00
0.12
-0.17
0.05
0.37

-0.09
-0.54
-0.77
4.91
-0.16
-0.55
-0.23
-1.59
-1.22
-0.37
-0.66
-0.17
0.90

21.47
1.47E+14
4.84E-10
17.69
35.00
3.79
0.58
3.30
3.20E+11
98.32
27.43
36.68
45.20

-0.44
1.48
0.75
0.69
0.39
0.33
1.77
-0.70
0.29
-0.35
-0.78
-0.79
-0.41

0.13
2.73
-0.05
-0.06
0.34
-0.83
3.14
-1.08
-0.98
-0.05
1.72
1.72
0.82

Table 3.4: Descriptive Statistics for China
Variables

Mean

Median

cr
l
il
v
mfi
yrtr
er
M2
crude
ur
br
Jr

2.56
2.37E+09
1.32E-05
22.86
60.60
3.78
8.04
2.91E+13
55.94
1.01
0.92
1.29

3.06
5.92E+08
9.71E-06
20.39
59.61
3.77
8.10
2.84E+13
58.44
1.29
1.23
1.10

cr
l
il
v
mfi
yrtr
er
M2
crude
ur
br
Jr

-0.20
9.08E+09
3.03E-06
28.47
51.13
3.64
6.47
8.95E+13
81.79
0.64
0.06
0.32

0.45
5.21E+09
1.91E-06
23.52
49.97
3.58
6.36
8.90E+13
88.06
1.18
0.34
0.34

Mode
St Deviation
Variance
China data from 2002 to 2008
-0.62
8.19
67.10
NA
3.52E+09
1.24E+19
1.68E-05
1.16E-05
1.35E-10
NA
5.24
27.43
NA
13.09
171.34
2.90
0.66
0.43
8.28
0.28
0.08
2.14E+13
6.05E+12
3.65E+25
NA
17.34
300.59
1.36
2.33
5.41
-1.31
2.22
4.93
2.73
4.15
17.18
China data from 2008 to 2016
-2.18
8.65
74.76
NA
1.08E+10
1.17E+20
1.43E-06
3.86E-06
1.49E-11
NA
10.62
112.86
36.16
10.53
110.98
3.55
0.43
0.19
6.82
0.30
0.09
1.20E+14
3.11E+13
9.64E+26
101.58
22.38
546.73
1.55
4.69
21.97
-3.10
4.29
18.40
7.15
6.26
39.17

Max-Min

Skewness

Kurtosis

45.64
1.26E+10
4.68E-05
21.34
54.98
2.05
0.97
2.03E+13
66.87
9.35
9.77
17.86

0.42
1.74
1.26
1.42
0.14
0.14
-0.98
0.30
0.14
-0.15
-0.71
-0.02

0.99
1.75
1.17
1.30
-0.31
-1.49
-0.15
-1.12
-0.54
-0.56
-0.07
-0.39

45.20
5.46E+10
2.41E-05
35.06
63.47
1.88
1.13
1.04E+14
106.38
27.43
21.47
36.68

-0.46
3.01
3.19
0.29
0.47
0.30
0.47
0.14
-0.35
-0.67
-0.41
-0.67

0.76
9.09
12.58
-1.41
0.93
-0.45
-1.22
-1.17
-0.57
1.17
0.18
1.23

3.4 Stationary and Non Stationary Processes
In our study we will be using empirical analysis based on out time series for
different variables. There are some basic concepts before going into analysis in detail.
There are different processes which are base for these analysis and to find out if the
time series are stationary or non stationary in their behavior.
3.4.1 Stochastic Processes
In the form of different variables in data crunching we can have these
variables as random or stochastic variables. Some time these variables even show
some kind of trend or seasonal pattern and even some have irregular components. As
an example if Yt is the value of data at time t, then based on these categories we can
say that:
Trend
Tt = a + bt
3.6
Seasonal
St = c sin (θt)
3.7
Irregular
It = dIt-1 + εt
3.8
Where Tt = value of trend component in period t
St = value of seasonal component in period t
It = value of irregular component in period t
εt = is the random disturbance in period t
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Which shows that in case of trend and seasonal terms these are both function
of time but in case of irregular it is dependent on its own lagged term. In case of
modeling of time series each value in the series is drawn randomly from a probability
distribution.
A basic building block of a discrete time series models is a white noise
process. A sequence can be a white noise if each value in that sequence has mean of
zero and constant mean and is unrelated to all other values. White noise process is
also known as purely random process and error term is considered as independently
and identically distributed as a normal distribution with zero mean and constant
variance or as IIDN(0,σ2).
A stochastic process is said to be stationary if its mean and variance is
constant with time and the covariance between two time periods depends only on the
lag or gap between those periods and not the time in those periods. This is little
relaxed version of white noise process. This stationary process is also known as
weakly stationary process, which can also be written as:
Mean:
E(Yt) = µ
3.9
Variance:
var(Yt) = E(Yt - µ)2 = σ2
3.10
Covariance: γk = E[(Yt - µ)(Yt+k - µ)]
3.11
Where Yt is a stochastic time series and γk is the covariance or autocovariance
for the values of Yt and Yt+k which are k periods apart from each other. When there is
no gap and k=0 then it becomes variance of Y.
3.4.2 Non Stationary Stochastic Processes
As it is defined that when mean and variance is constant with time then that
process is called weakly stationary, because both mean and variance is time invariant.
If the mean or variance or both mean and variance is not time invariant then that time
series is called non stationary. When the series is non stationary or even stationary
then that condition is specific to that time period for other time periods results could
be different.
3.4.3 Random Walk Model (RWM)
When series are non stationary then the classical example of such series is the
Random Walk. In random walk model mean of day to day changes or any gap should
be equal to zero and variance should be constant. There are two types of random walk
process one without drift and the other with drift. Yt is a said to be random walk
without drift when Y at time t is equal to its previous lag value Y at t-1 plus a random
shock like:
Yt = Yt-1 + µt
3.12
Where µt is a random shock at time t
In general it can be shown that Yt = Y0 + Σµt , when we add adjacent terms
with each other for complete process. It can also be shown from this equation that
variance of this process is equal to tσ2 which is not time invariant which means that
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process is non stationary. In case of random walk without drift when we take first
difference then the equation becomes like this.
Yt - Yt-1 = ∆Y = µt
3.13
Basically that shows that even though random walk without drift process is not
stationary but its first difference is stationary, because µt is a white noise error term.
Other random walk process is with drift or a constant term in its equation.
Yt = δ + Yt-1 + µt
3.14
Where δ is known as drift parameter.
Again in this case we can show that the variance is tσ2 and it is not time invariant,
which means that this is a non stationary process.
3.4.4 Integrated Stochastic Processes
Because random walk process is a specific case of more general stochastic
processes which is also known as integrated process. When we mentioned that
random walk without drift was non-stationary but its first difference is stationary, that
means that random walk without drift is integrated of order 1 process which is
represented as I(1). This can also be shown for random walk with drift. Similarly
there could be non-stationary processes which could be stationary after second
difference then that series or process will be integrated of order 2 or I(2). In general
term if a process takes d time of differencing then that process is called process
integrated of order d or I(d).

3.5 Autoregressive Processes
In most of the economic and financial series there is almost all the time very
dynamic relationship among different terms in a series or a process. Autoregressive is
a simple and very useful process which means that in a univariate series, it can be
modeled in terms of its own past values plus some error tern which is called
disturbance. In mathematical form it can be written as:
Yt = f (Yt-1, Yt-2, Yt-3, ….. µt )
3.15
Or it can be written as:
Yt = α1Yt-1+ α2Yt-2 + α3Yt-3 + …..+ α3Yt-p + µt )
3.16
Basically, this means that this model is of the Autoregressive order p. Or we can write
it down as AR(p). Simple AR(1) model can be written as:
Yt = α1Yt-1+ µ1
3.17

3.6 Unit Root Stochastic Process and Unit Root Theory
In above equation Yt = α1Yt-1+ µ1 if the coefficient of lagged term is equal to 1
then this process said to have unit root problem, because this process id non-stationary
as seen based on the random walk process without drift. Let’s say if we have process
like:
Yt = ρYt-1+ µ1
where
3.18
This is a Markov first order autoregressive model. If ρ is equal to 1 then this
process has unit root and it is non stationary but if ρ less than 1 or ρ< 1then this time
series becomes stationary. In real time analysis even though there have been
techniques to deal with stationary or non stationary series and for different integrated
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time series so it become essential to find out what type of different series we have to
analyze, and based on that we can select the method of analysis.
Basically when series are stationary then even if there is shock then that shock
is absorbed in the series ultimately returning the values to its mean and variance is off
course keeps constant. But when there is a unit root issue or the series is non
stationary then that series becomes prone to shocks and to analyze that becomes
almost impossible. Due to that reason some times before any analysis series are made
stationary by taking their differences or with other techniques. When there is a trend
component in for example two variables and we analyze them then we will be able to
get very high R2 even when there is no relationship between those two variables. This
kind of regression is called spurious regression. As Brooks (2002) has mentioned in
his study that if series are non stationary then deny the assumption of asymptotic
analysis and they will not follow t-distribution due to that hypothesis testing cannot be
done properly. As we know some times in one segment of series that can be stationary
and it is possible if we take other segment for other time frame that can be non
stationary, due to this reason we need to do the tests for checking the stationarity of
all the series even for different time frames.
To test if series are stationary or not there are different tests which can used.
Some of the tests are first of all there is a graphical analysis by the use of
correlograms of Autocorrelation function (ACF) and Partial Autocorrelation function
(PACF). Even though this method can be used but this is little involved compared to
other methods. Most common methods used to test for the unit root are Augmented
Dickey-Fuller test and the other is Phillips-Perron (PP) test. In case of both of these
methods they assume that unit root is present and their null hypothesis becomes H0: as
Yt I(1), which means that the series is of integrated of order 1. There is one more
test which can be used to test for unit root that is Kwiatkowski, Phillips, Schmidt and
Shin (KPSS) test, only difference is in this test alternate hypothesis is used as being
having unit root or H1: Yt I(1). Which basically means that series is stationary for
null hypothesis or H0: as Yt I(0). Series is of integrated order of 0. In our analysis
we would be using ADF and PP as the tests for testing the unit roots in all of our
series.
3.6.1 Augmented Dickey-Fuller (ADF) Test
After arranging the data in proper form first step would be to test for
stationarity of the different time series. Data is called stationary when:
1. It fluctuates around a constant long run mean.
2. It has a finite variance that is time invariant, and
3. It has a theoretical correlogram that diminishes as lag length increases.
In stationary time series if there is a shock that will be temporary as with time
shock’s effects will be absorbed and eliminated. But if the series is not stationary then
this shock would not die out with the passage of time and the variance would depend
on time which means that it will not be time invariant. Augmented Dickey–Fuller test
(ADF) test is used to check the possibility of unit root in the time series. This is based
on the earlier version of the Dicker-Fuller test and this is augmented more
complicated and larger set of time series models.
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The standard Dickey Fuller (DF) test is carried out based on the following equation.
∆Yt = δXt + αYt-1 + µt

3.19

In this equation there is a time trend function which is represented by X and α
and δ are parameters and µt is the error term. Null and alternate hypothesis for this test
are described as follows:
H0: α =0
3.20
H1: α <0
3.21
And it is evaluated based on the t ratio for α, dividing estimate of α by the
standard error of the estimate of α. DF test is only applied when error term is white
noise. But for the series which are correlated at higher orders then this assumption of
error term being the white noise is violated, in that case Augmented Dickey-Fuller test
was developed and applied. This is done based on the concept that there is higher
order relationship present and series follows AR(p) for p lagged difference terms.
Based on these the ADF equation becomes like this:
∆Yt = γ + δXt + αYt-1 + β1∆yt-1 +β2∆yt-2+………+βp∆yt-p + ϵt

3.22

Where γ is a constant α, βs and δ are the parameters, and p is the lag order of
the autoregressive process and ϵ is the error term. As lags have been included in this
equation which shows that higher order autoregressive processes can be tested with
this test. For this test null hypothesis of β=0 and for alternate hypothesis β should be
less than 0 or <0.
3.6.2 Phillips Perron (PP) Unit Root Test
In 1988, Philips and Perron developed an alternative test unit root to DF unit
root test. Main difference when compared to DF test is that this test does not affect the
asymptotic distribution of the test statistics when it is testing for unit root and it is
also robust to general forms of heteroscedasticity. Basically compared to DF this test
is robust with respect to unspecified autocorrelation and heteroscedasticity. As
mentioned earlier in PP unit root test null hypothesis is basically that unit root is
present. This is similar to ADF test but this also incorporates an automatic correction
to the DF to allow for autocorrelated residuals. Later on, Davidson and MacKinnon
(2004) found out that in finite samples the Phillips–Perron test performs worse than
the augmented Dickey-Fuller test. Other criticism by Brook (2002) is that power of
the test is low for stationary series.
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Table 3.5: Stationary Level for US market
Stationary Level for different time frames for US
Variable 1995 to 2002 2002 to 2008 2008 to 2016
ur
Level
Level
Level
L
D1
D1
Level
il
Level
Level
Level
V
D1
D1
D1
mfi
D1
Level
Level
yrtr
D1
D1
D1
er
D1
D1
D1
uemp
D1
D1
D1
m2
D1
D1
D1
crude
D1
D1
D1
br
Level
Level
Level
jr
Level
Level
Level
cr
Level
Level
Level

Table 5 a shows stationary levels for different variables for different time
periods for US. These results are based on ADF and PP tests. In these variables ur is
monthly returns for SPY index. L is liquidity, il is illiquidity, v is volatility, mfi is
money flow index, yrtr is 10 year treasury, unkempt is unemployment rate, m2 is m2
money supply, crude is the WTI crude price and similar to ur, br is British (FTSE100)
returns, jr is Japan (Nikkei 225) returns and cr is China (Shanghai index) returns.
Symbols are same all the analysis.

Table 3.6: Stationary Level for Japan Market
Stationary Level for different time frames for Japan
Variable 2002 to 2016 2002 to 2008 2008 to 2016
jr
Level
Level
Level
L
Level
D1
D1
il
Level
Level
Level
V
D1
D1
D1
mfi
Level
D1
Level
yrtr
D1
D1
D1
er
D1
D1
D1
uemp
D1
D1
D1
m2
D1
D1
D1
crude
D1
D1
D1
ur
Level
Level
Level
br
Level
Level
Level
cr
Level
Level
Level

Table 6 shows stationary levels for different variables for different time
periods for Japan market analysis.
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Table 3.7: Stationary Level for England Market
Stationary Level for different time frames for England
Variable 2002 to 2008 2008 to 2016
br
Level
Level
L
Level
Level
il
D1
Level
V
D1
D1
Mfi
Level
Level
Yrtr
D1
D1
Er
D1
Level
Uemp
D1
D1
m2
D1
D1
Crude
D1
D1
Ur
Level
Level
Jr
Level
Level
Cr
Level
Level

Table 7 shows stationary levels for different variables for different time
periods for England market analysis.

Table 3.8: Stationary Level for China market
Stationary Level for different time frames for China
Variable 2002 to 2008 2008 to 2016
cr
Level
Level
L
D1
D1
il
Level
Level
V
D1
D1
mfi
D1
Level
yrtr
D1
D1
er
D1
D1
m2
D1
D1
crude
D1
D1
ur
Level
Level
br
Level
Level
jr
Level
Level

Table 8 shows stationary levels for different variables for different time
periods for China market analysis. From all these tables we can see in case of some
variables when time frame changes then the stationary level also changes but it is not
the case all time. We also find out based on these results that we have variables which
are integrated at level 0 I(0) or level 1 I(1). Now we have found that variables in our
study are combination of I(0) and I(1) due to that reason only feasible model to use
would be Autoregressive Distributed Lag (ARDL), before we go into that
methodology in detail, here is some literature review for ARDL technique when
mostly applied related to stock markets analysis. As discussed earlier that after the
testes we found out that all of the selected variables are not stationary at level and
some of them are stationary at level and some of them are stationary at Ist level.
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Due to this property of all the variables the best selection becomes the Auto
regressive distributed lag (ARDL) approach was selected for the econometric
analysis. Before using ARDL approach after making all the variables stationary
multivariable GARCH approach was also tried but was not able to achieve
convergence of the data and sometimes post estimation tests were not successful.
Some other times error of flat log likelihood was observed. Due to these issues
because first of all we need to change the variables to make them stationary at level
and then these fitness issues we finally decided to run ARDL technique. With this
technique we can study short term and long term relationships even in the shape of
Error Correction Model, which make this technique strong and analysis. Now we have
selected ARDL approach now based on literature review we will see how this
technique have been used for stock market analysis.
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3.7 Stock Market Modeling Using Autoregressive Distributed Lags
(ARDL) Approach in literature
There have been studies done by using ARDL approach for the stock markets
of the world. In this section literature for stock market by using ARDL approach will
be reviewed. Jones et al., (1996) used ARDL approach to study oil price relationship
with the stock markets of US, England, Japan and Canada. They found out in this
study that United States and Canadian stock market prices to the oil shock can be
fully accounted for the shocks in the real cash flows. Contrary to that in case of UK
and Japan changes in oil prices appear to cause larger changes in the stock markets
which cannot be justified from the cash flows like US and Canada. Zhang and Yue
(2002) studied interactions between the exchange rates and the stock market by using
ARDL approach. They found out RMB swap rates and A share indices of Hag Seng
Hong Kong stock market conintegrate with each other. But they did not find this
cointegration for B shares, which is little strange because B shares are mostly are
denominated in USD or Hong Kong Dollar.
Fermandez-Serrano and Simon (2003) studied linkages between US and Latin
America stock markets. They found out after applying structural breaks that after the
1998 financial turmoil Argentine, Chilean and Venezuelan indices have cointegration
relationship with DJ Index, but same relationship between Brazilian and Mexican
indices with DJ index before the crises. There was marginal cointegration Mexican
and DJ Index after February 1998. Narayan et al., (2004) studied dynamic linkages
and interdependence of emerging markets of south Asia by using the ARDL
approach. These markets include Bangladesh, India, Pakistan and Sri Lanka. When
they used Pakistan as dependent variable they found out that all four countries stock
prices have long-run relationship. They also noticed that in the long-run market in
Bangladesh, India and Sri Lanka Granger cause Pakistan markets. In the short-run
order of Granger causality is as follow: Pakistan to India, Sri Lanka to India, and
Pakistan to Sri Lanka, which shows that Bangladesh markets are most exogenous in
the short-run. Based on the impulse response they found out same that Bangladesh is
the most exogenous and then is the Indian market which is more exogenous compared
to Pakistan and Sri Lanka markets.
Marashdeh (2005) used ARDL bounds testing approach to study four
emerging markets of Middle Eastern and North African (MENA) markets for the
presence of cointegration if there is any. These markets include Egypt, Turkey,
Jordan, and Morocco. Along with these MENA markets they also studied developed
markets of US, UK and Germany. They found out that all MENA markets are
cointegrated with each other but not with the developed countries. Only except is that
Egypt market is also cointegrated with developed markets. Due to these finding it can
be noticed that at the regional level it is not easy to get abnormal results because of
cointegration profits will be arbitraged away. In the short run there is still some
opportunity of arbitrage profits, it all depends on the error correction model that how
fast is the speed of adjustments in these markets. Because most of these markets are
not cointegrated with developed countries, due to that reason international investors
by investing in MENA markets and Mena investors by investing in developed markets
can get long-run gains.
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Liow (2006) by using ARDL approach studied long-run and short-run
relationship between property and stock markets for Singapore economy. In a three
index cointegrated system author found out that there is contemporaneous long-run
relationship among the indices of overall stock price, property stock price, residential
price and office price. He also found out that after adjustment based on
macroeconomic conditions for both long-run and short-run combined real estate stock
markets weakens. Akmal (2007) investigated inflation and stock market behavior for
Pakistan by applying the technique of ARDL. He used data from 1971 to 2006 for to
study both long-run and short-run relationship. According to the results the stock
market is a hedge for inflation as far as long-run is concerned but in the short-run
author did not see that impact. On the other hand the black economy promotes the
stock market prices both in the long and short run. Author also confirmed his results
for the long-run stability by using CUSUM and CUSUMSQ tests.
Shahbaz et al., (2008) studied the causality of stock market development and
economic growth towards each other for Pakistan. Authors collected data for this
developing economy for the time period of 1971 to 2006. To find the cointegration in
these variables they used DF-GLS and Ng-Perron techniques. To find out the long and
short term causality they used Engle-Granger and ARDL approaches respectively.
Finally to test the robustness of these models they used Johansen cointegration and
ARDL bounds testing approaches. By using these techniques they found out that in
the long-run there is relationship between both stock market development and
economic growth. Based on these robust and vigorous results for the long-run they
also found out bidirectional causality between these two variables. Contrary to long
run, for short-run this causality is only unidirectional from stock market development
to economic growth.
Hasan and Nasir (2008) did empirical investigation of the Pakistan capital
markets with respect to macroeconomic variables by using ARDL technique. They
used the data from June 1998 to June 2008 for this investigation. They used equity
returns, industrial production index, narrow money, consumer price index, Oil Prices,
Foreign Exchange rates, T bill rates and foreign portfolio investment as
macroeconomic variables. Because compared to other Vector Autoregressive models
with ARDL greater number of variables can be used that is why they used ARDL
approach with bounds testing proposed by Pesaran and Shin in 2001. For the long-run
they found out that IR, ER and money supply are significant for determining the stock
prices and industrial production, oil prices and inflation are statistically insignificant
and same results are shown for short-run based on error correction model. As far as
foreign investment is concerned it has short term effect but no long term effect on the
markets. As required ECM (-1) is negative and significant. Both CUSUM and
CUSUMSQ show the model structurally stable as it is within 5% criteria.
Odhiambo (2010) studied causal relationship between economic growth and
stock market development for South Africa with the help of ARDL modeling. Author
found out the causal relationship depends on the selection of proxy used for stock
market growth. In one setup stock market capitalization and other trading and
turnover is used. Ehen author used stock market capitalization then economic growth
Granger cause the stock market development but when other proxies are used then
stock market development Granger causes the economic development. In the overall
sense Granger causality from stock market to economic growth is significant. In both
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long-run and in the short-run same results were found. Tian and Ma (2010) studied
relationship between foreign exchange rate and the stock market by using ARDL. In
addition they also tried to find out the impact of liberalization for the China markets.
They found out that after 2005 there was cointegration relationship for A-shares in
Shanghai Index with exchange rate of renminbi (Yuan) with both USD and Hong
Kong Dollar. They found positive relationship of stock prices with both exchange rate
and money supply. Based on the expectation of Yuan’s further appreciation stock
market saw hot money inflows from other countries appreciating the markets further.
Chittedi (2012) investigated long run relationship between oil and stock
market prices with ARDL approach. Author used data from 2000 to 2011. He found
out that even though stock prices have impact on the oil prices but not other way
around. Lin (2012) studied Asian emerging markets for the co-movement for the
exchange rates and stock markets with the help of ARDL approach. Author also
included interest rates and foreign reserves as variables. Results show that during the
crises periods, co-movement relationship become stronger for exchange rates and
stock prices. This relationship mostly runs from stock market shock to exchange rates.
According to him the co-movement between exchange rates and stock prices in the
Asian emerging markets is generally driven by capital account rather than the trade
itself.
Hammoudeh et al., (2013) studies BRICS countries for the political stability
and its risk factors and its impact on the stock markets. They found out that Indian
markets are sensitive to the higher oil prices. China is more sensitive to most of these
factors. Brazil is sensitive to economical and financial risks. Both Russia and China
show strong sensitivity to the political risk. Bekhet and Mata (2013) studied Jordan
markets for the macroeconomic variables and their long and short run relationship.
They used macro-economic variables like discount rates, exchange rates, M2 money
supply and industrial production with data from 1978 to 2010. After applying the
ARDL approach for bound testing and test for structural breaks, they found out that
all these variables have long run relationship with the Jordan market price index.
Balcilar et al., (2013) studied Gulf Arab stock markets of Abu Dhabi, Dubai, Kuwait,
Qatar and Saudi Arabia for low, high and extreme volatility. Extreme volatility is a
crash situation. Results show that all except Qatar behave under the crash regime and
herding behavior, and Qatar is under high volatility regime. Sari et al., (2013) studied
Turkey markets for the disaggregated country risks. They studied these markets with
ARDL approach for both long and short-run relationships for the stock markets with
political, financial and economic risks. For long-run they found relationship of stock
market movement with country’s risk ratings. Three components of political, financial
and economic risks constitute the overall risk ratings of the country. In the short run
only political and financial risks have positive and significant impact on the
performance of the markets.
Raza and Jawaid (2014) investigated eighteen countries for the effects of
foreign capital inflows and economic growth on the stock market capitalization by
using ARDL bound testing cointegration approach. They used the data from 2000 to
2010 for these countries and found out that that there is long run relationship in these
variables. For long-run stock market capitalization foreign direct investment (FDI)
and economic growth have opposite behaviors. FDI is negative and economic growth
has positive effect. In case of short run FDI and economic growth has similar
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behavior as for long run one. In the short run remittances also show positive behavior.
They also found out bidirectional causal relationship for both FDI and economic
growth for stock market capitalization. Apergis and Payne (2014) used ARDL
nonlinear cointegration panel analysis for G7 countries to study the size effect on the
markets. They used this approach due to its higher degree of flexibility in the dynamic
adjustment process when compared to classical linear model. When they controlled
book to bill and price to earnings for the firm size they found asymmetric effect on the
stock market return and the size effect. Based on this information authors found that
the co movement for small companies is more severe than for large companies, which
can result in worse than expected performance for the strategies formed on the basis
of average co movement.
Azam and Ibrahim (2014) investigated Malaysian markets for the impact of
FDI and other macroeconomic variables such as domestic investment, Inflation and
GDP. They used ARDL bounds testing approach for this study. Their results show
that FDI inflows has positive impact on the stock market, which shows that for better
performance of stock markets policy makers should have right policies in place for
positive inflows of FDI. Similarly there needs to be a control in inflation, boost
domestic saving and control the exchange rates by right policies to have positive
impact on the stock markets. Bayar et al., (2014) studied stock market development
with economic growth for Turkey. They used 1999 to 2013 data for this cointegration
study. They found out that in the long run economic growth has impact on stock
market capitalization, value of the market and the turnover of the stock market. Their
results also show that there is only unidirectional causality present from capitalization,
value and turnover of the stock market to the economic growth of the country.
Tripathi and Kumar (2015) studied macroeconomic factors relationship with
BRICS countries. GDP, inflation, interest rates, exchange rates, money supply and oil
price is used as macroeconomic variables for these markets for the stock market
returns based on quarterly data. According to their results which is contrary to the
general belief GDP and inflation is not significant for the stock market returns
because stock market returns lead the GDP and inflation numbers. Money supply has
positive impact and other variables like interest rates, exchange rates and oil prices
have negative impact on the stock market returns.
Mishra (2015) studied Indian stock market for long run and short run
relationship with crude price, exchange rates and volatility by using ARDLunrestricted error correction model (UECM) approach. Author found out long run
relationship among the variables. When crude oil prices are taken as dependent
variable stock market has positive impact and exchange rate has negative impact,
which is contrary to the general perception. He did not find any causal relationship
between stock market and exchange rate. Chowdhury and Masih (2015) studied and
compared both Islamic finance and socially responsible investment (SRI). By using
ARDL approach authors found out that there are commonalities which can be
exploited for each other market. They studies Dow Jones Islamic World, Dow Jones
Islamic Europe and similarly Dow Jones sustainability World and Europe. Authors
found out that both Islamic and SRI have different behaviors for both long-run and
short-run. Due to that reason there could be a choice for diversification in these funds
for both crises and non crises times.
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Abduh and Sukmana (2015) studied Malaysian stock markets in relation to
economic growth by using ARDL approach. They studied both Islamic and
conventional indices for comparison. FTSE BM Sharia and FTSE BM composite for
conventional were used for this study, they used data from 2000 to 2011. They found
out that there is no cointegration between these two indices, Islamic and conventional.
There is cointegration between economic growth and the Islamic index and
bidirectional cointegration was found for the development of Islamic stock market
and economic growth. Joshi and Giri (2015) studied Indian stock markets for dynamic
relationship with macroeconomic variables. They used ARDL bounds testing
approach to do this investigation based on 2004 to 2014 market data. They found out
long run relationship with each of the macroeconomic variables. Macroeconomic
variables like industrial production, inflation and exchange rates have positive
influence on the stock market but gold price has negative impact. They were not able
to see any short term relationship from VECM results. Inder and Pasricha (2015)
studied macroeconomic determinants for foreign institutional investment in India by
using ARDL approach for the data from 2009 to 2014. Macroeconomic variables used
for this study are exchange rates, inflation, interest rate, domestic and foreign stock
market performances. For foreign institutional investment exchange rate has
significant relationship for both long and short run purposes.
Larsson and Haq
(2016) Studied stock market returns based on the macroeconomic variables by using
ARDL approach for cointegration.
Ghosh and Kanijilal (2016) did not find any long term equilibrium relationship
for the entire span of 2003 to 2011 by using threshold cointegration tests. But when
applied to sub phases they found out cointegration relationship only for the most
volatile phase from 2007 to 2008. Based Toda-Yamamoto Granger causality oil prices
have impact on stock prices in phase II and III with no feedback effect. Shahbaz et al.,
(2016) studied how the stock market is hedge for inflation in case of Pakistan stock
market. They used ARDL bound testing approach for the data from 1971 to 2008 for
this study. Their results show that in case of Pakistan stock markets stock market is a
good hedge for inflation both for long and short run purposes. This finding can help
policy makers to formulate policies in favor of stock market investments to promote
economic growth.
Ullah and Wizarat (2016) investigated south Asian markets for the stock
market development and economic growth with the help of panel and ARDL
approach. For this study they used Bangladesh, India, Pakistan and Sri Lanka markets
for the period of 1990 to 2011. According to their results for both long run and short
run stock market development leads to the economic growth. They found out that
88% of the disequilibrium is corrected within one year based on the ECM results.
Fonseca (2016) used autoregressive model to study Euro area stock markets compared
to macroeconomic variables. They found out that in the long run interest rate affects
the performance differences of the stock markets. Sui et al., (2016) studied spillover
effect of the exchange rates and stock markets for BRICS countries. In the short run,
they found significant spillover effects from exchange rates to the stock returns but
there is no spillover in other direction. They also found out that S&P500 shock is
significant for Brazil China and South Africa. During the more volatile period of 2007
to 2009 spillover effect between exchange rate and stock market was much stronger.
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Lima et al., (2016) studied impact of quantitative easing for US, UK and
Japan markets. By using the ARDL approach authors were able to find out that
quantitative easing in all these markets had a positive impact on the stock markets.
Nasr (2016) studied the impact of oil prices on the stock market returns for twenty six
oil importing and exporting countries by using ARDL approach. They used data from
2000 to 2016 for this analysis. For most of oil importing countries the results show
that oil prices have significant negative long run impact on stock market returns
exceptions are Australia, Netherland and South Africa. For all oil exporting countries
this impact is positive. Ho (2017) investigated macroeconomic variables impact on
the South African markets. Author used ARDL bounds testing approach for the data
from 1975 to 2015. Macroeconomic factor used in this study were banking sector
development, economic growth, inflation rate, real interest rate and trade openness.
Results show positive long run relationship for banking sector development and the
economic growth have positive impact on the stock market and interest rates and trade
openness have negative impact for the stock market development. As far as short run
relationship is concerned economic growth shows positive but inflation, real interest
rates and trade openness has negative relationship for the stock market development.
In this section we are able to see how Autoregressive Distributed Lag
technique has been used for different studies and what can be achieved with this
approach.

3.8 ARDL (Autoregressive Distributed Lag) Approach
After going through the application of ARDL in different ways we will go
through the detail ARDL methodology now.
3.8.1 Cointegration
When a time series is stationary at level then it is said that series is integrated
of order 0, I(0), similarly for first order it is integrated of order 1, I(1). And if the
series is stationary at level d then it is said to be integrated of order d, I(d). In the
presence of unit root when we estimate a regression line the value of parameters
would provide misleading results and estimated regression is called spurious
regression. For cointegration to be existence variable need to be at least I(1), that is
why we need to test for unit root and find out about the stationarity of the series. To
test for cointegration of relevant series some of the common tests are Johansen trace
test used with maximum eigenvalue test and Engle-Granger method is used by using
Ordinary Least Square (OLS). If we have two variables then which we think are
cointegrating then we can use Engle-Granger otherwise Johansen is used.
Most of the economic variables have time trend so there is likely a spurious
relationship present. One of the solutions is to take the difference and make the series
stationary but this probably is not the ideal solution because it would lose long run
properties. Other way is to find if series are of same order of integration then we
could find a way to combine them in a single series which is stationary. Then this
series is called integrated series. For example, when yt & xt are two series which are
integrated of order 1, then very common technique is Johansen Cointegration
technique or ARDL. If these techniques prove a long run relation between time series
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then to test short run relation we need to run Error Correction Model (ECM) or Vector
Error Correction Model (VECM). In our case as we know some of our time series are
stationary at level and others are stationary at first level l(1), in this case ARDL
approach with Error Correction Model (ECM) is used. These techniques are used for
long term and short term analysis of these variables to study the causality.
Engle-Granger Technique
Engle-Granger technique is two a step technique. In first step we need to see
that if linear combination of order 1 integrated series is stationary. For example if yt
and xt are two series then
yt - βxt = ut
3.23
where ut should be stationary. To check the stationarity we need to calculate ut
series and use either of the unit root tests like ADF or Philips Perron test.
Granger Causality Analysis
In 1989, Granger did study two types of causality. First he studied causality
for the series with lagged values when they are stationary and second one he studies
was causality when variables are cointegrated. Second was done with Error correction
(ECM) term based causality. If we have two time series X and Y, the paired model is
as following:
= ∑
= ∑
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Xt and Yt are two time series at time t. X(t-p) and t(t-p) shows the time series at
time t-p, p which shows lagged time points. An and A’n are signed path coefficients.
Bn and Bn' are auto-regression coefficients. Et and Et' are residuals (prediction
error) for each time series. Sometimes Stock and Watson’s simple regression method
and Vector Autoregressive approach VAR Granger Wald test is done to test for
Granger Causality. For all these tests major issue for our data is the stationarity of
different time series at different levels. There are also some other disadvantages for
using Granger Causality. Because we need to be sure about the integrated level of all
series we need to do the integrated level estimation, before we even start Granger
causality test. According to Banerjee, Dolado, Hendry and Smith (1986), static level
model estimation of OLS may create bias in the finite samples due to omitted short
run dynamics, and this can go into second step which gives poor results. Later on to
address some of these issues Phillips and Hanson presented fully modified ordinary
least square method.
As discussed in the previous chapter when we have variables which are
stationary at level we would be using simple OLS but there is very limited chance of
having all variables of I(0) so probability is negligible that we would be using simple
OLS. On the other hand if all the variables are stationary at level 1 then we would be
using mGARCH after making variables stationary or we can also use the cointegration and error correction model for all I(1) variables. Again there is little better
probability of having all variables which are integrated I(1) but it will be clear after
setting up all time series in order and testing them . Most probable chance for all these
series to be some stationary at level I(0) and some at level one I(1) and in this case
only option to use would be Autoregressive Distributed Lags (ARDL) technique for
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the analysis of these series. Off course if series are integrated at level two I(2) then we
wouldn’t be able to use at least all of these techniques and look for other analysis
techniques. After using ARDL for long run relationship and if it occurs then we
would be using Vector Error correction Model to determine the short term
relationships for these variables.
Based on the results of stationary level for different countries which are
mixture of I(0) and I(1), we can only apply ARDL bounds testing approach for longrun and if there is one then based on that Vector Error Correction model (VECM) will
be used to find the short-run equilibrium relationship between these variables.

3.9 Research Methodology
Because in our study we have N=4 and T for all models is > 50 and also there
are some common variables for all countries like crude price due to these reasons we
selected Time Series instead of Panel approach. Also based on our data we have some
variables stationary at I(0) and some at I(1) and we also have cointegrating variables
due to that reason I have opted to go for ARDL and ECM models for our study with
Arbitrage Pricing Theory (APT) approach. In general terms ARDL and Error
Correction Model (ECM) models for selected countries can be written as follows.
United States
ur = α0 + α1 l + α2 il + α3 v + α4 mfi + α5 yrtr + α6 uemp + α7 er + α8 m2 + α9 crude
+ α10 br + α11 jr + α12 cr +µu

3.26

ECMu = ur – (α0 + α1 l + α2 il + α3 v + α4 mfi + α5 yrtr + α6 uemp + α7 er + α8 m2
+ α9 crude + α10 br + α11 jr + α12 cr)

3.27

Japan
jr = β0 + β1 l + β2 il + β3 v + β4 mfi + β5 yrtr + β6 uemp + β7 er + β8 m2 + β9 crude
+ β10 ur + β11 br + β12 cr + µj

3.29

ECMj = jr – (β0 + β1 l + β2 il + β3 v + β4 mfi + β5 yrtr + β6 uemp + β7 er + β8 m2
+ β9 crude + β10 ur + β11 br + β12 cr)

3.30

England
br = γ0 + γ1 l + γ2 il + γ3 v + γ4 mfi + γ5 yrtr + γ6 uemp + γ7 er + γ8 m2 + γ9 crude
+ γ10 ur + γ11 jr + γ12 cr + µe

3.31

ECMe = br – (γ0 + γ1 l + γ2 il + γ3 v + γ4 mfi + γ5 yrtr + γ6 uemp + γ7 er + γ8 m2
+ γ9 crude + γ10 ur + γ11 jr + γ12 cr)

3.32
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China
cr = θ0 + θ1 l + θ2 il + θ3 v + θ4 mfi + θ5 yrtr + θ6 er + θ7 m2 + θ8 crude + θ9 ur
+ θ10 br + θ11 jr + µc

3.33

ECMc = cr – (θ0 + θ1 l + θ2 il + θ3 v + θ4 mfi + θ5 yrtr + θ6 er + θ7 m2 + θ8 crude + θ9 ur
+ θ10 br + θ11 jr)

3.34

Where
l = Liquidity
il = Illiquidity
v = Volatility
mfi = Money Flow Index
yrtr = 10 yr treasury rate
uemp = Unemployment rate
er = Exchange Rate (Dollar Index)
m2 = M2 Money Supply
crude = NYMEX Crude Price ($)
br = British Return (FTSE100)
ur = US return (SPY)
jr = Japan Return (Nikkei225)
cr = China Return (Shanghai Index)
αs are coefficients for different variables
µ’s = Error Terms for respective country
ECM= Error Correction Model for respective country
Before even using the ARDL approach for long and short run cointegration
lags were determined for all variables based on STATA command varsoc variable,
maxlag(5) exog( ). Results with this command are given for up to five lags one by
one for all variables. These lags were determined by probability value and all criterion
of Final Prediction Error (FPE), Akaike Information Criterion (AIC), Hunnan and
Quinn Information Criterion (HQIC) and Schwartz Bayesian Information Criterion
(SBIC). Best possible lag was picked in combination with the probability value and
all these criterions. Table 9, 10, 11 and 12 show these lags for variables at level and at
first difference for US, Japan, England and China respectively.
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Table 3.9: Lag selection for US market
Variables lags selection information for US
1995 to 2002 2002 to 2008 2008 to 2016
Lags
Lags
Lags
Variable Level
D1
Level
D1
Level
D1
ur
0
0
0
L
1
0
5
5
1
2
Il
2
5
5
4
1
5
v
1
0
1
0
5
0
mfi
1
2
1
4
3
2
yrtr
1
0
1
0
1
0
er
1
0
1
1
1
0
uemp
4
3
3
2
5
5
m2
3
2
3
2
1
3
crude
2
1
3
2
2
1
br
0
0
0
Jr
0
0
0
cr
0
0
0

Table 3.10: Lag selection for Japan market
Variables lags selection information for Japan
2002 to 2016 2002 to 2008 2008 to 2016
Lags
Lags
Lags
Variable Level
D1
Level
D1
Level
D1
jr
1
2
0
l
5
5
1
0
1
0
il
3
5
0
2
3
2
v
4
0
1
0
1
0
mfi
1
0
1
0
1
0
yrtr
1
0
1
0
1
1
er
1
0
1
0
1
0
uemp
5
4
5
4
5
4
m2
5
2
3
2
3
2
crude
2
1
1
0
1
0
ur
3
0
0
br
0
0
0
cr
4
4
0
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Table 3.11: Lag selection for UK market
Variables lags selection information for England
2002 to 2008
2008 to 2016
Lags
Lags
Variable Level
D1
Level
D1
br
0
0
L
4
5
3
2
Il
0
1
0
5
v
5
4
3
2
mfi
4
3
3
2
yrtr
4
4
1
0
er
3
2
3
1
uemp
1
0
3
2
m2
2
1
3
1
crude
3
0
2
1
ur
0
0
Jr
1
0
cr
1
0

Table 3.12: Lag selection for China market
Variables lags selection information for China
2002 to 2008 2008 to 2016
Lags
Lags
Variable Level
D1
Level
D1
cr
1
0
L
5
5
4
3
il
2
2
5
4
V
1
0
1
0
mfi
1
0
3
2
yrtr
3
2
3
2
er
1
0
1
0
m2
1
3
5
5
crude
1
0
2
1
ur
0
0
br
0
0
jr
0
1

3.9.1 Multicollinearity
When two predictor variables in a multiple regression have non-zero
correlation basically some correlation with each other then there is collinearity
present. If more than two variables are inter-correlated then there is a problem of
multicollinearity. If there is perfect multi the one then even one predictor can be
explain by other predictor variable then one variable cab be dropped otherwise
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software will give an error. Almost perfect collinearity can also give some estimation
issues because if this situation is there then estimates will be hard to interpret.
Whenever there is high then standard error will be very high and due to that
confidence interval will also be higher and coefficients needs to be very larger for
them to be statistically significant. Multicollinearity is a matter of degree that how
much is the multicollinearity, therefore it is better to run the test to find out how large
are the variance inflation factors for the variables. Higher order can be removed to get
analysis without multi. In our case VIF was run for all variables and their lags to find
the after eliminating the multicorrelating variables other variables were finalized for
the analysis. Tables 13 to 16 give finalized results for the VIF tests for different
countries and variables.

Table 3.13: VIF analysis for US market
VIF analysis for different variables for different time frames for US
1995 to 2002
2002 to 2008
2008 to 2016
Variable VIF
1/VIF
Variable VIF
1/VIF
Variable VIF
1/VIF
∆il
7.62 0.131169 uemp
6.31 0.158408 ∆ur-1
8.30 0.120548
crude
7.6 0.13159 v
5.59 0.179004 ∆il
7.17 0.139462
∆l
6.87 0.145599 mfi
3.41 0.292862 ur-1
6.52 0.153426
uemp
6.84 0.146276 ∆mfi
2.69 0.372125 ∆mfi
5.27 0.189895
mfi
6.73 0.148638 yrtr
2.17 0.460324 il
5.23 0.191358
il
5.97 0.167384 ∆yrtr
2.04 0.490353 mfi
3.73 0.267954
∆mfi
5.48 0.182457 br
2.03 0.493104 ∆ur-2
3.17 0.315434
∆il-1
4.69 0.213447 ∆v
1.94 0.514561 ∆mfi-1
3.08 0.324423
yrtr
4.65 0.215055 ur-1
1.78 0.561344 jr
2.87 0.348381
L
4.48 0.223239 jr
1.76 0.567935 crude
2.61 0.382618
∆uemp
3.92 0.254902 ∆er
1.73 0.576493 ∆er
2.48 0.402909
∆uemp-1 3.81 0.262498 cr
1.67 0.597509 br
2.48 0.403285
V
3.58 0.279511 ∆l
1.67 0.598707 uemp
2.42 0.413053
∆uemp-3 3.48 0.287348 ∆uemp-1 1.62 0.616681 ∆v
2.38 0.41938
ur-1
3.46 0.288851 ∆uemp-2 1.6 0.625255 ∆mfi-2
2.30 0.435492
∆uemp-2 3.28 0.304928 ∆uemp
1.56 0.642206 ∆yrtr
2.25 0.444411
Jr
3.11 0.321357 ∆il
1.35 0.743164 ∆crude
2.16 0.463307
∆yrtr
3.1 0.322887 ∆m2
1.27 0.788795 ∆uemp-3 1.91 0.524414
∆m2
2.99 0.334936
∆uemp-1 1.89 0.527758
∆er
2.84 0.352661
∆uemp-4 1.82 0.548955
∆crude
2.73 0.36678
∆uemp
1.74 0.574732
∆v
2.51 0.399041
∆uemp-2 1.70 0.587711
br
2.4 0.417428
∆crude-1 1.70 0.588789
∆crude-1 2.3 0.433871
cr
1.68 0.593998
cr
1.75 0.571814
yrtr
1.62 0.615438
∆m2
1.26 0.792012
Mean VIF 4.25

Mean VIF 2.34
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Mean VIF 3.07

Table 3.14: VIF analysis for Japan market
VIF analysis for different variables for different time frames for Japan
2002 to 2016
2002 to 2008
2008 to 2016
Variable VIF
1/VIF
Variable VIF
1/VIF
Variable VIF
1/VIF
uemp
7.09 0.141033 br
6.04 0.165624 yrtr
5.29 0.188874
ur
4.75 0.210317 ur
5.48 0.182387 ur
5.05 0.198101
er
4.73 0.211639 crude
4.43 0.225653 br
4.39 0.227635
br
4.53 0.220937 v
3.49 0.286271 v
4.26 0.234928
crude
3.91 0.255777 ∆jr-1
2.81 0.356478 er
2.74 0.365251
yrtr
2.73 0.366912 er
2.58 0.387666 ∆mfi
2.48 0.403736
v
2.65 0.377232 jr-1
2.51 0.398038 ∆l
2.44 0.40989
l
2.31 0.433023 yrtr
2.22 0.45087 crude
2.4 0.416899
∆crude-1 1.85 0.539162 mfi
2.19 0.456225 ∆crude
1.94 0.515641
jr-1
1.83 0.545745 ∆v
2.16 0.463431 ∆er
1.85 0.540601
∆v
1.69 0.590479 ∆l
2.08 0.480884 Jr-1
1.70 0.588922
∆l-1
1.68 0.593707 ∆il
1.92 0.519686 mfi
1.60 0.623884
∆crude
1.67 0.597124 ∆uemp
1.86 0.539054 ∆yrtr
1.49 0.672382
∆l-4
1.65 0.604483 ∆crude
1.78 0.563179 ∆v
1.45 0.691012
∆uemp
1.63 0.613226 ∆er
1.68 0.594839 cr
1.38 0.723694
∆uemp-2 1.59 0.627198 cr
1.66 0.603599 ∆uemp
1.29 0.775012
∆uemp-3 1.57 0.635456 ∆yrtr
1.52 0.65967 ∆m2
1.22 0.822783
mfi
1.55 0.64698 ∆mfi
1.42 0.703769 ∆il
1.21 0.824852
∆m2
1.53 0.655164 ∆m2
1.39 0.718346
∆mfi
1.49 0.671003
∆uemp-4 1.49 0.671881
cr
1.47 0.680597
∆il
1.45 0.687577
∆l-3
1.45 0.689674
∆yrtr
1.45 0.691414
∆l
1.41 0.707849
∆l-2
1.40 0.712778
∆er
1.36 0.732822
∆uemp-1 1.36 0.736835
∆v-1
1.31 0.765719
∆v-2
1.28 0.779528
∆v-3
1.22 0.816613
Mean VIF 2.16

Mean VIF 2.59
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Mean VIF 2.45

Table 3.15: VIF analysis for UK market
VIF analysis for different variables for different time frames for England
2002 to 2008
2008 to 2016
Variable
VIF
1/VIF
Variable
VIF
1/VIF
Crude
7.53
0.132816 uemp
6.15 0.162525
Uemp
7.04
0.141989 yrtr
5.82 0.171869
Cr
6.84
0.146284 ∆mfi
5.11 0.195711
∆cr
4.53
0.220724 mfi
4.98 0.20092
∆crude
4.32
0.231612 v
4.03 0.247949
∆l
4.08
0.245374 er
3.94 0.253928
∆mfi
4.03
0.247839 ∆mfi-1
3.59 0.278615
∆crude-1
3.60
0.277957 ur
3.56 0.280668
∆crude-2
3.48
0.287162 jr
2.89 0.346144
∆er-1
3.13
0.319904 ∆mfi-2
2.52 0.39677
∆er-2
3.11
0.321773 ∆v-1
2.47 0.404608
∆er
3.11
0.321845 ∆crude
2.44 0.410513
Jr
3.04
0.329257 ∆yrtr
2.29 0.436816
∆yrtr
2.88
0.346748 ∆uemp
2.27 0.441046
Er
2.86
0.350015 ∆er-2
2.26 0.441604
∆uemp
2.69
0.372229 br-1
2.25 0.444655
Ur
2.68
0.372947 ∆v-2
2.21 0.452302
∆m2
2.66
0.375947 ∆uemp-2
2.12 0.471058
br-1
2.63
0.380461 ∆v
2.09 0.477615
∆v
2.20
0.454789 ∆uemp-1
2.06 0.485875
∆er
2.04 0.490662
∆il
1.93 0.519385
∆er-1
1.87 0.535022
cr
1.85 0.53923
∆l
1.78 0.561023
∆m2
1.67 0.59726

Mean VIF

3.83

Mean VIF
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2.93

Table 3.16: VIF analysis for China market
VIF analysis for different variables for different time frames for China
2002 to 2008
2008 to 2016
Variable
VIF
1/VIF
Variable
VIF
1/VIF
∆il
6.81
0.146859 ur
8.45
0.118304
Il
5.68
0.176139 br
6.22
0.160747
Er
4.35
0.229967 mfi
4.08
0.244984
∆il-1
3.33
0.299955 l
3.37
0.296407
Jr
2.86
0.34946 ∆l-1
3.29
0.304395
Br
2.86
0.350165 cr-1
2.96
0.337352
Ur
2.33
0.428272 ∆mfi-1
2.89
0.34636
∆er
2.12
0.470928 jr
2.68
0.372878
∆m2
1.96
0.509226 ∆l
2.68
0.373083
Yrtr
1.73
0.578863 ∆mfi
2.65
0.376829
cr-1
1.69
0.592697 ∆mfi-2
2.45
0.407403
∆yrtr-2
1.46
0.68495 ∆l-2
2.37
0.422751
∆crude
1.33
0.754225 yrtr
2.09
0.479587
∆yrtr-1
1.30
0.769298 ∆crude
1.82
0.548106
∆yrtr
1.23
0.814078 ∆yrtr-2
1.81
0.551354
∆v
1.69
0.590927
∆l-3
1.66
0.601992
∆il
1.61
0.620298
∆yrtr
1.56
0.641201
∆er
1.53
0.652243
∆yrtr-1
1.44
0.69671
v
1.43
0.700424
∆m2
1.30
0.771209

Mean VIF

2.74

Mean VIF

2.70

After finalizing these variables for the analysis ARDL, ARDL bounds testing for long
run relationship and finally VECM was run for short term relationships for different
variables.
3.9.2 ARDL Bounds Testing and VECM Approach
Historically even before the introduction of ARDL approach, Banerjee, A et
al., (1986) used two step approach by Engle Granger (1987) to test the for long-run
relationship. In the first step it is assumed that vectors of independent and dependent
variables of autoregressive order 1 or I(1), Pesaran et al., (2001) and then OLS
regression is run as described by this equation. Assuming yt and xt are variables and
(yt , xt )’ is a vector.
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=

+

′ +

3.35

and the residuals are:
′ =

− ′ −

3.36

Test is run to find out if these residuals are stationary, this is done with either
of ADF, or PP techniques.
Finally with the help of egranger command on Stata EC model with the lagged
residuals is run after finding them that they are stationary based on the following
equation.
∆

=

+

′′

+∑

+∑

∆

′ ∆

+μ

3.37

This test is done by Mark E. Schaffer (2010) by using SSC for γ ranging from
-1 to 0 ( -1 ≤ γ < 0), with the help of Stata egranger module.
But there have been some disadvantages for this approach to find out the long
run relationships. To apply this approach first of all there is need to run test of
stationarity to find out the order of integration because this cannot be used for non
stationary variables. According to Banergee et al., (1986) because we do not have
short-run relationship due to that these results can create bias in the finite samples,
which leads to wrong or poor estimates in second step. The distribution of long-run
parameter estimates is not normal due to t-statistics cannot be used. Due resolve these
issues fully modified Ordinary Least Square (OLS) approach was introduced by
Philips and Hansen (1990).
ARDL model has also been used for some time to model relationships
between economic and financial variables in form of one equation. One major benefit
to use ARDL is from the perspective of using non stationary variables for
cointegrating relationship. Based on Engle Granger (1987) and Hasler and Wolters
(2006) ARDL model can be re-parameterized in the form of Error Correction
formulation which gives edge to standard Error Correction Model. Also with Bounds
testing long-run relationship can be found out even without knowing if variables are
integrated at I(0) or I(1). Also the ARDL approach allows exploring correct dynamic
structure. Again ARDL technique can be used irrespective of the stationary level or
stationary properties of the sample variables. This technique also allows for inferences
on long-run estimates which are not possible under competitive or alternative
cointegration procedures, in addition to these benefits ARDL technique can also be
used with greater number of variables compared to other Vector Autoregressive
(VAR) models.
Due to these benefits, later on Pesaran and Shin (1998) proposed to use ARDL
strategy to find out the long-run relationship. When compared to Engle Granger
approach in case of ARDL short-run estimators are asymptotically normal and if
repressors are I(1) then long-run parameters are super consistent and asymptotically
normally distributed whatever the order of integration is. ARDL bounds testing for
long-run is also based on Error Correction approach of ARDL. If ARDL is for the
order of p and q respectively for the variables, where p and q is the order optimal lag
orders based on probability value and all criterion of Final Prediction Error (FPE),
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Akaike Information Criterion (AIC), Hunnan and Quinn Information Criterion
(HQIC) and Schwartz Bayesian Information Criterion (SBIC) but mostly by AIC and
BIC approach, Narayan, P. K (2005) then the equation for the model can be shown as
follows:
=

+∑

+

∆

+∑

′

+μ
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Where t = max (p,q),….T and for xt for simplicity it is assumed that all
independent variables have same lag as q but this can be different. Similarly the
integrated order for these variables could be either I(0) or I(1) or cointegrated
meaning mix of I(0) and I(1). These variables can be re-parameterized to determine
the short-run relationship in this form:

∆
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Where α is the speed of adjustment coefficient and θ is the long-run
coefficient which are given by these expressions.
=1− ∑

∅

3.40

and
=

∑

3.41

If we exclude differencing terms for the independent variables then this
expression cab written without it in alternate formulation.

∆
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Now we can go through the Pesaran, Shin and Smith (2001) approach for
long-run relationship step by step.
First of all we need to have variables and their lags based on the described
procedure to run the ARDL model based on the standard OLS approach. After
running the OLS for the selected variables and for respectable and optimized lags for
these variables F-statistics is tested compared to the critical values. If that is rejected
then t-statistics for single null hypothesis of α = 0 is tested. Then parsimonious
version of ARDL with Error Correction model is run.
For ARDL bound testing Pesaran, Shin and Smith (2001) has provided lower
and upper bounds for both F-statistics and t-statistics and also the critical values
depending on the regressors, order of integration of these variables and the
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deterministic model component. These components are as follows based on the case
number.
Case 1:No intercept, and no time trend
Case 2:Restricted intercept, but no time trend
Case 3:Unrestricted intercept, and no time trend
Case 4:Unrestricted intercept, and restricted time trend
Case 5: Unrestricted intercept, and unrestricted time trend
After the test results show which case is suitable for that analysis based on
regressors, integration order and deterministic model. To make the decision about the
long-run relationship we need to follow the guide lines which are as follows:
If the test statistics is closer to zero compared to lower bound of critical value,
then we do not need to reject H0 for F-statistics or H0 for t-statistics respectively. On
the other hand these null hypotheses can be rejected when test statistics is more
extreme compared to upper bound critical values. Finally when both null hypotheses
are rejected the long-run relationship can be confirmed. Table 17, 18, 19, 20 show
results for ARDL bound tests for US, Japan, England and China respectively.
Common thing in all these results is that all of them are case 3, which is unrestricted
intercept and with no time trend.
Table 3.17: Bound Test for US market
Bound Test results for US
2002 to 2008

Time Frame

1995 to 2002

Optimal lags

ARDL(1,1,2,1,1,1,4,2,0,0,0,0,0)

Case #
F-Statistics
t-Statistics

ARDL(1,1,1,1,3,5,4,1,2,0,0,0)

3
Value
8.216
-6.146

Critical Values
I(0)
I(1)
1.83
2.94
-2.57
-4.69

2008 to 2016
ARDL(3,1,3,1,5,2,0,0,0,0,0,0)

3
Result

Value

LRR
LRR

38.184
-12.312

Critical Values
I(0)
I(1)
2.03
3.13
-2.57
-4.23

3
Result

Value

LRR
LRR

26.387
-8.253

Critical Values
I(0)
I(1)
1.95
3.06
-2.57
-4.40

In case for US SPY index monthly returns from bounds test we can see that
there is cointegration relationship for duration of 1995 to 2002 between the variables
of US return, volatility, money flow index, 10 year treasury, unemployment, liquidity,
illiquidity, exchange rate, M2 money supply, crude prices, and all British FTSE 100,
Japan Nikkei 225, and China Shanghai index monthly returns. Basically LRR
represents the long run relationship based on the results. For the duration of 2002 to
2008 we can see the cointegration is present between the variables of US return,
volatility, money flow index, 10 year treasury, unemployment, liquidity, illiquidity,
exchange rate, M2 money supply, all British FTSE 100, Japan Nikkei 225, and China
Shanghai index monthly returns. In this case only one variable crude price is not in
the relationship for this time frame. For third time period from 2008 to 2016 other
than liquidity all other variables have cointegrating relationship between each other.
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Result
LRR
LRR

Table 3.18: Bound Test for Japan market
Bound Test results for Japan
2002 to 2008

Time Frame

2002 to 2016

Optimal lags

ARDL(1,5,4,1,1,1,5,2,0,0,0,0,0)

Case #

3
Value

F-Statistics
t-Statistics

ARDL(2,1,1,1,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0)

29.675
-14.81

2008 to 2016
ARDL(1,1,1,1,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0)

3

Critical
Values
I(0)
I(1)
1.85
2.94
-2.57 -4.69

Result

Value

LRR
LRR

7.695
-5.808

3

Critical
Values
I(0)
I(1)
1.95
3.06
-2.57 -4.40

Result

Value

LRR
LRR

16.612
-10.597

Critical
Values
I(0)
I(1)
1.95
3.06
-2.57 -4.40

Result

LRR
LRR

As far as Japanese Nikkei 225 market monthly returns for overall period of
2002 to 2016 there is cointegrating relationship between the variables of Japan
monthly return, liquidity, volatility, money flow index, 10 year treasury, exchange
rate, unemployment, crude oil price, illiquidity, m2 money supply and monthly
returns of US SPY, England FTSE100 and China’s Shanghai index. When this overall
time frame was split between 2002 to 2008 and 2008 to 2016 then results are little
different as far as variables are concerned. For 2002 to 2008 time period there is a
cointegrating relationship between Japan monthly return, liquidity, volatility, money
flow index, 10 year treasury, exchange rate, unemployment, crude oil price,
illiquidity, m2 money supply and monthly returns of US SPY, England FTSE100 and
China’s Shanghai index. One difference in this case was relationship was with lower
lags of different variables. Similarly for the time frame from 2008 to 2016 this
relationship is between Japan monthly return, liquidity, volatility, money flow index,
10 year treasury, exchange rate, unemployment, crude oil price, illiquidity, m2 money
supply and monthly returns of US SPY, England FTSE100 and China’s Shanghai
index. Similar to 2002 to 2008 the relationship was with lower level of lags.
Table 3.19: Bound Test for UK market
Bound Test Results for England
Time Frame
Optimal lags

2002 to 2008

ARDL(1,3,1,3,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0) ARDL(1,3,3,1,3,3,0,0,0,0,0,0,0)

Case #

3
Value

F-Statistics
t-Statistics

2008 to 2016

20.425
-6.954

Critical
Values
I(0)
I(1)
2.12
3.23
-2.57
-4.04

3
Result

Value

LRR
LRR

48.542
-13.899

Critical Values
I(0)
1.95
-2.57

I(1)
3.06
-4.40

Result

LRR
LRR

For FTSE 100 monthly returns the cointegrating relationship also between all
the variables of British returns, exchange rate, unemployment, crude, liquidity,
volatility, money flow index, 10 year treasury, m2 money supply and monthly returns
of US SPY, Japanese Nikkei 225 and China’s Shanghai index. There was no
relationship with illiquidity of the Nikkei 225 market. For the period of 2008 to 2015
FTSE 100 had cointegrating relationship between all these variables and also
illiquidity.
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Table 3.20: Bound Test for China market
Bound Test Results for China
Time Frame

2002 to 2008

2008 to 2016

Optimal lags

ARDL(1,2,3,1,0,0,0,0,0)

ARDL(1,4,1,3,3,0,0,0,0,0,0,0)

Case #

3
Value

F-Statistics
t-Statistics

4.843
-5.182

Critical Values
I(0)
I(1)
2.12
3.23
-2.57
-4.04

3
Result

Value

LRR
LRR

32.512
-11.221

Critical Values
I(0)
I(1)
2.45
3.52
-2.57
-3.66

Result
LRR
LRR

Again like all other markets monthly returns for China’s Shanghai market for
the time period of 2002 to 2008 have cointegrating relationship between China
returns, illiquidity, 10 yr treasury, exchange rate, crude, m2 money supply, and
monthly returns of US SPY, British FTSE 100 and Japanese Nikkei 225. When we
compare China market with other this relationship is with lower number of variables,
because there is no relationship with liquidity, volatility and money flow index in this
time frame. For the time period of 2008 to 2016 cointegrating relationship of monthly
returns of China Shanghai index was between the variables of China returns, liquidity,
illiquidity, volatility, money flow index, 10 yr treasury, exchange rate, crude, m2
money supply, and monthly returns of US SPY, British FTSE 100 and Japanese
Nikkei 225. Now we have determined that there is long run relationship for these
markets, next step would be to ARDL regression, Error correction for Long-run
models along with short-run models for all countries one by one.
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CHAPTER 4

RESULTS
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4.1 ARDL Models for Markets
4.1.1 ARDL Models for US Market

Theoretically based on ARDL approach model and as mentioned in
methodology section for US (SPY) return based on all variables selected should be
like this for this study:
ur = α0 + α1 l + α2 il + α3 v + α4 mfi + α5 yrtr + α6 uemp + α7 er + α8 m2 + α9 crude
+ α10 br + α11 jr + α12 cr +µu

4.1

ECMu = ur – (α0 + α1 l + α2 il + α3 v + α4 mfi + α5 yrtr + α6 uemp + α7 er + α8 m2
+ α9 crude + α10 br + α11 jr + α12 cr)

4.2

Results of ARDL regression, long-run model and ECM short-run error
correction representation models are found in tables from 1to 4.
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Table 4.1: ARDL model for US market
ARDL Model for US Return
1995 to 2002
2002 to 2008
Regressor

USA Return

Liquidity
Illiquidity

Volatility
Money Flow

10 yr Treasury
Unemployment

Symbol

ur-1
ur-2
ur-3
l
l-1
il
il-1
il-2
v
v-1
mfi
mfi-1
mfi-2
mfi-3
yrtr
yrtr-1
uemp
uemp-1
uemp-2
uemp-3
uemp-4
uemp-5

ARDL(1,1,2,1,1,1,4,2,0,0,0,0,0)
Coefficient
Probability

-0.126653

0.497

4.17E-09
1.11E-09
2264435
-101924.9
-2509869
0.1365441
-0.2655695
0.0386015
-0.1477577

0.593
0.883
0.250
0.953
0.185
0.807
0.607
0.853
0.437

-0.5167075
-0.6515101
-9.184606
6.341437
2.594399
8.392753
-0.0771792

0.872
0.863
0.155
0.344
0.726
0.194
0.992

0.137711
-0.2544
0.1943378

0.744
0.505
0.547

ARDL(1,1,1,1,3,0,0,0,0,0,0,0)
Coefficient
Probability

-0.04378

0.608

0.17521
-0.17978
-0.07005
0.041409

0.580
0.584
0.237
0.426

1.560313
-2.83257
1.384555
-1.45274
1.437729
-1.43083

0.170
0.025
0.610
0.633
0.621
0.544

6.30E-12
-259281

0.959
0.916

2008 to 2016
ARDL(3,1,3,1,5,2,0,0,0,0,0,0)
Coefficient
Probability

0.00351
0.008982
-0.00469

0.962
0.883
0.934

3.44E+07
-3916093

0.047
0.853

0.067796
-0.00781
0.066321
-0.09266
1.601588
-1.71353
-0.86039
1.102842
-0.43394
0.430141
-2.36296
2.140471
0.002304
0.092958
-0.08486

0.030
0.822
0.035
0.005
0.212
0.164
0.579
0.564
0.805
0.822
0.250
0.191
0.956
0.107
0.023

Crude

crude
crude-1
crude-2

Liquidity
Illiquidity
Volatility
Exchange Rate
British Return
Japan Return
China Return

∆l
∆il
∆v
∆er
∆m2
br
jr
cr

-0.3420787
-1.30E-11
0.8810684
0.1463652
0.1448003

0.361
0.634
0.000
0.332
0.119

-0.10989
-8.62E-12
0.683157
0.037471
0.061292

0.494
0.228
0.000
0.568
0.129

0.388007
-0.23776
2.82E-12
0.573331
0.163896
0.029869

0.101
0.088
0.316
0.000
0.006
0.342

Constants

_cons

-23.92676

0.316

8.175647

0.314

-2.46651

0.348

M2 Money Supply

R-Squared
Adj. R-Squared
Root MSE

0.77807413
0.52588563
3.48325950

0.77369521
0.70095438
1.98575050

0.90088237

0.8436144
1.5090968

After establishing that we have long run relationship with different variables
in case of US returns, next step would be to estimate the long run and short run
elasticities. Optimal lags with the help of probability value and all criterion of Final
Prediction Error (FPE), Akaike Information Criterion (AIC), Hunnan and Quinn
Information Criterion (HQIC) and Schwartz Bayesian Information Criterion (SBIC)
have been finalized in previous section. ARDL models based on these lags are shown
in table 1. Even though we have same variables for different time frames the
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maximum lags are different. For the time period up to 911 incident (1995-2002)
maximum lag selected is 4 as shown by the model ARDL(1,1,2,1,1,1,4,2,0,0,0,0,0),
for the time frame of 2002 to 2008 the maximum lag is 3 and respective model is
ARDL(1,1,1,1,3,0,0,0,0,0,0,0) and for the period after second period and until 2016
the maximum lag is 5 and the model is ARDL(3,1,3,1,5,2,0,0,0,0,0,0).
Common finding for all three time frames is that US returns are significantly
dependent on British returns. For second time frame additional variable with which
US returns have significant relationship is the 10 yr treasury rates, which is a
fundamental variable and there is no technical variable with which there is a
significant relationship for this time frame. But in case of third time frame in addition
to British returns, variables like illiquidity, money flow index, crude and also the
Japans Nikkei225 returns also have significant relationship with the US returns.
Critical finding is that even with technical indicators of illiquidity and money flow
index there is a significant relationship.
Next step would be, by using lags and differences for the long-run solution to run and
estimate equation for error correction model. By doing this the speed of adjustment of
the respective monthly returns will also be calculated. Tables 2 shows long-run
relation and error correction model equation for US SPY Index monthly returns for
different time frames.
Table 4.2: Long run relationship for US market
US Long Run Model Relationship Comparison and Significance
1995 to 2002
2002 to 2008
2008 to 2016
Variables
Coefficient
Prob
Coefficient
Prob
Coefficient Prob
Liquidity
4.69E-09
0.196
Illiquidity
-308309.6
0.915
3.07E+07
0.288
Volatility
-0.1145207
0.741
-0.004382
0.964
Money Flow Index -0.0968852
0.395
-0.0274384 0.603
0.0339082 0.466
10 Year Treasury
-1.03689
0.580
-1.21888
0.115
-0.11282
0.795
Unemployment
7.159956
0.125
-0.0587061 0.954
0.0162882 0.929
Crude
0.0689196
0.721
0.010481
0.436
British Return
0.7820213
0.001
0.6545009
0.000
0.577841
0.000
Japan Return
01299113
0.347
0.0358989
0.564
0.1651851 0.007
China Return
0.1285223
0.136
0.0587213
0.128
0.0301039 0.350
ECM(-1)

-1.126655

0.000

-1.043783

0.000

-0.9921947

0.000

1995 to 2002
ECMu = ur - 4.69E-09 l + 308309 il + 0.1145207 v + 0.0968852 mfi + 1.03689 yrtr 7.159956 uemp - 0.0689196 crude - 0.7820213 br - 0.1299113 jr – 0.1285223 cr
4.3
2002 to 2008
ECMu = ur + 0.004382 v + 0.0274384 mfi + 1.218888 yrtr + 0.0587061 uemp - 0.6545009
br - 0.0358989 jr – 0.0587213 cr
4.4
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2008 to 2016
ECMu = ur – 3.07E+07 il - 0.0339082 mfi + 0.11282 yrtr - 0.0162882 uemp - 0.010481 crude
- 0.577841 br - 0.1651851 jr – 0.0301039 cr
4.5

These are the Error Correction Model equations for the long-run relationship.
ECM(-1) is one period lag value of the error term based on the long-run relationship.
Coefficients of these relationships are the indicative that short-run disequilibrium is
eliminated in the long run relationship. The coefficients for ECM(-1) are negative and
significant and in all models almost 100% of the short-run disequilibrium from
previous month is fixed in the current month. In the long run findings we can see that
in addition to British returns for US returns, since 2008 Japanese returns have also
become significant. As mentioned, the speed of adjustment for all these long run
models is also very quick.
After long term relationships and ECM(-1) equation short-run relationship can
be evaluated from ECM representation run of ARDL. Table 3 gives shot-run
relationship for all variables for US SPY Index monthly returns for different time
frames.
Table 4.3: Short run ECM for US market
US Selected ARDL’s Short Run Error Correction Representation Model
1995 to 2002
2002 to 2008
2008 to 2016
Regressor
Symbol Coefficient Prob Coefficient Prob
Coefficient
Prob
US Return
∆ur-1
-0.0042958
0.963
∆ur-2
0.0046859
0.934
Liquidity
∆l
-1.11E-09
0.883 6.30E-12
0.959 3916094
0.853
Illiquidity
∆il
2611793
0.288 -259280.5
0.916
∆il-1
2509868
0.185
Volatility
∆v
0.2655695 0.607 0.1797842 0.584 0.3880065
0.101
Money Flow
∆mfi
0.1477577 0.437 -0.0414091 0.426 0.034152
0.478
∆mfi-1
0.0263385
0.473
∆mfi-2
0.0926589
0.005
10 yr Treasury ∆yrtr
0.6515098 0.863 2.832568
0.025 1.713527
0.164
Unemployment ∆uemp
-17.25141
0.042 1.445831
0.541 -0.8765501
0.581
∆uemp-1 -10.90997
0.180 -0.0069043 -0.998 0.2262923
0.891
∆uemp-2 -8.315572
0.278 1.430825
0.544 -0.2076508
0.895
∆uemp-3 0.0771794
0.992
0.2224903
0.893
∆uemp-4
-2.140471
0.191
∆crude
Crude
0.0600623 0.864
-0.0080956
0.842
∆crude-1 -0.1943378 0.547
0.0848626
0.023
Exchange Rate ∆er
-0.3420787 0.361 -0.1098946 0.494 -0.2377578
0.088
M2 Money Supply ∆m2
-1.30E-11
0.634 -8.62E-12
0.228 2.82E-12
0.316
Constants

_cons

-23.92676

0.316 8.175646

0.314

-2.466506

0.348

ECM(-1)

-1.126655

0.000 -1.043783

0.000

-0.9921947

0.000

R-Squared
Adj. R-Squared
Root MSE

0.90493899
0.79691512
3.48325940

0.8716297
0.83036782
1.98575040
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0.95575282
0.93018778
1.50909680

Results from Error Correction Model representation show similar results as we
noticed from the long run relationships. For first period unemployment is also
significant factor and for third time frame exchange rate has also become significant
for US return model in the short-run.
These tables show how different variables are significant for different time
frames and also the relationship in the long-run and also short-run. Now we have
developed long term and short-run models there is a need to check the validity for
these models with post-estimation techniques for serial or autocorrelation, functional
form, normality and heteroscedasticity. Table 4 shows results of these tests for US
SPY Index monthly returns for different time frames.
Table 4.4: Post Estimation for US market
Post-estimation tests for US
Item

Test Applied

Serial/Auto Correlation

Durbin-Watson
ARCH LM
Breusch-Godfrey LM Test (bgodfrey)
Ramsey RESET Test (ovtest)
Cameron & Trivedi’s IM Test (skewness)
Cameron & Trivedi’s IM Test (kurtosis)
Cameron & Trivedi’s IM Test (hetero)
Breusch-Pagan (hettest)

Functional Form
Normality
Heteroscedasticity

19952002
1.956065
0.9732
0.9347*
0.4769
0.7724
0.2619
0.4321
0.7969

Probability
20022008-2016
2008
2.260595 2.423005
0.2862
0.8513
0.0760*
0.0928**
0.4988
0.4987
0.7488
0.6345
0.7700
0.2392
0.4457
0.4445
0.7848
0.8965

One * represents lag1 included and ** represents lag1 and lag2 included
Based on these post-estimation results we can see that models in all cases do
not show any inconsistency. To test the stability of ARDL error correction model
long-run and short-run coefficients CUSUM and CUSUMSQ were run for all models,
results are shown in the in Graph 1, which shows that results are within 5% of
stability
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Figure 4.1: Graph for CUSUM and CUSUM Squared for US market
US CUSUM and CUSUM Squared Plots for three time Frames
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As far as US SPY index’s monthly returns we found out that how different
variables are significant for different time periods and how it has changed with the
progression of times and with different time periods both in case of long-run and also
in short-run and the models fit all the post estimation criterions.
4.1.2 ARDL Models for Japan Market
Theoretically based on ARDL approach model for Japan (Nikkei225) return based on
all variables selected should be like this for this study:
jr = β0 + β1 l + β2 il + β3 v + β4 mfi + β5 yrtr + β6 uemp + β7 er + β8 m2 + β9 crude
+ β10 ur + β11 br + β12 cr + µj

4.6

ECMj = jr – (β0 + β1 l + β2 il + β3 v + β4 mfi + β5 yrtr + β6 uemp + β7 er + β8 m2
+ β9 crude + β10 ur + β11 br + β12 cr)

4.7

Results of ARDL regression, long-run model and ECM short-run error
correction representation models are found in tables from 5 to 8.
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Table 4.5: ARDL Model for Japan market
ARDL Model for Japan Returns
2002 to 2016
2002 to 2008
Regressor

Japan Return
Liquidity

Volatility

Money Flow
10 yr Treasury
Exchange Rate
Unemployment

Symbol

jr-1
jr-2
L
l-1
l-2
l-3
l-4
l-5
V
v-1
v-2
v-3
v-4
mfi
mfi-1
yrtr
yrtr-1
er
er-1
uemp
uemp-1
uemp-2
uemp-3
uemp-4
uemp-5

Crude

crude
crude-1
crude-2

Liquidity
Illiquidity
Unemployment
US Return
British Return
China Return

∆l
∆il
∆uemp
∆m2
ur
br
cr

Constants

_cons

M2 Money Supply

R-Squared
Adj. R-Squared
Root MSE

ARDL(1,5,4,1,1,1,5,2,0,0,0,0,0)
Coefficient
Probability

-0.040908

0.562

2.09E-12
-1.03E-12
-2.62E-12
9.33E-13
3.45E-13
-2.04E-13
0.2635646
-0.096305
0.0463923
-0.340956
0.1573097
0.0685357
-0.03937
7.228364
-9.136868
0.6570438
-0.620799
-0.231532
0.4414493
-0.899124
0.1003894
0.9272527
0.2665317
0.0521059
-0.100549
0.0269016

0.071
0.512
0.081
0.506
0.813
0.856
0.280
0.758
0.872
0.240
0.449
0.081
0.309
0.022
0.004
0.000
0.000
0.894
0.837
0.683
0.963
0.688
0.875
0.348
0.247
0.643

3051.815

0.760

0.5983837
0.1396808
0.0124765
-4.510705

ARDL(2,1,1,1,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0)

Coefficient

Probability

2008 to 2016
ARDL(1,1,1,1,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0)
Coefficient
Probability

0.147848
0.0511341

0.188
0.653

-0.073982

0.468

0.2914699
-0.248308

0.556
0.645

0.0958765
0.0288605

0.762
0.928

0.0573559
-0.039734
11.01112
-14.32316
0.240544
-0.287719

0.201
0.346
0.005
0.000
0.199
0.163

-0.014619
0.0445695
1.044485
-3.734414
0.9263241
-0.938014

0.888
0.640
0.870
0.568
0.000
0.000

0.0110508
-0.016511

0.929
0.889

0.0393335
-0.058554

0.660
0.528

0.000
0.385
0.772

3.00E-12
8732.093
-1.326997
-4.30E-15
0.1881961
0.3923309
0.0771583

0.015
0.573
0.578
0.976
0.520
0.166
0.207

1.87E-09
6020.818
-1.474937
2.17E-13
0.6884139
0.0413472
-0.045465

0.243
0.695
0.560
0.116
0.003
0.857
0.531

0.647

9.02575

0.421

0.5979328

0.948

0.68739602
0.60041057
3.52058270

0.64038356
0.49803539
3.25320980

0.6700911
0.5621209
3.6598669

After establishing that we have long run relationship with different variables
in case of US returns, next step would be to estimate the long run and short run
elasticities. Optimal lags with the help of probability value and all criterion of Final
Prediction Error (FPE), Akaike Information Criterion (AIC), Hunnan and Quinn
Information Criterion (HQIC) and Schwartz Bayesian Information Criterion (SBIC)
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have been finalized in previous section. ARDL models based on these lags are shown
in table 21. Even though we have same variables for different time frames the
maximum lags are different. For the overall time period of 2002 to 2016 maximum
lag selected is 5 as shown by the model ARDL(1,5,4,1,1,1,5,2,0,0,0,0,0), when this
period is split into two periods as one for the time frame of 2002 to 2008 the
maximum lag is 2 and respective model is ARDL(2,1,1,1,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0) and for
the second period between 2008 to 2016 the maximum lag is 1 and the model is
ARDL(1,1,1,1,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0).
Common finding for all three time frames is that Japanese returns are
significantly dependent on liquidity for the markets. In case of overall time frame it
shows that Nikkei225 returns are significantly dependent on liquidity, money flow
index, 10 year treasury rates, exchange rates and US returns for 10% significant level
(10 yr treasury, exchange rate, and US return for 5% significant level). When we split
this period into two, first period 2002 to 2008, shows that still liquidity is significant
but in addition to liquidity major significant variable is 10 yr treasury rates, which is a
fundamental variable both, are for 5% significant level. In case of second split time
period of 2008 to 2015 variables like exchange rates, and US returns have become
very significant for Nikkei225 returns, again these are for 5% significant level.
Critical finding is that even with technical indicator of liquidity has a significant
relationship with all time frames.
Next step would be, by using lags and differences for the long-run solution to
run and estimate equation for error correction model. By doing this the speed of
adjustment of the respective monthly returns will also be calculated. Tables 6 shows
long-run relation and error correction model equation for Japanese Nikkei225 Index
monthly returns for different time frames.
Now we have finalized that there is long-run relationship for Japan market,
next step would be to run and estimate error correction equation using the lags and
differences of the long-run solution. By doing this the speed of adjustment of the
respective monthly returns will also be calculated. Tables 6 shows long-run relation
and error correction model equation for Japanese Nikkei225 Index monthly returns
for different time frames.
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Table 4.6: Long run relationship for Japan market
Japan Long Run Model Relationship Comparison and Significance
2002 to 2015
2002 to 2008
2008 to 2016
Variables
Coefficient
Prob
Coefficient
Prob
Coefficient Prob
Liquidity
-4.70E-13
0.382
Volatility
0.0288265
0.737
0.053884
0.852
0.1161444 0.460
Money Flow Index 0.0280197
0.199
0.022000
0.549
0.0278871 0.534
10 Year Treasury
-1.8335000
0.103
-4.134787
0.102
-2.504632
0.391
Exchange Rate
0.0348206
0.424
-0.0588939 0.672
-0.0108842 0.852
Unemployment
0.5811920
0.653
Crude
-0.0206946
0.343
-0.0068165 0.894
-0.0178964 0.633
US Return
0.5748671
0.000
0.2349461
0.533
0.6409922 0.004
British Return
0.1341913
0.388
0.4897904
0.157
0.038499
0.857
China Return
0.0119861
0.773
0.0963254
0.203
-0.0423329 0.533
ECM(-1)

-1.040908

0.000

-0.801018

0.000

-1.073982

0.000

2002 to 2016
ECMj = jr + 4.70E-13 l -0.0288265 v – 0.0280197 mfi +1.8335 yrtr -0.0348206 er - 0.581192
uemp +0.0206946 crude – 0.5748671 ur – 0.1341913 br – 0.0119861 cr 4.8
2002 to 2008
ECMj = jr – 0.053884 v – 0.022 mfi +4.134787 yrtr + 0.0588939 er + 0.0068165 crude –
0.2349461 ur – 0.4897904 br – 0.0963254 cr
4.9
2008 to 2016
ECMj = jr – 0.1161444 v – 0.0278871 mfi + 2.504632 yrtr +0.0108842 er + 0.0178964 crude –
0.6409922 ur – 0.038499 br + 0.0423329 cr
4.10

These are the Error Correction Model equations for the long-run relationship.
ECM(-1) is one period lag value of the error term based on the long-run relationship.
Coefficients of these relationships are that short-run disequilibrium is eliminated in
the long run relationship. The coefficients for ECM(-1) are negative and significant
and in two of the three models almost 100% of the short-run disequilibrium from
previous month is fixed in the current month, only difference is the period of 2002 to
2008 where the speed of adjustment is little low compared to other time periods. In
the long run findings we can see that only US returns are significant that is also only
for overall and the period after 2008 for Japanese returns. As mentioned, the speed of
adjustment for all these long run models is also very quick.
After long term relationships and ECM(-1) equation short-run relationship can be
evaluated from ECM representation run of ARDL. Table 7 gives shot-run relationship
for all variables for US SPY Index monthly returns for different time frames.
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Table 4.7: Short run ECM for Japan market
Japan Selected ARDL’s Short Run Error Correction Representation Model
2002 to 2016
2002 to 2008
2008 to 2016
Regressor
Symbol Coefficient Prob Coefficient Prob Coefficient Prob
Japan Return
∆jr-1
-0.0511341 0.653
Liquidity
∆l
2.58E-12
0.021 3.00E-12
0.015 1.87E-09
0.243
∆l-1
1.55E-12
0.191
∆l-2
-1.07E-12
0.312
∆l-3
-1.41E-13
0.895
∆l-4
2.04E-13
0.856
Illiquidity
∆il
3051.815
0.760 8732.093
0.573 6020.818
0.695
Volatility
∆v
0.2335588 0.337 0.2483078 0.645 0.0288605 0.928
∆il-1
0.1372541 0.522
∆il-2
0.1836464 0.388
∆il-3
-0.1573097 0.449
Money Flow
∆mfi
0.0393697 0.309 0.0397335 0.346 -0.0445695 0.640
10 yr Treasury
∆yrtr
9.136868
0.004 14.32316
0.000 3.734414
0.568
Unemployment ∆uemp -0.8364994 0.638 -1.326997
0.578 -1.474937
0.560
∆uemp-1 -0.3950503 0.807
∆uemp-2 -1.294174
0.465
∆uemp-3 -1.193784
0.496
∆uemp-4 -0.2665316 0.875
∆crude
Crude
0.0736471 0.183 0.0165109 0.889 0.0585539 0.528
∆crude-1 -0.0269016 0.643
Exchange Rate ∆er
0.6207988 0.000 0.287719
0.163 0.9380135 0.000
M2 Money Supply
∆m2
2.11E-13
0.048 -4.30E-15
0.976 2.17E-13
0.116
Constants

_cons

-4.510705

0.647 9.02575

0.421 0.5979326

0.948

ECM(-1)

-1.040908

0.000 -0.801018

0.000 -1.073982

0.000

R-Squared
Adj. R-Squared
Root MSE

0.81552306
0.76419034
3.52058270

0.78698255
0.70266314
3.25320980

0.81993199
0.76100064
3.65986690

Results from Error Correction Model representation show for overall period
that liquidity, money flow index, 10 year treasury and exchange rate are significant
variables. For the period of 2002 to 2008 liquidity and 10 tear treasury is significant
and for 2008 to 2016 only exchange rate is significant.
These tables show how different variables are significant for different time frames.
Now we have developed long term and short-run models there is a need to check the
validity for these models with post-estimation techniques for serial or autocorrelation,
functional form, normality and heteroscedasticity. Table 8 shows results of these tests
for Japanese Nikkei225 Index monthly returns for different time frames.
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Table 4.8: Post estimation for Japan market
Post-estimation tests for Japan
Item
Serial/Auto Correlation

Functional Form
Normality
Heteroscedasticity

Test Applied
Durbin-Watson
ARCH LM
Breusch-Godfrey LM Test (bgodfrey)
Ramsey RESET Test (ovtest)
Cameron & Trivedi’s IM Test (skewness)
Cameron & Trivedi’s IM Test (kurtosis)
Cameron & Trivedi’s IM Test (hetero)
Breusch-Pagan (hettest)

2002-2016
1.958667
0.6521
0.7230
0.2541
0.3688
0.9723
0.5077
0.0764

Probability
2002-2008
2.108693
0.2797
0.4540
0.8972
0.6877
0.1357
0.4429
0.7173

Based on these post-estimation results we can see that models in all cases do
not show any inconsistency. To test the stability of ARDL error correction model
long-run and short-run coefficients CUSUM and CUSUMSQ were run for all models,
results are shown in the in Graph 2, which shows that results are within 5% of
stability
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2008-2016
1.881765
0.6246
0.5343
0.3887
0.4057
0.5818
0.4453
0.1079

Figure 4.2: Graph for CUSUM and CUSUM Squared for Japan market
Japan CUSUM and CUSUM Squared Plots for three time Frames
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As far as Japanese Nikkei225 index’s monthly returns we found out that how
different variables are significant for different time periods and how it has changed
with the progression of times and with different time periods both in case of long-run
and also in short-run and the models fit all the post estimation criterions.
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4.1.3 ARDL Models for England Market
Theoretically based on ARDL approach model for England (FTSE100) return
based on all variables selected should be like this for this study:
br = γ0 + γ1 l + γ2 il + γ3 v + γ4 mfi + γ5 yrtr + γ6 uemp + γ7 er + γ8 m2 + γ9 crude
+ γ10 ur + γ11 jr + γ12 cr + µe

4.11

ECMe = br – (γ0 + γ1 l + γ2 il + γ3 v + γ4 mfi + γ5 yrtr + γ6 uemp + γ7 er + γ8 m2
+ γ9 crude + γ10 ur + γ11 jr + γ12 cr)

4.12

Results of ARDL regression, long-run model and ECM short-run error correction
representation models are found in tables from 9 to 12.
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Table 4.9: ARDL model for UK market
ARDL Model for England Returns
2002 to 2008
ARDL(1,3,1,3,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0)
Regressor

England Return
Volatility

Money Flow

10 yr Treasury
Exchange Rate

Unemployment

Symbol

br-1
v
v-1
v-2
v-3
mfi
mfi-1
mfi-2
mfi-3
yrtr
yrtr-1
er
er-1
er-2
er-3
uemp
uemp-1
uemp-2
uemp-3

Crude

crude
crude-1
crude-2
crude-3

Liquidity
Illiquidity
Volatility

∆l
∆il
∆v
∆mfi
∆yrtr
∆m2

Money Flow Index

10 yr Treasury
M2 Money Supply

Coefficient

Probability

-0.007498

0.959

-10.04853
26.80612
-11.10759
-8.941652
-6.481623
6.054073

0.321
0.091
0.369
0.396
0.192
0.202

0.1574773
-0.082007
-0.114111
0.0310787
-5.22E-15

0.012
0.292
0.172
0.689
0.629

0.4386957
0.0186044
1.111685
1.01E-10

0.305
0.773
0.634
0.348

Crude
US Return
Japan Return
China Return

∆crude

ur
jr
cr
cr-1

0.5408099
0.2726794
-0.000798
-0.015596

0.002
0.007
0.986
0.689

Constants

_cons

8.200593

0.438

R-Squared
Adj. R-Squared
Root MSE

0.8644110
0.7048945
1.2547736

2008 to 2016

ARDL(1,3,3,1,3,3,0,0,0,0,0,0,0
)
Coefficient
Probability

-0.0169646
-0.0956738
0.553502
-0.4743686
0.144724
-0.0288244
-0.0566551
-0.0239037
0.0094836
-0.3930078
0.3975582
-19.26381
32.99875
-25.3589
12.29289
-3.062194
4.868438
-5.022477
3.542107

0.818
0.719
0.213
0.304
0.596
0.651
0.384
0.670
0.872
0.757
0.755
0.029
0.008
0.042
0.145
0.272
0.226
0.209
0.184

-3.94E-14
2.54E+09

0.006
0.163

-1.55E-11
0.0139291
0.8491504
0.0170849
-0.0180474

0.743
0.745
0.000
0.771
0.646

-1.195912

0.914

0.8993314
0.8370127
1.8907932

After establishing that we have long run relationship with different variables
in case of US returns, next step would be to estimate the long run and short run
elasticities. Optimal lags with the help of probability value and all criterion of Final
Prediction Error (FPE), Akaike Information Criterion (AIC), Hunnan and Quinn
Information Criterion (HQIC) and Schwartz Bayesian Information Criterion (SBIC)
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have been finalized in previous section. ARDL models based on these lags are shown
in table 25. Even though we have same variables for different time frames the
maximum lags are different. For the time period of between 2002 to 2008 maximum
lag selected is 3 as shown by the model ARDL(1,3,1,3,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0), for the time
frame of 2008 to mid of 2015 the maximum lag is also 3 and respective model is
ARDL(1,3,3,1,3,3,0,0,0,0,0,0,0).
Common finding for these time frames is that British FTSE100 returns are
significantly dependent on US returns and also the exchange rates. For first period of
2002 to 2008 in addition to US return and exchange rates, crude prices and Japanese
Nikkei225 returns are also significant. In case of second time frame 2008 to 2016 in
addition to US returns and exchange rate, liquidity has also become significant for this
model. Critical finding is that even only in second time frame there is significant
relationship with liquidity which is a technical indicator.
Next step would be, by using lags and differences for the long-run solution to
run and estimate equation for error correction model By doing this the speed of
adjustment of the respective monthly returns will also be calculated. Tables 10 shows
long-run relation and error correction model equation for British FTSE100 Index
monthly returns for different time frames. This step would be to run and estimate
error correction equation using the lags and differences of the long-run solution. By
doing this the speed of adjustment of the respective monthly returns will also be
calculated. Table 26 shows long-run relation and error correction model equation for
British FTSE100 Index monthly returns for different time frames.
Table 4.10: Long run relationship for UK market
British Long Run Model Relationship Comparison and Significance
2002 to 2008
2008 to 2016
Variables
Coefficient
Prob
Coefficient
Prob
Liquidity
Illiquidity
Volatility
0.1260453
0.278
Money Flow Index
-0.0982332
0.235
10 year Treasury
0.0044744
0.994
Exchange Rate
-3.267162
0.378
0.6577778
0.864
Unemployment
-0.4243684
0.815
0.3204383
0.670
Crude
-0.0075057
0.875
US Return
0.5367853
0.004
0.8349851
0.000
Japan Return
0.2706502
0.024
0.0167999
0.771
China Return
-0.0162724
0.787
-0.0177463
0.645
ECM(-1)

-1.007497

0.000

-1.016965

0.000

2002 to 2008
ECMe = br + 3.267162 er + 0.4243684 uemp + 0.0075057 crude – 0.5367853 ur – 0.2706502
jr + 0.0162724 cr
4.13
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2008 to 2016
ECMe = br – 0.1260453 v + 0.0982332 mfi -0.0044744 yrtr – 0.657778 er – 0.3204383 uemp –
0.8349851 ur – 0.0167999 jr + 0.0177463 cr
4.14

These are the Error Correction Model equations for the long-run relationship.
ECM(-1) is one period lag value of the error term based on the long-run relationship.
Coefficients of these relationships are that short-run disequilibrium is eliminated in
the long run relationship. The coefficients for ECM(-1) are negative and significant
and in both models almost 100% of the short-run disequilibrium from previous
month is fixed in the current month. In the long run findings we can see that in
addition to US returns for British returns, Japanese returns were significant before
2008 period but this variable has lost its significance since 2008. As mentioned, the
speed of adjustment for all these long run models is also very quick.
After long term relationships and ECM(-1) equation short-run relationship can
be evaluated from ECM representation run of ARDL. Table 11 gives shot-run
relationship for all variables for British FTSE100 Index monthly returns for different
time frames.
Table 4.11: Short run ECM for UK market
British Selected ARDL’s Short Run Error Correction Representation Model
2002 to 2008
2008 to 2016
Regressor
Symbol Coefficient
Prob Coefficient
Prob
Liquidity
∆l
-5.22E-15
0.629 -3.94E-14
0.006
Illiquidity
∆il
2.54E+09
0.163
Volatility
∆v
0.4386957
0.305 -0.2238574 0.401
∆il-1
0.3296446
0.256
∆il-2
-0.144724
0.596
Money Flow
∆mfi
0.0186044
0.773 0.0710752
0.392
∆mfi-1
0.0144201
0.834
∆mfi-2
-0.0094835 0.872
10 yr Treasury
∆yrtr
1.111685
0.634 -0.3975583 0.755
Unemployment ∆uemp
-6.054073
0.202 -3.388069
0.219
∆uemp-1
1.48037
0.570
∆uemp-2
-3.542107
0.184
∆crude
Crude
0.1650393
0.063 0.0139291
0.745
∆crude-1 0.0830327
0.298
∆crude-2 -0.0310787
0.689
Exchange Rate
∆er
-6.756875
0.507 -19.93274
0.015
∆er-1
20.04924
0.070 13.06601
0.089
∆er-2
8.941652
0.396 -12.29289
0.145
China Return
∆cr
0.0155961
0.689
M2 Money Supply ∆m2
1.01E-10
0.348 -1.55E-11
0.743
Constants

_cons

8.200593

0.438

-1.19591

0.914

ECM(-1)

-1.007497

0.000

-1.016965

0.000

R-Squared
Adj. R-Squared
Root MSE

0.93727159
0.86347346
1.25477360

0.94757643
0.91512374
1.89079310
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Results from Error Correction Model representation show that in case of first
period from 2002 to 2008 in addition to exchange rates, crude prices are also
significant but this significance is for 10% significant period. In case of second period
in case of short-run in addition to exchange rate liquidity has also become very
significant.
These tables show how different variables are significant for different time
frames. Now we have developed long term and short-run models there is a need to
check the validity for these models with post-estimation techniques for serial or
autocorrelation, functional form, normality and heteroscedasticity. Table 12 shows
results of these tests for British FTSE100 for different time frames.
Table 4.12: Post estimation for UK market
Item
Serial/Auto Correlation

Functional Form
Normality
Heteroscedasticity

Post-estimation tests for England
Test Applied
Durbin-Watson
ARCH LM
Breusch-Godfrey LM Test (bgodfrey)
Ramsey RESET Test (ovtest)
Cameron & Trivedi’s IM Test (skewness)
Cameron & Trivedi’s IM Test (kurtosis)
Cameron & Trivedi’s IM Test (hetero)
Breusch-Pagan (hettest)

2002-2008
2.361135
0.9484
0.0640
0.0625
0.6236
0.3344
0.4236
0.3782

2008-2016
2.289784
0.5257
0.1199
0.2212
0.6979
0.8373
0.4434
0.2521

Based on these post-estimation results we can see that models in all cases do
not show any inconsistency. To test the stability of ARDL error correction model
long-run and short-run coefficients CUSUM and CUSUMSQ were run for all models,
results are shown in the in Graph 3, which shows that results are within 5% of
stability.
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Figure 4.3: Graph for CUSUM and CUSUM Squared for UK market
CUSUM and CUSUM Squared Plots for three time Frames for England
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As far as British FTSE100 index’s monthly returns we found out that how
different variables are significant for different time periods and how it has changed
with the progression of times and with different time periods both in case of long-run
and also in short-run and the models fit all the post estimation criterions.
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4.1.4 ARDL Models for China Market
Theoretically based on ARDL approach model for China (Shanghai Index)
return based on all variables selected should be like this for this study:
cr = θ0 + θ1 l + θ2 il + θ3 v + θ4 mfi + θ5 yrtr + θ6 er + θ7 m2 + θ8 crude + θ9 ur
+ θ10 br + θ11 jr + µc

4.15

ECMc = cr – (θ0 + θ1 l + θ2 il + θ3 v + θ4 mfi + θ5 yrtr + θ6 er + θ7 m2 + θ8 crude +
θ9 ur + θ10 br + θ11 jr)

4.16

Results of ARDL regression, long-run model and ECM short-run error
correction representation models are found in tables from 13 to 16.
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Table 4.13: ARDL Model for China market
ARDL Model for China Returns
2002 to 2008
ARDL(1,2,3,1,0,0,0,0,0)
Regressor

China Return
Liquidity

Illiquidity

Volatility
Money Flow

10 yr Treasury

Exchange Rate
Illiquidity
Exchange Rate
Crude
M2 Money Supply

Symbol

cr-1
l
l-1
l-2
l-3
l-4
il
il-1
il-2
v
v-1
mfi
mfi-1
mfi-2
mfi-3
yrtr
yrtr-1
yrtr-2
yrtr-3
er
er-1
∆il
∆er
∆crude

US Return
British Return
Japan Return

∆m2
ur
br
jr

Constants

_cons

R-Squared
Adj. R-Squared
Root MSE

Coefficient

0.0934739

-97002.47
3609.853
-43524.21

-0.1809564
-4.015623
-3.432419
4.056638
55.32813
-62.3071

Probability

0.596

2008 to 2016
ARDL(1,4,1,3,3,0,0,0,0,0,0,0)
Coefficient

Probability

-0.145138
0.217
5.48E-10
0.002
-3.65E-10
0.170
-4.27E-10
0.097
1.00E-10
0.662
7.57E-11
0.570

0.418
0.977
0.729

0.971
0.547
0.627
0.431
0.281
0.257

-0.0106384
-0.0053469
0.401547
-0.3258416
0.4070256
-0.2879548
-0.7044705
-6.035044
5.211073
-1.463234

0.973
0.986
0.001
0.047
0.012
0.020
0.868
0.261
0.326
0.734

0.042
0.119
0.313
0.183
0.167
0.329
0.203
0.734

0.4691249
3.74E-12
1.669719
-0.4340103
-0.5353876

0.087
0.580
0.023
0.588
0.236

-307744
35.37865
0.1013105
-8.08E-13
0.4923677
-0.3316813
0.1957269

72.4585

0.291

2.899717

0.42547044
0.18608312
7.55961890

0.66784416
0.56173883
5.58133060

After establishing that we have long run relationship with different variables
in case of US returns, next step would be to estimate the long run and short run
elasticities. Optimal lags with the help of probability value and all criterion of Final
Prediction Error (FPE), Akaike Information Criterion (AIC), Hunnan and Quinn
Information Criterion (HQIC) and Schwartz Bayesian Information Criterion (SBIC)
have been finalized in previous section. ARDL models based on these lags are shown
in table 29. Even though we have same variables for different time frames the
maximum lags are different. For the time period of 2003 to 2008 maximum lag
selected is 3 as shown by the model ARDL(1,2,3,1,0,0,0,0,0) , for the time frame of
2008 to 2016 the maximum lag is 4 and respective model is
ARDL(1,4,1,3,3,0,0,0,0,0,0,0). In case of China Shanghai Index monthly returns for
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both of these time frames there is no common or consistence significant finding. For
first period of 2002 to 2008 China returns are significantly dependent of the US
returns for that time frame and also the crude prices, even crude prices significance
level is 10%. In the second time period of 2008 to 2016 China Shanghai market
returns are significantly dependent on technical variables of liquidity, illiquidity and
money flow index. Critical finding in case of China market is that this market is more
inefficient compared to other developed markets considered in this study. Next step
would be, by using lags and differences for the long-run solution to run and estimate
equation for error correction model. By doing this the speed of adjustment of the
respective monthly returns will also be calculated. Table 14 shows long-run relation
and error correction model equation for China Shanghai Index monthly returns for
different time frames.
Table 4.14: Long run relationship for China market
China Long Run Model Relationship Comparison and Significance
2002 to 2008
2008 to 2016
Variables
Coefficient
Prob
Coefficient
Prob
Liquidity
-5.99E-11
0.473
Illiquidity
-151034.6
0.541
Volatility
-0.0139593
0.809
Money Flow Index
0.1700897
0.068
10 Year Treasury
-3.940714
0.104
-2.612502
0.129
Exchange Rate
-7.69859
0.380
Crude
US Return
1.841887
0.031
0.4299637
0.162
British Return
-0.478762
0.593
-0.2896431
0.328
Japan Return
-0.5905927
0.245
0.1709199
0.202
ECM(-1)

-0.9065261

0.000

-1.145138

0.000

2002 to 2008
ECMc = cr + 151034.6 il + 3.940714 yrtr + 7.69859 er – 1.841887 ur + 0.478762 br +
0.5905927 jr
4.17
2008 to 2016
ECMc = cr + 5.99E-11 l + 0.0139593 v – 0.1700897 mfi + 2.612502 yrtr – 0.4299637 ur +
0.2896431 br – 0.1709199 jr
4.18

These are the Error Correction Model equations for the long-run relationship.
ECM(-1) is one period lag value of the error term based on the long-run relationship.
Coefficients of these relationships are that short-run disequilibrium is eliminated in
the long run relationship. The coefficients for ECM(-1) are negative and significant
and in one of the models the ECM(-1) coefficient is almost 100% of the short-run
disequilibrium from previous month is fixed in the current month, but in second
model this adjustment is about 90%. In the long run findings we can see that for
China returns only significant variable for the period of 2002 to 2008 is the US return.
But after 2008 that significance has also been lost and China market returns are only
significantly dependent on the money flow index. As mentioned, the speed of
adjustment for all these long run models is also very quick.
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After long term relationships and ECM(-1) equation short-run relationship can
be evaluated from ECM representation run of ARDL. Table 15 gives shot-run
relationship for all variables for Chinese Shanghai Index monthly returns for different
time frames.
Table 4.15: Short run ECM for China market
China Selected ARDL’s Short Run Error Correction Representation Model
2002 to 2008
2008 to 2016
Regressor
Symbol Coefficient
Prob
Coefficient
Prob
Liquidity
∆l
6.16E-10
0.000
∆l-1
2.51E-10
0.179
∆l-2
-1.76E-10
0.270
∆l-3
-7.57E-11
0.570
Illiquidity
∆il
39914.36
0.828
-307744
0.042
∆il-1
43524.2
0.729
Volatility
∆v
0.0053469 0.986
Money Flow
∆mfi
0.2067709 0.105
∆mfi-1
-0.1190707 0.367
∆mfi-2
0.2879548 0.020
10 yr Treasury ∆yrtr
3.391404
0.473
2.287205
0.567
∆yrtr-1
-0.6242191
0.897
-3.747839
0.329
∆yrtr-2
-4.056638
0.431
1.463234
0.734
∆crude
Crude
0.4691249
0.087
0.1013105 0.313
∆crude-1
∆crude-2

Exchange Rate
China Return

∆er
∆cr
∆m2

62.3071

0.257

35.37865

0.119

3.74E-12

0.580

-8.08E-13

0.183

_cons

72.45851

0.291

2.899717

0.734

ECM(-1)

-0.9065261

0.000

-1.145138

0.000

R-Squared
Adj. R-Squared
Root MSE

0.56415597
0.38255429
7.55961900

M2 Money
Supply

Constants

0.81142442
0.75118500
5.58133060

Results from Error Correction Model representation show similar results as we
noticed from the long run relationships. For first period only crude price is significant
for the 10% significant level and for second period of 2008 to 2016 China returns are
significantly dependent on liquidity, illiquidity and money flow index for China
Shanghai index’s short-run model.
These tables show how different variables are significant for different time
frames. Now we have developed long term and short-run models there is a need to
check the validity for these models with post-estimation techniques for serial or
autocorrelation, functional form, normality and heteroscedasticity. Table 16 shows
results of these tests for Chinese Shanghai Index monthly returns for different time
frames.
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Table 4.16: Post estimation for China market
Item
Serial/Auto Correlation

Functional Form
Normality
Heteroscedasticity

Post-estimation tests for China
Test Applied
Durbin-Watson
ARCH LM
Breusch-Godfrey LM Test (bgodfrey)
Ramsey RESET Test (ovtest)
Cameron & Trivedi’s IM Test (skewness)
Cameron & Trivedi’s IM Test (kurtosis)
Cameron & Trivedi’s IM Test (hetero)
Breusch-Pagan (hettest)

2002-2008
2.063278
0.9563
0.1685
0.7218
0.5868
0.1931
0.4347
0.0880

2008-2016
2.067099
0.9963
0.5039
0.1036
0.6068
0.5575
0.4520
0.0056

Based on these post-estimation results we can see that models in all cases do
not show any inconsistency. To test the stability of ARDL error correction model
long-run and short-run coefficients CUSUM and CUSUMSQ were run for all models,
results are shown in the in Graph 4, which shows that results are within 5% of
stability
Figure 4.4: Graph for CUSUM and CUSUM Squared for China market
China CUSUM and CUSUM Squared Plots for three time Frames
CUSUM
CUSUM Squared
CUSUM squared

CUSUM squared

CUSUM

2002 to 2008

CUSUM

0

0

20

20

time

time

CUSUM squared

CUSUM squared

CUSUM

2008 to 2016

CUSUM

0

0

29
time

29
time

. As far as China Shanghai index’s monthly returns we found out that how
different variables are significant for different time periods and how it has changed
with the progression of times and with different time periods both in case of long-run
and also in short-run and the models fit all the post estimation criterions.
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4.10 Summary
In this chapter first of all we tried to test our data to see which model will fit
our data and based on the stationary levels for different variables we found out that
ARDL approach will suite this data. In rest of this chapter for all markets of US SPY
Index, England’s FTSE100, Japan’s Nikkei225 Index and china’s Shanghai Index we
developed models to test the co-integration for these market returns and then we
developed ARDL model, ARDL long-run and short-run representation of ARD
model. Then finally these models were tested for post-estimation criteria and stability.
From these results for all these markets there exists a co-integration relation
with the variables respective to these market returns. Then based on ARDL models it
was noticed that based on these results markets do not behave similarly with different
time frames and the significant variables differ with the time frames. First of all
dependencies are different for different markets within same time frames and also
same markets with different time frames. It has been shown that efficiency of the
same market can change with time period and for China it is the most inefficient
markets within the group of four. One major common thing in all these markets is that
ECM(-1) coefficient is very high for all these markets which shows that markets are
very quick to adjustment for any dislocations from previous monthly period.
For long run relationship for first two periods US market returns are
significantly and statistically dependent on the England market returns but after 2008
time periods US returns has also been significantly dependent on Japan market return
in addition to England returns. For short-run models in case of US for the period
1995-2002 unemployment was a significant variable but for next two periods no
significance is there for unemployment. For both periods 10 year treasury and then
money flow, crude, and exchange rate have become significant. As far as long run
relationship for Japan market returns US market returns have become significant after
the 2008 period which is also shown in the overall period of 2002 to 2016. In the
short-run only exchange rate has become significant with the passage of time
compared to the 10 year treasury rates and money supply before the 2008 crises. For
British markets as far as the long run relationship is concerned Japan market returns
have lost the statistical significance for British market returns but US returns are still
statistically significant. The short-run relationship shows that liquidity and exchange
rate has become very significant for the return of these markets after 2008 compared
to the period before 2008. China market returns for long run relationship shows that
US market returns are not statistically significant after 2008 and money flow index in
the stock market has become more significant Short-run relationship for China returns
show statistical significance with liquidity or illiquidity and even money flow index
(2nd lag) which basically also shows the inefficiency of this market.
Overall in this chapter models have been developed and tested for the validity
and fitness of these models. From these results it has at least been clear that in the
long run relationship Japan markets returns have become statistically significant for
the US market returns. Based on the material in 2nd chapter we also know how
economic situation is translated from the performance of the stock market and vice
versa. Based on this we can indirectly say that if Japan market returns are significant
probably Japan’s economical situation is also significant for the US economy.
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Historical perspective from Japan’s economy shows that this situation could be
worrisome for the US markets and economy. Based on this information this can also
be true for England economy because that is statistically dependent on the US markets
and economy. For China it is not easy to say because that market is not efficient to
show this kind of behavior.
When we compare these models for different countries in the short run we find
out that USA, England and Japan markets are weak form efficient but comparing with
them China market is not efficient. This is because China has its most of statistical
relationship with technical variables of liquidity, illiquidity and money flow index.
That shows that China markets can be manipulated based on the historical prices. On
fundamental side China does not have any statistical significant relationship with any
fundamental variable but all other countries have developed statistical significant
relationship with exchange rate. May be it is because USA, England and Japan all
have zero bound interest rates with QEs in place and with these policies in place these
three countries are impacting their exchange rates in instigate some inflation.
When we consider long run model for these countries China does not have any
statistical significance any other country. USA has long run statistical relationship
with England markets for all time frames and similarly England shows same
relationship with USA. This may be true because both are most developed markets
and economies in these four countries. Only issue is that US is the only country which
has statistical significant relationship with Japan market and economy and no other
country has this issue. This is the issue because Japan is not still recovered from its
deflationary pressures and USA has relationship with Japan, this may show that going
forward deflationary pressures can be issues going forward.
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CHAPTER 5

DISCUSSION
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5.1 Introduction
Objective of this thesis was to develop empirical models for different time
frames for four major economies to develop different determinants for different
countries and time frames for the returns of the stock markets. In this chapter based on
the results from previous chapter conclusions will be drawn. Shortcomings and
limitations of these models and their results and recommendations will also be
discussed.
Before we go into findings and limitations of this study, there is some
information which can be discussed over here for at least Japan and US which has
been observed during these deflationary periods. We know Japan started seeing the
deflationary issues since the starts of 1990s. Since the start of 1990s and at least up to
2014 Japan tried different things to improve their economy but overall average
inflation was about roughly zero for this time period. During this time frame they
tried three different quantitative easing (QE) programs. First program QE1 was started
in March of 2001 for the target of two years. In this QE1program Bank of Japan
increased its monetary base for about 60 percent. Even with this application the
inflation expectations did not change much and when BOJ removed this program then
later may be due to 2007 to 2009 issues around the world the inflation expectation at
the minimum touched at –ve 3%. After seeing these issues BOJ started relatively
smaller QE2 program in October 2010. This time just like morphene injection, BOJ
dosed QE2 to the economy based on the necessity. Inflation for Japan after the
recovery of world economies started improving from the lows of –ve 3%. After
seeing the response of both QE1 and QE2, that there not much change in inflation
BOJ decided to implement more aggressive intervention of QE3 in April 2013 and
later BOJ also embarked on the NIRP (Negative interest rate) in 2016. Even after all
these interventions we can notice that starting from 1993 and at least until 2014 even
though monetary base has increased to 270 trillion yen there is not much change in
inflation when we compare it with 1993. In case of Japan it seems like BOJ has set the
inflation target of 2% and trying to achieve it whatever is necessary to do that.
This is the history what BOJ has done, before 2008 we know that Japan was
under deflationary pressures but US was doing fine but since the incident of great
recession in 2008-2009 may be US has also seen similar issues as was seen by Japan.
That is the reason probably US has also implemented her own QE programs to avoid
any severe deflationary spell.
We have seen that in all the developed world debt is an issue for at least since
2008. Velocity of money is very critical parameter for the economic activity. For US
velocity of money is falling for last 20 years, based on this history to get same GDP
supply of money has to be increased. That is one of the reasons for US to increase the
money supply because historically at this time velocity of money is at the levels seen
around 1949. Even after three different QEs for last ten years average GDP is about
1.9%. On one side velocity is low on other side business debt is one more issue
because if we see GDP per dollar of business debt then that has also gone down from
3.4 to 1.4 from 1950 to now, which shows that most of the debt is not being used
efficiently and it has become less and less stimulative for the economy.
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In case of Japan and Europe we know there are demographic issues which are
very prominent but in case of US trend is not good either. It has been noticed that
based on the income disparity and even the midfamily net worth the people with old
age are much better compared to the new generation. Due to all these situations the
expectations of inflation or reflation has gone down globally. In addition budget and
trade deficits compared to GDP have made situation worse.
This has provided some historical background of the two major economies in the
world, now we can go in the details what we found in this study.

5.2 Summary of the Main Findings
In Chapter 2 we have discussed about the interactions of the stock markets and
economies and how economies can have impact on the stock markets and similarly
what is the impact of stock market on the economies of the countries. It is clear that
on one side economy can have impact on the performance of the stock markets but
main focus for our study is that stock markets also have great impact on the economy
of the country. Good example in this case is the economic and stock market growth
and then degradation in their performance with the passage of time since the early
1990s. Japan’s economy and stock market both performed very well by the start of
1990s since then stock market started to go down and went down by about 50% by
around 2003 and since then it remained range bound and then after 2008 it started
recovering and recovered about 100% from the lowest of about 10000 mark. During
all this time period up to 1995 Japan’s GDP reached $5.5 Trillion and then it went
lower to about $4.0 trillion in 1998 and finally it crossed the peak of 1995 in 2012
touching $6.2 Trillion it went down to $4.3 Trillion in 2015. From this performance
of Japan we can see that Stock market performance led the performance of Japan’s
economy in both early 1990s and also after 2008. During this whole time period
Japan’s economy is where it was in 1993. That is why this time period is defined as
lost two decade for Japan. In this time period Japan has seen chronic deflationary
pressures most of the times only whenever there was some interaction either from
Fiscal or Monetary side there was little improvement but again it went into negative
direction. Even after this long period of deflationary issues for the near future growth
projection is still less than 1%.
In this thesis that is reason Japan is selected and compared to other countries
of United States, England and China because these are major individual economies of
the world. Economies from European region were not selected because of the
common currency and their dependence on other European countries.
There have been models in which most of the time macroeconomic variables
have been used because of the considerate weak from efficiency of most of the
developed markets. In this study we used some of the technical variables which are
mostly related to momentum effect and also the flow of money or the availability or
unavailability of the money for the stock markets. These variables are volatility,
liquidity, illiquidity and money flow index for the markets and are calculated from the
close prices and also the volume of the markets. This is done based on the thinking
that market even though are efficient but this efficiency adapts according to the
economic situation for different time periods and for China we know that it is not that
developed and efficient market.
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One more factor is the globalization and the performance of individual country
stock markets and its dependence on the performance of other major economy and
stock market performance. Based on this background goals for this research were
developed as discussed in chapter one which are as follows.
Main objectives for this research were:


Selection of econometric variables and technique and develop econometric
models
 To examine the effects of market structures and macroeconomic factors on the
stock returns of US, UK, China and Japan during inflationary and deflationary
periods.
 To compare the factors that would have more influence on the stock returns
for US, UK, China and Japan during inflationary and deflationary periods.
 Test for inefficiencies in the markets based on efficient market hypothesis for
individual countries and also for different time frames.
 Test for intra-country stock market linkages any test for any difference before
and after 2008. Finally for deflationary situations try to conclude if there is
some significance change with Japan situation for other major countries.
Research Question
Main question for this research is how equity markets behave differently in extended
inflationary and deflationary pressures.
First finding from the analysis of these markets is that from the bounds testing
it was found that all these markets have unrestricted intercept and there is no time
trend. As far as cointegration is concerned all these markets have long-run
cointegration relationship with the variables.
Models for different time frames for US:
1995 to 2002
ECMu = ur - 4.69E-09 l + 308309 il + 0.1145207 v + 0.0968852 mfi + 1.03689 yrtr 7.159956 uemp - 0.0689196 crude - 0.7820213 br - 0.1299113 jr – 0.1285223 cr
5.1
ur = 4.69E-09 l - 308309 il - 0.1145207 v - 0.0968852 mfi - 1.03689 yrtr + 7.159956 uemp
+ 0.0689196 crude + 0.7820213 br + 0.1299113 jr + 0.1285223 cr +Error
5.2
2002 to 2008
ECMu = ur + 0.004382 v + 0.0274384 mfi + 1.218888 yrtr + 0.0587061 uemp - 0.6545009
br - 0.0358989 jr – 0.0587213 cr
5.3
ur = - 0.004382 v - 0.0274384 mfi - 1.218888 yrtr - 0.0587061 uemp + 0.6545009 br +
0.0358989 jr + 0.0587213 cr +Error
5.4
2008 to 2016
ECMu = ur – 3.07E+07 il - 0.0339082 mfi + 0.11282 yrtr - 0.0162882 uemp - 0.010481 crude
- 0.577841 br - 0.1651851 jr – 0.0301039 cr
5.5
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ur = 3.07E+07 il + 0.0339082 mfi - 0.11282 yrtr + 0.0162882 uemp + 0.010481 crude +
0.577841 br + 0.1651851 jr + 0.0301039 cr + Error
5.6

From these results it is clear that volatility has played negatively for stock
returns in first two time periods but did not have impact for the third period we have
seen that also in VIX numbers for last few years that volatility is historically very low
for the US stock market. Technical variables have changed behavior like liquidity,
illiquidity. Volatility and money flow index with the passage of time but they are not
statistical significant in the long-run. On fundamental side only unemployment has
changed the behavior because when unemployment goes close to full employment as
is the case in first and third period then better unemployment figure translate into
higher interest rates going forward which impact the stock market returns negatively.
10 year Treasury yield has negative and consistent relationship for all three time
periods. As far as crude oil is concerned when there is booming economy like the time
period before 911 then it has positive impact but in case of the period beyond 2008
even though the economy was not that strong even then crude price has positive
relationship just to show that there is projected inflation in the cards which is well
needed for this time period.
When analyzing the US returns with the returns of other markets it has
become clear that England returns are significant for US returns throughout all three
periods but Japanese Nikkei market return has become very significant for US market
returns in the period after 2008. If we assume as we have gone through the material
that stock market represents the economy of the country. Based on this interpretation
if Japanese market indirectly the Japan’s economy has become significant factor for
US returns, but we know that Japan’s economy is under deflationary pressure for
some time then that implication is not good for the US market and economy. We can
also say that this link is based on the zero interest rates or very low interest rates in
both countries, even that shows that there could be some parallels for both economies
and if that is the case then there could be some implications going forward. In case of
short-run crude prices and exchange rates have become significant in the third period
compared to unemployment and 10 yr Treasury yield respectively for first two periods
for US returns.
Models for different time frames for Japan:
2002 to 2016
ECMj = jr + 4.70E-13 l -0.0288265 v – 0.0280197 mfi +1.8335 yrtr -0.0348206 er - 0.581192
uemp +0.0206946 crude – 0.5748671 ur – 0.1341913 br – 0.0119861 cr
5.7
Jr = - 4.70E-13 l +0.0288265 v + 0.0280197 mfi -1.8335 yrtr +0.0348206 er + 0.581192 uemp
-0.0206946 crude + 0.5748671 ur + 0.1341913 br + 0.0119861 cr +Error
5.8
2002 to 2008
ECMj = jr – 0.053884 v – 0.022 mfi +4.134787 yrtr + 0.0588939 er + 0.0068165 crude –
0.2349461 ur – 0.4897904 br – 0.0963254 cr
5.9
Jr = 0.053884 v + 0.022 mfi - 4.134787 yrtr - 0.0588939 er - 0.0068165 crude + 0.2349461 ur
+ 0.4897904 br + 0.0963254 cr +Error
5.10
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2008 to 2016
ECMj = jr – 0.1161444 v – 0.0278871 mfi + 2.504632 yrtr +0.0108842 er + 0.0178964 crude –
0.6409922 ur – 0.038499 br + 0.0423329 cr
5.11
Jr = 0.1161444 v + 0.0278871 mfi - 2.504632 yrtr - 0.0108842 er - 0.0178964 crude +
0.6409922 ur + 0.038499 br - 0.0423329 cr + Error
5.12

Unlike US return results in case of Japan returns volatility has not changed
and have consistent behavior throughout all three time periods. Liquidity has almost
no impact on the market performance for all three time frames. Money flow index has
positive and consistent behavior throughout all time frames. All of these technical
variables do not have statistically significant relationship in the long-run for all three
time periods. On fundamental side 10 year Treasury yield just in the case of US has
consistent and negative relationship. In case of crude for Japan returns it has negative
impact throughout all three time periods which make sense being the crude importing
country and having no own production.
When analyzing the returns with the returns of other markets it has worth to
note that only US returns are statistically significant in overall period but when that
period is split into two then that significance is only for the most recent period. Which
shows when compared US returns impact of same relationship but only in both ways
but again it can be said that this link is based on the zero interest rates or very low
interest rates in both countries, even that shows that there could be some parallels for
both economies and if that is the case then there could be some implications going
forward especially for US markets and economy. In case of short-run for overall
period liquidity, 10 year Treasury, exchange rate and M2 money supply are
statistically significant but for the most recent period exchange rate is the only
variable which shows statistical significance for the Japanese returns.
Models for different time frames for England:
2002 to 2008
ECMe = br + 3.267162 er + 0.4243684 uemp + 0.0075057 crude – 0.5367853 ur – 0.2706502
jr + 0.0162724 cr
5.13
Br = - 3.267162 er - 0.4243684 uemp - 0.0075057 crude + 0.5367853 ur + 0.2706502 jr 0.0162724 cr + Error
5.14
2008 to 2016
ECMe = br – 0.1260453 v + 0.0982332 mfi -0.0044744 yrtr – 0.657778 er – 0.3204383 uemp –
0.8349851 ur – 0.0167999 jr + 0.0177463 cr
5.15
Br = 0.1260453 v - 0.0982332 mfi + 0.0044744 yrtr + 0.657778 er + 0.3204383 uemp +
0.8349851 ur + 0.0167999 jr - 0.0177463 cr +Error
5.16

Individual period results have more significance then the overall as seen in
Japan’s case, therefore only two individual periods were picked for both England and
China one before 2008 and other beyond 2008. For the first period for England
returns it has shown that markets were at least weak form efficient because there was
no relationship with any technical variable but in second period there is positive
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relationship with volatility and negative with the money flow index. But even in the
case second period these technical variables do not have statistically significant
relationship in the long-run for both time periods. On fundamental side 10 year yield,
mathematically not very significant relationship that is even for the second period.
Similarly in case of crude for British returns there is no mathematically significant
relationship but this is only for first period.
In the first period because unemployment was increasing due to that
unemployment has negative relationship but for second period unemployment started
decreasing and consistently decreasing due to that reason it has positive relationship
because when unemployment show high number then there is expectation of easing
from the England Central Bank. When analyzing the returns with the returns of other
markets it has worth to note that only US returns are statistically significant in case of
both periods. In case of short-run first period shows that only crude and exchange rate
show some significance even that significance is for 10% significant period. In second
period exchange rate and liquidity are statistically significant factors but main thing is
that exchange rate is consistent with the US and Japan results.
Models for different time frames for China:
2002 to 2008
ECMc = cr + 151034.6 il + 3.940714 yrtr + 7.69859 er – 1.841887 ur + 0.478762 br +
0.5905927 jr
5.17
cr = - 151034.6 il - 3.940714 yrtr - 7.69859 er + 1.841887 ur - 0.478762 br - 0.5905927 jr +
Error
5.18
2008 to 2016
ECMc = cr + 5.99E-11 l + 0.0139593 v – 0.1700897 mfi + 2.612502 yrtr – 0.4299637 ur +
0.2896431 br – 0.1709199 jr
5.19
cr = - 5.99E-11 l - 0.0139593 v + 0.1700897 mfi - 2.612502 yrtr + 0.4299637 ur - 0.2896431 br
+ 0.1709199 jr + Error
5.20

Compared to other three markets in case of China market returns there is no
major statistically significant relationship with any of the technical or
fundamental/macroeconomic variables. Only statistically significant relationship for
long-run behavior is for the money flow index even that is for the 10% significance
status. On technical side both liquidity and volatility show negative relationship for
second period. Only similarity with other markets is the relationship with 10 year
Treasury which is consistent in both periods and also with other three markets which
is negative relationship for China market returns also.
When analyzing the returns with the returns of other markets there is only
statistically significant relationship with US returns which is only for first period and
there is no significant relationship with any of these markets for the second period.
There could be two reasons for this either China markets are very efficient or they are
individually managed and controlled. Based on the historical point of view because
China markets are not open markets compared to others we can say that they are
managed and controlled and no relationship can be of any significance. In these
models we have found out relationship of different technical and fundamental
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variables with stock market returns or economies based on the wealth effect behavior
we know up to 10 % wealth effect goes to household consumption which is part of
GDP as studied by Carroll, Otsulka and Slacalek (2001) and Pailla and Pistaferri
(2017). We have found out that most critical factor for developed economies of USA,
England and Japan exchange rate has become significant but not for China.
We have seen in most of these models that we have adjusted R2 on higher side
but with few statistical significant variables to explain it in separate models for long
and short run both. But this can be explained in complete ARDL model for each
country where we see more variables showing statistical significance for these models
for each country. Basically from all these results we have found out that three
developed markets of USA, England and Japan are efficient markets, which is
consistent with the other major studies of Avarez-Ramirrez et al., (2012), Kristoufek
and Vosvrda (2014), Kim and Shamsuddin (2105) and Singh et al., (2015). On the
other hand China is only market out of four major countries which still shows
inefficient behavior according to this study which is again consistent with results
found by Zhangwu (2003), Mahajan et al., (2013) and Singh et al., (2015).
Other major finding for USA, England and Japan is the statistical significant
behavior of exchange rate for the stock returns, which is consistent with uncovered
interest rate parity (UIP) due to carry trade basically by borrowing at low rate
environment and investing in higher rate country. This has been studied by Lustig,
Roussanov and Verdelhan (2011) and Menkhoff et al., (2013). This is also consistent
with other studies of Zhang and Yue (2002) studied interactions between the
exchange rates and the stock market, and Lin (2012) who studied co-movement of
exchange rate and stock markets. For China market exchange rate has not shown any
relationship this could be because China market has not shown an efficient behavior
and this finding could be misleading, because when markets are not efficient then they
can be managed easily.
For USA crude shows significant behavior with stock market. This is
consistent with the studies by Meghyereh (2007), Killan and Park (2009), Jouini
(2013) and Mensi et al., (2017). Overall it is clear when there used to be less
cointegration and co-movement there was a chance of diversification by investing in
different countries. After 1990s time frame there is more and more financial
liberalization and that translates into better co-movement of stock markets of different
countries with time and less benefit of country wide diversification. But in case of
developed economies and their dependence on each other there is some co movement,
to cover this co movement and its significance in this research if one country returns
is dependent variables then other country’s returns will be considered as independent
variable. That is why in this study we are seeing statistical significant for USA and
British markets consistently. But after 2008 Japan market has also developed this
relationship with USA market, especially when still Japan is in difficult situation.
That is why we consider this relationship worrisome for USA markets also.
From these results it has at least been clear that in the long run relationship
Japan markets returns have become statistically significant for the US market returns.
Based on the material in 2nd chapter we also know how economic situation is
translated from the performance of the stock market and vice versa. Based on this we
can indirectly say that if Japan market returns are significant probably Japan’s
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economical situation is also significant for the US economy. Historical perspective
from Japan’s economy shows that this situation could be worrisome for the US
markets and economy. Based on this information this can also be true for England
economy because that is statistically dependent on the US markets and economy. For
China it is not easy to say because that market is not efficient to show this kind of
behavior. Finally we were able to cover both gaps in literature addressed in chapter
one through this study for all four major markets and economies.
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CHAPTER 6

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE PROSPECTS
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6.1 Concluding Remarks
In the study we have used Arbitrage Pricing Theory (APT) model to study the
impacts of these markets. APT format was used because it uses set of variables and is
consistent with capital market equilibrium. In this study we have used combination of
Arbitrage Pricing Theory (APT) approach with ARDL and ECM econometric
technique we were able to formulate overall, long-run and short-run models for these
major markets. We also implied the wealth effect for the economy through the stock
market performance in these models, which resulted in efficient and stable model
based on pre and post estimation tests. This way we are able to investigate both gaps
in research which we discussed before our objectives in Chapter 2, in a single model
(APT) approach. We have also tested Efficient Market Hypothesis for all these
countries and different time frames. Based on the results from previous section it can
be deduced and confirmed compared to other studies that even though efficiency level
for US, Japan and England can change in the short run but over all they are weak form
efficient markets as far as long-run is concerned. Overall one more finding is that in
deflationary period exchange rate becomes statistical significant.
For China market results and the other studies on China market we can say
that China market is not efficient market yet. As far as short-run is concerned only
China market has statically significant relationship with only technical variables
liquidity, illiquidity and money flow index in the recent past. Other three markets
have shown even in short-run that they mostly significant relationship with
macroeconomic variables and especially with the exchange rate. It has been noticed
that during the last few years exchange rate directly or indirectly has been used for
different countries to improve the economic activity or decrease the deflationary
pressures in their economies and export their deflationary pressures to other countries
by increasing exports. US is the only country for couple of years, which has increased
interest rates and reduced Federal Reserve balance sheet which has improved even US
dollar compared to other currencies.
In the case of China where the markets are not efficient based on the statistical
significance of the technical variables for market returns for both short and long run
cases. Overall in all these models we have seen exchange rates, liquidity, 10 year
treasury yield and co-movement of other major markets are paying statistical
significant role for the performance of the markets and the economies of the countries.
This is due to the presence of lot of liquidity presence globally and all major markets
having the low interest rates. Especially after 2008 we saw role of exchange rate and
co-movement of other major market as of major statistical significant when compared
to period before 2008.
Other major issue is that as we discussed that some countries when playing
with exchange rate are trying to export their deflation to other countries. Based on
these results we have seen that in recent years Japan’s economic activity has become
major significant relationship for US market returns. That shows that US is probably
linking with the Japan economy and that is still under deflationary pressures which
can result probably more deflationary issues for US markets and economy. For British
economy even though that does not have that statistical significant relationship with
Japan’s market but it is linked with US returns and if Japan is going to have impact on
US then Britain economy will not be spared. Again for China it is not easy to say
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because any relationship could be suspicious because markets are not efficient and has
capacity to be the managed market and also economy.

6.2 Contribution of the Thesis
Compared to other studies, this thesis examined wider range of relationship
among different variables which cover both technical and fundamental aspects for the
stock market performance. Even fundamental variables cover both local and global
aspects of the economic situation. Time frames are split into at least one each
inflationary period and other suspected deflationary period. We are able to investigate
both gaps in research which we discussed before our objectives in Chapter 2, in a
single model (APT) approach. We have also tested Efficient Market Hypothesis for
all these countries and different time frames. Even though in this global environment
especially for last eight years which is low growth period with countries trying to
increase the inflation rate with lower interest rates and quantitative easing processes?
This thesis touched different areas of literature which can be extended further in
detail, these areas are following:
 A comprehensive qualitative analysis of relationships between stock returns
and some technical and macroeconomic variables, because some markets are
efficient and others are not.
 How these variables have impact on the return of stock markets.
 A different set of technical and macroeconomic variables are selected which
can show some relationship and are economically interpretable.
 A comprehensive quantitative analysis for both long-run and short-run is
applied to see the effects of these variables on stock market returns.
 The proposed quantitative models have also studied the relationships between
these stock markets returns and all these variables.
 Test different markets for market efficiency.
 Especially no study has been seen for modeling based on the inflationary and
deflationary periods and also including the linkages of other markets under
investigation.
 The results of these models contribute to the existing knowledge base of stock
pricing models for valuation and risk management.
Based on these models results relationship of different variables and markets was
developed both in the long and short run.

6.3 Implications/Recommendations
There could be implications at least for Central Banks around the world and
especially for the major economies based on the findings of this study. On one side
we know exchange rate has become major concern if it goes into full currency war
and on other side deflationary pressures alleviation is the problem for most of the
developed world. Central banks for all major countries can play a major role which
probably they are already doing whatever they can. This is for sure for policy
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formulations for developed world and especially countries we have selected should be
very careful about their policy changes. Even after ten tears of 2008 recession, there is
still need for all major central banks to keep Quantitative easing and low interest rates
in place. For Japan this even true after even twenty five years of deflationary
pressures.
Even though fiscal side can also play their part to stimulate the economies but
issue with that is all major countries are under lot of debt due to that reason Central
Banks role become even more prominent. If any of the major economy has been seen
as the major disturber for the misallocation in the currency markets then it would not
be good for the world economy and the deflation can get grasp also into developing
and emerging economies. I would say that if all major countries can play along within
the range of currency rates for each other and also during that time adjust trade
balances and to get them to normal level for all countries then deficit issues on fiscal
side can be resolved and later on both monetary and fiscal side can help to boost the
individual economies without any major disruption. Probably there is a need for loose
monetary and fiscal policies in place for longer than expected time to further stabilize
markets and economies. Time and patience with right policy from all the major
developed countries will be critical in resolving these issues. Hopefully pressures
from protectionist policies will subside with passage of time if not then those factors
need to be incorporated for the right analysis of these kinds of models.

6.4 Limitations and Further Research
Even though in this research, different things have been tried to fulfill the
requirements for selection of variables and different econometric techniques and time
frames but still there are some limitation which can be incorporated in further studies
in this regard. Monthly basis was selected because of more frequency and hoping for
more significant results compared to quarterly and annually and less of the volatility
compared to daily and weekly data. But we on one side we can select different and
more variables and also variables which are available based on quarterly basis those
variables can also be used. For technical variables there is no problem because those
variables can be calculated on any duration bases but fundamental and
macroeconomic variable can have issues.
Also it is better to use the expected variables for even better results for future
forecasting. In this case it is not easy to calculate technical variables because we there
is not much expected levels of market closes and volumes for different
weekly/monthly and even quarterly basis. We can have some limited information for
fundamental variables expected values for different weekly/monthly or quarterly
basis. Availability of this information is one of the limitations for this study.
We have picked SPY index which is the 500 major companies’ representation
and this is the broadest Index but still not full representation of the complete list of
companies. Similarly we have picked major indices for other countries but not full
representation. If possible this selection can be improved.
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This study can even be extended for different industries within one country
and see if these industries can be linked to overall indices of the same and other
countries. But probably different variables should be selected for different industries.
This study has focused based on the framework of Efficient Market
Hypothesis and Adaptive and Rational Expectations Hypothesis with the application
of APT. Going forward other hypothesis can also be incorporated for this kind of
study, especially variables from the psychological behavior of human to incorporate
the behavioral finance point of view.
One more aspect which is missing in this research is the demographical
aspects of different markets. Japan is basically in bad shape as far as demography of
the population is concerned for some time. In case of China even though it has good
size of population but China is also going in the same direction because of more
elderly population compared to the working class. In case of US it is in fine shape for
the time being but there are three factors which can play against US markets one
could be anti-immigration second protectionism and finally the retirement of baby
boomers going forward. In case of UK again it is fine for the time being but going
forward similar aspects as for US can play similar role.
Finally we have not included data after Brexit for England and even the new
presidency in the USA, trade war and tariffs; we need to see the impact of
protectionist policies from different parts of the world. If these limitations can be
incorporated in future studies then these models can be improved for better results.
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Appendix A: USA
A1: Lags and Stationary levels for US data
US
Variable
ur
L
Il
V
mfi
yrtr
Er
uemp
m2
crude
br
jr
cr

1995 to 2002
Lags
Stationarity Level D1
Level
0
D1
1
0
Level
2
5
D1
1
0
D1
1
2
D1
1
0
D1
1
0
D1
4
3
D1
3
2
D1
2
1
Level
0
Level
0
Level
0

2002 to 2008
Lags
Stationarity Level D1
Level
0
D1
5
5
Level
5
4
D1
1
0
Level
1
4
D1
1
0
D1
1
1
D1
3
2
D1
3
2
D1
3
2
Level
0
Level
0
Level
0
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2008 to 2016
Lags
Stationarity Level
D1
Level
0
Level
1
2
Level
1
5
D1
5
0
Level
3
2
D1
1
0
D1
1
0
D1
5
5
D1
1
3
D1
2
1
Level
0
Level
0
Level
0

A2: ARDL Model for 1995 to 2002
ARDL Model for 1995 to 2002 ARDL(1,1,2,1,1,1,4,2,0,0,0,0,0)
Regressor
Symbol Coefficient Std. Error T Statistics Probability
USA Return
ur-1
-0.126653
0.1833219 -0.69
0.497
Liquidity
l
4.17E-09
7.68E-09
0.54
0.593
l-1
1.11E-09
7.50E-09
0.15
0.883
Illiquidity
il
2264435
1918077
1.18
0.250
il-1
-101924.9
1695204
-0.06
0.953
il-2
-2509869
1835717
-1.37
0.185
Volatility
v
0.1365441 0.5518313 0.25
0.807
v-1
-0.2655695 0.5089789 -0.52
0.607
Money Flow
mfi
0.0386015 0.2053162 0.19
0.853
mfi-1
-0.1477577 0.1865166 -0.79
0.437
10 yr Treasury
yrtr
-0.5167075 3.158815 -0.16
0.872
yrtr-1
-0.6515101 3.733668 -0.17
0.863
Unemployment
uemp
-9.184606
6.231651 -1.47
0.155
uemp-1 6.341437
6.550847 0.97
0.344
uemp-2 2.594399
7.319686 0.35
0.726
uemp-3 8.392753
6.263553 1.34
0.194
uemp-4 -0.0771792 7.554868 -0.01
0.992
Crude
crude
0.137711
0.4167152 0.33
0.744
crude-1 -0.2544
0.3757136 -0.68
0.505
crude-2 0.1943378 0.3179295 0.61
0.547
Exchange Rate
∆er
-0.3420787 0.366887 -0.93
0.361
M2 Money Supply ∆m2
-1.30E-11
2.69E-11
-0.48
0.634
British Return
br
0.8810684 0.1757577 5.01
0.000
Japan Return
jr
0.1463652 0.147563 0.99
0.332
China Return
cr
0.1448003 0.0891336 1.62
0.119
Constants
R-Squared
Adj. R-Squared
Root MSE

_cons

-23.92676

23.31214

0.77807413
0.52588563
3.48325950
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-1.03

0.316

A3: ARDL Model for 2002 to 2008
ARDL Model for 2002 to 2008 for US ARDL(1,1,1,1,3,0,0,0,0,0,0,0)
Regressor
Symbol Coefficient Std. Error T Statistics Probability
USA Return
ur-1
-0.04378
0.084776 -0.52
0.608
Volatility
v
0.17521
0.315078 0.56
0.580
v-1
-0.17978
0.326683 -0.55
0.584
Money Flow
mfi
-0.07005
0.058601 -1.20
0.237
mfi-1
0.041409
0.051679 0.80
0.426
10 yr Treasury
yrtr
1.560313
1.123438 1.39
0.170
yrtr-1
-2.83257
1.22605
-2.31
0.025
Unemployment
uemp
1.384555
2.702313 0.51
0.610
uemp-1 -1.45274
3.024839 -0.48
0.633
uemp-2 1.437729
2.895497 0.50
0.621
uemp-3 -1.43083
2.343009 -0.61
0.544
Liquidity
∆l
6.30E-12
1.22E-10 0.05
0.959
Illiquidity
∆il
-259281
2453365 -0.11
0.916
Exchange Rate
∆er
-0.10989
0.159492 -0.69
0.494
M2 Money Supply ∆m2
-8.62E-12
7.08E-12 -1.22
0.228
British Return
br
0.683157
0.090033 7.59
0.000
Japan Return
jr
0.037471
0.065206 0.57
0.568
China Return
cr
0.061292
0.039736 1.54
0.129
Constants
R-Squared
Adj. R-Squared
Root MSE

_cons

8.175647

8.042297

0.77369521
0.70095438
1.98575050
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1.02

0.314

A4: ARDL Model for 2008 to 2016
ARDL Model for 2008 to 2016 for US ARDL(3,1,3,1,5,2,0,0,0,0,0,0)
Regressor
Symbol Coefficient Std. Error T Statistics Probability
USA Return
ur-1
0.00351
0.073182 0.05
0.962
ur-2
0.008982
0.060468 0.15
0.883
ur-3
-0.00469
0.056026 -0.08
0.934
Illiquidity
il
3.44E+07
1.68E+07 2.04
0.047
il-1
-3916093
2.10E+07 -0.19
0.853
Money Flow
mfi
0.067796
0.030209 2.24
0.030
mfi-1
-0.00781
0.034627 -0.23
0.822
mfi-2
0.066321
0.030516 2.17
0.035
mfi-3
-0.09266
0.03107
-2.98
0.005
10 yr Treasury
yrtr
1.601588
1.263634 1.27
0.212
yrtr-1
-1.71353
1.210124 -1.42
0.164
Unemployment
uemp
-0.86039
1.538635 -0.56
0.579
uemp-1 1.102842
1.898662 0.58
0.564
uemp-2 -0.43394
1.744492 -0.25
0.805
uemp-3 0.430141
1.903076 0.23
0.822
uemp-4 -2.36296
2.02743
-1.17
0.250
uemp-5 2.140471
1.611983 1.33
0.191
Crude
crude
0.002304
0.041265 0.06
0.956
crude-1 0.092958
0.056579 1.64
0.107
crude-2 -0.08486
0.035958 -2.36
0.023
Volatility
∆v
0.388007
0.231925 1.67
0.101
Exchange Rate
∆er
-0.23776
0.136367 -1.74
0.088
M2 Money Supply ∆m2
2.82E-12
2.79E-12 1.01
0.316
British Return
br
0.573331
0.079785 7.19
0.000
Japan Return
jr
0.163896
0.056251 2.91
0.006
China Return
cr
0.029869
0.031131 0.96
0.342
Constants
R-Squared
Adj. R-Squared
Root MSE

_cons

-2.46651

2.598188

0.90088237
0.84361440
1.50909680
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-0.95

0.348

A5: Long Run ARDL Model for 1995 to 2002
Selected Long Run ARDL Model for 1995 to 2002
Regressor
Symbol Coefficient Std. Error T Statistics
Liquidity
l
4.69E-09
3.51E-09
1.33
Illiquidity
il
-308309.6 2851115
-0.11
Volatility
v
-0.1145207 0.3415840 -0.34
Money Flow
mfi
-0.0968852 0.1117338 -0.87
10 yr Treasury
yrtr
-1.03689
1.845739 -0.56
Unemployment uemp
7.159956
4.487029 1.60
Crude
crude
0.0689196 0.190718 0.36
British Return
br
0.7820213 0.2048592 3.82
Japan Return
jr
01299113
0.1351654 0.96
China Return
cr
0.1285223 0.0831171 1.55

Probability
0.196
0.915
0.741
0.395
0.580
0.125
0.721
0.001
0.347
0.136

Selected ARDL’s Short Run Error Correction Representation Model for 1995 to 2002
Regressor
Symbol Coefficient Std. Error T Statistics Probability
Liquidity
∆l
-1.11E-09
7.50E-09
-0.15
0.883
Illiquidity
∆il
2611793
2396998
1.09
0.288
∆il-1
2509868
1835717
1.37
0.185
Volatility
∆v
0.2655695
0.5089789 0.52
0.607
Money Flow
∆mfi
0.1477577
0.1865166 0.79
0.437
10 yr Treasury
∆yrtr
0.6515098
3.733668
0.17
0.863
Unemployment
∆uemp
-17.25141
7.976502
-2.16
0.042
∆uemp-1 -10.90997
7.877814
-1.38
0.180
∆uemp-2 -8.315572
7.472999
-1.11
0.278
∆uemp-3 0.0771794
7.554868
0.01
0.992
Crude
∆crude
0.0600623
0.3458132 0.17
0.864
∆crude-1 -0.1943378 0.3179295 -0.61
0.547
Exchange Rate
∆er
-0.3420787 0.366887
-0.93
0.361
M2 Money Supply ∆m2
-1.30E-11
2.69E-11
-0.48
0.634
Constants

_cons

-23.92676

23.31213

-1.03

0.316

ECM(-1)

-1.126655

0.1833219

-6.15

0.000

R-Squared
Adj. R-Squared
Root MSE

0.90493899
0.79691512
3.48325940
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A6: Long Run ARDL Model for 2002 to 2008
Selected Long Run ARDL Model for 2002 to 2008
Regressor
Symbol Coefficient Std. Error T Statistics
Volatility
v
-0.004382 0.0968409 -0.05
Money Flow
mfi
-0.0274384 0.05240062 -0.52
10 yr Treasury
yrtr
-1.21888
0.76203
-1.60
Unemployment uemp
-0.0587061 1.007247
-0.06
British Return
br
0.6545009 0.1070149 6.12
Japan Return
jr
0.0358989 0.0617883 0.58
China Return
cr
0.0587213 0.0380565 1.54

Probability
0.964
0.603
0.115
0.954
0.000
0.564
0.128

Selected ARDL’s Short Run Error Correction Representation Model for 2002 to 2008
Regressor
Symbol Coefficient Std. Error T Statistics Probability
Volatility
∆v
0.1797842
0.3266828 0.55
0.584
Money Flow
∆mfi
-0.0414091 0.0516789 -0.80
0.426
10 yr Treasury
∆yrtr
2.832568
1.22605
2.31
0.025
Unemployment
∆uemp
1.445831
2.35208
0.61
0.541
∆uemp-1 -0.0069043 2.38995
-0.00
-0.998
∆uemp-2 1.430825
2.343008
0.61
0.544
Liquidity
∆l
6.30E-12
1.22E-10
0.05
0.959
Illiquidity
∆il
-259280.5
2453365
-0.11
0.916
Exchange Rate
∆er
-0.1098946 0.1594923 -0.69
0.494
M2 Money Supply ∆m2
-8.62E-12
7.08E-12
-1.22
0.228
Constants

_cons

8.175646

8.042297

1.02

0.314

ECM(-1)

-1.043783

0.0847758

-12.31

0.000

R-Squared
Adj. R-Squared
Root MSE

0.87162970
0.83036782
1.98575040
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A7: Long Run ARDL Model for 2008 to 2016
Selected Long Run ARDL Model for 2008 to 2016
Regressor
Symbol Coefficient Std. Error T Statistics
Illiquidity
il
3.07E+07
2.86E+07
1.07
Money Flow
mfi
0.0339082 0.046108 0.74
10 yr Treasury
yrtr
-0.11282
0.4316945 -0.26
Unemployment uemp
0.0162882 0.1818934 0.09
Crude
crude
0.010481
0.0133207 0.79
British Return
br
0.577841
0.1114887 5.18
Japan Return
jr
0.1651851 0.0585577 2.82
China Return
cr
0.0301039 0.0319065 0.94

Probability
0.288
0.466
0.795
0.929
0.436
0.000
0.007
0.350

Selected ARDL’s Short Run Error Correction Representation Model for 2008 to 2016
Regressor
Symbol Coefficient Std. Error T Statistics Probability
US Return
∆ur-1
-0.0042958 0.0910583 -0.05
0.963
∆ur-2
0.0046859
0.056026
0.08
0.934
Illiquidity
∆il
3916094
2.10E+07
0.19
0.853
Money Flow
∆mfi
0.034152
0.0477333 0.72
0.478
∆mfi-1
0.0263385
0.0364333 0.72
0.473
∆mfi-2
0.0926589
0.0310701 2.98
0.005
10 yr Treasury
∆yrtr
1.713527
1.210124
1.42
0.164
Unemployment
∆uemp
-0.8765501 1.575419
-0.56
0.581
∆uemp-1 0.2262923
1.644036
0.14
0.891
∆uemp-2 -0.2076508 1.557927
-0.13
0.895
∆uemp-3 0.2224903
1.64927
0.13
0.893
∆uemp-4 -2.140471
1.611983
-1.33
0.191
Crude
∆crude
-0.0080956 0.0405029 -0.20
0.842
∆crude-1 0.0848626
0.0359579 2.36
0.023
Volatility
∆v
0.3880065
0.231925
1.67
0.101
Exchange Rate
∆er
-0.2377578 0.1363665 -1.74
0.088
M2 Money Supply ∆m2
2.82E-12
2.79E-12
1.01
0.316
Constants

_cons

-2.466506

2.598188

-0.95

0.348

ECM(-1)

-0.9921947

0.1202185

-8.25

0.000

R-Squared
Adj. R-Squared
Root MSE

0.95575282
0.93018778
1.50909680
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A8: Bound test results for US from 1995 to 2002
. estat btest
Pesaran/Shin/Smith (2001) ARDL Bounds Test
H0: no levels relationship
F = 8.216
t = -6.146
Critical Values (0.1-0.01), F-statistic, Case 3
[I_0]
L_1

[I_1]
L_1

[I_0]
L_05

[I_1]
L_05

[I_0]
L_025

[I_1]
L_025

[I_0]
L_01

[I_1]
L_01

k_10
1.83
2.94
2.06
3.24
2.28
accept if F < critical value for I(0) regressors
reject if F > critical value for I(1) regressors

3.50

2.54

3.86

[I_0]
L_025

[I_1]
L_025

[I_0]
L_01

[I_1]
L_01

k_10
-2.57
-4.69
-2.86
-5.03
-3.13
accept if t > critical value for I(0) regressors
reject if t < critical value for I(1) regressors

-5.34

-3.43

-5.68

Critical Values (0.1-0.01), t-statistic, Case 3
[I_0]
L_1

[I_1]
L_1

[I_0]
L_05

[I_1]
L_05

k: # of non-deterministic regressors in long-run relationship
Critical values from Pesaran/Shin/Smith (2001)

A9:Bound test results for US from 2002 to 2008
. estat btest
Pesaran/Shin/Smith (2001) ARDL Bounds Test
H0: no levels relationship
F = 38.184
t = -12.312
Critical Values (0.1-0.01), F-statistic, Case 3
[I_0]
L_1

[I_1]
L_1

[I_0]
L_05

[I_1]
L_05

[I_0]
L_025

[I_1]
L_025

[I_0]
L_01

[I_1]
L_01

k_7
2.03
3.13
2.32
3.50
2.60
accept if F < critical value for I(0) regressors
reject if F > critical value for I(1) regressors

3.84

2.96

4.26

[I_0]
L_025

[I_1]
L_025

[I_0]
L_01

[I_1]
L_01

k_7
-2.57
-4.23
-2.86
-4.57
-3.13
accept if t > critical value for I(0) regressors
reject if t < critical value for I(1) regressors

-4.85

-3.43

-5.19

Critical Values (0.1-0.01), t-statistic, Case 3
[I_0]
L_1

[I_1]
L_1

[I_0]
L_05

[I_1]
L_05

k: # of non-deterministic regressors in long-run relationship
Critical values from Pesaran/Shin/Smith (2001)
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A10:Bounds Test results for US from 2008 to 2016
. estat btest
Pesaran/Shin/Smith (2001) ARDL Bounds Test
H0: no levels relationship
F = 26.387
t = -8.253
Critical Values (0.1-0.01), F-statistic, Case 3
[I_0]
L_1

[I_1]
L_1

[I_0]
L_05

[I_1]
L_05

[I_0]
L_025

[I_1]
L_025

[I_0]
L_01

[I_1]
L_01

k_8
1.95
3.06
2.22
3.39
2.48
accept if F < critical value for I(0) regressors
reject if F > critical value for I(1) regressors

3.70

2.79

4.10

[I_0]
L_025

[I_1]
L_025

[I_0]
L_01

[I_1]
L_01

k_8
-2.57
-4.40
-2.86
-4.72
-3.13
accept if t > critical value for I(0) regressors
reject if t < critical value for I(1) regressors

-5.02

-3.43

-5.37

Critical Values (0.1-0.01), t-statistic, Case 3
[I_0]
L_1

[I_1]
L_1

[I_0]
L_05

[I_1]
L_05

k: # of non-deterministic regressors in long-run relationship
Critical values from Pesaran/Shin/Smith (2001)
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Appendix B: Japan
B1:Lags and Stationary levels for Japan Data
Variable
jr
l
il
v
mfi
yrtr
er
uemp
m2
crude
ur
br
cr

2002 to 2016
Lags
Stationarity Level D1
Level
1
Level
5
5
Level
3
5
D1
4
0
Level
1
0
D1
1
0
D1
1
0
D1
5
4
D1
5
2
D1
2
1
Level
3
Level
0
Level
4

2002 to 2008
Lags
Stationarity Level D1
Level
2
D1
1
0
Level
0
2
D1
1
0
D1
1
0
D1
1
0
D1
1
0
D1
5
4
D1
3
2
D1
1
0
Level
0
Level
0
Level
4
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2008 to 2016
Lags
Stationarity Level
D1
Level
0
D1
1
0
Level
3
2
D1
1
0
Level
1
0
D1
1
1
D1
1
0
D1
5
4
D1
3
2
D1
1
0
Level
0
Level
0
Level
0

B2: ARDL Model for 2002 to 2016
ARDL Model for 2002 to 2016 for Japan ARDL(1,5,4,1,1,1,5,2,0,0,0,0,0)
Regressor
Symbol Coefficient Std. Error T Statistics Probability
Japan Return
jr-1
-0.040908
0.0702644 -0.58
0.562
Liquidity
l
2.09E-12
1.15E-12
1.82
0.071
l-1
-1.03E-12
1.57E-12
-0.66
0.512
l-2
-2.62E-12
1.49E-12
-1.76
0.081
l-3
9.33E-13
1.40E-12
0.67
0.506
l-4
3.45E-13
1.45E-12
0.24
0.813
l-5
-2.04E-13
1.12E-12
-0.18
0.856
Volatility
v
0.2635646 0.2430589 1.08
0.280
v-1
-0.096305
0.3115333 -0.31
0.758
v-2
0.0463923 0.2865054 0.16
0.872
v-3
-0.340956
0.2886916 -1.18
0.240
v-4
0.1573097 0.2068987 0.76
0.449
Money Flow
mfi
0.0685357 0.038926 1.76
0.081
mfi-1
-0.03937
0.038545 -1.02
0.309
10 yr Treasury
yrtr
7.228364
3.112619 2.32
0.022
yrtr-1
-9.136868
3.144642 -2.91
0.004
Exchange Rate
er
0.6570438 0.1270046 5.17
0.000
er-1
-0.620799
0.1268686 -4.89
0.000
Unemployment
uemp
-0.231532
1.740442 -0.13
0.894
uemp-1 0.4414493 2.143977 0.21
0.837
uemp-2 -0.899124
2.195091 -0.41
0.683
uemp-3 0.1003894 2.153363 0.05
0.963
uemp-4 0.9272527 2.301284 0.40
0.688
uemp-5 0.2665317 1.693411 0.16
0.875
Crude
crude
0.0521059 0.0553484 0.94
0.348
crude-1 -0.100549
0.0863758 -1.16
0.247
crude-2 0.0269016 0.0578428 0.47
0.643
Illiquidity
∆il
3051.815
9982.006 0.31
0.760
M2 Money Supply ∆m2
2.11E-13
1.05E-13
2.00
0.048
US Return
ur
0.5983837 0.1556376 3.84
0.000
British Return
br
0.1396808 0.1602078 0.87
0.385
China Return
cr
0.0124765 0.0430387 0.29
0.772
Constants
R-Squared
Adj. R-Squared
Root MSE

_cons

-4.510705

9.836626

0.68739602
0.60041057
3.52058270
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-0.46

0.647

B3: ARDL Model for 2002 to 2008
ARDL Model for 2002 to 2008 for Japan ARDL(2,1,1,1,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0)
Regressor
Symbol Coefficient Std. Error T Statistics Probability
Japan Return
jr-1
0.147848
0.1107185 1.34
0.188
jr-2
0.0511341 0.1129593 0.45
0.653
Volatility
v
0.2914699 0.4915537 0.59
0.556
v-1
-0.248308
0.5355394 -0.46
0.645
Money Flow
mfi
0.0573559 0.0442625 1.30
0.201
mfi-1
-0.039734
0.0417566 -0.95
0.346
10 yr Treasury
yrtr
11.01112
3.736181 2.95
0.005
yrtr-1
-14.32316
3.735877 -3.83
0.000
Exchange Rate
er
0.240544
0.1848156 1.30
0.199
er-1
-0.287719
0.2030352 -1.42
0.163
Crude
crude
0.0110508 0.124174 0.09
0.929
crude-1 -0.016511
0.1181478 -0.14
0.889
Liquidity
∆l
3.00E-12
1.18E-12
2.53
0.015
Illiquidity
∆il
8732.093
15385.11 0.57
0.573
Unemployment
∆uemp -1.326997
2.371079 -0.56
0.578
M2 Money Supply ∆m2
-4.30E-15
1.44E-13
-0.03
0.976
US Return
ur
0.1881961 0.2903056 0.65
0.520
British Return
br
0.3923309 0.2792509 1.40
0.166
China Return
cr
0.0771583 0.0603695 1.28
0.207
Constants
R-Squared
Adj. R-Squared
Root MSE

_cons

9.02575

11.11278

0.64038356
0.49803539
3.25320980
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0.81

0.421

B4: ARDL Model for 2008 to 2016
ARDL Model for 2008 to 2016 for Japan ARDL(1,1,1,1,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0)
Regressor
Symbol Coefficient Std. Error T Statistics Probability
Japan Return
jr-1
-0.073982
0.1013435 -0.73
0.468
Volatility
v
0.0958765 0.315124 0.30
0.762
v-1
0.0288605 0.3176785 0.09
0.928
Money Flow
mfi
-0.014619
0.1033082 -0.14
0.888
mfi-1
0.0445695 0.0947673 0.47
0.640
10 yr Treasury
yrtr
1.044485
6.371277 0.16
0.870
yrtr-1
-3.734414
6.505076 -0.57
0.568
Exchange Rate
er
0.9263241 0.2202732 4.21
0.000
er-1
-0.938014
0.2239246 -4.19
0.000
Crude
crude
0.0393335 0.0889929 0.44
0.660
crude-1 -0.058554
0.0921661 -0.64
0.528
Liquidity
∆l
1.87E-09
1.58E-09
1.18
0.243
Illiquidity
∆il
6020.818
15289.58 0.39
0.695
Unemployment
∆uemp -1.474937
2.513747 -0.59
0.560
M2 Money Supply ∆m2
2.17E-13
1.36E-13
1.60
0.116
US Return
ur
0.6884139 0.2253895 3.05
0.003
British Return
br
0.0413472 0.2279541 0.18
0.857
China Return
cr
-0.045465
0.0720431 -0.63
0.531
Constants
R-Squared
Adj. R-Squared
Root MSE

_cons

0.5979328

9.047048

0.67009115
0.56212098
3.65986690
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0.07

0.948

B5: Long Run ARDL Model for 2002 to 2016
Selected Long Run ARDL Model for 2002 to 2016
Regressor
Symbol Coefficient Std. Error T Statistics
Liquidity
l
-4.70E-13
5.36E-13
-0.88
Volatility
v
0.0288265 0.0856704 0.34
Money Flow
mfi
0.0280197 0.0217057 1.29
10 yr Treasury
yrtr
-1.8335
1.115724 -1.64
Exchange Rate er
0.0348206 0.0433648 0.80
Unemployment uemp
0.581192
1.289087 0.45
Crude
crude
-0.0206946 0.0217532 -0.95
US Return
ur
0.5748671 0.1510002 3.81
British Return
br
0.1341913 0.154986 0.87
China Return
cr
0.0119861 0.0414048 0.29

Probability
0.382
0.737
0.199
0.103
0.424
0.653
0.343
0.000
0.388
0.773

Selected ARDL’s Short Run Error Correction Representation Model for 2002 to 2016
Regressor
Symbol Coefficient Std. Error T Statistics Probability
Liquidity
∆l
2.58E-12
1.10E-12
2.35
0.021
∆l-1
1.55E-12
1.18E-12
1.31
0.191
∆l-2
-1.07E-12
1.06E-12
-1.02
0.312
∆l-3
-1.41E-13
1.06E-12
-0.13
0.895
∆l-4
2.04E-13
1.12E-12
0.18
0.856
Volatility
∆v
0.2335588
0.242141
0.96
0.337
∆il-1
0.1372541
0.2136455 0.64
0.522
∆il-2
0.1836464
0.211745
0.87
0.388
∆il-3
-0.1573097 0.2068987 -0.76
0.449
Money Flow
∆mfi
0.0393697
0.038545
1.02
0.309
10 yr Treasury
∆yrtr
9.136868
3.144642
2.91
0.004
Exchange Rate
∆er
0.6207988
0.1268686 4.89
0.000
Unemployment
∆uemp
-0.8364994 1.770811
-0.47
0.638
∆uemp-1 -0.3950503 1.615464
-0.24
0.807
∆uemp-2 -1.294174
1.764484
-0.73
0.465
∆uemp-3 -1.193784
1.747716
-0.68
0.496
∆uemp-4 -0.2665316 1.693411
-0.16
0.875
Crude
∆crude
0.0736471
0.0550015 1.34
0.183
∆crude-1 -0.0269016 0.0578428 -0.47
0.643
Illiquidity
∆il
3051.815
9982.006
0.31
0.760
M2 Money Supply ∆m2
2.11E-13
1.05E-13
2.00
0.048
Constants

_cons

-4.510705

9.836626

-0.46

0.647

ECM(-1)

-1.040908

0.0702644

-14.81

0.000

R-Squared
Adj. R-Squared
Root MSE

0.81552306
0.76419034
3.52058270
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B6: Long Run ARDL Model for 2002 to 2008
Selected Long Run ARDL Model for 2002 to 2008
Regressor
Symbol Coefficient Std. Error T Statistics
Volatility
v
0.053884
0.2870518 0.19
Money Flow
mfi
0.022
0.0364712 0.60
10 yr Treasury yrtr
-4.134787 2.483495 -1.66
Exchange Rate er
-0.0588939 0.1382024 -0.43
Crude
crude
-0.0068165 0.0507874 -0.13
US Return
ur
0.2349461 0.3740251 0.63
British Return br
0.4897904 0.3403781 1.44
China Return
cr
0.0963254 0.0746729 1.29

Probability
0.852
0.549
0.102
0.672
0.894
0.533
0.157
0.203

Selected ARDL’s Short Run Error Correction Representation Model for 2002 to 2008
Regressor
Symbol Coefficient Std. Error T Statistics Probability
Japan Return
∆jr-1
-0.0511341 0.1129593 -0.45
0.653
Volatility
∆v
0.2483078
0.5355394 0.46
0.645
Money Flow
∆mfi
0.0397335
0.0417566 0.95
0.346
10 yr Treasury
∆yrtr
14.32316
3.735878
3.83
0.000
Exchange Rate
∆er
0.287719
0.2030352 1.42
0.163
Crude
∆crude 0.0165109
0.1181478 0.14
0.889
Liquidity
∆l
3.00E-12
1.18E-12
2.53
0.015
Illiquidity
∆il
8732.093
15385.11
0.57
0.573
Unemployment
∆uemp -1.326997
2.371079
-0.56
0.578
M2 Money Supply ∆m2
-4.30E-15
1.44E-13
-0.03
0.976
Constants

_cons

9.02575

11.11278

0.81

0.421

ECM(-1)

-0.801018

0.1379078

-5.81

0.000

R-Squared
Adj. R-Squared
Root MSE

0.78698255
0.70266314
3.25320980
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B7: Long Run ARDL Model for 2008 to 2016
Selected Long Run ARDL Model for 2008 to 2016
Regressor
Symbol Coefficient Std. Error T Statistics
Volatility
v
0.1161444 0.1561546 0.74
Money Flow
mfi
0.0278871 0.0445053 0.63
10 yr Treasury yrtr
-2.504632 2.898336 -0.86
Exchange Rate er
-0.0108842 0.0578844 -0.19
Crude
crude
-0.0178964 0.0372332 -0.48
US Return
ur
0.6409922 0.2109151 3.04
British Return br
0.038499
0.2126671 0.18
China Return
cr
-0.0423329 0.067443 -0.63

Probability
0.460
0.534
0.391
0.852
0.633
0.004
0.857
0.533

Selected ARDL’s Short Run Error Correction Representation Model for 2008 to 2016
Regressor
Symbol Coefficient Std. Error T Statistics Probability
Volatility
∆v
-0.0288605 0.3176785 -0.09
0.928
Money Flow
∆mfi
-0.0445695 0.0947673 -0.47
0.640
10 yr Treasury
∆yrtr
3.734414
6.505076
0.57
0.568
Exchange Rate
∆er
0.9380135
0.2239246 4.19
0.000
Crude
∆crude 0.0585539
0.0921661 0.64
0.528
Liquidity
∆l
1.87E-09
1.58E-09
1.18
0.243
Illiquidity
∆il
6020.818
15289.58
0.39
0.695
Unemployment
∆uemp -1.474937
2.513747
-0.59
0.560
M2 Money Supply ∆m2
2.17E-13
1.36E-13
1.6
0.116
Constants

_cons

0.5979326

9.047048

0.07

0.948

ECM(-1)

-1.073982

0.1013435

-10.60

0.000

R-Squared
Adj. R-Squared
Root MSE

0.81993199
0.76100064
3.65986690
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B8:Bound Test Results for Japan Overall
. ardl,noctable btest
ARDL regression
Model: ec
Sample:
Number of obs
Log likelihood
R-squared
Adj R-squared
Root MSE

=
=
=
=
=

6 153
148
-377.6109
.81552306
.76419034
3.5205827

Pesaran/Shin/Smith (2001) ARDL Bounds Test
H0: no levels relationship
F = 29.675
t = -14.814
Critical Values (0.1-0.01), F-statistic, Case 3
[I_0]
L_1

[I_1]
L_1

[I_0]
L_05

[I_1]
L_05

[I_0]
L_025

[I_1]
L_025

[I_0]
L_01

[I_1]
L_01

k_10
1.83
2.94
2.06
3.24
2.28
accept if F < critical value for I(0) regressors
reject if F > critical value for I(1) regressors

3.50

2.54

3.86

[I_0]
L_025

[I_1]
L_025

[I_0]
L_01

[I_1]
L_01

k_10
-2.57
-4.69
-2.86
-5.03
-3.13
accept if t > critical value for I(0) regressors
reject if t < critical value for I(1) regressors

-5.34

-3.43

-5.68

Critical Values (0.1-0.01), t-statistic, Case 3
[I_0]
L_1

[I_1]
L_1

[I_0]
L_05

[I_1]
L_05

k: # of non-deterministic regressors in long-run relationship
Critical values from Pesaran/Shin/Smith (2001)
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B9:Bound Test Results for Japan from 2002 to 2008
. estat btest
Pesaran/Shin/Smith (2001) ARDL Bounds Test
H0: no levels relationship
F = 7.695
t = -5.808
Critical Values (0.1-0.01), F-statistic, Case 3
[I_0]
L_1

[I_1]
L_1

[I_0]
L_05

[I_1]
L_05

[I_0]
L_025

[I_1]
L_025

[I_0]
L_01

[I_1]
L_01

k_8
1.95
3.06
2.22
3.39
2.48
accept if F < critical value for I(0) regressors
reject if F > critical value for I(1) regressors

3.70

2.79

4.10

[I_0]
L_025

[I_1]
L_025

[I_0]
L_01

[I_1]
L_01

k_8
-2.57
-4.40
-2.86
-4.72
-3.13
accept if t > critical value for I(0) regressors
reject if t < critical value for I(1) regressors

-5.02

-3.43

-5.37

Critical Values (0.1-0.01), t-statistic, Case 3
[I_0]
L_1

[I_1]
L_1

[I_0]
L_05

[I_1]
L_05

k: # of non-deterministic regressors in long-run relationship
Critical values from Pesaran/Shin/Smith (2001)

B10:Bound Test Results for Japan from 2008 to 2016
. estat btest
Pesaran/Shin/Smith (2001) ARDL Bounds Test
H0: no levels relationship
F = 16.612
t = -10.597
Critical Values (0.1-0.01), F-statistic, Case 3
[I_0]
L_1

[I_1]
L_1

[I_0]
L_05

[I_1]
L_05

[I_0]
L_025

[I_1]
L_025

[I_0]
L_01

[I_1]
L_01

k_8
1.95
3.06
2.22
3.39
2.48
accept if F < critical value for I(0) regressors
reject if F > critical value for I(1) regressors

3.70

2.79

4.10

[I_0]
L_025

[I_1]
L_025

[I_0]
L_01

[I_1]
L_01

k_8
-2.57
-4.40
-2.86
-4.72
-3.13
accept if t > critical value for I(0) regressors
reject if t < critical value for I(1) regressors

-5.02

-3.43

-5.37

Critical Values (0.1-0.01), t-statistic, Case 3
[I_0]
L_1

[I_1]
L_1

[I_0]
L_05

[I_1]
L_05

k: # of non-deterministic regressors in long-run relationship
Critical values from Pesaran/Shin/Smith (2001)
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Appendix C: England
C1: ARDL Model for 2002 to 2008
ARDL Model for 2002 to 2008 for England ARDL(1,3,1,3,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0)
Regressor
Symbol Coefficient Std. Error T Statistics Probability
British Return
br-1
-0.007498
0.1448719 -0.05
0.959
Exchange Rate
er
-10.04853
9.825254 -1.02
0.321
er-1
26.80612
14.97673 1.79
0.091
er-2
-11.10759
12.02775 -0.92
0.369
er-3
-8.941652
10.25978 -0.87
0.396
Unemployment
uemp
-6.481623
4.773246 -1.36
0.192
uemp-1 6.054073
4.559972 1.33
0.202
Crude
crude
0.1574773 0.0556777 2.83
0.012
crude-1 -0.082007
0.0753545 -1.09
0.292
crude-2 -0.114111
0.0800109 -1.43
0.172
crude-3 0.0310787 0.0764546 0.41
0.689
Liquidity
∆l
-5.22E-15
1.06E-14
-0.49
0.629
Volatility
∆v
0.4386957 0.4148783 1.06
0.305
Money Flow Index ∆mfi
0.0186044 0.0633624 0.29
0.773
10 yr Treasury
∆yrtr
1.111685
2.2911
0.49
0.634
M2 Money Supply ∆m2
1.01E-10
1.05E-10
0.96
0.348
US Return
ur
0.5408099 0.1449718 3.73
0.002
Japan Return
jr
0.2726794 0.0895062 3.05
0.007
China Return
cr
-0.000798
0.0438756 -0.02
0.986
cr-1
-0.015596
0.0382559 -0.41
0.689
Constants
R-Squared
Adj. R-Squared
Root MSE

_cons

8.200593

10.32689

0.86441100
0.70489453
1.25477360
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0.79

0.438

C2: ARDL Model for 2008 to 2016
ARDL Model for 2008 to 2016 for England ARDL(1,3,3,1,3,3,0,0,0,0,0,0,0)
Regressor
Symbol Coefficient Std. Error T Statistics Probability
British Return
br-1
-0.0169646 0.0731656 -0.23
0.818
Volatility
v
-0.0956738 0.2637286 -0.36
0.719
v-1
0.553502
0.4377328 1.26
0.213
v-2
-0.4743686 0.4554917 -1.04
0.304
v-3
0.144724
0.270869 0.53
0.596
Money Flow
mfi
-0.0288244 0.0632272 -0.46
0.651
mfi-1
-0.0566551 0.0643587 -0.88
0.384
mfi-2
-0.0239037 0.055705 -0.43
0.670
mfi-3
0.0094836 0.0584513 0.16
0.872
10 yr Treasury
yrtr
-0.3930078 1.261323 -0.31
0.757
yrtr-1
0.3975582 1.264261 0.31
0.755
Exchange Rate
er
-19.26381
8.544136 -2.25
0.029
er-1
32.99875
11.79952 2.80
0.008
er-2
-25.3589
12.08228 -2.10
0.042
er-3
12.29289
8.27226
1.49
0.145
Unemployment
uemp
-3.062194
2.75175
-1.11
0.272
uemp-1 4.868438
3.959612 1.23
0.226
uemp-2 -5.022477
3.932946 -1.28
0.209
uemp-3 3.542107
2.624279 1.35
0.184
Liquidity
∆l
-3.94E-14
1.36E-14
-2.90
0.006
Illiquidity
∆il
2.54E+09
1.79E+09
1.42
0.163
M2 Money Supply ∆m2
-1.55E-11
4.70E-11
-0.33
0.743
Crude
∆crude 0.0139291 0.0425381 0.33
0.745
US Return
ur
0.8491504 0.08351
10.17
0.000
Japan Return
jr
0.0170849 0.0583779 0.29
0.771
China Return
cr
-0.0180474 0.0390284 -0.46
0.646
Constants
R-Squared
Adj. R-Squared
Root MSE

_cons

-1.195912

10.9515

0.89933142
0.83701277
1.89079320
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-0.11

0.914

C3: Long Run ARDL Model for 2002 to 2008
Selected Long Run ARDL Model for 2002 to 2008
Regressor
Symbol Coefficient Std. Error T Statistics
Exchange Rate er
-3.267162 3.612731 -0.90
Unemployment uemp
-0.4243684 1.781814 -0.24
Crude
crude
-0.0075057 0.0471619 -0.16
US Return
ur
0.5367853 0.1638555 3.28
Japan Return
jr
0.2706502 0.108971 2.48
China Return
cr
-0.0162724 0.0593688 -0.27

Probability
0.378
0.815
0.875
0.004
0.024
0.787

Selected ARDL’s Short Run Error Correction Representation Model for 2002 to 2008
Regressor
Symbol Coefficient Std. Error T Statistics Probability
Exchange Rate
∆er
-6.756875
9.959723
-0.68
0.507
∆er-1
20.04924
10.37436
1.93
0.070
∆er-2
8.941652
10.25978
0.87
0.396
Unemployment
∆uemp
-6.054073
4.559972
-1.33
0.202
Crude
∆crude
0.1650393
0.0830958 1.99
0.063
∆crude-1 0.0830327
0.0773223 1.07
0.298
∆crude-2 -0.0310787 0.0764546 -0.41
0.689
China Return
∆cr
0.0155961
0.0382559 0.41
0.689
Liquidity
∆l
-5.22E-15
1.06E-14
-0.49
0.629
Volatility
∆v
0.4386957
0.4148783 1.06
0.305
Money Flow Index ∆mfi
0.0186044
0.0633624 0.29
0.773
10 yr Treasury
∆yrtr
1.111685
2.2911
0.49
0.634
M2 Money Supply ∆m2
1.01E-10
1.05E-10
0.96
0.348
Constants

_cons

8.200593

10.32689

0.79

0.438

ECM(-1)

-1.007497

0.1448719

-6.95

0.000

R-Squared
Adj. R-Squared
Root MSE

0.93727159
0.86347346
1.25477360
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C4: Long Run ARDL Model for 2008 to 2016
Selected Long Run ARDL Model for 2008 to 2016
Regressor
Symbol Coefficient Std. Error T Statistics
Volatility
v
0.1260453 0.1147359 1.10
Money Flow
mfi
-0.0982332 0.0815923 -1.20
10 yr Treasury
yrtr
0.0044744 0.5796123 0.01
Exchange Rate er
0.6577778 3.826289 0.17
Unemployment uemp
0.3204383 0.7457693 0.43
US Return
ur
0.8349851 0.1048246 7.97
Japan Return
jr
0.0167999 0.0573908 0.29
China Return
cr
-0.0177463 0.0382017 -0.46

Probability
0.278
0.235
0.994
0.864
0.670
0.000
0.771
0.645

Selected ARDL’s Short Run Error Correction Representation Model for 2008 to 2016
Regressor
Symbol Coefficient Std. Error T Statistics Probability
Volatility
∆v
-0.2238574 0.2636204 -0.85
0.401
Illiquidity
∆v-1
0.3296446
0.2863066 1.15
0.256
∆v-2
-0.144724
0.270869
-0.53
0.596
Money Flow
∆mfi
0.0710752
0.0821349 0.87
0.392
∆mfi-1
0.0144201
0.0685183 0.21
0.834
∆mfi-2
-0.0094835 0.0584513 -0.16
0.872
10 yr Treasury
∆yrtr
-0.3975583 1.264261
-0.31
0.755
Exchange Rate
∆er
-19.93274
7.868519
-2.53
0.015
∆er-1
13.06601
7.514539
1.74
0.089
∆er-2
-12.29289
8.27226
-1.49
0.145
Unemployment
∆uemp
-3.388069
2.717466
-1.25
0.219
∆uemp-1 1.48037
2.583955
0.57
0.570
∆uemp-2 -3.542107
2.624279
-1.35
0.184
Liquidity
∆l
-3.94E-14
1.36E-14
-2.90
0.006
Illiquidity
∆il
2.54E+09
1.79E+09
1.42
0.163
Crude
∆crude
0.0139291
0.0425381 0.33
0.745
M2 Money Supply ∆m2
-1.55E-11
4.70E-11
-0.33
0.743
Constants

_cons

-1.19591

10.9515

-0.11

0.914

ECM(-1)

-1.016965

0.0731656

-13.90

0.000

R-Squared
Adj. R-Squared
Root MSE

0.94757643
0.91512374
1.89079310
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C5: Bound Test Results for England from 2002 to 2008
. estat btest
Pesaran/Shin/Smith (2001) ARDL Bounds Test
H0: no levels relationship
F = 20.425
t = -6.954
Critical Values (0.1-0.01), F-statistic, Case 3
[I_0]
L_1

[I_1]
L_1

[I_0]
L_05

[I_1]
L_05

[I_0]
L_025

[I_1]
L_025

[I_0]
L_01

[I_1]
L_01

k_6
2.12
3.23
2.45
3.61
2.75
accept if F < critical value for I(0) regressors
reject if F > critical value for I(1) regressors

3.99

3.15

4.43

[I_0]
L_025

[I_1]
L_025

[I_0]
L_01

[I_1]
L_01

k_6
-2.57
-4.04
-2.86
-4.38
-3.13
accept if t > critical value for I(0) regressors
reject if t < critical value for I(1) regressors

-4.66

-3.43

-4.99

Critical Values (0.1-0.01), t-statistic, Case 3
[I_0]
L_1

[I_1]
L_1

[I_0]
L_05

[I_1]
L_05

k: # of non-deterministic regressors in long-run relationship
Critical values from Pesaran/Shin/Smith (2001)

C6: Bound Test Results for England from 2008 to 2016
. estat btest
Pesaran/Shin/Smith (2001) ARDL Bounds Test
H0: no levels relationship
F = 48.542
t = -13.899
Critical Values (0.1-0.01), F-statistic, Case 3
[I_0]
L_1

[I_1]
L_1

[I_0]
L_05

[I_1]
L_05

[I_0]
L_025

[I_1]
L_025

[I_0]
L_01

[I_1]
L_01

k_8
1.95
3.06
2.22
3.39
2.48
accept if F < critical value for I(0) regressors
reject if F > critical value for I(1) regressors

3.70

2.79

4.10

[I_0]
L_025

[I_1]
L_025

[I_0]
L_01

[I_1]
L_01

k_8
-2.57
-4.40
-2.86
-4.72
-3.13
accept if t > critical value for I(0) regressors
reject if t < critical value for I(1) regressors

-5.02

-3.43

-5.37

Critical Values (0.1-0.01), t-statistic, Case 3
[I_0]
L_1

[I_1]
L_1

[I_0]
L_05

[I_1]
L_05

k: # of non-deterministic regressors in long-run relationship
Critical values from Pesaran/Shin/Smith (2001)
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Appendix D: China
D1: ARDL Model for 2002 to 2008
ARDL Model for 2002 to 2008 for China ARDL(1,2,3,1,0,0,0,0,0)
Regressor
Symbol Coefficient Std. Error T Statistics Probability
China Return
cr-1
0.0934739 0.1749214
0.53
0.596
Illiquidity
il
-97002.47 118437.6
-0.82
0.418
il-1
3609.853
122179
0.03
0.977
il-2
-43524.21 124690.1
-0.35
0.729
10 yr Treasury
yrtr
-0.1809564 4.886337
-0.04
0.971
yrtr-1
-4.015623 6.608046
-0.61
0.547
yrtr-2
-3.432419 6.995578
-0.49
0.627
yrtr-3
4.056638 5.090638
0.80
0.431
Exchange Rate
er
55.32813 50.50158
1.10
0.281
er-1
-62.3071 54.06844
-1.15
0.257
Crude
∆crude
0.4691249 0.2664468
1.76
0.087
M2 Money Supply ∆m2
3.74E-12
6.70E-12
0.56
0.580
US Return
ur
1.669719 0.7003108
2.38
0.023
British Return
br
-0.4340103 0.793642
-0.55
0.588
Japan Return
jr
-0.5353876 0.4438873
-1.21
0.236
Constants
R-Squared
Adj. R-Squared
Root MSE

_cons

72.4585

67.68183

0.42547044
0.18608312
7.55961890
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1.07

0.291

D2: ARDL Model for 2008 to 2016
ARDL Model for 2008 to 2016 for China ARDL(1,4,1,3,3,0,0,0,0,0,0,0)
Regressor
Symbol Coefficient Std. Error T Statistics Probability
China Return
cr-1
-0.145138 0.1166584
-1.24
0.217
Liquidity
l
5.48E-10
1.71E-10
3.20
0.002
l-1
-3.65E-10
2.63E-10
-1.39
0.170
l-2
-4.27E-10
2.54E-10
-1.68
0.097
l-3
1.00E-10
2.29E-10
0.44
0.662
l-4
7.57E-11
1.33E-10
0.57
0.570
Volatility
v
-0.0106384 0.3184393
-0.03
0.973
v-1
-0.0053469 0.3085838
-0.02
0.986
Money Flow
mfi
0.401547 0.1211864
3.31
0.001
mfi-1
-0.3258416 0.1609132
-2.02
0.047
mfi-2
0.4070256 0.158593
2.57
0.012
mfi-3
-0.2879548 0.1214831
-2.37
0.020
10 yr Treasury
yrtr
-0.7044705 4.238037
-0.17
0.868
yrtr-1
-6.035044 5.327855
-1.13
0.261
yrtr-2
5.211073 5.272253
0.99
0.326
yrtr-3
-1.463234 4.290114
-0.34
0.734
Illiquidity
∆il
-307744 148917.4
-2.07
0.042
Exchange Rate
∆er
35.37865 22.45106
1.58
0.119
Crude
∆crude
0.1013105 0.0996183
1.02
0.313
M2 Money Supply ∆m2
-8.08E-13
6.01E-13
-1.34
0.183
US Return
ur
0.4923677 0.3523516
1.40
0.167
British Return
br
-0.3316813 0.3372633
-0.98
0.329
Japan Return
jr
0.1957269 0.1523058
1.29
0.203
Constants
R-Squared
Adj. R-Squared
Root MSE

_cons

2.899717

8.506945

0.66784416
0.56173883
5.58133060
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0.34

0.734

D3: Long Run ARDL Model for 2002 to 2016
Selected Long Run ARDL Model for 2002 to 2016
Regressor
Symbol Coefficient Std. Error T Statistics Probability
Illiquidity
il
-151034.6 244804.1
-0.62
0.541
10 yr Treasury yrtr
-3.940714 2.364801
-1.67
0.104
Exchange Rate er
-7.69859 8.668342
-0.89
0.380
US Return
ur
1.841887
0.81983
2.25
0.031
British Return br
-0.478762 0.8876347
-0.54
0.593
Japan Return
jr
-0.5905927 0.4995057
-1.18
0.245

Selected ARDL’s Short Run Error Correction Representation Model for 2002 to 2016
Regressor
Symbol Coefficient Std. Error T Statistics Probability
Illiquidity
∆il
39914.36
182294.7
0.22
0.828
∆il-1
43524.2
124690.1
0.35
0.729
10 yr Treasury
∆yrtr
3.391404
4.676881
0.73
0.473
∆yrtr-1
-0.6242191
4.804569
-0.13
0.897
∆yrtr-2
-4.056638
5.090638
-0.80
0.431
Exchange Rate
∆er
62.3071
54.06844
1.15
0.257
Crude
∆crude
0.4691249 0.2664468
1.76
0.087
M2 Money Supply ∆m2
3.74E-12
6.70E-12
0.56
0.580
Constants

_cons

72.45851

ECM(-1)

-0.9065261

R-Squared
Adj. R-Squared
Root MSE

0.56415597
0.38255429
7.55961900

67.68183

1.07

0.291

0.1749214

-5.14

0.000
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D4: Long Run ARDL Model for 2008 to 2016
Selected Long Run ARDL Model for 2008 to 2016
Regressor
Symbol Coefficient Std. Error T Statistics Probability
Liquidity
l
-5.99E-11
8.29E-11
-0.72
0.473
Volatility
v
-0.0139593 0.057665
-0.24
0.809
Money Flow
mfi
0.1700897 0.0916295
1.86
0.068
10 yr Treasury yrtr
-2.612502 1.702826
-1.53
0.129
US Return
ur
0.4299637 0.3046707
1.41
0.162
British Return br
-0.2896431 0.2938589
-0.99
0.328
Japan Return jr
0.1709199 0.1327823
1.29
0.202

Selected ARDL’s Short Run Error Correction Representation Model for 2008 to 2016
Regressor
Symbol Coefficient Std. Error T Statistics Probability
Liquidity
∆l
6.16E-10
1.67E-10
3.70
0.000
∆l-1
2.51E-10
1.85E-10
1.36
0.179
∆l-2
-1.76E-10
1.58E-10
-1.11
0.270
∆l-3
-7.57E-11
1.33E-10
-0.57
0.570
Volatility
∆v
0.0053469 0.3085838
0.02
0.986
Money Flow
∆mfi
0.2067709 0.1258599
1.64
0.105
∆mfi-1
-0.1190707 0.1311344
-0.91
0.367
∆mfi-2
0.2879548 0.1214831
2.37
0.020
10 yr Treasury
∆yrtr
2.287205
3.977579
0.58
0.567
∆yrtr-1
-3.747839
3.817048
-0.98
0.329
∆yrtr-2
1.463234
4.290114
0.34
0.734
Illiquidity
∆il
-307744
148917.4
-2.07
0.042
Exchange Rate
∆er
35.37865
22.45106
1.58
0.119
Crude
∆crude
0.1013105 0.0996183
1.02
0.313
M2 Money Supply ∆m2
-8.08E-13
6.01E-13
-1.34
0.183
Constants

_cons

2.899717

ECM(-1)

-1.145138

R-Squared
Adj. R-Squared
Root MSE

0.81142442
0.75118500
5.5813306

8.506945

0.34

0.734

0.1166584

-9.82

0.000
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D5: Bound Test Results for China from 2002 to 2008
. estat btest
Pesaran/Shin/Smith (2001) ARDL Bounds Test
H0: no levels relationship
F = 4.843
t = -5.182
Critical Values (0.1-0.01), F-statistic, Case 3
[I_0]
L_1

[I_1]
L_1

[I_0]
L_05

[I_1]
L_05

[I_0]
L_025

[I_1]
L_025

[I_0]
L_01

[I_1]
L_01

k_6
2.12
3.23
2.45
3.61
2.75
accept if F < critical value for I(0) regressors
reject if F > critical value for I(1) regressors

3.99

3.15

4.43

[I_0]
L_025

[I_1]
L_025

[I_0]
L_01

[I_1]
L_01

k_6
-2.57
-4.04
-2.86
-4.38
-3.13
accept if t > critical value for I(0) regressors
reject if t < critical value for I(1) regressors

-4.66

-3.43

-4.99

Critical Values (0.1-0.01), t-statistic, Case 3
[I_0]
L_1

[I_1]
L_1

[I_0]
L_05

[I_1]
L_05

k: # of non-deterministic regressors in long-run relationship
Critical values from Pesaran/Shin/Smith (2001)

D6: Bound Test Results for China from 2008 to 2016
. estat btest
Pesaran/Shin/Smith (2001) ARDL Bounds Test
H0: no levels relationship
F = 32.512
t = -11.221
Critical Values (0.1-0.01), F-statistic, Case 3
[I_0]
L_1

[I_1]
L_1

[I_0]
L_05

[I_1]
L_05

[I_0]
L_025

[I_1]
L_025

[I_0]
L_01

[I_1]
L_01

k_4
2.45
3.52
2.86
4.01
3.25
accept if F < critical value for I(0) regressors
reject if F > critical value for I(1) regressors

4.49

3.74

5.06

[I_0]
L_025

[I_1]
L_025

[I_0]
L_01

[I_1]
L_01

k_4
-2.57
-3.66
-2.86
-3.99
-3.13
accept if t > critical value for I(0) regressors
reject if t < critical value for I(1) regressors

-4.26

-3.43

-4.60

Critical Values (0.1-0.01), t-statistic, Case 3
[I_0]
L_1

[I_1]
L_1

[I_0]
L_05

[I_1]
L_05

k: # of non-deterministic regressors in long-run relationship
Critical values from Pesaran/Shin/Smith (2001)
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